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PREFÀCE

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the efficacy

of explaining the Treaty of Brussels as an example of what

the literature has termed the international security regime.

Utilising a modified mtructural-ist interpretation of the re-

gime model, the research aims to determine whether or not

this type of political analysis is a worthwhile undertaking

in the study of international security affairs. In so do-

ing, the thesis examines the viability of the concept of the

security regime with reference to the Treaty of Brussels.

By means of historical analysis it endeavours to determine

if that pact can legitimately be considered to have repre-

sented a model of a security regime at the time of its cre-

ation. The research attempts to explain the theoretical
aspects of the regime model and, at the same time, âttempts

to investigate its applicability in a given historical peri-

od.

The organisation of the thesis is based on a division of

the research area into seven seoarate chapters.

The initial chapter comprises basic introductory materi-

al; it attempts to explain the political environment which

is usually termed the international system. This chapter

examines the environmenL within which sovereign States act



according to the implicit rules of that arena. Generally

termed the traditional paradigm, concepts such as interna-

tional anarchy, sovereignty, and self-heIp are introduced.

In explaining this environment the Hobbesian model of the

international system is discussed and contrasted with the

less commonly employed Lockean model of the state of nature.

The value of the Lockean model flows from the inclusion of a

"Iaw of nature" in the state of nature. Although natural

law is rejected as inappropriate, the tradition of thought

that philosophical outlook generated is entirely applicable

to a study of State interaction. In rejecting the Hobbesian

model it is the author's contention that the accuracy of the

Lockean model is aided by the concept of ethos which is di-
rectly Iinked to a particular political context. The fneans

of determining this ethos Iies in the application of systems

theory, Hed1ey Bul1's concept of order in an international

society, l and Friederich Kratochwil's perception of a "pub-

lic interest" among States.2 To that extenL, the discussion

in Chapter One is theoretical and constitutes a

sumptions on the part of the author.

set of as-

Chapter Two introduces the model of the security regime.

As with the Lockean model in general, the concept of the in-

ternational regime attacks the excl-usivity of analyses thaL

Hedley BuII,
1977., p.10.

The Ànarchicai Society., London, MacMillan,

Friederich Kratchowil,
ternational Relations"
Winter 1982. , pp. 1 -3C.

"On the Notion of I

in Wqfld Politics-,
Interest' in In-

Vol.36, No.1 ,

V1



assume States only practice Realpolitik. Employment of the

regime model means a bLending of the "power politics" ap-

proach with other conceptual paradigms.

The theory adopted for study, which is best described by

the term "modified structuralism"r3 can be understood as a

rational synthesis of many ideas. An effort is made to ad-

dress the modified structuralist perspective of the interna-

tional regime by means of a dissection of the theory into

its component parts. In undertaking this investigation one's

reference works include the writings of Robert Keohane, Jo-

seph Nye, Stephen Krasner, John Ruggie, and to a lesser ex-

tent, Robert Jervis. These academics do not often agree on

spec i f ics, save on terminologl', but running through all

their works is a common understanding of the theoretical

base of international regimes.

The theoreticat base, denoted by the label of "modified

structuralism", represents a State-centric approach to in-

ternational reqimes. In the study of international rela-

tions, structural realism is usually meant to refer to the

restrictions placed on either policy options or actions

which are directly attributable to the structure of a par-

ticular international system. Àccording to Kenneth WaItz

The term "modified structuralism" emerges in the litera-
ture through an article by Stephen D. Krasner. See "Struc-
tural Causes and Regime Consequences; Regimes as Interven-
ing Variables" in Stephen D. Krasner, €d., International
Reqimes., Ithica, New York, Cornell University Press,
1 983. , pp.1 -22.
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the structure of a system is determined by three basic fac-

tors; the ordering principle, the types of units involved

and their functions, and the systemic distribution of capa-

bilities. a In the context of modified structuralism it is

implied that, contrary to structural realism, the interna-

tional system rnay not precisel-y reflect its actual or exist-

ing structure. Instead roles for intersubjective values and

of an international society, as suggested by Hugo Grotius

and later by Hedley Bull, frây perform valuable functions.

International agreements, such as regimes, are often abl-e to

institutionalise relationships that would otherwise be un-

1ike1y if not impossible. modified structuralism is there-

fore a bifurcated approach to the field. First it conceives

of international regimes as being representative of the

structure of the system, âs it is defined by Kenneth Waltz

and Raymond Aron. Second, it supports the supposition that

there exists certain inLersubjective values held in common

by a self-conscious grouping of States. These values serve

to influence, and make reasonably predictable, those States'

actions in prescribed issue-areas.

Chapter Two also examines the more specific application

of the regime concept to the issue of international securi-

ty. In order to accomplish this task a definition of secur-

ity as the protection ot a State's already-acquired values

is offered: these values may include wealth, military power,

a See Kenneth L. ltaLtz,
New York, Random House,

Theorv of International
1979., pp.88-99.

viii

PoIitics.,



or even culture and social outlook. Àdditionally' the con-

cept of security is then examined with regard to the tradi-

tional devices employed, and described by the prevalent

views expressed in the scholarly literature, by States in

their confrontation with threat however it manifests itself.

Security regimes most closely resemble complex collective

security organisations, however the relationship between

them and Karl Deutsch's security community is al-most non-ex-

istent.s The difference between the two seems to lie in

Bull's conception of the international society; a group of

States that are conscious of sharing interests and values,

and who, therefore, strive to create and maintain common in-

stitutions. In other words, there is a distinct "social

purpose" behind security regimes which is totally absent

from Deutsch' s security community.

section asserts, the nature of the

the acquisition and maintenance of

difficult for States.

Chapter Three describes and di

s Karl Deutsch,
Àrea., Princeton
1957.

Nevertheless, as this
self-heIp system makes

the "common good" very

scusses the Treaty of

security regime model.

Brus-

sels (1948) as an example of the

examines the actual text of the treaty in an effort to de-

termine the extent to which it meets the agreed criteria to

be deemed an appropriate example of a security regime. It

is the opinion of the author that a reading of the Treatv of

It

PoIiticaI Communitv in the North Atlantic
, New Jersey, Ptrinceton University Press,

1X



Brussels does indeed seem to provide supporting evidence of

the existence of a security regime.

Chapters Four through Six constitute a detailed examina-

tion of the historical background to the signatory States'

national security policies prior to the final drafting of

the Treaty of Brussels. There is one chapter each for the

British, French, and the Benefux (Be1gium, the Netherlands,

and Luxemburg) policies. These chapters address the partic-

ular political milieu from which each State's perception of

its national security interests, and hence threats, were de-

rived. The examination of the national policies for the

period 1944-1948 terminates with the signing of the Treaty

of Brussel-s on March 17 , 1948.

Directly addressing the conclusions of Chapter Three

these chapters are based on the author's opinion that the

mere existence of a treaty, ot any other type of political

agreenent embodying the four generally accepted regime cri-
teriar6 does not, nor can it, presuppose the existence of an

international regime. It is quite obvious that Lhe national

policy aims of the member-states must closely match, ot at

least resemble, the principles contained within and ex-

pressed by a parÈicular international regime. An examina-

tion of the roots of the five securitv policies is essential

"International regimes are defined as principles, norms,
ruIes, and decision-making procedures around which actor
expectations converge in a given issue area." See Stephen
D. Krasner, "Structural Causes and Regime Consequences;
Regimes as intervening variables", p.1

X



to determine if the Brussels Pact emerged from commonly held

ideals and goa1s, or whether it v¡as created to satisfy sev-

eral different national obiectives.

FaIse interpretations can be read into a document, such

as the Treatv of Brusse1s, especially as events recede into

the past. This study hopes to avoid an inaccurate rendering

of history and, in that sense, is very period conscious.

The effort being made is to review the poÌitical and diplo-
matic foundations of this organisation at the time of its

creation to see if it would be academically justified to en-

visage the Brussels Pact as a security regime.

Chapter Seven will constitute the conclusion of the work.

Its purpose is to state the results produced by the testing

of the author's hypoLhesis that the Brussels Pact represent-

ed a security regime when it was created in 1948. This is

essentially a drawing together of the research findings of

Chapters Two through Five. However, in addition to summar-

ising the findings of this research, this chapter attempts

to extrapolate from the conclusions and draw inferences

which wiIl reflect on.the overall viability of modified

structuralism as it relates to International Relations theo-

ry.

It should be noted that this research does not make an

effort to determine, or to examine, if the Brussels Treaty

ever actually functioned as a security regime. À study of

X1



that nature must be far more comprehensive and is clearly

beyond the scope of this work. Thereforet although Chapter

Two discusses the modified structuralist interpretation of

the regime model, for the purposes of this thesis, the defi-

nition will have to be restricted to the mere presence of

its four basic contituent parts; principles, norms, rules of

action, and decision making procedures.

The Treatv of Brussefs (1948) is not often studied today.

Às an alIiance, and as a political institution, it exists in

the shadow of the North Àtlantic Treaty Organisation (HefO)

which was formed less than a year after the Treatv of Brus-

sels was signed. The reason for this overshadowing are like-

ly twofold. First, there is the matter of membership; since

its creation in January , 1949, NÀTO has had a larger member-

ship than the Brussels Pact. In that sense, NÀTO has truly

been the Western AIIiance in the post-war era. However, it

is likely that the principal cause for the "backseat roIe"

assigned to the Treatv of Brussels, both politically and

academically, is due to a second reason. Unlike the Brussels

Pact, NATO has the United States as a signatory. In other

words, it is NATO, alone, which is usually understood as

having functioned as the vehicle for the maintenance of Ï^Iest

European security. For most writers, studying the North At-

lantic AIliance is perceived to be more efficacious simply

because that organisation seems to have played a greater

role in post-war European affairs. While this is no doubt an

x11



historically accurate judgement, nevertheless it does a di-

service to the role performed by the Treatv of Brussels. Às

the first post-1g45 multilateral security pact in Europe, it

deserves further study: both for what its formation reveals

about that particular historical context, âs weII as how it,

as a political institution, addressed the ever-present de-

sire for international security.

x111
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Chapter I

THE THEORETICAL BÀSIS OF THE INTERNATIONÀL
SYSTEM

1 .1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this introductory chapter is to integrate two

conceptual variables that are usually deemed incompatible

for the study of international relations. These two vari-
ables are the environmental definition of the international
system as a state of nature and the belief that States may

interact at a normative 1eve1. The traditional interpreta-
tion of the international system, based as it is on a Hobbe-

sian state of nature, precludes the existence of common val-
ues other than survival itself, which could serve to quide

States in the conduct of their foreign policies. The prima-

ry objective of this chapter is to demonstrate that an al-
ternative model of the state of nature, such as is provided

by John Locke's writings, definitely permits an analysis

based on the premise that normative State interaction is a

regular occurrence. À secondary objective is to provide a

buttress to the theoretical legitimacy of the concept of the

security regime which is discussed and deployed in succeed-

ing chapters. Security regimes are founded upon an accented

appreciation for the normative interaction of States; the

regime model includes system-wide intersubjective elements

-1



2

not normally considered relevant within a Hobbesian struc-

ture. To that extent this chapter is both an introduction

to the general theoretical basis of the security regime and,

a partial rejection of the "va1ue-less" approach common to

the literature and properly understood as Structuralism.

The chapter is organised into two sections. The first,

addressing the concept of the state of nature, compares and

contrasts the Hobbesian model with that proposed by John

Locke. The second section is devoted to an examination of

the concept of "ethos" and its relevancy in international
relations. Beginning with a brief discussion of natural law,

an effort is made to reveal the accuracy of a Lockean model

of the international system. Under the rubric of natural

1aw, HedIey BuIl's "international society", and Friederich

Kratochwil's "public interest", are particularly relevant to
an understanding of an ethos among States. Working within

the State-centric "traditional paradigm" this chapter seeks

to provide the necessary theoretical backdrop to the thesis'
study of the origins of the Treaty of Brussels.

1.2 THE INTERNÀTTONAL SYSTEM AS À ''STATE QE W''
This first section is concerned with demonstrating that it
is theoretically possible for intersubjective values to ex-

ist, and normative interaction among States to occur, in the

international system. Such a possibility can exist if an

alternative to the prevalent model, that is the Hobbesian
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state of nature, is employed for the analysis of interna-

tional relations. Therefore this section examines, and con-

trasts, the selected writings of two Seventeenth Century

English political philosophers; Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679)

and John Locke (1632-1704).1 Although they v¡ere contemporar-

ies, as well as countrymen, their conceptualisations of the

state of nature are quite dissimilar. These two models are

dissimilar in the manner by which States' vaLues, interests,
and obligations are perceived to operate, and are operated

upon, by the international system. Both the Hobbesian and

the Lockean models of the state of nature can be applied to
the study of world politics. Admittedly, each provides an

enhanced understanding of the international system. How-

ever, the modular limitations of the Hobbesian state of na-

ture, through its wholesale rejection of systemic intersub-
jectivity leading to normative interaction, suggests that

Locke's model is more accurate.

Àmong political scientists it is generally accepted that

the international system is anarchical in nature. This

quality of anarchy is induced by the absence of a universal

sovereign, or authority, which would otherwise establish ar¡d

enforce a common set of rules of interaction. The lack of a

recognised system-wide authority means that the principal

1 See Thomas Hobbes, The Leviathan. Markham, Ontario, Pen-
guin, 1980. Àlso see John Locke, Essays on the Law of Na-
ture. W. von Leyden, êd., Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1954.,
and The Second Treatise of Government. Thomas P. Peardon,
ed. , 

-r 
ndlanapolls, Bobbs-¡leffi-o .
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international actors are States.2 Therefore, by default, it

is the sovereign State which possesses the ultimate systemic

authority. National sovereignty of States, and its recogni-

tion by the .other members of the State system, has been the

fundamental ordering principle since the Peace of Wespha-

lia(1648).s while sovereignty accords the legal right to act

as each State deems necessary, both in domestic as well as

foreign policy, it also appears to exact a price in return

for such freedoms. This price is paid in the form of varying

degrees of insecurity. In the absence of a catholic author-

ity, insecurity arises because sovereign States can rely

onJ-y on themselves, or their devices, for protection and ul-

timately for their very perpetuation. Kenneth Waltz has

termed this understanding of the international environment

2 Martin Wight wrote that the reliance on the conceptual
framework provided by, and allowing for the existence of,
the sovereign State serves to stifle academic discourse.
He argued that speculation about international relations
could not proceed in the same manner by which political
theory generates debates about various aspects of civil
society. (See Martin Wi9ht, "why is there no International
Theory", in Herbert Butterfield and Martin wight, eds.,
Diplomatic Investiqations., Cambridge, Mâ., Harvard Uni-
versity Press, 1966., pp.17-34..) wight may indeed be cor-
rect in his statement of the implications of a State-cen-
tric approach to the study of international affairs.
However, one could also argue that theoretical speculation
at the international level is not at aIl comparable with
that conducted at the level of civil society. To chal-
lenge the continued viability of the political units under
scrutiny, which is inherent in Wight's analysis, does not
happen in the many writings of classical political theory.
Sovereign States, Iike Men, pêrform similar functions at
their respective levels of political interaction. Àt each
of those Ievels they are the principal political actors.
Àccording to Wight the "right to 1ife" of the State should
not remain unquestioned if an International Relations
theory is to be generated. However, classical theorists
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the "self-help system". The sovereign nature of the State,

and the systemic implications of that principle, together

comprise the conceptual basis of any theorisation within the

parameters of the traditional paradigm.4

Within the literature the traditional paradigm and all of

its subtleties is best represented by the analogy of the

"stag-hunt" as proposed by Jean-Jacques Rousseau;

Assume that five men who have acquired a rudimen-
tary ability to speak and to understand each other
happen to come together at a time when all of them
suffer from hunger. The hunqer of each will be
satisfied by the fifth part of a stag, so they
"agree" to cooperate in a project to trap one.
But also the hunger of any one of them will be
satisfied by a hare, so, âs a hare comes within
reach,one of them grabs it. The defector obtains
the means of satisfying his hunger but in doing so
permits the stag to escape. His immediate inter-
est prevails over consideration for his fellows.s

have always assumed the continuity of Mankind in their at-
tempts at devising a more just polity.
The demise, or withering-away, of the State as the ulti-
mate arbiter in international affairs has been suggested
many times in the literature. The view that "growing" in-
terdependence and the advent of nuclear weapons have
struck at the bases, and legitimacy, of State power is
widespread, even if it is mistaken. The State remains the
primary actor in the international system for it is the
only political unit which is able i.e. possesses legiti-
macy and capabilities to decide on questions of ïrar and
peace. States also retain their positions as the principal
actors because they, alone, determine the code of conduct
within which international relations occur. Economic ent-
winement and nuclear arsenals are not politically unimpor-
tant, however the impact of these rel-atively nev¡ factors
has only been to force States to be more prudent in their
diplomatic intercourse. For an informative, and succinct,
presentation of this conventional viewpoint, see KaI J.
Kolsti, "The Necrologists of International ReIations", in
Canadian Journal of Political Science, VoI.18, No.4, D€-
cember 1985, pp.675-694. Stanley Hoffmann also asserts
the primacy of the State in his article, "Reflections on
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By way of an understatement, Waltz has noted that Rousseau's

"story is simple Ibut] the implications are tremendous." If
one equates Rousseau's " f e1lows" r.¡ith sovereign States, each

hungering for security, then the analogy is a useful illus-
tration of the international system: in other words, the

"stag-hunt" is the everpresent security diIemma by another

name. For those whose research is conducted within the pa-

rameters of the traditional paradigm, Rousseau's analogy is
a focal point; it represents an understanding of worLd poli-

tics to be examined for historical accuracv or one to be

criticised as inadeouate.

The environment within which the "stag-hunt" analogy op-

erates is usuallv understood to resemble most closely the

the Nation-state in Western Europe Today", in the Joufnal
of Common Market Studies , voI.21-, Nos.1-2, SeptembÇþF
cember 1982, pp.21-38.

The scientific concept of the paradigm defies a precise
definition. Much of the available literature on the sub-
ject are commentaries of Thomas S. Kuhn's seminal work on
paradigms; The Structure of Scientific Revolutions., Chi-
cage, University of Chicago Press, 1962. In her essay on
Kuhn's work, Margaret Masterman has suggested three gener-
a1 categories from which an understancling of paradigms can
be derived: these are, a method of Iimited analytical vi-
sion with which to perceive "reality", a set of scientific
habits for handling data and, construct paradigms which
act as metaphors for increasing explanatory power. (See
Margaret Masterman, "The Nature of a Paradigm" in Imre La-
katos and Alan Musgrave, eds., Criticism and the Growth of
Knowledqe. , Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1970. ,pp.59-79.) The term "traditional paradigm" is borrowed
from Arend Lijphart's "The Structure of the Theoretical
Revolution in International Relations" in International
Studies Quarterly, VoI.18, No.1, March 1974, pp.41-74.

s Quoted in Kenneth N.Waltz, Man, the State and War., New
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state of nature described by Hobbes.6 In Hobbes' major work,

The Leviathan, the state of nature is postulated as the nat-

ural condition of Mankind unrestrained by any of the laws,

customs, and other moderating influences which are to be

found in any civil society. Stripped of those influences

Hobbes opined that Man was aggressive, greedy, proud, and

destructive. The most famous line in The Leviathan encapsu-

Iated its author's feelings by asserting that life, bereft

of societal standards, would be "solitary, poor, nasty,

brutish, and short."7 For Hobbes the state of nature was

nothing less than the existence of incessant conflict;
Hereby it is manifest, that during the time men
live without a common Power to keep them all in
arre, they are in that condition which is called
Warre; and such a $¡arre, as is every man against
every man. For as the nature of Foule weather,
lyeth not in a shower or two of rain; but in an

York, Columbia University Press, 1959., pp.1 67-168.
6 In applying the Hobbesian model to the study of interna-

tional relations certain adaptations have been made by an-
al-ysts. For example it is common place to ignore Hobbes's
description of the state of nature as one where there is
an equality of insecurity. (See Thomas Hobbes, g. cit. ,
p.183.) Clearly such a description does not reflect the
present international reality; Nicaragua does not threaten
the security of the United States to the same degree as
the reversè scenario. Likewise, one usually ignores
Hobbes' statement that there are no arts, culture or in-
dustry in his state of nature. (See ibid, p.186. ) In his
critique of the Hobbesian model Hedley Bul1 addressed
these, and other, discrepancies. On the question of in-
dustrial sectors, he noted that State-based, and even mul-
tinational, industries exist in the international state of
nature. Were one to apply this model it would still be
necessary to account for the annual expenditures of vast
sums of money, by States, for the creation and maintenance
of national armed forces to protect those very industries
from plunder. (See Hedley BuI1, "society and Ànarchy in
International Relations" in Herbert Butterfield and Martin
wight, eds., op cit., pp.35-50. ) The application, in



inclination thereto of many days together: So the
nature of War, consisteth not in actual fighting:
but in the known disposition thereto, during all
the time there is no assurance to the contrarv.s

The application of the Hobbesian state of nature to anal-
yses of the international system stem from the apparent co-

incidence of the aforesaid conceptual imagery with existing,
and indeed historical, realities. The Hobbesian model sug-

gests that States are engaged in a never-ending quest for
security. International conflict, while not always involv-
ing the violent clash of armed force, is nonetheless ev-

erpresent;

ITJhough there had never been anytime wherein par-
ticular men vrere in a condition of warre one
against another; yet in aIl times, Kings, and Per-
sons of Soveraigne authority, because of their In-
terdependency, are in continuall jealousies, and
in the state and posture of Gladiators; having

toto, of the Hobbesian model without taking these analyt-
ical liberties would generate several inconsistencies be-
tween it and reality. Hobbes based his philosophical state
of nature upon a retrospective examination of civil socie-
ty. In Leviathan Hobbes wrote "it may peradventure be
thought, that there was never such a Lime, nor condition
of warre as thi s; and I bel ieve i t v¡as never generalJ-y
so". He does suggest that the "savage peoples in many
places of Àmerica" may live in an environment akin to a
state of nature. (See Thomas Hobbes, sp cit., p.187. )
For Hobbes, therefore, the state of nature is not an in-
terpretation of history. rn-G-tîñg-his modet of Man's
natural state, he removed all of the moderating influences
of Government and society from Mankind, endowed as Man is
with passions and vices, and arrived at the very logical
state of nature. (See ibid, and also C.B.Macpherson, The
Theorv of Possessive Individualism., Toronto, Oxford Uni-
versity Press, 1962. pp.17-18.) However, International
Relations does not require the capability to make this
type of retrospective examination. Às an explanatory model
the state of nature must be compatible with an interpreta-
tion-ãt the hlstorical record of inter-State relations,
and possess some measure of accuracy in forecasting future
actions by States in the world arena. Unfortunately, as



their weapons pointing, and their eyes fixed on
one another; that is, their Forts, Garrisons, and
Guns upon the frontiers of their Kingdomes; and
continuall Spyes upon their neighbours; which is a
posture of War. e

In this type of environment fear naturally dominates and the

rationaL action of States wiII be consistently characterised

by selfishness, egoism, and an intense mutual suspicion.

Stanley Hoffmann has written that the international system

mirrors, in many aspects, the incessant state of h'ar which

Hobbes described. Risk is understood to be both constant and

pervasive.1o As in the analogy of the "stag-hunt", actions

taken by a State to eliminate risk in one area of concern

could, paradoxically, serve to generate egual or greater

hazard in another area.11 Robert Jervis has described both

the operations of the security dilemma, and how, in a system

of sovereign States, this dilemma must come to dominate the

with any model, there is a certain friction between it and
the reality it purports to represent; no model is exact,
for if it were it would be reality itself. The result of
these qualifications is that the Hobbesian model must re-
ally only account for the natural dynamics of world poli-
tics which were, for Hobbes' analysis, an unnecessary fea-
ture.
Thomas Hobbes nn nir- n 186.| 

-_ 
Y-f,?. ' Y. '

186ibid, pp.185-

ibid, pp.186-188.

See Stanley Hoffmann
1963.

, State of War New York, Praeger,

In the same vein, one is reminded of Thucydides' memora-
ble line that "what made v¡ar inevitable was the growth of
Àthenian power and the fear which this caused in Sparta."
See Thucydides, The Peloponnesian War, Rex Warner, êd.,
Middlesex, Penguin, 1954. , p.49.

9

lo
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foreign policy formulations of those States. Utilising a

wide range of historical examples, ,Jervis has noted that

v¡ithout the guarantee of a commonly recognised authority,

the system seems to propagate a belief structure which

stresses that misplaced trusts could exact an intolerable
political price. Às a result,
wide institution;

distrust becomes a svstem-

Because there are no institutions or authorities
that can make and enf orce internat ional- l-aws, the
policies of cooperation that will bring mutual re-
wards if others cooperate may bring disaster if
they do not. Because States are at{are of this, êD-
archy encourages behaviour that leaves a1l con-
cerned vrorse off than they could be, even in the
extreme case in which aII States would like to
freeze the status quo. This is true of the men in
Rousseau's "Stag Hunt."1 2

within the Hobbesian state of na lule it is completely un-

realistic to assume that States are motivated by anything

other than necessity.l3 In explaining why Germany had to

sign the extremely harsh Treatv of

Reichsminister for Finance, Mathias

Versailles (1919), the

Erzberger, unde r scored

Robert Jervis, "Cooperation Under the Security Dilemma",
in World PoIitics, Vol.30, No.2, January 1978. , pp.167.

In his co¡ltroversial work, The Oriqins of the Second
WorId War, A.J.P.Tay1or (p.1a) supports this interpreta-
tioni "...in British eyes, their government only r¡anted
to keep things quiet, while Hitler wanted to stir them
up. To the Germans, the status guo was not peace, but a
slave treaty. It all depends on the point of view. The
victor Powers wanted to keep the fruits of victory with
some modifications, though they did it ineffectively. The
vanquished Power wanted to undo its defeat. This latter
ambition, whether "aggressive" or not, h'as not peculiar
to Hit1er." Às Taylor correctly points out, the self-heIp
system does not promote one State's feelings of necessity
in a way which readily aIlows empathy to arise in foreign
quarters.

12

13



the fundamental role of necessitv

11

in the decision-making

process;

Who of us, if bound hand and foot and ordered at
the point of a revolver to sign an agreement to
fly to the moon in forty-eight hours, would refuse
our signature? It is exactly the same with the
peace treaty. When one signs under duress there is
no quest ion of s incer i ty. 1 a

National interests, as defined by each State individual-
l-y, are each State's paramount concern. In the Hobbesian

system a State's continued survival can only be assured

through a calculated maintenance of its own national inter-
ests:

He Ittre princel must not mind incurring the scan-
dal of those vices, without which it would be dif-
ficult to save the state, for if one considers
well, it will be found that some things which seem
virtues would, íf followed, Iead to one's ruin,
and some others which appear vices result in one's

. greater security and well-being. t u

The arch-nationalist German historian, Heinrich von

Treitschke, once wrote in explaining State sovereignty that

a "def encel-ess state may sti1l be termed a kingdom... Ibut]

in point of fact such a country no longer ranks as a

state. " 1 6 Since sovereignty is every State's primary nation-

aI interest, it is far too precious a tangible asset to be

14 Quoted in Sir John Wheeler-Bennet,
German Àrmy in Politics, 1918-1945
1967., pp.50-51.

Niccolo Machiavelli,
Library, 1 950. , p. 57.

Quoted in Christopher
nitv of States., ed.
win, 1982., p.43.

The Prince.

Nemesis of Power, The
, Toronto, MacMillan,

New York, The ModernIE

16 Brewin, "Sovereignty" in The Commu-
James Mayall, Boston, Allen and Un-



kept viable only through the actions of another.

12

In the

"stag hunt" the decision to defect from the group venture,

grab the hare, and by doing so guarantee himself sustenance,

while denying it to others, was a rational decision on the

part of the defector. To do otherwise required the would-be

defector to exhibit unv¡arranted faith that none of the other

"feIIows" would grab the hare, and thereby sentence him to

starvation. Not to defect would have been especially irra-

tional if he knew of similar events happening in the past.

Likewise, in the self-help environment of world politics, it

is irrational for a State to place unreservedly the guaran-

tee of its sovereignty in the hands of another selfish

State. As Machiavelli wrote;

[uJ o pr ince i s secure wi thout hi s or,¡n troops r oñ
the contrary, he is entirely dependent on fortune,
having no trustworthy means of defence in time of
trouble. 1 7

The ancient Romans with their attitude of si vis pacem para

bellum would not have disagreed with the application of

Hobbes' model to the international arena.

The writings of Machiavelli, like Von Treitschke, absolve

States of the moral necessity for policies leading to sys-

temic normativism. The Florentine argued that to pursue

one's interests, and thus make one's country more secure,

was a laudatory action;

The desire to acquire possessions is a very natu-
ral and ordinary thing, and when those men do it
who can do so successfully, they are always

17 Niccolo Machiavelli, cp cit. , 9.52.
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praised and not blamed

Machiavelli's view is entirely consistent with the raison

d'etat school of politics. The State's first "Law of Mo-

tion" must be to administer to its ov¡n interests, its indi-

vidual structure, and its characteristic v¡ay of Iife. For

Friederich Meinecke, the great student of raison d'etat, as

for Machiavelli and Von Treitschke, there is a separation of

what the system ought to be from ho¡+ it is actually per-

ce i ved;

The "intelligence" of the State consists in arriv-
ing at a proper understanding to decide the prin-
ciples which are to guide its behaviour. These
principles are always bound to be at the same time
both individual and general, both constant and
changeable. They will change subtly as alterations
take place in the State itself and in its environ-
ment. But they must also tally v¡ith what is last-
ing in the struçture of the individual State, âs
weII as with that which is permanent in the laws
governing the life of all States. Thus from the
realm of what is and what wilI be, there constant-
1y emerges, through the medium of understanding, a
notion of what ought to be and what must be. The
statesman must, if he is convinced of the accuracy
of his understanding of the situation, act in ac-
cordance with it in order to reach his goal.1s

It would, however, be incorrect to assume that the Hobbe-

sian model excludes international cooperation. By a strict

interpretation of Von Treitschke there are perhaps, today'

only two States capable of defending themselves; that is the

Superpowers. Against each's individual might all other ex-

la

19

ibid, p. 1 3.

Friederich Meinecke
Raiso¡ d'Etat and
Haven, Yale Univers

, Machiavell iani sm,
its Place in Modern

ity Press, 1962., p.1.

The Doctrine of
History., New
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isting polities are quite defenceless. Some, like Von

Treitschke, might argue that given their defence capabili-
ties there is no need for either the United States or the

Soviet Union to cooperate with other members of the interna-

tional system. Yet the two Superpowers are presently mem-

bers of military alliances in which their membership might

be assumed to be'large1y self-serving.

Raymond Àron has identified Von Treitschke as an idealist
of power politics.2o Von Treitschke's views reflect a Hege-

Iian interpretation as to role of the State. As such, that

German writer represents the most extreme position possible

within the Hobbesian state of nature. Indeed, because of

its ttegelian roots, it almost becomes morally requisite for

a State to pursue ambitious, and aggressive, objectives to
the detrirnent of other, Iess-conflictual policy options.

Few historical examples exist to support such a lop-sided

interpretation of State interaction. To rely soIely on Von

Treitschke's imagery would be to create a "straw-man" of

Iittle analytical value.

Hobbes clearly meant, when he wrote "or

v¡ith othets",21 that his model should not

stricted degree of inter-State cooperation.

by confederacy

preclude a re-

In the state of

20

21

See Raymond Àron, Peace and
Krieger, 1981., pp.585-591.
Political Thouqht of Heinrich
ConsLable and Company Ltd. , 191

Thomas Hobbes, gp. cit., p.183.

, Malabar, Florida,
also H.W.C.Davis, The

War.
See
von
4.

Treitschke., London,
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nature the principal actors are responsible for the adminis-

tration of their interests, by whatever means; this cannot

exclude diplomatic undertakings to which aIl States may as-

pire. À careful- reading of the fu11 implications of Rous-

seau's analogy seems to suggest that cooperation can occur,

albeit Iimited and permeated by apprehension; for despite

the defection there was initially an agreement to hunt the

stag together. À.J.P. Taylor's work on the Munich Agree-

ment(1938) demonstrates that Rousseau's analogy is quite ap-

plicable to the modern world;

When the policy of Munich failed, everyone an-
nounced that he had expected it to fail; and the
participants not only accused the others of cheat-
ing, but boasted that they had been cheating them-
selves. In f act, flo one was as clear-sighted as he
later claimed to have been; and the four men of
Munich were aIl in their different ways sincere,
though each had reserves which he concealed from
the other s.22

Hobbes also recognised this. Given the

of States in the international arena,

obligation must, and are perceived to be

interest;

inherent self ishness

both cooperation and

based only on self-

From this equality of ability arises equality of
hope in the attaining of our ends. And therefore
if any two men desire the same thing, which never-
theless they cannot both enjoy, they become ene-
mies.2 3

22 A.J.P.Taylor,
pp.232-233.

Thomas Hobbes,

The Oriqins of

cp cit. , p. 185.

the

1ð

Second WorId War. ,
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Since self-interest reigns, the Hobbesian state of nature

dictates an interpretation r,¡hich fails to al1ow a role for

supranational normative elements;

To this warre of every man against every man, this
also is conseguent; that nothing can be Unjust.
The notions of Right and Wrong, Justice and Injus-
tice have there no place.2a

The belief that States, like people, are "se1f-interested,

optimizing actors who define morality in terms of what is

besL for themse1ves",2s is perhaps Hobbes' most important

contribution to political thought, and the most valuable

aspect of his state of nature. Though his work was predated

by aLmost a century by that of Machiave1li, the writings of

that Sixteenth Century diplomat support those of the Seven-

teenth Century philosopheri

À Prince being thus obliged to know well how to
acr as a beast must imitate the fox and the lion,
for the lion cannot protect himself from traps'
and the fox cannot defend himself from wolves. One
must therefore be a fox to recognise traps, and a
lion to frighten wolves. Those that wish to be
only lions do not understand this. Therefore a
prudent ruler ought not to keep faith when by do-
ing so it would be against his interest If
men h'e re a 11 good , th i s prec ept would not be a
good one; but as they are bad and would not ob-
serve their faith with you, so you are not bound
to keep faith with them.26

24

25

ibid, p. 188.

Ronald J.Terchek, "ConfIict and CoaI
Foundations of Formal Theory", in
view, YoI.23 , Nos. 1 -2, January-June

Niccolo Machiavelli, op cit. , p.64.

itions: The Hobbesian
PoIitical Science Re-
1984., p.1.

26
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In other words, States are limited only by what they, alone,

perceive to be incorrect. Even thenr âctions "beyond the

PaIe" may be considered acceptable if they are serving to

realise a State-justif.iable end. Others may judge but the

assumption that similar moral imperatives motivate, con-

strain, or should even do so, would be incompatible with

Hobbes. Àction is based only on self-interest. As there is
no universal set of values, there is neither a reason, nor a

need, to assume one's own values are indeed morally correct

or binding upon otheÊs.27

Machiavelli went even further than Hobbes: he was f irrnly

of the opinion that Christian values, which honoured humili-
ty and modesty, r.rere dangerous f or State leaders to f oIIow.

For i f a leader v¡as f undamentally a "good" marì, there was no

systemic Auarantee that other leaders, including his coun-

try's opponents would be of the same moral persuasion.

Therefore Machiavelli believed it v¡as necessary to instruct

these political actors as to the method of divesting them-

selves of any "spiritual harnessrt imposed by their va1ues.28

The colitical doctrine of raison d'etat ansvlers the needs of

OF, and just as important, that other's values are bind-
ing upon you. Hobbes wrote, in this regard, that "these
words of good, evi1, and contemptible are ever used with
relation to the person that uses them, there being noth-
ing simply and absolutely sor nor any common rule of good
and evil to be taken from the nature of the objects them-
selves. " See Thomas Hobbes, qp. cit. , p.120.

See Friederich Meinecke, cp cit., pÞ.25-48. See also J.
W. Allen, The Historv of Political Thouqht in the Six-
teenth Centurv. London, Methuen, 1928., pp.458-460.

¿ó
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Machiavelli's philosophy by providing the means of not doing

"good" without being immoral. Converselyr âs there is no

expectation that other States, in the same anarchic system,

will comply with any set of proffered values, to do so voL-

untarily is to expose one's State to the potential of unnec-

essary injury, and even death.2s Às Hobbes correctly noted,

the only law of nature in a value-free environment is sur-

vival, and not to exert oneseff in an effort to survive is

itself an immoral act.3o

There is another equally important reason for the exclu-

sion of normative factors from the Hobbesian state of na-

ture. This interpretation is closer to that extreme posi-

tion taken by Von Treitschke and other Nineteenth Century

nationalist historians. It also serves effectively to un-

Hobbes envisaged the state of nature as an all-out life
and death struggle v¡ithout any rules save that of surviv-
aI of the fittest. In The Leviathan, Hobbes wrote "If]or
as long as every man holdeth this Right., of doing any-
thing he liketh; so long are all men in the condition of
Warre. But if other men wiII not lay down their Right,
as well as he; then there is no Reason for any one' to
devest himselfe of his: For that were to expose himselfe
to Prey...". See Thornas Hobbes, gp. cit., p. 190.

The notion that it is vrrong to render oneself or one's
State insecure is contained within the Hobbesian model:
it is his first Law of Nature; "a precept, or generall
RuIe, f ound out by Reason, by v¡hich a man is f orbidden to
do, that, which is destructive of his life, ot taketh
a$ray the means of preserving the same. tr (See ibid,
p.189.) It is important to note that it is exactly at
this point that the difference between the civil and the
international implications of Hobbes' thought are re-
vealed. Man creates a civil society - modern States - in
order to escape from the state of nature where his vi-
ability is questionable and constantly threatened.
States, on the other hand, operate under the understand-
ing that it is only in the state of nature that their

29

30
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dermine the notion of natural law upon which alternate mod-

els, such as the Lockean state of nature are based.

In the Hobbesian conception, the emphasis attached to the

State as the primary actor is drawn from Hobbes' belief in

the individual "as essentially the proprietor of his own

person or capacities, owing nothing to society for Èhem."

Hobbes applied Galileo's theories of physical motion to po1-

itics where they served to deny a common teleological force

behind movement.3l When denied this teleology, movement is

self-wi1led and therefore must serve a Þurpose defined sole-

Iy by self-interest.

The absence of a universal purpose behind political ac-

tivities is an important aspect of the Hobbesian modeI. Hans

Morgenthau classified this denial of a unifying teleology as

one of his "Six Rules of Realism".s2 And even before Hobbes,

Machiavelli addressed this point in his lengthy discussion

of fortuna and its role in politics;

survival is guaranteed. The Sovereign created to protect
the individual would destroy the "sovereign" State were a
similar device to be deployed in the international sys-
tem. See ibid, p.188.

3 1 Hobbes wrote that "when a body is once in motion it mov-
eth (unless something else hinder it) eternally ...". See
Thomas Hobbes, qp. cit., p.88. On Galileo's impact on
Hobbes' thought see C.B.MacPherson, sp. cit., p.78. For a
discussion of Galileo's theory see Herbert Butterfield,
The Oriqins of Modern Sc ience. , Toronto, CIarke r rwin,
1968., esp. Chapter One, "The Historical Importance of a
Theory of Impetus".

32 Hans J. Morgenthau, Politics Àmonq Nations, 4th edition.,
New York, AIfred Knopf, 1967 . , pp.1 0-12.
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I would point out how one sees a certain prince
today fortunate and tomorrow ruined, vt ithout see-
ing that he has changed in character two men,
acting differently, attain the same effect, and of
two others acting in the same wây, one attains his
goal and not the other. 3 3

The proprietary nature of the State, understood as the

only legitimate holder of sovereignty, means that it is ac-

tuated by calculations leading to its ovln aCvantage. To do

otherwise is to oppose what the theoretical basis of Hobbes'

model sees as natural, if not moral. Àny qualification of

sovereignty, âs expressed by treaties et al., is a calculat-
ed exchange undertaken to preserve or increase this proper-

ty. The medieval notion of Christendom, that there existed

an international society possessing common values, and ex-

isting to serve an end from which all will benefit, is cat-
egorically rejected. In sum, politics in the state of naLure

is atomistic in structure and simply "consists of relations

between proprietors."3a In the state of nature Hobbes argued

that man does not, nor need he, base his assumed obligations

on anything other than self-interest. Thucydides records

the Àthenians, in their response to Sparta prior to the out-

break of lrar, as expressing astonishment that policy would

be guided by anything other than self-interest:35

J4

?Ã

Niccolo Machiavelli, op cit. , p.92.

C.B. Macpherson, op cit. , pp.1-4.

"The Spartans voted that the treaty had
that war should be declared not so much
influenced by the speeches of their a
they v¡ere afraid of the further growth
er." See Thucydides, 9p cit., p.81.

been broken and
because they were
Ilies as because
of Àthenian pow-
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[w]e have done nothing extraordinary, nothing con-
trary to human nature in accepting an empire when
it was offered to us and then in refusing to give
it up. Three very powerful motives prevent us from
doing so security, honour, and self-interest.
Ànd lre were not the f i rst to act in thi s way. Far
from it. It has always been a rule that the weak
should be subject to the strong.36

In the Hobbesian conception of the international system,

sovereignty precludes a hierarchy of common values and,

therefore, the only objective that can be pursued is surviv-

ai- To the extent that thi s end can be ef f ect iveJ-y real-
ised, States do so through the possession and continued

maintenance of their sovereignty. Àlthough the state of na-

ture was, for Hobbes, only an example of theoretical inter-
polation, there are many who would agree with Taylor when he

wrote that while "individuals have never lived in this state

of nature, the Great Powers of Europe have always done

so.tt37

It is quite true to state that Hobbes'analysis is an im-

portant model of the structural constraints acting upon

States in the international system. However the absence of

commonly held beliefs and values is the principal weakness

of the Hobbesian model in its application to the interna-

tional- system. Às a result there are many writers over the

centuries who have taken issue either with Hobbes' work soe-

2Ê t h1ñ¿v¿vt

37 A. J. P. Taylor, Struqqle For Mastery in Europe,
University Press, 1954.,1 848- 1 91

p.x1x.
8., Oxford, Oxford
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cifically, ot similar interpretations of the vrorkings of

world politics and practices therein. These critics include

jurists such as Hugo Grotius (1583-1645) and Emmanuel de

Vattet (1714-1767), as well as political theorists like John

Locke; the similarity of their critiques is demonstrated by

the interchangeableness of many of their main arguments.

The alternative approach, proposed by Locke, postulates that

even in a state of nature there can exist common understand-

ings of acceptable objectives and forms of behaviour.

It should be noted at the outset that there are two

points of agreement between the Lockean and Hobbesian models

of the state of nature. The first accord, and perhaps the

most obvious, is that Locke agreed with the conception of

the state of nature as one of "perfect freedom to order

their [men's] actions and dispose of their possessions as

they think fit...without asking leave or depending upon the

will of any other man."38 Locke, like Hobbes, conceived of

Man's natural state as one of "equality, wherein aIl the

poy¡er and jurisdiction is reciprocalr Do one having more

than another."3s The second point of agreement between Locke

John Locke, The Second Treatise of Government, 9.4.
ibid. However, it should be noted, that just as with the
Hobbesian model there is not an exact "fit" between the
international systern and Locke's möde1. Certain qualifi-
cations of Locke's state of nature are therefore re-
quired. one such quaffiation-is to ignore his concept
of equality. It does not exist except in a legal sense,
reflected in such bodies as the United Nations General
Assembly; though it is not applied throughout the United
Nations, ví2, the Security CounciI.
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and Hobbes is that the former also envisaged the interna-

tional sysLem as constituting a veritable state of nature.

Às Richard Cox has written, Locke believed that "all common-

weal-ths are in a state of nature with one anotherrt' 4o

It is often asked as a mighty objection, "where
are or ever were there any men in such a state of
nature?" To which it may suf f ice as an answer at
present that since all princes and rulers of inde-
pendent governments aII through the world are in a
state of nature, it is pJ.ain the world never was,
nor ever will be, vrithout numbers of men in that
state. a 1

In his description of the international system as a state of

nature Locke is far more expansive than Hobbes was in his

works. Locke is explicit in his opinion that treaties, or

other international agreements, do not affect the existence

of the state of nature. States remain in their natural

state until such time as a single political entity emerges

and the previously independent political actors voluntarily

subordinate themselves to it;

[r] or it is not every compact that puts an end to
the state of nature between men, but only this one
of agreeing together mutually to enter into one
community and make one body politic; other promis-
es and compacts men may make one with another and
vet stitl be in a state of nature.a2

40 Richard H. Cox, Locke on Irlar and Peace., p.136.

41 John Locke, The Second Treatise of Government, P.10., De
Vattel also wrote that States lived in a state of nature.
See Emannuel de Vattel. The Law of Nations., translated
by Charles Fenwick, hrashington, Carnegie Institution of
Washington , 191 6. , p.4 .

42 John Locke, The Second Treatise of Government., p.10.



However, these points

between the two models

¿+

total of the similarities
of nature.

are the sum

of the state

The Lockean model is distinguished from that of Thomas

Hobbes in three fundamental ways. First, Locke differentiat-
ed his concept of the state of nature from a separate envi-

ronment which he termed the state of war. It will be re-

called that Hobbes defined Man's natural circumstances as

one of incessant conflict. However Locke asserted that vio-
Ient hatreds were onlv found in the state of v¡ar which he

described âs,

a state of enmity and destruction; and, therefore,
declaring by word or action, not a passionate and
hasty but a sedate, settled design upon another
man's life, puts him in a state of war with him
against whom he has declared such an intention,
and so has exposed his life to the other's povrer
to be taken away by him or anyone that joins with
him in his defence and espouses his quarrel.a3

Violent clashes occur in both of Locke's states of beinq.

In the state of nature conflict is not everpresent and, when

it does erupt, it is regulated and limiLed. At the same time

the Lockean model asserts that premeditated violence in the

state of war is not to be considered a legitimate form of

political intercourse;

[w]ant of a common judge with authority puts aII
men in a state of nature; force without right upon
a man's person makes a state of þ¡ar both where
there is and is not a common judge.aa

ibid, p.11.

t h1ã I <
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In the state of nature sovereign States, like men, are the

possessors of a natural Iiberty and are only subject to an

external authority when consent is qiven to an hierarchical

arrangement of political relations. Therefore

attack on the basic freedoms Þrovided for bv

nature is the worst form of aggression, and

preted in the same manner as one directed aga

itself. When such an attack occurs, Locke

state of r¡ar has devolved.

The second diverqence

Iy defends the state of

from Hobbes is that Locke exolicit-
nature as a satisfactorv form of Þo-

for Locker ân

the state of

must be inter-
inst viability
argues that a

Iitical existence. Life
as "solitary, Dâsty, brut

perceived a need for the

through the creation of a

reasons as those held by

in the state of nature is not seen

ish, and short". UnIike Hobbes who

elimination of Man's natural state

"Ieviathan", for many of the same

world government advocates, Locke

contributed an opposing view. In the Second Treatise he

wrote, in the defence of the state of nature, that;

[l]t government is to be the remedy of those evils
which neccesarily foIlow from menrs being judges
in their ov¡n cases, and the state of nature is
therefore not to be endured, I desire to know what
kind of government that is, and how much better it
is than the state of nature, where one man com-
manding a multitude has the liberty to be judge in
his ovJn case.as

The "peace and security" which God had provided for Manki

Locke, there $rasin the state of nature meant that, for

nd

4s ibid, pp.9-10.
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real incentive to abandon hastily that condition.a6

The third difference present in the Lockean model is un-

questionably the rnost important. For the purposes of this
work the fundamental philosophical characteristic which dis-
tinguishes the two models is Locke's belief that in the

state of nature there exists a law of nature. It is this
law of nature that accounts for the separation of the two

states of beinq, and which serves to deny the Hobbesian im-

perative for Man to quit his natural state;
But though this be a state of liberty, yet it is
not a state of license; though men in that state
have an uncontrollable liberty to dispose of his
person or possessions, yet he has not liberty to
destroy himself, or so much as any creature in his
possession, but where some nobler use than its
bare preservation calls for it. The state of na-
ture has a law of nature which governs it.a7

Locke's law of nature, which is understood "by the light
planted in us by nature"r4s serves an important function in

overcoming the atomism of a Hobbesian state of nature. Like

Grotius, Locke saw Man as a social animal; that is one that

desires a peaceful and ordered society.4s Grotius wrote, in

this regard, that "[the] maintenance of the social order

which is consonant with human intelligence is the source of

ibid, p.7.

ibid, p. 5.

John Locke, Essays on the Lav¡s of Nature, p.111.

4Þ

47

48

49 Hugo Grotius,
cis W. KeIsey
See also John
Ð.44.

De Jure Belli- ac Pacis, translated by Fran-
, tndianapolis,-BoEbs-Merri11, 1925., p.11.,
Locke, The Second Treatise of Government,
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1aw properly so called."so Because of the absence of a com-

monly recognised sovereign there cannot be a binding posi-

tive law in the state of nature described by Locke.sr The

concept of community to which Man naturally aspires, and

which is present in the state of nature, cannot be based on

a form of sociability but must instead rely on the "common

source of power and right in the rules of the law of na-

ture."52 The concept of justice, which is nonexistent in the

Hobbesian model, is made implicit by Locke due to the pres-

ence of natural Iaw. The pursuit of the "good", which all

Men desire, can only occur in a social setting in which the

interactions are judged according to the law of nature.

Locke's position is similar to that of Grotius who wrote

that "men act justly only when they act in conformity with

their natural attraction to and desire for societv."53

In the Second Treatise the law of nature is expressed in

three basic principles. Each individual has the right to

self-defence; "he is bound to preserve himself and noL to

quit his station wilfully. " That in their interaction in

the state of g[g, each individual should aim for peace

and the promotion of harmony; "when his o$¡n preservation

50 Hugo Grotius, gp

s1 Richard H. Cox.

52 i'L:¡ 137_139.Ê!lf{r }/I/. | '

s3 Richard H. Cox.
Philosophy, eds.
Rand McNaIly and

^ì+ ññ 1)e¿u., ÈrÈr. t-.

Locke on War and Peace, p.162.

"Hugo Grotius" The Historv of
Leo Strauss and Joseph Cropsey,
Co., 1953., p.345.

PoIitical
Chicago,



comes not in competition, ought he,
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as much as he can, to

preserve the rest of mankind." Lastly, that in the state of

nature each individual is the just, and rightful executioner

of the law of naturei "the executioner of the law of nature

is, in that state, put into every man's hands, whereby

everyone has a right to punish the transgressors of that law

to such a degree as may hinder its violation."s4 None of the

three precepts, which Locke affirms as comprising the law of

nature, violate the structural conditions of the tradition-
al, or Hobbesian, image of the international system. The

basic theoretical underpinnings of the self-heIp system are

reta i ned .

while the basic tenets of the self-he1p system survive

intact the transition from the Hobbesian to the Lockean mod-

ê1, the presence of a law of nature is a consequential

aspect of the Lockean model. The introduction of moral con-

cepts to behaviour in the state of nature means that politi-

caI actors possess natural obligations. These obligations

are considered natural because they are not voluntarily as-

sumed but exist as duties or responsibifities by reason of

one's nature alone; "truth and keeping of faith belongs to

men as men, and not as members of society.tts5 rn his Essays

on the Law of Nature, Locke wrote that the law of nature was

inescapably binding;

John Locke, The

ibid, p.10.55

54 Second Treatise of Government. p.6.
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lllt is pretty clear that all the requisites of a
law are found in natural law. For, in'the first
p1ace, it is the decree of a superior wi11, where-
in the formal cause of a law appears to consist

. Second1y, it lays down what is and what is
not to be done, which is the proper function of a
Iaw. Thirdly, it binds men, for it contains in
itself aIl that is requisite to create an obliga-
tion.s6

Hypothesised normative interaction among States springs en-

tirely from this single factor. States, like men, are per-

ceived to possess obligations, not only to thernselves in the

form of self-preservation but also, to abide by the dictates

of the law of nature as it pertains to their relations with

other "living" pofitical entities. A century after Locke,

De Vattel elaborated on this concept when he wrote that the

rights of States, âs political actors, are derived from

their natural, or "passive", obligations;

[r]or since a right is nothing else but the power
of doing what is morally possible, that is to say,
what is good in itself and conformable to duty, it
is clear that right is derived from duty, ot pas-
sive obligation, from the obligation of acting in
thi s or that manner . s 7

And it is not only jurists, or philosophers, who have as-

serted the existence of a set of normative constraints act-
ing continually upon States. Edmund Burke, in his Letters on

a Reqicide Peace, demonstrated a statesman's conviction that

a "non-positive IavJ", very akin to the natural law proposed

by Locke, bound nations;

trA JOnn LOCKe,

57 Emmanual De

Essays on the Law of Nature.

Vattel, qp. cit., p.3.
, pp.111-113.
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The writers on public law have often called this
aqgregate of nations a Commonwealth. They had rea-
son. It is virtually one great state, having the
same basis of general law, with some diversity of
provincial customs and loca1 establishments. sg

.1 .3 NATURÀL LÀw ÀND THE INTERNÀTIoNÀL SoCIETY

For both Locke and Grotius, the equation of the existence of

a law of nature with the Divinity Y¡as essential to their
thinking; this was so, despite Grotius' comment that natural

law would exist with, oF r.rithout, the presence of a deity. ss

Locke compensated for the absence of a common source of po-

l-itical authority, in a system of sovereign States, by pos-

tulating a law of nature derived from the will of the Cre-

ator himself. It was a logical argument, for he took the one

Being universally recognised to be superior to any political
entity on Earth, and abstracted a code of conduct from the

teachings of Christianity. Nevertheless, while such an in-
terpretation may be acceptable at the domestic political
Ieve1, it is not compatible with the contemporary interna-

tional system. There is no supranational agency able to

guarantee a particular interpretation of natural law if it
is indeed founded upon God's wi11. The possibility that

such an agency could exist in the Western World dissipated

in the age of Martin Luther and the Protestant Reformation.

For the Lockean model to provide a viable understanding of

sB Edmund Burke,
Vo1ume Five.

Edmund
ñ ?1R

The Writinqs and Speeches of
Boston, Little-Brown, 1901.,

qp cit., p.40.ss Hugo Grotius,

Bur ke



international affairs, something other

dained system of law must be its basis.
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than a divinely or-

While Lhe concept of natural law, alone, is inappropriate

for an understanding of the international system, the intel-

lectual tradition to which it gave rise is not. This tradi-

tion, while not conclusive, is a valuable base on which to

build. The tradition is itself firmly founded upon a basic

understanding of law as a social institution. The English

philosopher, Richard Hooker (1553-'1600) ' who Locke described

as "judicious", defined law as "any rule or canon whereby

actions are framed."60 In a more legaI sense, the purpose

behind any law is "to give rights and create obligations."61

Laws establish behavioural rules which their subjects are

bound to follow whether those subjects are men or States:

[J]ust as men could not live together in a society
without laws and customs to regulate their actions
so states could not have mutual intercourse with-
out rules to regulate their conduct.62

The belief in the existence of a distinct set of rules to

guide societal behaviour did not begin with either Locke or

Grotius. In Ancient Greece, Àristotle believed that rules

were absolutely essential for the continuity of any con-

structive political association. States, like men, require

these same parameters which Locke saw as provided by the law

OU

61

o¿

Lawrence, The Principles
D.C. Heath, 1910., p.10

Quoted
Law.,

ibid,

in T.J
Boston,

p.2.

p.3.

of International
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without these basic laws of interaction, it is

implied throughout the titerature that the existence of

States would be characterised by the qualities which are to

be found in the Hobbesian state of nature. À system based

on State sovereignty naturall-y undermines both the possibil-

ity and the efficacy of an international positive legal sys-

tem. Nevertheless, and somewhat paradoxically, sovereign

States require sets of rules to guide them in their rela-

tions with one another. To a certain extent natural law

theory fulfils this requirement. However among States, just

as with religion, there is neither a commonly accepted defi-

nition of natural 1aw, nor a common acceptance of natural

legal principles. with the single exception of survival,
which Hobbes recognised, there are no other norms which can

be assumed to exist in anv voluntaristic code of conducc.

In De Cive Republica, Cicero (died 43 B.C.) stated that

"true law is right reason which conforms to nature."63 More

recently, in The Concept of Law, H.L.À. Hart has argued that

traditionally natural law has recognised a relationship sim-

ilar to that stated by Cicero; the law of nature is a medium

between morals and laws without specifying a particular re-

lationship.uo À general connection exists between morals and

laws in much the same vray an individual conducts his daily

63 Quoted in PauI Foir
and Natural Rights"
Volume Three Philip

6 4 H.L.A. Hart, The
Press, 1961., p.181

iers and Chaim Pere1man, "Na
, Dictionary of the Historv
P.Wiener, êd. , p. 1 6.

Concept of Law. Oxford,

tural Law
of Ideas,

Clarendon
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business with other members of society.6s rn other words

there is no "tit for tat" structure present; for example,

the reason one does not steal is not necessarily because of

a fear of being caught. Hart believes that natural law rep-

resents a conjoining of moral imperatives and reasons with-

out being the directly attributable cause for any subsequent

response:

[u]nless young children are fed and nurtured in
certain vrays within the family no system of l-aws
or code of morals can be established, or that only
those laws can function successfully which conform
to a certain type. Connexions Isic] of this sort
between natural conditions and systems of rules
are not mediated by reasons; for they do not re-
Iate the existence of certain rules to the con-
scious aims or purpose of those whose rules they
are. Being fed in infancy in a certain v¡ay may
well be shown to be a necessary condition or even
a cause of a population developing or maintaining
a moraf or lega1 code, but it is not a reason for
doing so. 6 6

within a given polity one can surmise that a

tionship does exist between natural law and domestic posi-

tive laws. For within a State's boundaries, natural law may

function as a model for, and an inherent limit to, positive

Iaws.67 It is only through positive law that the dictums of

natural law can be effectively transformed into a legal in-

stitution supported by the threat of State-initiated puni-

tive sanctions in the event of violations. Again, however,

the concept of sovereignty prevents any similar positive law

6s This connection is
Romans 2214-1 5.

stated in St. Paul' s Epi stle to the

di rect rela-

bb H.L.A. Hart, qp. cit.,

PauI Foiriers and Cha

pp.189-190.

im Perelman,o/ sp cit., pp.23-24.
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from emerging in the international system.

The concept of a natural law is linked with the

an ordered universe, much like that suggested by

idea of "cosmos":

bel

the

ief in

Greek

lel s soon as the idea becomes clear that there ex-
ist laws governing natural phenomena, there devel-
ops immediately the conception of a general prin-
c iple and ubiquitous organiser of the initial
chaos. 5 I

The Second Treatise reveaLs that Locke vlas heavily influ-

enced by the publication of Newton's De Principia which

likewise suggested that the physical universe could be com-

prehended according to three Laws of Motion.ss The effect of

this epistemological structure underlying natural law is to

turn Hobbes' thought "on its head". Hobbes believed that

chaos and disorder were the norm in the state of nature

whereas Locke believed that interaction between people, âs

with States, was normally ordered and contained a degree of

predictability. The order in the universe was provided by

God's natural laws as revealed by Man's inherent reasoni ep-

istemologically, Cicero and Locke are not that far apart.

A significant problem with natural Iaw theory is that its

adherents cannot brook an alternate system of natural laws;

it is an intolerance fully grounded in logic. The writ.ings

of Locke, Iike Grotius, demonstrate that they perceived only

oö

69

ibid, p.

See also
di scover
ford Uni

tft.

John Dunn's discussion
ies had on Locke; John
versity Press, 1984., p.

of the influence Netwon's
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one such system;

The promises and bargains for truck, etc., between
the two men in a desert island...or between a
Swiss and an Indian, in the woods of Àmerica, are
binding to them, though they are perfectly in a
state of nature in reference to one another; for
truth and keeping of faith belongs to men as men,
and not as members of society.To

Locke's argument is not only logical but also philosophical-

Iy sound. It is based on a strict application of the princi-
p1e that "justice exists outside of Man." However Locke has

failed to account for those who might not agree with his in-
terpretation of what exactly natural law is saying. À study

of history quickly reveals that conflicts of this sort have

occurred, and that no individual society has wilIing1y
yielded to another group's interpretation of morality and

the concommitant rules of daily contact. One's perception

of what natural law stands for is inextricably linked to

one's culturally-based outlook on life and its fundamental

purpose as is understood in that society. Gaines Post has

suggested that the only political milieu in which naturaL

1aw was most complementary v¡as the medieval period. In that

peculiar world the shador+ of Rome, romitas, and especially
Roman unity, hung over all of Western Europe for nearly a

thousand years giving rise to the idea of a singl-e legiti-
mate polity known as the "regnum".7 1

John Locke,

Gaines Post,
Dict ionarv
pp.3 19-321 .

70

71

The Second Treatise

"MedievaI and Rena

of Government, p.

issance Ideas of

10.

NatioD",
Three. ,of the Historv of I deas , VoIume
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To atternpt to separate natural law from its socio-cultur-
al environment dooms the concept from the very beginning.

Many modern writers have noted that the concept of natural
law is unknown outside of the general context of weslern

civilisation. And, even within that context, there are sev-

eral different schools of natural law; Àristotelian, Tho-

mist, and Protestant. As applied by Locke, natural law re-
flects, in a kuhnian sense I a society's paradigmatic

outlook. It is the product of both the social environment

and the socialisation processes at work in that society.
Locke's writings demonstrate the extent to which he ï¡as cul-
ture-bound in his interpretation of politics. The world

within which he lived Seventeenth Century Europe was in

a state of political transition. Three major influences, in
particular, bear on the discussion of natural law and the

international system. These are the rediscovery of the Àris-
totelian notion of the organic polity, the Roman right to
exclusivity of private property, and the emergence in the

early sixteenth century of the Protestant interpretation of

Scripture. These three factors are of no smaIl import as

they directly led to the emergence of State sovereigncy as a
legitimate, and hence legitimising, political concept. The

reliance upon the law of nature is apparently an attempt to
limit this emerging "independence" of Man. In this sense,

one can envisage the Lockean model as employing a law of na-

ture partly through a desperate fear of the onset of a

Hobbesian environmenti perhaps Locke saw Hobbes' analysis of



human nature as too accurate. Thi s

Locke's use of natural Iaw is buttressed

interpretat ion

within the text
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of

of

his Second Tfe¡ËSg_, when he wrote that,

I sha1l endeavour to show how men might come to
have a property in several parts of that which God
gave to mankind in common, and that without any
express compact of all the commonets.T2

From his application of natural law, it can be deduced that

Locke failed to abandon the basic Christian belief that Ì'1an

had fallen and was therefore inherently "bad" requiring laws

to restrain him. Àt the same time, Locke believed that Man

had an innate potential to determine the ways in which God

meant him to live; reason would unlock the secrets of Divine

inspiration.T3 The result is that the Lockean model of the

state of nature reflects the Seventeenth Centurv intellectu-
al environment in that it is a combination of the passing

Medieval mindset with the emerging Enlightment's view of

Man. 7 a

In general, natural law can be envisaged as an expression

of political authority, or legitimacy, in a given society at

a given time. In that sense, it functions in much the same

vlay as does an ideology or a "weltanschauungtt. T 5 As a f orm

72 John Locke, The Second Treatise of Government, g.17.
73 See John Locke, Essays on Lhe Law of Nature.
7 4 "Locke's philosophy is grounded in Medieval thought,

though he, like Descartes, turned away from it as much as
possible. " See Gordon Clapp, "John Locke" , Encvcl-ooedia
of Philosophv, pp.487-502.

75 See Witlard A. Mullens, "On the Concept of ldeology in
Political Science", Àmerican PoliticaI Science Review,
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of political authority natural law represents a fus.ion of

power with social purpose.T6 St. Thomas Aquinas understood

this r+hen he taught that "human law is a projection of natu-

raL law through the fuIfiIling of social needs. "77

Utilising the example of the medieval world, the writings
of John Randall support the inLerpretation that the effec-
tiveness of natural law is determined by its compatibility
with a given social structure. In the Middle Àges, man be-

lieved that the Earth had been created soleJ-y "that he might

work out his life and destiny."za Everything around him, and

all that he experienced, were seen as examples of God's will
in motion. A noted medievalist, Walter Ullman has called
this particular mindset "Christocentrism". The world was

seen as a single sovereign community under God and guided by

VoI.66, No.2, June 1972, pp.498-510. See also Ben Hal-
pern, "'Myth' and 'Ideology' in Modern Usage", Historv
and Theorv, Vol.1, No.'1 , 1960., pp.129-149.

76 John Ruggie has noted that the prevailing view in Politi-
cal Science is to concentrate on the povrer aspects of au-
thority and to ignore social purpose. However, power re-
lations may determine the type of politicat regime, but
it can not determine its puroose. (See John Ruggie, "In-
ternational Regimes, Transactions, and Change: Embedded
liberalism in the postwar econornic order", International
Reqimes, ed. Stephen D. Krasner, Ithica, Cornell Univer-
sity Press, 1984., pp.382.) À modern example of the re-
lationship between power and purpose can be found in the
Interwar Period's fascination with the concept of co1lec-
tive security. See George W. Egerton, "Collective Securi-
ty as Political Myth: Liberal Internationalism and the
League of Nations in Politics and History", The Interna-
tional History Review, Vo1.5, No.4, Novenmber 1983,
pp. 4 96-524 ,

7 7 Quoted in Paul Foiriers and Chaim Pere1man, qp. cit. ,
p. 19.
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his law of nature which guaranteed the safety and welfare of

everyone.Ts The implication was a true internationalisation

of political power through the agencies of the Roman Catho-

lic Church. The existence of a united Christendom - the res

oublica christiana was believed despite, and alongside,

the many fraticidal wars which would have suggested other-
wise. Christocentrism allowed for a common body of law that

l¡as based on usages and customs rather than codified. Among

the era's political leaders, all of whom v¡ere nominally

Christian lords, there was no need for a separate suprana-

tional lav¡ such as Locke suggested exists in the state of

naEure: the sanct ity of treat ies, f or example, v¡as due to

the presence of sworn oaths, the breaking of which ran

counter to basic Christian beliefs to which they owed aIle-
giance.so In other words, natural law was the transformation

of the Christian faith and hierarchy into an international
legaI system.

Unlike the modern world. which is based on the eguality

of sovereign States, the medieval environment was solidly
founded on a hierarchical ordering. This hierarchy ran from

peasantry to Pope, through the various orders of angels to

78 John Randall, The Makinq of the Modern Mind, Boston,
Houghton-MiffIin, 1940., pp.18-76. See also Walter UI1-
man, Principles of Government and Politics in the Middle
Àqes, London, Methuen, 1966., pp.67-72.

Gaines Post, 9p cit., p.319.

Garret Mattingly, Renaissance Diplomacy, London, Penguin
Books , 1955. , pp.'1 6-19.

7a

80
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God himself;

Society is a great hierarchy of ascending orders,
in which every man has his God-appointed function
and recognised obligations' and at the same time
his rights and obligations. s I

Àt the top of the terrestrial pyramid sat Lhe Papacy.82 One

writer has described the greatest of medieval popes, Inno-

cent III (1198-1216), as the "suzerain of all earthly kings

and arbi ter of Chr i stendom. " I 3 As one of St . Peter' s succeS-

sers, and Iike all medieval popes, Innocent derived his Ie-

gitimacy from the text of Scripture, especialty Matthew 16:

1 8-1 9 which reads;

And I say also unto thee, that thou art Peter, and
upon this rock I will build my Church; and the
gates of hell shall not prevail against it. Ànd I
will unto thee the keys of the kingdom of heaven;
and whatsoever thou shalt bind on earth shalI be
bound in heaven; and whatsoever thou shalt l-oose
on earth shall be loosed in heaven.sa

the result of this hierarchy was that

higher earthly Power in Christendom than

Papacy vras a f inal court of appeal f or

recognised as the highest earthly Power.

there could be no

the Papacy; and the

all because it was

PapaI decrees, oD

81 John Randall, gp cit., p.58

82 The title which all popes, past and present, hold as
"Christ's Vicar on Earth" summed up the hierarchical po-
sition of those men who wore the papal tiara. See Sidney
Painter and Brian Tierney, Western Europe in the Middle
Àqes, 300-1475., New York, AÌfred À.Knopf, 1978.,
pp.321-347. See also Brian Tierney, The Middle Àqes' Vol-
ume One: Sources of Medieval Historv., New York, Àlfred A

Knopf , 1978., pp. 233-236.

83 Garret Mattingl-y, 9p. cit., p.19.

84 See also Jeremiah 1:10 which reads "I have set thee over
the nations and over the kingdoms."
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basic political issues such as questions of succession, were

treated as next to Scripture itself.

One quickly perceives that, because of this strict hier-
archy, the medievaf world was one of very precisely defined

rights, obligations, and social relationships;

[D] ependence of the lower rank upon its immediate
superior rank, so however that all ranks and or-
ders are eventually subjected to One Supreme Be-
ing, to God, whuich is the "principium unita-
tis".85

The world of medieval Catholicism experienced a complete

unity of life combining Christian morals with Roman jusipru-

dence.86 It was, in the words of Herbert Butterfield, ârì

"amazing structure" which saw a "marriage of Christianity
and the world... Iwhich] produced a supra-national religious
soci€ty.'t8z Às a result there was no room f or any political
concept like State sovereignty. The medieval Papacy was the

only existent sovereign State, although to assign that title
is to do so incorrectly. As Garret Mattingly observedi

The fifteenth century vras no more ready to accept
the moral egoism and moral responsibility of the
sovereign state than our society accepts the sa-
cred egotism and moral irresponsibility of the
sovereign individual. I 8

Wa1ter UIIman, 9p. cit., p.46,

Garret Mattingly, gp. cit., p.

Herbert Butterfield, "Christ
Dictionarv of the Hi storv

õo

87
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I deas,

pp.373-412.
88 Garret Mattinglyr oÞ cit. , p.47.
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Because views such as these were the norm in medieval socie-

ty, the hotding of them was not an act of ideal i sm. I t vras

intensely realistic for the same reasons that modern Man be-

lieves in the political sanctity of the sovereign State.

The manner in which these people interacted was deter-

mined by their mindset, or what one might address as the me-

dieval paradigm. Even the most powerful secular ruLers were

forced to submit to the prevailing norms that were institu-

tionalised in this era. The classic example of Papa1 su-

premacy is Gregory VII's humbling of the German king, Henry

IV, at Canossa(1076). There is considerable historical evi-
dence to indicate that Henry IV did not willingly accept the

overlordship, or the legitimacy therein, of the Papacy. Nev-

ertheless, he vras forced to submit for fear of punitive

sanctions such as excommunication or PapaI interdiction.
The medieval world was eschatological in nature, there being

little separation between the lay world and that of the

clerics. The legitirnacy of temporal political power, such

as Henry IV'sr wâs derived from the proper exercise of that

po$¡er within the parameters established by the Christocen-

tric heirarchv. I s

89 For a discusion of the implications of
Contest" between Henry lV and Gregory VI
bine, A History of PoIitical Theory.,
Rinehart and Winston, 1966., pp.231-242.
the origins of the dispute, see Sidney
Tierney, q!. cit., pp.207-214.

the "Investiture
I, see George Sa-
New York, HoIt,
For a history of

Painter and Brian
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There exist implicit, or "embedded", values in aIl polit-

ical institutions. They are pervasive, even if Iargely un-

noticed.eo The political legitimacy of prevailing values is

likely to be challenged, otr even altered,. by the impact of

events or alternate ideas; ideas that can not be accommodat-

ed given the epistemic basis of existing social institu-

tions. This is exactly the point that Thomas Kuhn makes in

his discussion of paradigm shifts.er John Ruggie has noted

that the modern international economic order, which gradual-

ly emerged after the two world wars v¡as a political response

to public demands that the State intervene to protect its

citizenry. The public efforts and sacrifices during wartime

demanded a form of recompensei in a sense, the legitimacy of

the welfare State is derived from the horrorS experienced in

rnodern war. Whereas the legitimate economic role of the

State, prior to the first conflict, had been to stand aside

and allow the "hidden hand" to govern international trade,

the post-war environment demanded otherwise. The result vras

economic chaos and the Great Depression, The liberal notion

that the Second World War rlas directly related to the in-

tense economic competition among the major trading States

resulted in the creation of the various international insti-

tutions which now aIlow States to be actively competitive in

a non-destructive manner. Ruggie hypothesises that it was a

eo John Ruggie, "Continuity and Transformat
PoIity: Towards a Neorealist Synthesis",
VoI.35, No.2, 1982-83., pp.261-285.

s1 Thomas Kuhn, qp. cit., pp.52-91 .

10n 1n
World

the World
Politics,
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new understanding of the primary functions of the State, âs

the basic provider of security and welfare rather than pro-

tection alone, that legitimised its new role in the interna-

tional economic order.s2 Ruggie's "embedded values" suggest

States respond to a particular ethos generated by historical

circumstance. This view rejects the notion of the lav¡ of na-

ture as empJ-oyed by Locke. In The Second Treatise, John

Locke's writings suggest the existence of a single value

system uniting all of Mankind, be they Swiss or North Ameri-

can Indians. Philosophers rnay argue that as human beings

there is a basic code of conduct. As States, however, the

Swiss Confederation and the Iroquois League could not have

shared any such code.

The catholicity of natural law theory clearly creates

analytical problems in its application to studies of the in-

ternational system. However in his writings, HedIey BuI1 re-

cognised the utility of natural law's intellectual tradi-

tion. Às an empiricist, BuIl approached the subject from

the direction opposite to that taken by Locke. To a certain

extent, one can assume that Locke and Grotius imposed a law

of naturei on the state of nature. In doing so, the two phi-

Iosophers would simply have been meeting the imperatives of

their ov¡n belief structures, and so do "good" for Mankind.

This assumption can be confirmed no more clearIy, or explic-

itly, than in the explanation Grotius offered for his compo-

s2 John Ruggie,
Change", pp.

" I nternat ional Regimes ,
386-404.

Transactions and
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sition of. De Jure BeIli Àc Pacis:

Throughout the Christian world I observed a lack
of restraint in relation to war, such as even bar-
barous races should be ashamed of: I observed that
men rush to arms for slight causes' or no cause at
aI1, and that when arms have been taken up there
is no longer any respect for Iaw, divine or human;
it is as if, in accordance with a general decree,
frenzy had openl-y been let loose for the commit-
ting of all crimes.s3

UnIike Grotius, BulI examined the international system it-

self, and perceived certain regularities in the behaviour of

sovereign States. His book,

attempt to offer an alternate
!þe Ànarchical Societv, is an

interpretation of the Lockean

The international system ismodel of the state of

understood to exhibit
nacure.

a certain degree of order, which Bul1

defined as the "arrangement of social tife such that it pro-

motes certain goals and values." The universal goals of

natural law theorists are categorically rejected because

BuII did not believe that a system of sovereign States and

myriad cultures would be able to see a law of nature as ei-

ther evident or binding. Bull argued that natural law is too

vague to be applied to international relations. This vague-

ness stemmed from the lack of clarity as to which political

actors natural law was to be applied. As the concept of nat-

ural law does not traditionally contain a developed idea of

the State, it is therefore uncertain whether it is States,

or men, who are subject to God's wi11. Therefore, according

to 8u11, all that natural law can reafistically provide is a

s 3 Hugo Grot ius, cp c it . , p.20 .
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"useful insight into the idea of society.s4

Butl, like Àristotle, believed that human behaviour ad-

heres to certain rules of conduct. These rules allow for

the realisation of collective political goals, and serve to

remove the systemic uncertainty that one would find in a

Hobbes ian-type envi ronment ;

One of the consequences of a situation in which
elementary or primary goals of social existence
are upheld is that regular patterns of state be-
haviour become known, are formulated as general
laws, and afford a basis for expectations about
future behaviour. s 5

This goal-achieving interaction occurs

of the "international society", which

tive understanding of the "system".

through the creation

is based on a norma-

Unlike 8u11, most of the literature is based on a struc-

turalist interpretation of the concept of the system.s6 Per-

haps the most prominent structuralist theoretician is Ken-

neth Wa1tz. Waltz envisages the system as the environment

wherein States act as a conscious set of actors rather than

e4 Hedley BuI1, The Ànarchical Societv., Toronto, MacMillan,
1 985. , pp. 1 -6.

aq ibid, p.7. See also Hedley 8u11, "The Twenty Years' Cri-
sis Thirty Years On", International Journal , YoI.24,
No.4, Àutumn 1969., pp.62.5-638.

See Robert O. Keohane, "Theory of WorId Politics; Struc-
tural Realism and Beyond", in Political Science, State of
the Discipline, êd. Àda W. Finifter, Washington, The
Àmerican Political Science Àssociation, 1983.,
pp.503-540. See also w.G. Runciman, "what is Structural-
ism"., British Journal of Socioloqv., VoI.20' No.3, SeP-
tember 1969., pp.253-265., and Peter Caws, "Structural-
ism"., in the Dictionarv of the History of Ideas, Volume
Four. , pp.322-330.

5b
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as a "mere collection".s7 For WaItz the international system

possesses a Durkheimian structure which is composed of three

primary attributes. Ruggie has suggested Waltz understands

these attributes as distinct Ievels of analysis.sB The most

basic level is the systemic ordering principle which is re-

alised by the nature of the system's fundamental actors; in

the modern world these are sovereign States. The secondary

level addresses the functions of those actors in the system.

LastIy, the tertiary leveI is concerned with the distribu-
tion of capabiliLies - military and economic pov¡er - among

the basic actors in any system. Waltz argues that State be-

haviour is determined, in the contemporary international
system, by an understanding of the last level of structural-

analysis.

The difficulty with waltz's approach is his rejection of

the secondary level as relevant Lo the modern world. The

secondary leveI of his structural analysis is perceived to

be irrelevant because there is no perceptible difference, in

functional terms, among sovereign Statesi

IS]o long as anarchy endures, states remain like
units. International structures vary only through
a change of organising principle or, failing that,
through variations in the capabilities of units.ss

Kenneth Wa1tz, Theory of International Politics., New
York, Random House , 1979. , p.40

John Ruggie, "Continuity and Transformation in Èhe WorId
Polity", pp.261-264.

Kenneth Waltz, q!. cit., p.93.

a'7

qÂ

qa
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Such an understanding fails to recognise the value-laden in-

teraction of certain groupings of StaLes in an atmosphere

less-deLermined by calculations of power. Because Wa1tz

utitises the idea of systems theory, and even attempts to

refine it, his approach is basically Hobbesian. A Waltzian

model could not understand Ruggie's argument about the in-

ternational economic order, nor could it theoretically com-

prehend the political role of the medieval paradigm.

Less distant from Bull-'s understanding, is that of Martin

wight. In his work, entitled Svstems of States, he identi-

fied several types of international systems. Wight's defini-

tion, simply stated, suggested that one could conceptualise

a system as a group of States that, while nominally indepen-

dent, are in regular contact with one another.loo Àlthough

wight, too, fails to recognise normative State interaction

in his definition of system, his viev¡ agrees with that ex-

pressed by Oran Young. Like Waltz, and unlike Wi9ht, Young

is a structuratist. However Young's definition of system is

a useful bridge between structuralism and normativismi

[a systeml embodies the idea of a group of objects
or elements standing in some characteristic struc-
tural relationship to one another and interacting
on the basis of certain characteristic process-
es. 1o I

'I OO

101

Martin Wi9ht, Systems of States., Leicester, Leicester
University Press, 1977., p.15

Oran Young, Systems of PoIiticaI Science., Englewood
CIiffs, New Jersey, Prentice-Ha11, 1968., pp.21-29.
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States "interacting on the basis of certain characteristic
processes" is ambiguous enough to be accommodated within a

"8u11 ian" understandinq.

Bull differentiated the

from a societv of States.

concepts of a system of States

He defined a societv as a self-

conscious group of States who are avJare of sharing common

values and common interests; in other words, âD understand-

ing of a particular system's ethos. In his less popular and

posthumously published writings, entitled Letters on a Reqi-

cide Peace, Edmund Burke demonstrated an understanding which

resembles that of Hedley Bul1;

In the intercourse between nations vre are apt to
rely too much on the instrumental part r wê lay too
much weight upon the formality of treaties and
compacts. Men are not tied to one another by
papers and sea1s. They are led to associate by re-
semblances, by conformities, by sympathies. It is
with nations as with individuals. Nothing is so
strong as a tie of amity between nation and nation
as correspondence in laws, customs, manners, and
habits of life. They have more Lhan the force of
treaties in themselves. They are obligations writ-
ten in the heart. They approximate men to men
without their knowledge and sometimes against
their intentions. The secret, uttseen, but irrefra-
gable bond of habitual intercourse holds them to-
gether, even when their perverse and litigious na-
ture sets them to equivocate, scuffle, and fight
about the terms of their written obligations. 1 o 2

Bull might not have entirely agreed with Burke's eloquent

analysis of States as servants of their sub-conscious. How-

ever Burke's perception of a community of States based on

more than "scraps of paper" and sIide-rule calculations of

interest strongly aligns him with normaLive theorists such

1o 2 Edmund Burke, qp. c it. , pp.317-3'18.
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as Hedley Bul1

Any soci"tyf even a society of States, possesses three

pr inc iple object ives which are concerned with the State' s

survival as an actor; just as with natural law, the most ba-

sic desire any voluntary set of rules must meet is survival.
Bull believed that the basic rules of an international soci-

ety did likewise, interelated as they are. First, all mem-

bers seek their own security through the reduction of risk

and the enhancement of predictability in their foreign rela-

tions. Às with Waltzian structuralism, the nature of the

self-heIp system dicLates this logical concern. Second, all
members desire the other actors to respect their property

and right to the possession of that property; in other

words, respect for the principles of sovereignty and terri-
torial- inviolability. Third, all members of an internation-

al society desire the exhibition of good faith on the part

of the other members. The introduction of "trust", although

limited, can be accomplished through the adherence of States

to principles like pacta sunt servanda. It is only after
the realisation of these three primary goals that additional

behavioural norms may be generated by the soc iety of

States. 1 o 3

The role of behavioural norms is, according to Bul-I, to

bind States to one another by a set of commonly understood

rules, which are perceived to be in the States' inter-

1 o 3 Hedley BuIl , The Ànarchical Soc iety. , pp. 1 8-1 9.
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internat ional soc iety' s

goaIs, or intersubjective values, flows from that system of

States adhering to the rules it has established for its mem-

bers. The values the behavioural norms represent need not

be written on paper, in the form of treaties or accords. The

values do not even have to be publicly announced. Às Henry

Kissinger has noted, in a legimimate order obligations among

States are taken for granted and seldom discussed; it is

only the revolutionary regime that publicises its values,

for it is only the differences of principles which separate

it from the existing system. los The À11ied war Crimes Tribu-

nal at Nuremburg argued that there vrere standards of con-

duct, despite not being written or codified, which States

were obtiged to follow as members of the international com-

munity. Such actions as genocide, or scientific experiments

on humans, could not be considered legitimate policies even

if undertaken with the assent of a sovereign State's govern-

ment. To do so, as Hitler's regime did' is to violate an

existing ethos. Of course, the Nazi crimes vrere an extreme

which occurs but infrequently in international affairs.

However, at certain times, States may find it useful not to

assist in the generation of international order by promoting

Bull's three basic objectives. Revisionist States, such as

Hitler's Germany, have often proven unwilling to accept the

104 .i h.i .1 _ ñrr-71_74.#t yy.,

1o5 Henry Kissinger,
Mifflin, 1957.,

À World Restored.
pp.1-5.

Boston, Houghton-
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existing rules because their leaders did not perceive those

rules to be coincident with their country's national inter-

ests as they defined them.

Possessing a thorough knowledge of history, Bul1 employed

the concept of the system as he defined it to buttress his

understanding of the international society. He hypothesised

that an essential precondition for a society was the logical

existence of a system of States; the opposite, however, is

not true.r06 The example he employed was that of Turkey (ttre

Ottoman Empire before 1918) which, while a member of the

system from the Fifteenth Century' was not a member of the

society of States until the Treatv of Lausanne (1923). The

example is an extremely appropriate one to choose. The rea-

sons for Turkey's exclusion can be understood from two dif-

ferent directions. First, because that land was Islamic in

religion, the Christian society of States in Europe did not

trust, nor desire, an infidel member:

The considering the Turkish empire as any part of
the balance of povler in Europe vtas new. He had
never before heard it held forth, that the Turkish
empire was ever considered as any part of the bal-
ance of povrer in Europe. They had nothing to do
with European por.¡er; they considered themselves as
wholly Àsiatic. Where was the Turkish resident at
our court, the court of Prussia, or of Holland?
They despised and contemned atI christian princes
as infidels, and only wished to subdue and exter-
minate them and their people. loT

1 o 6 Hedley BuIl , The Anarchical Soc ietv, pp. 1 1 -1 3.

1o7 Edmund Burke, Speech in House of Commons, Febr
1792, in T.C.Hansard, as quoted in Edward Vose
Europe' s CIass ical Balance of Powe-r . , New York ,
1955., pp.1 4-15.

uary 29,
GuIick,
Norton,
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The second perspective is that of the Turks themselves. Like

the Europeans, the Ottomans also operated within an ethos;

an ethos determined by thei r culture, dominated as it r'Ias by

Mahommedism. This was demonstrated when the Sultan condes-

cendingly refused Lord Castlereagh's February, 1815, invita-

tion to send a representative to the Congress of Vienna, and

participate as an equal member of a European security guar-

antee. The Sublime Porte v¡as unable to conceive of rela-

tions with Christian European Powers on a secular basis, and

according to principles of equality and reciprocity. r o t Nev-

ertheless, BuIl apparently believed that the European Em-

pires, and infl-uences therein, had spread the idea of the

State system, and its basic val-ues, to the far reaches of

the world. He believed a result of the now-faded European

political hegemony s¡as that, for the very first time in his-

tory, one international society spanned the g1obe. loe

Bul1's conception of the international society has been

partly supported in the literature by the writings of Frie-

derich Kratochwil. 1 1 o Kratochwil argues that the national

interest of States is best understood by envisaging each as

1oI Hedley 8u11, "The Emergence of a Universal International
Society", in The Expansion of International Societv,
eds. Hedley BulI and Àdam Watson, Oxford, Clarendon
Press , 1984. , pp. 1 18-121 . See also Edward Vose GuIick,
qp cit., pp.15-'1 9.

1 o e ibid.
Friederich Kratochwil, "On
International ReIations",
VoI .36, No. 1 , Winter 1982. ,

the Notion of 'Interest' in
International Orqanisation,
pp.1-30.

110
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a "common core of understanding" within a recognised "public
interes¡.'t1 1 1 There is some historical evidence to support

Kratochwil's definition of the national interest. The pil-

nitz Declaration of Àugust , 1792 | for example spoke of the

restoration of "order" in Europe. 1 r 2 Additionally, in more

modern times, support for Kratochwil's conceptualisation can

be found in the famous Eyre Crowe Memorandum of January,

1907 ¡

The general character of England's foreign policy
is determined by the immutable conditions of her
geographical situation on the ocean flank of Eu-
roper âs an island with vast overseas colonies and
dependencies, whose existence and survival as an
independent community are inseparably bound up
with the possession of preponderant seapov¡er .. .
The danger Iof loss of independence] can in prac-
tice only be averted and history shows that it
has been so averted on condition that the na-
tional policv of the insufai-ãna navaf statils so
directed as to harmonise with the seneral desires
and ideals common to aII mankind, and more Þartic-
ularl-v that it is closely identified with the pri-
mary and vital interests of a maioritv, E as many
as_possible, of the other nations. lemphasis add-
edl Now, the first interest of alI countries is
the preservation of national independence. It fol-
lows that England, more than any other insuLar
Power, has a direct and positive interest in the
maintenance of the independence of nations, and
therefore must be the naturaL enemy of any country
threatening the independence of others, and the
natural protector of the weaker communities. l 1 3

t1

11

I

¿

ibid, p.3.

The Pilnitz Declaration of August 4, 1792, vras jointly
announced by the King of Prussia, Frederick William III,
and the Holy Roman Emperor, Francis II. The communique
stated that the tv¡o monarchs were committing their coun-
tries to a war with Revolutionary France "for the pur-
pose of preserving social and political order among all
polished nations." Quoted in the Ànnual Reqister, 1792.,
Rivington, London, 1798., p.289.

Sir Eyre Crowe, "Memorandum on the Present State ofI tJ
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This somewhat Iengthy quotation from Crowe's memorandum to

the Foreign Secretary, Sir Edward Grey, demonstrates the

perspective that Kratochwil is arguing; the national inter-

est of States must be compatible with the "public interest"
of the system within which that State is operating. Às the

primary-system hegemon throughout much of the Nineteenth

Century, due to its "possession of preponderant seapower",

Great Britain's interest vias that of preserving the basic

national interest - survival - of the individual States.

Perpetuation of the existing system was perceived to be in

the "public interest". Kratochwil argues from a position

very much akin to BuIl's, and suggests that the concept of

the "public interest" better describes State interaction in

the international system;

Implicit in this notion lof the public interestl
was the recognition not only that political action
vras constrained by an international system but
that the failure or success of a policy could cru-
cially depend on its compatibility with certain
"rul-es of the game", which served as a common
framework for all sovereigns and allowed decision-
makers to pursue conflicting goals without falling
into a totally unregulated struggle. r 1a

It would be redundant for this work to review Krato-

chwil's arguments in depth as they are, by and large, very

similar to those put forward earlier by Hedley BuIl. The

British Relations with France and Germany January 1,
1907" , i'n British Documents on the Oriqins of the War,
1898-1914, Volume Three., eds. G.P. Gooch and Haro1d
TemperIy, New York, Johnson Reprint Corporation, 1928.,
p.402. Friederich Kratochwil also uses this source
which I have examined further.

1 14 Friederich Kratochwil, s! cit. , p.4.
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Bul1 and

Kratochwil - seems to lie in the limited scope of the con-

cept of the "public interest". Kratochwil does not share

BuI1's Grotian belief that a globaI international society

exists at present. Instead, and through the application of

his works, one can quickly perceive that KraLochwil believes

a less aIl-encompassing perspective would be more useful for
modern analysis.

Essentially, the "public interest" is characterised by

two basic requirements. First, States must recognise that

"what is right (or v¡rong) for one actor must be right (or

wrong) for any actor under similar circumstances." For the

particular system to maintain any order there must be a gen-

eralised application of intersubjective understandings. Sec-

ond, the "principle of conseguence" must be evident. By

this, Kratochwil suggests that in determining their own pol-
icies States investigate the implications of their actions

with regards to its possible impact on community values. l 1 s

Às Eyre Crowe noted in his memorandum, the principle of con-

seguence is an ever-present reality in the foreign policy
deliberations of States;

Whenever the government of a country is confronted
with external difficulties by the opposition of
another state on a question of national rights or
claims, the probable attitude of third Powers in
regard to the point in dispute must always be a
matter of anxious concern.116

'I 5

16

ibid, pp.6-8.

Sir Eyre Crowe, op. cit., p.398.
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As Kratochwil asserts, and Bul1 implied, the actions States

undertake are not necessarily morally correct, but are in-
stead justifiable given the societal (or international-soci-
etal) ethos as defined by the "public interest";

It would be neither just nor politic to ignore the
claims to a healthy expansion which a vigourous
and growing country like Germany has a natural
right to assert in the field of legitimate endeav-
our. It cannot be good policy for England to
thwart such a process of development where it does
not directly conflict either with British inter-
ests or with those of other nations to which Eng-
Iand is bound by solemn treaty obligations.lrT

The effect of

ject, yet aga

by theorists

the concept of the "public interest" is to re-

in, the universalist approach so often pursued

of natural law.

For the purposes of analysis, Kratochwil's "public inter-
est" is a refined concept for use in a Lockean modeI. There

are essentially two reasons for this statement. First, the

concept of the "public interest" a1lows for an intermingling

of normative, or intersubjective, values in a given politi-
ca1 community of States while at the same time admitting a

reasonable degree of raison d'etat. When questions of con-

flict arise between the two, principles or State, the "prin-
ciple of consequenie" allows for the introduction of several

additional variables into a State's policy calculations. 1 1 I

117 ibid, p.417.
1 1 8 "Modern History demonstrates the application of the

principle of solidarity and equilibrium and of the
united efforts of States against the supremacy of one
povrer in order to force a return to the common law
What then becomes of egotistical policy, of the policy
of fantasy and of miserable gain?"; Prince Metternich,
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ported the viewpoint that States had
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European Concert, sup-

to consider more than

their own interests

tives;
when they pursue their national ob'iec-

Politics is the science of the vital interests of
States, in its widest meaning. Since, however, an
isolated State no longer exists and is found only
in the annals of the heathen world.. .we must al-
vrays vi ew the " soc iety" of States as the essent ial
condition of the modern world. The great axioms of
politics proceed from the knowledge of the true
political interests of "a11" States; it is upon
these general interests that rests the guarantee
of their existence. lls

In order to partly overcome the inherent contradictions of

principles and interests, Kratochwil has suggested that a

systemic conception of the environment is needed for States

to separate their decisions from their particular interests.
One must, therefore, return to BuIl's concept of a society

of States, though its use will be more limited in scope. À

State would apply the principle of conseguence with regard

to its policy's impact on a "self-conscious grouping of

States"; however, the grouping ma!¡ not be global as BuII im-

plied. Examples of these limited-membership "societies"
might include Metternich's Concert of Europe, and the modern

gritish Commonwealth.

quoted in Henry Kissinger, 9p

Quoted in Harold Nicholson,
London, Methuen, 1946. , p.37 .

cit., p.13.

The Conqress1t9 of Vienna.,
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The second advantage to implementation of the "public in-
terest" conceptualisation is that it aIlows for alteration
of the status quo. Standards of the "public interest" and

the contradictions between it and a State's perceived na-

tional interests mean that often-times an incentive is cre-
ated to subvert the rules of the game.120 Àn example of this
is provided by Frederick the Great's "rape of Silesia" in

1740; he needed strategic surprise, and an excuse, to seize

that province so he resurrected his House's ancient claim to
that land in the midst of Lhe controversy enveloping Àustria

at the time of the Pragmatic Sanction. Frederick's objec-

tives, for glory and territorial aggrandisement, could only

be realised by breaking the existing standards of conduct

and so appear to be attempting to subvert the entire system.

Prussia's attack in 1740 v¡as legitimate in the sense that it
had the explicit right to undertake such an action as a sov-

ereign State. However, many of Frederick's contemporaries

believed his conquest v¡as illegitimate as he had no prior
"right" to Silesia: the Hohenzollern's "incontestable

claims" had gone unrecognised among the Powers for centu-

ries.121

120 Friederich Kratochwil, gp cit., g.27.
121 See Robert B. Aspery, Frederick the Great: the Maqnifi-

cent Eniqma. , New York, Ticknor and Fields , 1986. ,
pp.1 54-1 58.
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Implicit within the concept of the "public interest" are

expectations of a State's future behaviour. It was for vio-
Iations of existing values, and the expectation of continued

violations, that led Burke to resist, with such vehemency,

the proposed peace with Revolutionary France;

We are in a war of a "peculiar" nature. It is not
with an ordinary community, which is hostile or
friendly as passion or as interest may veer about,
- not with a state which makes war through wanto-
ness, and abandons it through lassitude. We are at
war with a system which by its essence is inimical
to a1I other governments, and which makes peace
and war as peace and vrar may best contribute to
their subversion.l22

The European "balance of power", which was an intersubjec-

tive value from the Treaty of Utecht (1713) to the mid-

Nineteenth Century is afso an example of the "public inter-
est" generating certain expectations of behaviour. 1 2 3 During

those two centuries States were expected to maintain it for
its olrn sake. When rulers, Iike Louis XIV, strove militarily
to expand their domains beyond acceptable boundaries, great

armed leagues vlere formed to crush such attempts. Ànd, of

course, the costs of what appeared as the subversion of the

"public interest" could often be both extraordinarily high

and rather long-lasting. Às Frederick the Great wrote in

this regard;

122 Edmund Burke, cp. cit., p.250.
123 See Herbert Butterfield, "The Balance of Power",

terf ield and Wi9ht, eds., 9p cit., pp.132-148.
Martin Wight, "The Balance of Power", i
pp.1 49-175.

in But-
See also
n ibid,
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tel daring stroke such as the siezure of Silesia
resembles books which are successful in the origi-
nal version, but their imitation is lackluster.
Through the seizure of Silesia ïre directed the
envy of aII of Europe towards us. All our neighb-
ours were alarmed by it: there is not one who does
not mistrust us. My ovln life will be too short to
put them at ease as it is advantageous to our in-
terest s.1 2 4

The Lockean model originally employed the theory of a law

of nature which guided States in their interactions. In the

period in which he was writing, Locke's use of natural 1aw

was both logical and understandabl-e. For the analysis of

the modern international systemr Dâtural law is not an ac-

ceptable concept; BulL's reasons for rejecting it are more

than a littIe convincing. Nevertheless, the beI ief that

there are values, even if inchoate, which guide States, is a

reasonable assumption: like most "facts" in the social sci-
ences, the existence of a vaÌue system is only ever an as-

sumption even if it seems to be supported by overwhelming

empirical evidence. Such an assumption is directly related

Lo the natural law tradition in three vrays. First, and most

obviously, a val-ue system, ot ethos, shared by States is

supranational. The values the ethos incorporates are Iinked

ideologically to the national interests of the member-

States, but are also politically separate from them. Sec-

ond, the existence of an international ethos suggests that

order is the prevailing condition in an inLernational sys-

tem. One of the principal difficulties in describing the in-

124 Quoted in Friederich Kratochwil, qp cit. , p.17.
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ternational system as anarchical is that it immediately

gives rise to a belief that it must be disorderly. The theo-

retical innovations of empiricists, such as Bull and Krato-

chwiI, demonstrate that anarchy and disorder do not neces-

sarily share a causal relationship. The existence of an

ethos prevents that sort of occurrence by establ-ishing

clearly understood parameters among States who usualty de-

sire order and security. The third reason addresses the

rol-es of values themselves in any political community. VaI-

ues serve to define common social purpose. Li ke Locke' s

deistic law of nature, Bu11's societal interests, and Krato-

chwil's "public interest", all demonstrate purpose. In the

self-help system of world politics, purpose expresses itself
in a quest for security however that concept happens to be

defined by a particular State's national interests. Àn in-
ternational ethos introduces an element of predictability to

the system which is an essential element in any State's se-

curity calculations.

Of course, there are two important qualifications to the

applicability of the natural law tradition to the study of

intersubjective values in the modern States system. The

principal disagreement with that tradition is a categorical
rejection of the universal approach of natural law. ÀI-

though most of l'lankind's great religions share common per-

ceptions of right and wrong, these moral imperatives have

been tempered by the national, têgional , or ideologicaL her-
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itage of each political actor in which they have been incul-

cated. BuI1 may be correct in asserting that an internation-

aI society of States exists which pursues the primary goals

he listed. However, it is Kratochwil-'s localised, systemic

idea of the "public interest" which is more accurately rep-

resentative of the political vagaries of the international
system when States pursue secondary goals and values. For

this author, Burke's understanding of cultural and ideologi-

cal affinities among a small- "family" of SLates seems quite

viable.

The second qualification to the natural law tradition
deals with the question of justice and morals. Framed with-

in the belief in natural Iaw is a conception of one univer-

sal code of justice. In abandonning the universal applica-

bility of natural law, the single code of justice is

rejected, and logicaIIy so. The ethos of the particular sys-

tem determines what is, or is not, just; that ethos is, how-

ever, restricted to that system of States alone. It may ap-

pear flippant, but ethos is all a matter of perception;

lule who says that honey is sweet does not lie,
just because to sick people it may seem other-
wise.1 2s

1 25 Àndronicus of Rhodes
op cit. , p.43.

(Rhodius) quoted by Hugo Grotius,
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1.4 CONCLUSION

ÀIthough the Hobbesian model is the most prevalent in the

scholarly literature, and therefore the most commonly ac-

cepted conceptualisation of the international system, it is

not the onì.y model available. This chapter has demonstrated

that at least one other, that is the Lockean¡ êxists and is
quite viable. The Lockean model is well-grounded in politi-

ca1 theory and, more importantly, incorporates the belief

that Man, the political animal, is motivated by more than

simply self-interest: Locke's model refutes the notion of

homo economicus.

The purpose of this chapter was neither

Hobbesian mode1, nor to caII into questi

worth of research conducted under its aegis.

on

denigrate the

the academic

When states

can only find security in the destruction of their oppo-

nents, as is often the case with conflicting ideological

perspectives that brook no compromise, the Hobbesian model

is probably more accurately representative of the interna-

tional system. The absence of common val-ues between those

States probably makes this so. Of course, in such situ-
ations, it should also be recalled that Locke's own state of

war resembles, in many ways, the Hobbesian state of nature.

In other instances, to automatically assume that States

act only in a cold calculating manner appears to be errone-

ous and misleading. E.H. Carr wrote, in his classic work

The Twenty Years' Crisis, that,
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the realist, in denying the "a priori" quality to
political theories, and in proving them to be
rooted in practice, fal1s easily into a determi-
nism which argues that theory, being nothing more
than a rationalisation of conditioned and predet-
ermined purpose, is a pure excrescence and impo-
tent to al-ter the course of events. PoIitical
science must be based on a recognition of the in-
terdependence of theory and practice, which can be
attained only through a combination of utopia and
reality. t "

Locke's model of the state of nature follows the condition

of establishinq such a bal-ance between theory and reality.
By finely tuning the model, through the elimination of the

law of nature,

concepts such as

and Kratochwil'

Lockean model is

an understanding

its applicability is immeasureably aided by

" systems" , BuIl' s " internat ional soc iêty" ,

s "public interest " . The utility of the

if not necessary, forespecially evident,

of the concept of the international regime.

E.H. Carr
1946., p.

, The
13.

126 Twenty Years' Crisis., London, MacMillan,



Chapter I I

SECURITY REGIMES

2.1 INTRODUCTION

within the Lockean model of the international state of na-

ture it is possible for order to exist even when self-help
is presumed to be the principal characteristic of a system

of sovereign States: as Chapter One demonstrated, sovereign-

ty need not preclude order. The prevalent Hobbesian ap-

proach to the study of international relations does not al-
low for order, except through conquest. Among

self-interested, sê1f-maximising actors periods of conflict
are understood to be inevitable within the Hobbesian per-

spective. EquaIly inevitable are the periods of respite be-

tween conflicts during which preparations are made by States

for the next round of warfare. From an academic vantage,

the purpose of. applying the concept of the international re-

gime to the study of international relations is to explain

how the risk factor is reducedt a useful degree of predict-

ability is provided, and order is generated, within an in-

ternational system. Therefore the objective of this chapter

is to introduce the concept of the security regime; this

specialised use of the regime concept is a relatively recent

theoretical innovation, having emerged in the literature

only about a decade ago. This chapter is divided into two

66
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sections. The first section provides a brief introduction to

the theoretical construct known as the international regime

by delineating its basic "building blocks". The second sec-

tion examines the complex political nature of "security",
and the demands it places upon the concept of the security

reqime.

2.2 THE COMPOSITION OF INTERNÀTIONÀL REGIMES

Chapter One demonstrated that, in the study of international
relations, there is a legitimate analytical reason for pre-

suming the existence of intersubjective values among a "so-

ciety of States". Chapter One also stressed that in making

such a presumption the analyst must be operating within a

Lockean understanding of the international state of nature.

In many vrays, international regimes can be seen to be repre-

sentative of the Lockean approach, for the concept involves

far more than iust a structural interpretation of the inter-
national svstem. The purpose of this section is to list

those elements which must be present to suggest that an in-
ternational regime is indeed a viable conceptualisation for

the analysis of a particular system of states.

There exists a conventional definition of the incerna-

tional regime within the relevant literature. It is provid-

ed by Stephen D. Krasner in his edited work on this subjecti

Inegimes] are defined as principles, norms, ruIes,
and decision-making procedures around which actor
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expectations converge in a given issue-area.1

Principles are understood as basic system-wide interpreta-
tions of fact and historical causation. In effect, it is the

principles which provide, and detail, for States the social

purpose underlying the individual international regime. Àn

example often cited in the literature is that of the Non-

Proliferation Treaty (Hpf): the spread of nuclear vreapons is

perceived to be "bad", therefore the principle of the NPT-

regime is to prevent horizontal proliferation. Norms are

explained as the basic rights and obligations binding States

through their regime membership; within the NPT-regime, sig-
natories are obliged "not in any way to assist, encourage,

or induce any non-nuclear-weapon State to manufacture or

otherwise acquire nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive

devices.. . ".2 Ru1es of action are specific both prescrip-

tive and proscriptive types of State behaviour; these tend

to be far less restrictive than norms as there may be sever-

aI different methods of realising principles within a regime

setting. Decision-making procedures are the regime members'

agreed methods of implementing collective choice.3 Impor-

Stephen D. Krasner, "Structural Causes and Regime Conse-
guencesi Regimes as intervening variables", in Stephen D.
Krasner, ed. , Internat ional Regimes. , I thica, New York,
cornert universffil gB3. , p. T.

.ArticIe 1, Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear
Weapons, as printed in Louis Henkin, et al., Basic Docu-
ments Supplement to International Law: Cases and Materi-
als., St.Paul, Minnesota, I^test Publishing Co., 1980.,
p .436 .

Stephen D. Krasner, "Structural Causes and Regime Conse-
quences; Regimes as intervening variables", p.p.1-2.
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tanLIy, regimes need not exist as treaties, or other types

of documented international agreements; although treaty-
based regimes, such as the International Civil Àviation Or-

ganisation ( rCaO) , are not excludedr rìêither are unwritten

conventions or other tradition-based forms of interaction.a

Relying so1ely upon this conventional definition, supple-

mented by Krasner's explanation of a regime's four compo-

nents, one can associate the concept of the international
regime with that of Kratochwil-'s "public interest". Indeed,

regimes function in a manner very similar to that suggested

by a "public interest": they provide order by reducing risk
and enhancing predictability in a systemic setting. Addi-

tiona1ly, and just as with Kratochwil's understanding, re-
gimes are envisaged as a voluntary association of States:

voluntary to the extent that, in a world characterised by a

vast inequity with regard to the distribution of resources,

any State action is not of a compulsory nature. Àn interna-

tional regime's principles and norms are created by, and

serve to perpetuate, a particular cooperative mind-set with-
in which a member-State devises national policy, and inter-
prets other members'policies in the same issue-area. In

other words, rê9imes function as a cognitive screen: its
erection and maintenance is believed to be whoIly compatible

with the preservation of, and is conducive to, the enhance-

For a discussion of both types of international regime,
see Jack Donnelly, "International Human Rights: a regime
analysis"., International Orqanisation., Vol.40, No.3,
Summer 1 986., pp.599-642.
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ment of national interests, however they are defined.

There are five basic factors reguired for the analyst to
postulate the existence of an international regime. First,

international regimes are far more analytically specific

than Kratochwil's "public interest" which is, it wiIl be re-

cal1ed, a set of all-incfusive assumptions about a State's

behaviour on a system-wide basis.5 Regimes, oD the other

hand, are so1ely issue-area oriented:

Issue-areas are best defined as sets of of. issues
that are in fact dealt with in common negotiations
and by the same, or closely coordinated, bureauc-
racies, as opposed to issues that are dealt with
separately and in an uncoordinated fashion.6

The basic function of the regime is to avoid an internation-

a1 political relationship which would resemble a Hobbesian

state of nature. Because of the scarce resources of the

planet, their inequitable distribution, and the common de-

sires for the possession of those resources, international

conflict among States is made inevitable; the absence of a

common sovereign in the self-help system makes this so.

Therefore in issue-areas where States often interact, such

as trade or security, they may find it useful to construct

rules, ot adhere to unv¡ritten conventions, in order to

guide, regulate, and make predictable, their interaction. It

is even hypothesised that in cases where an issue-area may

See Friedrich Kratochwil, "On the Notion of 'Interest' in
I nternat ional Relat ions" , Internat ional Organi sation. ,
VoI.36, No. 1 , Winter 1982. , pp. 1 -30.

Robert O. Keohane., Af ter &gsmg!l¿., Princeton, New Jersey,
Princeton University Press, 1984. , p.61 .
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overlap with another important issue-area, for example trade

and foreign aid, the presence of different regimes may be

essential so to allow States to address those issues one at

a time. Regimes can address these inherent problems, caused

by the nature and objectives of State interaction, by making

"specific agreements on matters of substantive signifigance

within the issue-area covered by a regime."7 It stands to

reason, therefore, that regimes may be over-arching so that

several specific agreements are contained, oF "nested",

within a single regime; examples of this would include bi-
Iateral trading arrangements within the parameters, and con-

sistent with the principles, established by the GeneraL

Aqreement on Tariffs and Trade (Cert).8

The second "building block" of international regimes is
the recognition that they must be considered within the con-

text of a delineated international system. By this descrip-

tion it is meant that an international regime is not neces-

sarily all-encompassing; not every State is a member. This

approach is consistent with Hed1ey BuI1's description of an

Robert O. Keohane, "The Demand for International Regimes",
in Stephen D. Krasner, ed., qp cit., pp.148-152.

Keohane's definition of issue-area is, of course, unavoi-
dabLy ambiguous. In the modern world many issue-areas,
which might otherwise represent different issues, are nev-
ertheless left to the responsibiliLy of a single govern-
ment department. There are some overlapping issues which
cannot be separated as was done with trade and aid; one
thinks especially of a State's national security concerns
which is discussed in the next chapter. It is perhaps for
this reason that most regime-analysis has occurred in are-
as related to international economics.
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international society, where the specific society is sepa-

rate from the general system of States.s In other words, the

member-States of an international regime perceive the "exis-

tence of a diplomatic fence" differentiating them from non-

members.lo Edward Gulick employed this metaphor to describe

the European "balance of po$ter" in the Nineteenth Century;

Ie] certain cohesiveness - derived largely from
common cultural experiences in the past which
bound them Ittre european Powers] logether and
which meant that they had more in common with one
another than they had with others which lay ouside
the group. l 1

In a sense, therefore, international regimes represent an

attitudinal phenomenon on the part of States which is ex-

pressed through their national policies within a context de-

termined by the issue-area. A "diplomatic fence" serves a

functional purpose: a basic cognitive homogeneity among the

member-States is essential if the regime is to give rise to,

or maintain, stable expectations of behaviour. As John Rug-

gie has suggested, regimes represent an intersubjective

"Ianguage of state action."12

s See Hedley BuI1, The Anarchical Societv.
Ian, 1982., pp.8-16.

1 0 Edward vose Gul ick, Europe'l s Classical
New York, Norton, 1 955. , p. 1 0.

, London, MacMil-

Balance of Power. ,

1 1 ibid, p. 5.

12 John Ruggie, "International Regimes, Transactions and
Change: Embedded liberalism in the postwar economic or-
der", in Stephen D. Krasner, ed., slg cit., p.196.
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The third component of international regimes is that they

must not be perceived as altruistic constructions; it must

be understood that they are a response to a State's per-

ceived self-interest in a particular issue-area. In other

words, the voluntaristic association with a regime is a ra-

tional decision on the part of a State. william Riker, in

his study of political coalitions, has defined rationality

as one involving the maximisation of a utility, and a polit-

ically rational actor is one who "would rather win than

lose, regardless of the stakes. " 1 3 These same criteria are

applicable for comprehending a State's membership in a re-

gime. The creation of the regime "coalition" is perceived,

by the individual States, to be of assistance in the reali-

sation of their policy objectives, and the protection, íf

not the augmentation, of their national interests.

Robert Keohane has suggested that a State's regime mem-

bership can be traced not necessarily by "rational choice"

al-one, but can be explained also by means of "constraint

choice" analysis. Keohane has noted that alterations to the

membership and structure of the international system can af-
fect the opportunity costs of States. These substantive

changes then impact upon, and logically influence, a State's

behaviour. From this perspective, regimes can be conceived

of es a form of international business contract between

States;

r3 william Riker,
Haven, YaIe Un

The Theorv of
iversity Press,

Pol i t ical
1962. , pp.

CoaIitions., New
20-22.
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It]o establish stable mutual expectations about
others' patterns of behaviour and to develop work-
ing relationships that will aIlow the parties to
adapt their practices to new situations. l a

As with any international agreement, the contract-nature of

the international regime cannot be understood as binding in

the sense of a contract in a civil society: the basic role

of sovereignty is in no vray challenged by the existence of a

regime. Instead, States must be understood to "subscribe"

to a regime which aids them the most in the pursuit of their
objectives by providing the greatest return for the least

political cost: by Riker's definition, a State still at-
tempts to "win" when working within the context of a regime.

SeIf-interest is not necessarily tied directly to an

equation regarding the distribution of capabilities - mili-
tary and economic within a system. Such an interpretation
feans very heavily on an argument akin to that made by Ken-

neth WaItz's structuralist analysis which was effectively
refuted in Chapter One. From his writings one can discern

that Keohane, too, tends to think along a similar set of

structuralist guidelines.ls The main criticism of interna-

tional regimes is derived from this analytical approach to

State interaction and those same States' calculations of

what elements constitute their national interest. Susan

14 Robert O. Keohane,
gimes", p.1 48.

"The Demand for International Re-

1s See Robert O. Keohane, "Theory of World Politics; Struc-
tual Realism and Beyond", in Ada Finifter, ed., PoIitical
Science - SLate of the Discip1ine., Washington, Àmerican
Political Science Àssociation, 1983., pp.503-540.
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Strange has argued that, âs a result, regimes obscure the

basic power and economic relationships among States.l6 How-

ever, âs a structuralist, Strange fails to place any analyt-

ical distance between State actions and the capabilities

which are distributed throughout the system; States are no

more coldly logical than individual men are.

Nevertheless, "constraint-choice" analysis should not be

interpreted to exclude the possibility of inter-State norma-

tivism. Regime analysis specifically allows for the possi-

bi I i ty of an important role for normat ive interact ion

through devices known as "feedbacks" and "Iags". Intersub-

jective elements, introduced by principles involving under-

standings of "good" or "bad", are a basic regime phenomenon

and provide a clear conceptual link to both Locke's law of

nature, and Kratochwil's "public interest".

The structure of the system, as defined by its distribu-

tive quality, may ptay a fundamental role in the determina-

tion of a State's initial preferences as Àrthur Stein has

suggested;

Ir]tre distribution of
mines the context of
ence orderings of the
determines the incent
national regimes. 17

pov¡er between states deter-
interaction and the prefer-
interacting states and thus

ives and prospects for inter-

to

17

Susan Strange, "Cave! hic dragones"
ner, ed. , cp cit. , pp.337-354.

Arthur Stein, "Coordination and Co1
an anarchic world", in Stephen D.
p. 135.

, in Stephen D. Kras-

Iaboration: regimes in
Krasner, ed. , gp cit. ,
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Of course, to attempt to ascertain which is the principal

influence on a State's actions, normative principles or sys-

temic structure as defined by YlaLLz, involves one in a

"chicken and egg. analysis; interesting and entertaining,

but pointless because it is impossible to prove either posi-

tion. However, it must be recognised that any political in-
stitution which serves a social purpose, involves principles
and, therefore, must contain both normative and empirical

aspects; normative elements determine objectives, while em-

pirical data allows for the assessment of the rate, or de-

gree, of success in achieving those aims. Additionally, the

regime literature suggests that the presence of normative

factors may actually serve to redefine a State's definition
of a "national interesttt. I 8 Normative factors, assessed in

different circumstances, may also alter the motivational im-

pact of the basic structurally-induced "constellation of

preferences" to which Stein refers:

[O]nce nations begin to coordinate their behav-
iour, and even so, once they have collaborated,
they may become joint-maximisers rather than self-
maximisers. The institutionalisation of coordina-
tion and collaboration can become a restraint on
individualism and lead actors to recognise the im-
portance of joint-maximisation. Those who previ-
ously agreed to bind themselves out of self-iliter-
est may come to accept joint interests as an
imoerative. 1 s

John Ruggie, "Continuity and
neorealist synthesis"., WorId
1982-83., pp.261-285.

Arthur Stein, "Ccordination and
an anarchic worId", p.1 38.

Transformation; Toward a
Politics., Vol.35, No.2,

Collaboration: reqimes in

18

lq
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This view is entirely compatible with the conception of the

international system as a Lockean state of nature. National

interests are not so much determined by what a State wants,

as by what a particular system of States is willing to allow

a member-State to pursue and acquire. As a result, aPPIica-

tion of the regime concept encourages the analyst to envi-

sage a State's interests as being both dynamic and flexible.

The fourth factor that must be present for an interna-

tional regime to be presumed to exist is that, lrithin that

particular issue-area, there must be a perceived interdepen-

dence among member-StaLes. By this it is meant that the

achievement of basic policy objectives, and a State's acqui-

sition of desired values, cannot be accomplished by indepen-

dent, unilateral action. States must believe that the rea-

lisation of their own objectives is inextricably linked to

the cooperative enterprise of other States. Pareto-optimal

outcomes are not possible through independent actions. Às

Mancur Olson has noted,

there is no purpose in having an organisation when
individual, unorganised action can serve the in-
terests of the individual as well âs, or better,
than an organ i sat ion . 2 o

States are understood to have both "common interests" and

"common aversions" v¡hich, in order to be realised, effica-

ciously, require the abandonment of isolated policy-making.

20 Mancur Olson,
Ma. , Harvard

Theory of Collective
University Press, 1965.,

Àction., Cambridge,
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Krasner has suggested that the model one might use to de-

scribe the international environment, in cases where inter-

dependence is manifest, is that of the "tectonic plates"

used by geo-physicists, rather than the traditional Hobbe-

sian "billiard baIl" model.21 In other words, ân understand-

ing of international regimes is that they are generated by,

and seek to maintain, a systemic environment within which

States may seek to realise a greater return from their poli-

cies than otherwise would be the case. Therefore, the ear-

lier assertion that the reliance on a regime, by States, can

be considered to be a rational action is supported:

Given the range of risks and costs, one would sup-
pose that rational governments would attempt to
structure nationaL participation in international
enmeshment with a view to ensuring if not maximis-
ing, the receipt of net gains. It would be clear
to the rational actor that some disadvantages of
interdependence are the price paid for deriving
the benefits and he would choose a level and
structure of interaction in different functional
areas that promised a satisfactory, if not the
best possible, overall outcome in the longer
run. 2 2

Indeed, the most common type of interdependence can be found

in BuII's discussion of the three fundamentals of any inter-

national society of States. Àt that general level of inter-

action, all States are interdependent because the most mini-

ma1 of common objectives - basic survival requl res

21 See Stephen D. Krasner, "Regimes and the Limits of Real-
ism: regimes as autonomous variables", in Stephen D.
Krasner, ed., cp cit., pp.355-368

22 Klaus Knorr, The Power of Nations., Ner¡ York, Basic
Books, 1975, p.216.
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adherence by a group of States to those principIes.23

The fifth, and last, factor reguired to postuiate the ex-

istence of an international regime is that they must be un-

dersLood to have been created to facilitate cooperation

among StaLes. Keohane has rightly argued that cooperation

does not imply the absence of conflict, but rather must be

comprehended as a determined effort to overcome differenc-
es.2a Cooperation only occurs when "states perceive that

their policies are actually or potentially in conflict, not

where they are in harmony."2s Therefore, Fê9imes serve to

create expectations of cooperative patterns of State inter-
action; these patterns make future cooperation possible. In

the self-heIp system, r€9imes allow States "to expect" that

in times of conflict, adjustments can be made which ulti-
mately will be of mutual benefit. In this sense, Eê9imes

closely resemble the concept of the "policy arena" as the

term has been applied by Stuart Scheingold; "a collectively
distinctive foreign policy, even if it is in the form of

policy coordination rather than real joint policymaking."zs

23 See Hedley 8u11, gp. cit., pp.65-76.
24 Robert O. Keohane, Af ter Eege4-e¡l¿., p.53
ttr 1Dr-O, p. 5+ .

26 Stuart Scheingold, "The North
rÌa". International Studies

Atlantic as a Policy Are-
Ouarterly., VoI.15, No.1,

March 1971., pp.51-55
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International regimes function to reinforce expectations

of cooperation in two h'ays. First, cooperation within a re-

gime setting creates a history of repeated experiences which

provide a State with a particular type of reference system:

every act of cooperation is Iodged in an historical context

which bui 1ds-up trust in another StaLe. 2 7 Second, r€9imes

allow States to gather and dispense information rel-evant to

continued cooperation in the particular issue area;

[nJegimes that make it easier to gather informa-
tion about the activities of other states are par-
ticularly important in situations where it is
tempting to cheat. 2 I

One can, therefore, argue that international regimes resem-

ble a perpetual motion machine; by providing rufes Íor in-

ter-State cooperation they establish a perceptual environ-

ment which encourages further cooperation.

States must always believe that they are benefitting, or

will benefit, from membership in the regime. Not to hold

this belief undermines the rationale for membership. In

that sense, cooperation is defined by the principle of reci-
proc i ty. However , regime rec iproc i ty i s not character i sed

by the "tit for tat" cooperation which Keohane has termed

contingent cooperation. It is instead based on "eguivalence"

as the principal standard of measurement:

Robert O.

Stephen D.
regimes as

27

28

Keohane, After Heqemony.

Krasner, "Regimes and
autonomous variables",

' P. 56.

the Limits of Realism:
p.362.
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[t]o contribute one's share, or behave well toward
others, not because of ensuing rewards from spe-
cific actors, buL in the interests of continuing
satisfactory results for the group of which one is
a part, âs a whole. 2 s

Of course, equivalence as a means of regulating cooperative

interaction among States cannot be immediately institution-

alised within a regime setting, nor can it really be manu-

factured by an international agreement. It must emerge over

time, drawing upon, and embedded within, an historical un-

derstanding of just who one's partners really are.

Àdditionally, it should be noted, that equivalence does

not necessarily entail equal returns all of the time. In-

steadt a l-ong-term perspective of national interests is en-

couraged by regime membershipi one can refer back to Àrthur

Stein's discussion of the emergence of joint-maximisation aS

a determinant of a State's def inition of " interest" . As

Keohane and Nye have pointed out, mutual dependence must ex-

ist, but even-balanced mutual dependence is not a requisite

for an international regime.3o It is these imbalances which

are the sources of States' influences in a regirne. However,

in attempting to realise Some benefit from their influence,

a State must exercise its policy options within acceptable

parameters determined by the principles and norms of the re-

gime of which they are a member.

29

JU

Robert O.
tions".
ter 1 986.

Robert O.
Pendence.

Keohane, "Rec iproc ity in
I nternat i onal Orqan i zat i on .
, 9.20

Keohane and Joseph S. Nye,
, Boston, Little-Brown, 1977.

International ReIa-
VoI.40, No.1 , Win-

Power and Interde-
, PP.8-9.
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2.3 SECURITY REGTMES ÀND THE CONCEPT OF SECURITY

The purpose of this section is to introduce. and discuss the

concept of the international regime as it can be applied to

the State's everpresent quest for greater national security;

this section addresses the viability of the idea of the "se-

curity regime". Às with any international regime, all of

the five basic components that were identified in the previ-

ous section are also requisites for security regimes. How-

everr uolike other issue-areas such as trade, security con-

cerns are not as easily defined within precise, and concise,

parameters. It is because of this basic uncertainty as to

what constituLes a State's security that "security regimes

are thus both especiaIly valuable and especial1y difficult

to achieve."31

Robert Jervis, who first applied the concept of the re-

gime to problems of international security affairs, has not-

ed that security regimes face fundamental obstacles to their

creat ion. Fi rst , secur ity i ssues, however they are def ined

by a State, are usually of greater importance to States than

other possible regime-influencing areas. The result is con-

sequently both a greater avrareness and competitiveness among

States to maintain what each feels to be a very minimum of

security. There is a perception that the failure to adjust

Robert Jervis, "Security Regimes", in
êd., qp cit. , p.174. See also Janice
tion and Defection: security 'regimes
of confIict". , International Journal.
tumn 1 985. , pp.599-627 .

Stephen D. Krasner,
Gross Stein, "Detec-
' and the management
, VoI.40, No.4, Au-

31
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national policies to accommodate changing security needs may

actually jeopardise the continuity of the State itself: once

again, the nature of the self-help system logically leads to

thi s perspect ive . Second, in their pursuit of security,

States find it extremely difficult to distinguish defensive

from offensive actions and intentions of a fellow system-

member. Predictability and trust are thus less easier to

come by as the stakes are much greater for States within the

realm of securitv. Third, the viability of perceived

threats to a State's security are often of such an impre-

cise, ot immeasureable, form that the outcome can only be

correctly guaged in time of actual war: in effect, the only

cerLainty is that uncertainty reigns until battle is eventu-

aIly joined. Jervis suggests that, because of these three

basic factors, security regimes are too uncertain an instru-

ment to utilise, and are conseguently deemed by States as a

largely unattract ive pol i t ical inst i tut ion. 3 2

Jervis' conclusions are valid qualifications to the vi-

ability of the security regime concept. However, they are

only necessarily valid in regard to a system, rather than a

soc iety of States . Às vras di scussed previously, a " soc iety"

of States shares certain primary goals which allow for the

generation of an appreciable order in inter-State relations.

Both primary and secondary goals meet the requirements to be

considered as collective interests (or aversions) of the

32 Robert Jervis, "Security Regimes", pp.1 74-177 .
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"society" coincident as they are with the individual State's

perceived security needs. Therefore, it seems to follow log-

icatty that it can be only within the setting of a Bullian

"society" of States that a security regime can be consid-

ered.

It should be noted at the outset that security is a very

relative concept. Àrnold Wolfers wrote that security

like national interest, is weIl enough established
in the political discourse of international rela-
tions to designate an objective of policy distin-
guishable from others...although used without
specifications it leaves room for more confusion
than sound political counsel or
can afford. 3 3

sc ient i f ic usage

It can be surmised that an evaluation of national security

is primarily based upon a State's peculiar interpretation of

its ovrn, or other countries', historical experiences as they

are understood to be indicative of possible future happen-

ings. The United States might perceive its international po-

sition to be less secure in 1987, than in 1887, despite the

impressive array of both nuclear and conventional armaments

it possesses today. The systemic position of the United

States, the political and technological- constraints within

which it must exercise policy, and the perceived types of

threat, Fây have given rise to this belief. The nature of

the self-heIp system ordinarily dictates that States pay ex-

treme attention to their security. with very few excep-

tions, all States are affected by the latency of the threat

33 Arnold wolfers
Johns Hopkins

and Collaboration. , Baltimore,
, p.149.

, Discord
Press, 1962
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generated by the principle of sovereignty: even one of the

Ieast overtly-threatened of modern States, that being Switz-

erland, Râintains the capability for an armed forces estab-

lishment of nearly one-haÌf million strong. The frame of

reference for determining if one is secure is each State's
interpretation of history. À11 States make these interpre-
tations which are constantly referenced to a particular sys-

tem within which that State is operating, or to which it is
targeting its policy: in other words, Kratochwil's concept

of the "public interest" acting as a measuring device for
systemic tolerance seems to explain quite accurately States'

appraisals of policy options.

In acting as a guide for policy-makers, a State's appre-

ciation of its security is, and must be considered to be,

inherently mutable: just as international politics are in-
credibly dynamic, so too, and J-ogica1ly, is any understand-

ing of national security. Essentially there are two in-
terrelated factors, within that history-based episteme,

which are considered together v¡hen caLculating a State's na-

tional security. First, externaL or structural factors such

as the system-wide distribution of capabilities and the cur-
rent political alignments of States within that system must

be considered; in other words, "who is with us, and who is
against us?", and "how strong are those who we consider our

adversaries?". One quickly appreciates that Raymond Aron's

definition of an international system "that ensemble con-
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stituted by political units that maintain relations with

each other and that are capable of being implicated in a

generalised war"34 is particularly applicable in the realm

of security affairs. Second, internal factors such as the

adversary's promotion of economic disparity or ideological

outlooks aimed at discontinuing a State's domestic political

structure. Àn exampl-e of this factor is the present domes-

tic political turbulence occurring in the Republic of South

Àfrica: the South African Government believes it to be basi-

caIIy a foreign-based challenge to the existing political

status qE, and devises its security policy accordingly.

To separate internal, from external, factors is an aca-

demic prerogative for it makes analysis more comprehensible.

However, no such separation according to the typology of

threat occurs among policy-makers. External factors often

directly impact on the internal composition of States to

varying degrees. This is especially the case in times of

ideological rivalry ot, and more correctly, when States are

guided by irreconcilable ideological outlooks and also find

themselves in a politically conflictual situation. In such

cases two types of threat to a State's security are mani-

fest: explicitr or military, threats to a State's external

security vis a vis the other members of the State system,

and; an implicit, or revolutionary, threat to a SLate's in-

stitutional relationship with its ov¡n citizenry. The aware-

3 4 Raymond Àron, @_ and War. , Malabar, Florida, Krieger,
1981., p.94.
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ness of this duality of threat is one of the pillars upon

which the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NatO) is

f ounded :

Bearing especially in mind the situation in East-
ern Europe, member governments Iof NATO] recalI
that any Iasting improvement in international re-
Iations presupposes full respect for the princi-
ples of the independence and territorial integrity
of States, non-interference in their domestic af-
fairs, the rights of each people to shape its own
future, and the obligation to refrain from the
threat or use of force. 3 5

À cursory examination of History provides many other exam-

ples of the fusing of the two types of threat: the Persian

invasions of Àncient Greece (Fourth Century B.C. ); the Otto-

man challenge to Western Christendom (Fifteenth to Eight-

eenth Centuries ) ; Nazi hegemony in Europe ( 1 939-1944) ; as

well as the presently perceived threat emanating from an ex-

pansionist USSR imbued by the anti-democratic doctrine of

Marxism-Leninism. The concept of security can, therefore,

be understood as a State's "measuring-stick" determining the

degree, and type, of threat to its existing social values.

Wolfers has al-so suggested that security is a value which

aII States are compelled to possess. The level of a State's
perceived security indicates a corresponding intensity of

political commitment and confidence in an existing state of

affairs. As this intensity varies, owing to revised inter-

Paragraph 4, Final Communique issued after the Ministeri-
aI Meeting of the North Atlantic Council, held in Wash-
ington, D.C. | Àpril 10, 1969., printed in Security and
Co-operation in Europe , 1954-1977., General Àffairs Com-
mittee, Twenty-Third Ordinary Session, Western European
Union Assembly, Paris, 1978.

JJ
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pretations of, or perceived threats to, existing social val-

ues, so too does the need to protect those values. In other

words, security is a value which States possess in different
quantities over time, and which they "can aspire to have in

greater or lesser measure. " 3 6

For the purposes of academic study, there are two funda-

mental problems with the basic abstractness of the political

concept of security. First, because there is no objective

understanding of security it nust remain subjective in na-

ture. The resuÌt of this subjectivity is that perceptions

of security are always changing relative to such factors as

the environment, the method of historical interpretation,

and the availability of historical data. Thus, the two fac-

tors of threat are understood only within the confines of a

particular political ethos, that is itself undergoing con-

sistent transformation: this means that States may differen-
tiate between political relationships depending upon the se-

curity of their own social values. The second problem is

that the very abstractness of the term "'security' covers a

range of goals so wide that highly divergent policies can be

interpreted as policies of security."sz It is precisely be-

cause of this reason that the seerningly obvious connection

of security with the accretion of power and wealth can only

be inconclusive.3s

36 Àrnold wolfers, cp cit., p.150.
37 ibid.
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While recognising the ambiguity of the concept of nation-

aI security, a simple definition is nonetheless necessary.

Therefore, security can be defined as the protection of

those values already possessed by a State; this definition

incorporates security, the "vaIue", with security "the meas-

uring-stick". A security policy, by extension, then becomes

any poticy airned at the protection of that State's "already

acquired" values.

To maintain already-acguired values States must be aware

of the operations of the everpresent security dilemma. For

States sharing a membership in the same system, security

cannot be augmented to an extent which thereby threatens the

security of other States; Àron's definition of system under-

scores the need for caution. Each system contains a Pareto-

optimal level for system-wide security which cannot be sur-

passed uni laterally without adve r se consequences,

counterproduct ive to the object ives of the individual

State's security pol icy. Therefore, the "public interest"

of the system will not allow an individual State to achieve

absolute security without the outbreak of system-wide war-

f are. Thi s vras the f ault of Germany pr ior to world War Two.

Hitler defined German security on both a racial and territo-

rial basesi as additional, some might say absolute, security

r,ras sought, other States in the European system perceived a

grave threat to their national, and State, survival.

38 See Richard H. Ullman,
tional Securitv., Vo1.8,

"Redefining Security"., Interna-
No.1, Summer 1983., pp.129-153.
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If States are members of the same "society", where shared

values exist as a common interest, they will not Iikely pur-

sue policies that challenge the possession of those same so-

cial values; to undermine another State's possession of them

is, logically, to threaten one's own hold.3e Instead, States

may try to have their own particular values, and hence view-

point, adopted by a grouping of States as a common interest.

The pursuit of that aim is a logical reaction to the securi-

ty dilemma. By its very nature, the security dilemma prohib-

its the emergence of absolute security. Therefore, the sys-

tem-wide adoption of values is, perhaps, the closest any

system allows a State to approach a degree of absolute se-

curity. Metternich's success in convincing the Great Powers,

or Concert, to accept the Austrian perspective at the Con-

gress of Vienna (1815) is a case in point. By stressing dy-

nastic legitimacy, rather than nationaf self-determination,

as the political determinant of the post-Napoleonic settle-
mento the Concert of Europe assured the Àustrian State of

its security vis a vis the threat nationalism posed for that

country, if for no other:

Starting from the assumption of the special re-
quirements of the Austrian central position a¡rd
peculiar domestic structure, Metternich had suc-
ceeded in building a coalition around the sanctity
of treaties and the legitimacy of sovereigns
[H]e had led Austria into war for a cause which
would ensure a peace compatible with Austria's
structure. . .Às a multi-national state, Àustria
could not f ight a nat ional vrar; as a f inanc ially

3e Stephen M. Walt, "Àlliance Format
Power". International Security.,
1985., p.20.

ion and the Balance of
VoI.9, No.4, Spring
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exhausted state, it could not fight a long war.
The "spirit of the age" was against the continua-
tion of a polygl-ot Empire, but it is too much to
ask statesmen to elevate national suicide into a
principle of policy Its [Metternich's poli-
cv's] crowning accomplishment was its success in
identifvinq the domestic Ieqitimisinq principle of
Àustria with that of the international order.
Iemphasis added I 40

Some States may even provide those values unilaterally if

they happen to possess the political wilI, and muscle, to do

so. In other words I a system hegemon may perceive it to be

in its best interest to assure the existence of those social

values as a collective good. The best example of this is un-

doubtedly Great Britain ensuring the "freedom of the seas",

during the period 1815-1914 and thereby guaranteeing itself

access to all of the worLd's markets.41

Semantically, insecurity is simply the opposite of secur-

ity. I f security is the protection of "acquired va1ues",

then. insecurity is the existence of a perceived threat to

their continued Þossession. The sovereign nature of the

State means that insecuriLy is endemic in two distinct ways.

First, the absence of a universal sovereign means that

threat is exuded by the system as a whole. Because there is
no powerful systemic assurance to the contrary, there is a

4o Henry Kissinger, À World
Mifflin, 1957., pp.82-83.

Restored. , Boston, Houghton-

41 See Robert O. Keohane, Àfter Hegemony., pp.135-181., Dun-
can Snidal, "The Limits of Hegemonic Stability Theory".,
I nternat ional Orqani sat ion. , Vol. 39, No.4, August 1 985. ,
pp.580-614., and Bruce Russet, "The Mysterious Case of
Vanishing Hegemony or, Is Mark Twain Really Dead?"., In-
ternational Orqanisation., Vo1.39, No.2, Spring 1985.,
pp.207-231.
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basic lack of surety or predictability even in times of rel-

ative peace. Thus vrar, and the loss or damage of a State's

values, is always a possibility. Às a result, States must

logically assume the worst and prepare to meet all eventual-

ities; this is the basis of Jervis'point, which hras cited

earlier, about the competitiveness of the security arena.

The second type of threat is more specific, in that it is

generated by a particular conflict with another sovereign

State. This type of threat emerges due to historic enmity

between States, oF a basic conflict over the division of the

Earth's scarce resources. However, it is important to note

the conceptual differences between these endemic forms of

threat; for a State to acquire security, confronted by both

types, requires Lwo different types of response.

Robert Jervis has suggested that security regimes can be

defined as "principles, rules, and norms that permit States

to be restrained in their behaviour in the belief that oth-

ers wiIl reciprocate."42 In other words, Jervis is suggest-

ing that security regimes create a political environment

conducive to a long-term appreciation of a State's national

interest; national interest naturally incorporates the most

basic aim of survival. The implications of the concept of

security, as defined by the protection of "acquired valuês",

means that security regimes must be founded upon principles

that incorporate both common interests and common aversions.

42 Robert Jervis, "Security Regimes", p.173.
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Since social values imply purpose, members of a security re-

gime will logically desire to preserve those values they aI-

ready possess, âs well as see them furthered: essentially,

this is the same explanation for Metternich's emphasis of

dynastic legitimacy. The principles and norms of the secur-

ity regime exist, in effect, as a collective goodi within

the regime-membership their provision, however effected, can

be enjoyed by all member-States, without exception, and is

to no one's detriment.43 These principles and norms, however

they are defined, can be understood as constituting the ve-

hicle for the provision of order, predictability, and reas-

surance, to States and thus offset the endemic insecurity in

their relations. It is only through the provision of this

collective good that States can "let their guard down". The

"good", understood by member-States of a security regime as

commonly-defined purpose and common obligations in a system-

ic setting, counters those divisive elements which are per-

ceived to threaten their security.

In addressing perceived threats, States have traditional-

ly formed military alliances with one another. Indeed,

within the traditional paradigm it is impossible to study

international relations v¡ithout confronting the very consid-

erable role played by alliances; they are a crucial instru-

ment available to States in the pursuit of security in the

self-help system. ÀIthough the historical impact of a1li-

43 See Mancur O1son, gp. cit., pÞ.5-46.
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ances has been all but pervasive, there is no real agreement

in the relevant literature as to an accepted definition.44

Despite this uncertainty, Perhaps the best available defini-

tion is that provided by Robert Osgood;

len alliance] is a formal agreement that pledges
states to cooperate in using their military re-
sources against a specif ic state or states and
usually obligates one or more of the signatories
to use force, ot to consider (unilateralIy or in
consultation r+ith allies) the use of force in
specif ied circumstances. a s

Àt first glance, Osgood's definition of an alliance seems

to be almost identical to that of a security regime. How-

ever, differences in the literature suggest that any such

conceptual complementarity is not the norm. George Liska has

written that alliances are created by like-minded States to

overcome rivals:46 that is, alliances exist for the provi-

sion of security from a threatening State or States. À11i-

ances are created, not because of common interests per se,

but rather as a result of an aversion shared by more than

OIe Holsti has noted that, "the literature on alliances
is marked by competing explanations' none of which ap-
pears sufficient for a general theory .Indeed, it is
not impossible to find contradictory propositions coex-
isting in the same source." See OIe Holsti, P. Terrence
Hopman, and John D. Sul1ivan, Unitv and Disinteqration in
International Alliances, Comparative Studies., New York,
John Witey and Sons, 1973., p.41.

Robert Osgood, "The Nature of À11iances", in Robert L.
Pfaltzgratf, êd., Politícs and the InternationaL Svstem.,
New York, Lippincott, 1972., pp.481-82.

George Liska, Nations in ÀIliance., Baltimore, Johns Hop-
kins Press , 1968. , p.3. See also George Modelski , "À
Study of ÀIliancesi a review". Journal of Conflict Reso-
lution. , YoL.7, No.4, 1963., pp.769-776.

40
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one State, in addition to an individual's singular needs:

Every povrer which enters into an alliance with an-
othei wants not only to gain that power's help in
case of need, but also seeks to exercise a greater
influence over his partner's policy and to re-
strain him from using the alliance for illegiti-
mate or dangerous ends. a 7

An excellent example of this is the DreiKaiserbund (lhree

Emperor's League) of 1881 which Bismarck created as much to

prevent war between two antagonistic German alIies - Àustria

and Russia - as to maintain solidarity among the three East-

ern Powers in face of a commonly perceived threat from

France. a I

That an alliance is largely created as a result of a com-

mon aversion is supported elsewhere by'analysts. In a re-

cent journal article Robert Kann has written that a "major

function indeed "the" major function in the opinion of

some is its Ittre alliance's] deterrent affect. "4s The ra-

tionale for this line of argument is logical and, in its

simplicity, conceptually elegant. Because of the perceived

demands of the self-heIp environment, States only pursue

policies of raison d'etat and conclude alliances "based on

exped i ency , not pr i nc i ple rt ' s o

47 PauI Schroeder, "The "Balance of Power" System in Europe,
1 81 5-1 871 ". Naval War Colleqe Review. , YoI.27 , No.5,
uarch/xpril tgÇpfrgT

48 See À.J.P. Taylor, Struggle for Masterv in Europe,
1 848-1 91 8. , Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1954. ,
p.27 0 .

4s Robert Kann, "Àlliances versus Ententes". World Poli-
tics. YoL.28, No.4, July 1976., pp.615-616.
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Àlliances are a necessary function of the balance
of power operating within a multi-state system.
Nations A and B, competing with each other, have
three choices in order to maintain and improve
their relative povrer positions. They can increase
their own povrer, they can add to their own povrer
the povrer of other nations, or they can withhold
the power of other nations from the adversary.
When they make the first choice, they embark upon
an armaments race. When they choose the second and
third alternatives, they pursue a policy of a1li-
ances. s 1

Indeed, as Christopher Bladen has pointed out, alliances
very often can be termed as a form of "antagonistic coopera-

tion."s2

The best, and certainly the most recent, example of "an-

tagonistic cooperation"

during World War Two

Great Britain followed

ter, whereas the bases of

from doing likewise. The

convenience which strove

inter-AIIied ideological

This coooerative attitude

must be that of the

The Uni(1941 -1945)

aims set forth in the

Soviet politics
result was a ver

dur ing the r.¡ar

discord and

$¡as exemplif ied

Grand Àlliance

ted States and

Atlantic Char-

although a staunch anti-Communist, stated

prevented the USSR

itable marriage of

years to overlook

irreconcilability.
by ChurchilI, who,

his desire for an

alliance with the Soviet Union without regard

ideological outlook:

to StaIin's

Hans J. Morgenthau, Politics Àmons Nations, (4th Edi-
tion)., New York, Alfred A. Knopf, 1967., p.175

ibid, p.185.

Christopher Bladen, "ÀIliance and Integration", in Julian
Friedman, Christopher Bladen, Steven Rosen, eds., ÀIli-
ance in International PoIitics., Boston, À11yn and Bacon,
1970., pp.121-122.

50

51

az
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I have only one purpose, the destruction of Hit-
ler, and my life is much simplified thereby¡ If
Hitler invaded HeIl I would at least make a fav-
ourable reference to the Devil in the House of
Commons. s 3

However, with the defeat of the Àxis forces the marriage

broke down: after the war it became obvious that the Western

Powers and the Soviet Union had different definitions of se-

curity, and had fought together only because they all feared

the Àxis Powers. As ChurchiII stated, in this regard; "The

only bond of the victors vlas their common hate. " 5 4

John BayIis has termed this predominant approach to alli-

ances as the "balance of power school" where only common en-

emies and dislikes are allowed to reign.5s Due to an empha-

sis on expediency, the role of intersubjective principles

and behavioural- norms is downgraded. Liska and Morgenthau,

in addressing normative interaction, suggest that without

reference to specific material interests a purely ideologi-

cal alliance would prove ineffective.s6 cohesion among aIli-

ance partners is deemed to be Iargely, if not entirely, de-

pendent on an adversary's actions: the emergence of an

independent "we" feeling, unrelated to the conflict, is com-

Winston S. Churchill, The Grand
ton-Miff1in, 1951., p.370.

See Herbert Feis, ChurchiII,

All iance. , Boston, Hough-

Princeton, New Jersey, Princeton

John BayIis, "The Ànglo-Àmerican
ance Theory" . I nternat ional ReIat ions. , Vol .8 , No.4 , No-
vember 1985., p.373-374.

s6 George Liska, 9p. cit. , p.17., and Hans J. Morgenthau, g!.
cit., p.178.

3J

54 Roosevelt and StaIin. ,
University Press , 1957.

Relationship and À1Ii-



pletely absent because coalitions can

adversary materialises. sT As

this regard;
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only form if a common

Stephen Walt has written in

In the 1920's, Germany's weakness made it possible
for Britain, France, and the United States to
treat the Soviet Union with disdain, a revulsion
based largely on ideology and echoed by the Sovi-
ets. Only when Nazi Germany began to pose a sig-
nificant threat did these ideological preferences
lose their povrer. In other words, security consid-
erations take precedence over ideological prefer-
ences, and ideologically based alliances are un-
like1y to survive when more pragmatic interests
intrude. s I

Walt argues that States can afford to let ideological con-

siderations guide them in their selection of alliance Þart-

ners only when their security is assured. However if securi-

ty is the protection of already-acquired values, and may

include more than territory or wealth, then certain types of

States must always be unacceptable partners.ss

57 See Robert osgood, S. cit., p.485., George Liska,
cit., p.88., ole Ho1sti, cp cit., pp.11-13.

op.

s8 Stephen M. waIt,
Power", p.24.

"AIIiance Formation and the Balance of

s s Wal-t' s example i s of an extreme type: two types of gov-
ernment, one democratic and the other Marxist revolution-
dty, confronting a third type which was both anti-demo-
cratic, and anti-Marxist. If one examines the case of
Polish policy in 1939t a different conclusion can cer-
tainly emerge. Non-democratic, and anti-l"tarxist, Poland
was not willing to side with the Soviet Union even as
late as Àugust of 1939, when such an alignment might very
well have deterred Ftitler. One of the reasons suggested
for this reluctance is that Polish leaders were weIl
av¡are of the threat the Soviet Union posed to Poland's
social order. See Anna Cienciala, Poland and the Western
Powers., Routledge and Kegan Pau1, London,1968., pp.233,
245-247 .
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As e¡as noted in the previous section, there are five ba-

sic components for regimes. Of these only two the pres-

ence of self-interest and a rudimentary systemic conceptua-

lisation are all that is present in an alliance as

understood by the "balance of po!¡er school". Àlliances are

then envisaged as nothing more than a function of the bal-

ance of power.6o The "bafance of power" approach means that

of the two types of threat endemic to States systemic and

specific alliances are only able to confront successfully

the specific threat; that is a threat emanating from a

State, or States, which are members of the existing system.

In such a case, êD alliance cannot be considered a security

regime. within that type of institution there is no logical

means for States to be restrained in their inter-relations,

nor for them to take a long-term perspective of national in-

terests: Rousseau's "stag hunt" analogy returns as the

threat of State defection is everpresent. Às a result, no

expectation of long-term cooperation can be generated since,

as conditions change and capabilities are redistributed, so

too will alignments.

Perhaps the most cornplete theoretical expression of the

security regime is contained within the concept of collec-

tive security. Collective securiLy addresses both types of

threat, confronted by sovereign States, bY effectively

6o See Francis Beer,
ed., Àl1iances,

" I ntroduct ion " , in Franc i s À. Beer ,
Latent war communities in the contempo-

York, HoIt, Rinehart and glinston, 1970.,r cl r y

p.4-5
wor1d., New
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transforming the specific adversarial challenge into an

overall systemic threat. The cornerstone, and the means by

which this transformation is effected, is the universal ob-

Iigation to collective defence; as a result both neutrality

and self-heIp are incompatible with collective security.6l

Kenneth Thompson has suggested that, conceptually, collec-

tive security is an effort to create and maintain a type of

social order in the international system equivalent to that

which is found in any civil societyi

tel conflict anywhere has some effect on condi-
tions of peace everywhere. A disturbance at one
point upsets the equilibrium at all other points,
and the adjustment of a single conflict restores
the foundation of harmony at other points through-
out the world.62

Therefore coll-ective security functions in a manner akin to

that of natural law in the Lockean state of nature. Locke

used naturaf law to regulate conflict in the same Sense that

collective security has been touted since 1919 as the only

possible replacement for the system known as the Balance of

Power, and which nas blamed for the outbreak of World War

One, and possibly World War TvIo:

The neh' systern as they envisaged it involved the
establishment and operation of a complex scheme of
national commitments and international mechanisms
designed to prevent or suppress aggression by any

6I "NeutraIity", Address by Dr.Herbert Lauterpracht, London,
6 June 1935. Minutes of a General Studv Conference on
"þ!!gçtive Security". , Paris, League of Nations Interna-
tional Institute of InteIIectual Co-operation, 1 935. 

'pp. 1 39-1 42.

62 Kenneth Thompson, "CoIIecLive Security Reexamined".
American Political Science Review. , YoI.47, No.3, Septem-
ber 1953., p.755.
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state against any other state, by presenting to
potential aggressors the credible threat and. to
potential victims of aggression the reliable prom-
ise of effective collective measures, ranging from
diplomatic boycott through economic pressure to
mifitary sanctions, to enforce the peace.63

It is important to note that, embedded within the entire

concept of collective security, is the principle that war

can no longer be utilised as an acceptable or legitimate in-

strument of a State's foreign policy, and and that aII mem-

ber-States are obligated to uphold the collective security

system. Unfortunately it is only possible to discuss coI-

lective security at the theoretical Ieve1. The historical

record of its implementation, first in the League of Na-

tions, and presently within the format of the United Na-

tions, has not been one of success in gathering the world's

Powers together to either preserve peace, or to recognise an

obligation to do so.

In 1919, the Paris Peace Conference accepted

pIe that collective security required some form

tional expression". Accordingly the victorious

created the Leasue of Nations. The idea of

InlS iJ.
Random

George
Myth:

the princi-

of "institu-
llied Powers

concert of

ö

o

States working to solve international problems, without re-

sort to armed force, had been first proposed by Sir Edward

Grey, the British Foreign Secretary, and later was success-

fu1Iy advocated by the Àmerican President, Woodrow WiIson.6a

OJ

oc

CIaude,Jr., Swords into Plouqhshares., Toronto,
House , 1971 ., p.247

w. Egerton, "CoIlective Security as Political
Liberal InternationaLism and the League of Nations
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At first glance, the articles of the Covenant of the Leasue

of Nations seems to demonstrate the type of political com-

mitment required for a system of collective security. Arti-
cl-e Two, addresses the requisite interdependence of States'

security; "Any r{ar, or threat of v¡ar, whether immediately

affecting any Members of the League, or not, is hereby de-

cl-ared a matter of concern to the whole League. " Àrticle
Sixteen specified the basic obligation of the League's mem-

bership upon which collective action $¡as to be taken to pre-

serve a system of collective security; "Should any Member of

the League resort to war in disregard of its covenants...it
shall ipso facto be deemed to have committed an act of v¡ar

against all other Members of the League." Howeverr âs early

as 1921, both the principles and obligations had been effec-
tively undermined. A resolution passed by the Àssembly of

the League left the decision as to wheLher, or not, a State

had violated "its covenants" as a member of the League, up

to the individual States themselves. If security !¡as no

longer deemed to be interdependent requiring immediate

counter-measures for the benefit of all, then neither v¡ere

obligations assumed with a long-term perspective; although

it lingered on until 1945, the League was really a still-
born enterprise. Às one author has written,

in Politics and History". The Internat ional Historv Re-
view. , Vol. 5, No.4, November 1 983.
Claude , Jr. , Power and International
York, Random House , 1971 . , pp.1 1 0-1 54.

See also Inis L.
ReIations., New
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IU]asica1ly, the drafters of the Covenant seemed
to rely on the principle of where there is a will
there is a way. As the will was rarely present,
the way was never found.6s

Essentially the same thing has happened with regard to the

united Nations. The Charter of the united Nations concen-

trates the reactive, and enforcing, power of the organisa-

tion within the Security Council. Those States most often in

conflictr or that possess the most widespread interests with

the greatest potential for conflict, are the sole members of

the United Nations able to decide for, or to "veto", any

collective action.

For a system of col-lective security to function as an ef-

fective security regime, in its dual capacity of deterrent

and defender, cêrtain basic preconditions must be met.

First, member-states must be committed to the maintenance of

the status guo. Second, States must, at all times, be able

to muster overwhelming strength for the collective defence.

Às Lord Lytton, a Sritish supporter of the League, once

stated;

[A]bsolute security could only be achieved by un-
questionable superiority of force....II]f a system
of Collective Security was universally and sin-' cerely applied, absolute security could be ob-
tained by alI, for, overwhelming strength wheth-
er moral or material could be guaranteed by
aI1. 6 6

b5 Otto Pick and JuIian Critch
London, MacMillan, 1974., p.2

"The Prevention of war", Àddr
4 June 1935., Minutes of a

Iey,
6.

ess by

Collective Securitv. ,

Lord Lytton, London,bb

"Collective Security". , p.63.
Gene ra I Study Conference on



The last precondition, and the most overlooked,

ma jor Pov¡ers, at least, must share a "minimum pol

idarity and moral community."

67 Francesco Coppol
General Studv
p.'158.

a I London,
Con f erence

6 June 1 935. ,
on "Collective
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Paradoxically, it is for precisely these same three rea-

sons that collective security systems must inevitably fail;

to quote an oft-used phrase, "it contains the seeds of its

ovrn destruction." Since 1919, âttempts to maintain a "fro-
zen" political status ry have proven fruitless. The Àxis

Powers (Germany, Italy, and Japan) and the USSR before World

War Two, gave repeated demonstrations that the attempted in-

stitutionalisation of any existing state of affairs was

unacceptable: the Third World through the formation of the

Non-AIigned l,fovement, and its demands f or a New Internation-

aI Economic Order (NrEO), have reasserted that position

though less violently. The impracticability of trying to

preserve a particular status quo is made impossible when

such an attitude is not accepted by all of the Great Powers.

One Italian academic made just this point to a League-spon-

sored conference on collective security;

The war had closed with a peace as was inevitable
vras imposed by the victors on the vanquisheC. But
this had been presented as a product of impartiai
and universal justice. The Covenant Iof the
League] naa become the new charter of the neh' re-
1igion....In fact, the Covenant had merely consti-
tuted for the victors an assurance that the re-
sults achieved would be maintained.6T
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The fact that Italy was one of the victorious Powers in-

volved in the imposition of the peace of 1919, and yet was

unsatisfied enough to emerge as a revisionist State under

Mussolini, underscores the difficulty of preserving a polit-

ico-stasis. Politics is far too dynamic a field, and basic

security interests are too important to States for them not

to try often to take advantage of opportunities when prof-

fered to them.

Equally important has been the fact that no State has

been willing to make sacrifices for the common defence be-

cause there are no generally accepted principles for the as-

sumed obligations. For many States the status guo is not

perceived as an environment which guarantees the security of

their individual social values: no common purpose, or raison

d'etre, for the existing state of affairs can thus emerge.

This problem first manifested itself in the League. Àlthough

the Covenant vras quite specific, there was no common under-

sLanding of its purpose even among the former wartime A1-

I ies:

He lwilsonl presented it to the Àmericans as the
idealistic covenant for the preservation of peace,
while Clemenceau, when he could summon up any in-
terest in it, thought of it as more or less a con-
tinuation of the war-time alliance against Germa-
ny.68

The problem of interpreting pri

t ions, continues unabated.

States influenced by various,

nciples, and assuming obliga-

The multi-angular clashes of

often host i 1e, ideologies

68 Otto Pick and Ju1ian Critchley, qp cit. , p.27
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is nearly impossible to envi-

sage. As a result, a common definition of what State ac-

tions constitute "aggression", and thereby trigger the coI-

lective security system's defences, is wholly absent: "for

unless there was some means of determining the aggressor it

was useless to go into the question of sanctions."6s In ef-

fect, the overall result of pursuing collective security, in

both the League of Nations and the United Nations, has only

been to brand war as an illegitimate policy action by

States. Flowing from their membership in those organisa-

tions, States have, therefore, been collectively pledged to

oppose aggressive war, without being able to distinguish

col-lectively between aggressive and defensive actions.

Peace has thus become an international watchword without an

organised, collective, coercive Power to preserve it: war

has not been made impossible nor even, because of the exis-

tent conflict of interests, improbable. Without a system-

wide manifestation of political wil1, the legal instruments

of collective security serve only to exacerbate collective

insecuriLy. Henry Kissinger has noted the paradox involved:

Those ages which in retrospect seem most peaceful
vJere least in search of peace. Those whose quest
for it seems unending appear Least able to achieve
tranquillity. Whenever peace conceived as the
avoidance of vrar has been the pr imary ob j ect ive
of a power or a group of povrers , the internat ional
systern has been at the mercy of the most ruthless
member of the international community. Whenever
the international order has acknowledged that cer-

6e "Regional Agreements", Address by Senator Roberto Forges
Davanzati, London, 5 June 1935., Minutes of a General
Studv Conf erence q "Collective fu-cuEi_U_" . , p.124.
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tain principles could not be compromised even for
the sake of peace, stability based on an equilib-
rium of forces was at least conceivabl-e.7o

Inis C1aude has noted that it is a widespread view that

the "bigness and heterogeneity of the wide worId" seems to

preclude effective multilateral organisations. T 1 The reason

for this view is that it is perceived that common loyalties

can only arise within a regional basis where common cultural
foundations exist. T 2 The verity of this opinion is easily

ascertainable; Claude has noted that the greatest upsurge in

regional approaches to problems has occurred in the field of

"high politics and security" where the need for internation-

al trust is of utmost concern to States.73 In recognition of

the implicit problems of collective security in a world of

diverse cultures, Thompson has suggested that States may

create agencies for the production of "partial collective
security."z+ This view was raised in 1935 by the British

statesman, Sir Àusten Chamberlain, who suggested that re-

gionally-based pacts were a more realistic, and more reali-

70

71

72

Henry Kissinger, qp cit., p.1.

Inis L. Claude, Jr.,
pp.1 02-1 03.

Swords into Ploushshares. ,

See Friederich Kratochwil, "Of Systems, Boundaries, and
lerritoriality: Àn inquiry into the formation of the
State system"., World Politics., VoI.39, No.1, october
1986., pp.28-52.

Claude , Jr. , Swords into/ó Inis L.
pp. r r3-l

Kenneth
p.757.

16.

Thompson,

Plouqhshares. ,

Reexamined","Collective Sec ur i ty
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sab1e, objective:

The original idea of the League was to bring all
the nations of the world into one common system of
mutual guarantee. I earnestly hope that the League
wiIl maintain its world-wide character, and even
extend it by the re-entry of Powers which have
left, or the addition of nevr ones; but I do not
think Lhat vre shall find the kind of security
which we need against the dangers of which I have
been speaking in guarantees which are equally
binding for every vlar, wherever, however, and what
subject whatsoever it may arise....For obligations
so widely spread, so universal, and yet requiring
- potentially at least such immense sacrifices
from the nations which undertake them are, I
think, beyond the strength of humanity and call
for sacrifices that the peoples of the world will
not make until the whole outlook of the world has
changed....I, therefore, inc1ine...to those re-
gional arrangements, which concentrate the obliga-
tions of each country more narrowly in an area
where it at once feels that no disturbance of the
peace can take place t¡ithout its ov¡n security be-
ing in danger. I feel that the remedy lies rather
in such local arrangements, always working within
the scope of the League and in accordance with the
Covenant of the League.Ts

It is not surprising that Chamberlain would hold this view.

Às one of the authors of the Locarno Pact (1925), which it-

self was a regional security system, he would naturally have

believed in the efficacy of. similar accords. T 6

"Àddress of welcome to the
Address by Sir Austen Chambe
Minutes of a General Study
@-"', PP'8-9'

the Conferenc€",
, 5 LJUne l>5C. I
"Col-lect ive Se-

Members of
rlain, London
Conference on

76 The Locarno Pact, itself, is evidence of the gritish and
French lach of confidence in the ability of the League to
maintain the inter-war status guo. By recognising the
need for a regional security system along the banks of
the Rhine River, the Locarno Pact effectively announced
that collectively security was not realisable. See F.S.
Northedge, The Leaque of Nations: its life and times,
1920-1946. , New York, Holmes and Meier, I 986. , pp.95-97.
and also E.H. Carr, The Twentv Years Crisis, 1919-1939.,
London, MacMiIlan, 1946., pp.105-106.
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Chamberlain's perspective Ì,¡as not accepted during the re-

mainder of his life. However his views on regional security

pacts are largely reflected in Àrticle 52 of the Chater of

the United Nations which explicitly permits "the existence

of regional arrangements or agencies for dealing with such

matters relating to maintenance of international peace and

security." Since 1945, a plethora of regional security orga-

nisations has been created. Many Iike the Central Treaty Or-

ganisation (CeurO) are no longer in existence; others like

NÀTO or its putative adversary, the Warsaw Pact are quite

viable. In support of Chamberlain's viewpoint, PauI Buteux

has noted that groupiñ9s, such as NATO, âct as regional mu-

tual security organisations. T 7 À regional mutual security

organisation combines the two types of threat, though inse-

curity is addressed on only.a Iimited, or regional, basis;

in the case of NÀTO, the geographic region is specified to

be the area occupied by the sixteen signatories, the Medi-

terranean Sea, and the Àtlantic Ocean above the Tropic of

Cancer.

Equally important, NATO has

most of its member-SLates to

their common-heritage; phrases

nity" reflect an understanding

the Western ethcs. In this vein

provided the opportunity for

inc rease the i r ar¡areness öf

such as the "Atlantic Commu-

of their membership within

, it is far more realistic to

7 7 Paul
NATO,
pp.4-6

Politics of
ford, Oxford

Buteux
1 965- 1

, The Nuclear Consultation in
University Press, 1982.,980. , ox
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hypothesise a "war to save democracy" in Western Europe,

with NÀTO pitted against the Warsaw Pact, than in the Middle

East against the same foe; Àrab culture would not emphasise

the democratic tradition as a val,ue to defend. À sense of

identity, regionally-bound, is contained within the text of

the "Report of the Committee of Three on Non-MiIitary Coop-

eration in NATO";

While fear may have been the main urge for the
creation of NÀTO, there was also the realisation
conscious or instinctive - that in a shrinking nu-
clear world it was wise and timely to bring about
a closer association of kindred Àtlantic and West-
ern European nations for other than defence pur-
poses alone; that a partial pooling of sovereignty
for mutual protection should also promote progress
and cooperation generally. There ï¡as a feeling
among the government and peoples concerned that
this close unity vlas both natural and desirable;
that the common cultural traditions, free institu-
tions and democratic concepts which were being
challenged, and were marked for destruction by
those who challenged them, v¡ere things which
should also bring the NÀTO nations closer togeth-
êr¡ noc only for their defence but for their de-
velopment. There $¡as, in short, a sense of Àtlan-
tic Community, alongside the realisation of an
immediate common danger. T I

It might be argued, therefore, that security regimes

closely resemble Karl Deutsch's concept of the "security

community". Deutsch has argued that there are international

systems where the threat of war, or any lesser form of in-

terstate violence has faded while not undermining sovereign-

ty as the basic ordering concept. As he expanded upon the

7 8 Paragraph 12, Chapter One of the "Report of the Committee
of Three on Non-MiIitary Cooperation in NÀTO", printed as
Appendix 6 in The North Atlantic Treatv Orqanisation,
rãêts and Fiqures., Brussels, NÀTO Information Service,
1984. , p.271 .
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term, Deutsch's understanding of security community could go

far to explain the concept of any security organisation;

[a secur i ty commun i tyJ i s a group of people v¡ho
possess institutions and practices which are
strong enough and widespread enough to assure for
a "Iong" time that there wi1I be only peaceful
changes among the populations.Ts

Deutsch also stressed that three basic conditions had to be

met before a security community could evolve. First, the

existence of a set of compatible val-ues among its member-

ship. Second, an ability of the membership to respond to

each other's needs must exist. Third, the membership must

view intra-community v¡ar as unattractive, improbable, and

illegitimate; in other words, a "no-war" mentality must have

emerged. Eo

The analytical relationship between Deutsch's security

community and the more recently contrived security regime is

not as obvious as might first be believed. The fundamental

difference between the two concepts is the acute absence of

any political purpose underlying a security community. The

concept of the security community therefore remains, despite

Deutsch's extensive reSearch, littIe more than a description

of a state of being. Deutsch's purpose, from his introduc-

tion, is to discover the means by r^'hich Man might abolish

war.81 Because of this approach, Deutsch is primarily con-

7s Karl Deutsch et aI, Political
l-antic Area., Princeton, New,l-antic Area., Ptinceton, New
Press, 1957., p.5.

nceton Universitv

8o ibid, p.66.

Community and the North Àt-
Jersey, Princeton University
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cerned with what he terms the process of "integration":

It] he achievement of a securitv community would
Ittre author expectedl involve something like the
crossing of a threshold from a situation where war
between the political units concerned appeared
possible and was being prepared for, to another
situation where it was neither. I t vlas the cross-
ing of this threshold, and with it the establish-
ment of a security community, that vre called inte-
gration; and it is in this sense that we are using
the term in this book.82

It is the concentration of effort on examining the causes

for the "threshold" that undermines the cornplementarity of

the two concepts - security community and security regime.

PoliticaI relations in a security community are under-

stood as being peaceful because vrar is no longer perceived

as either rational or legitimate among a particular grouping

of sovereign States.

which would account

However, no explanation is
for this perception arising:

offerred

a basic

compatibility of social values cannot account for peace as

the many s¡ars in the history of a uni-ideological medieval

Christendom attest. A principle cause for the fundamental

lack of purpose in a security community, is Deutsch's belief
that "threat" is not a very effective political coagulant:

[w] trere f oreign threats v¡ere present, their ef -
fects were transitory. Most often they provided an
impetus toward temporary military alliances, while
more permanent unions derived their main support
from other factors. s 3

ì hr 
^ ^ 

Il_ll_114,

ibid, p.32.

ibid, p.45.
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In effect, Deutsch has perceived threat only according to

the criteria stressed by the "balance of power" school;

threats to the bases of power and wealth. His analysis does

not include any potential for an international society which

Iies at the heart of the security regime concept.

By definition, security regimes are posssessed of a po-

litical purpose understood and shared by its members. The

title, security regirne, is not a descriptive title alone,

but also a conceptualisation of the dynamics within an in-

ternational society of States. Within the regime concept

specifically, as r{as indicated in the previous section of

this chapter, rêference is made to the past, present, and

also the future interactions within that society. For

Deutsch, peace in the security community exists because

there is a lack of conflict among States; intersubjectivity

does not exist, for the more backward-looking compatibility

of val-ues is instead substituted. rn that sense, security

communities are only an intermediate analytical device,

halfway between "balance of power" alliances and security

regimes. Unlike the "balance of povrer" approach which envi-

sages alliances as providing security only on a specific ad-

versarial basis, security regimes provide security at both

levels - systemic and specific adversarial - as r+eII as in

response to both types of threat internal and external.

For long-term restraint and cooperation, among States, val-

ues must be shared and not just compatible in order to in-
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relations with one

Paul Schroeder has

caused just as warwritten, that

is caused."84

Since security regimes operate at both l-evels of threat
perception it is essential that its membership include at

Ieast one of the Great Pov¡ers of the day:8s by the term

"Great Power" it is meant to refer to a State which is as

powerful as its most powerful potential adversary. The role

of the Great Power in a security regime is twofold. First,
because of its military capabilities, it protects the regime

membership from extra-societal intervention. Second, because

it adheres to the regime's principles, it provides less-pow-

erful- member-States with protection at both leve1s of

threat. The expense of the provision of this "good", as

borne by the less-powerful States via a reduction of influ-
ence, is limited by the compatibility of the Great Power's

actions with the principles of that particular regime. This

is so since the most basic undertaking of a security regime

is to guarantee a member-State's already acquired values.

The Great Power's latent role is, therefore, that of a gua-

rantor of the membership's values. In such a setting, war

is no longer acceptable nor allowable among the membership:

to maintain its membership, the Great Power must perceive a

PauI Schroeder,
1815-1871", p.21

See Robert Jervi

"The "Balance of Power"

sr "Security Regimes".

õ4 System in Europe,
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particular regime to be in its besL interests and, logical-

Iy, wilI exercise leadership to prevent fraticidal warfare.

When there is a relatively equal distribution of capabil-

ities among several Great Powers, who share basic political

principles, âs was the case with the Concert of Europe, the

Balance of Power system is capable of rnaintaining order:85

the events of the Nineteenth Century seem to verify this in-

terpretation. In a system motivated and restrained by simi-

Iar principles, there is no need for a hegemon;

To Metternich, security required not only military
preparedness but also a compromise between the
powers. He fully realised that the absolute secur-
ity of one pov¡er is in purely military terms a
threat to that of the others. While it is true
that in an age of codified great-power dominance
his concept cannot be described as collective se-
curity in the broad modern sense, it is entirely
proper to refer to Metternich's security concept
as based primarily on the consensus of the joint
powers. 8 7

In the pursuit of its principles, norms may be generated

that mean a disregard for the rights of small States. Dur-

ing the period of the Concert of Europe, if a security re-

gime can be said to have existed, then its only members were

öo

87

In all fairness, it should be noted that there is an al-
ternative viewpoint that holds the belief that the Bal-
ance of Power was a fundamentally unstable political sys-
tem. Schroeder argues that the instability is inherent
since its maintenance requires unpredictable acts such as
preventative wars, and secret diplomacy, which serve to
undermine State restraint, predictability, and hence, in-
ternational order. See Paul Schroeder, "The "Balance of
Power" System in Europe, 1 81 5-1 871" , pp.20-21 .

Robert Kann, "Metternich: À Reappraisal of his Impact on
International ReIations". Journal of Modern History.,
YoI.32, No.4, March-April 1960., p.335.
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the Great Powers themselvesi a principle-based order vlas

generated but States such as Saxony, not to mention Po1and,

were disregarded. s I

In the time of an unequal distribution of polrer capabili-

ties, States cannot be secured, trê9ionally, from both sys-

temic and specific adversarial threats without the protec-

tion of a Great Power. The absence of a Great Power from an

embryonic security regime means that there is at least one

non-member State able to threaten, on an individual basis,

the regime's members. The Great Power provides the shield

behind which a regionally-based "partial-collective securi-

ty" system can be constructed and maintained; this equation

is especially the case in the modern age where there are two

Superpowers each alone greater in strength than any combina-

t ion fac ing them that exc ludes the i r counterpart . lÈ

therefore, stands to reason that in our age a security re-

gime cannot be said to exist if it does not list one of the

Superpo!.¡ers among its members. I t is only with the assis-

tance of a Great Power that the potential for a security

community is created, and a security regime can be said to

exist; only in that shaded environment can a "no-war" men-

tality develop, emerge, and theoretically become one of the

security regime' s principles.

88 For a discussion supporting the
Europe functioned as a security
vis, "Security Regimes", pp. XXx.
rod, "The Concert of Europe: a Í.

tional System". , World PoIitics. ,
1976., pp.160-174.

view that the Concert of
regime, see Robert Jer-
See also Richard B. El-

resh look at an Interna-
VoI.28, No.2, January
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2.4 CONCLUSION

The prevalent interpretation of the manner by which sover-

eign States address threats to their security is through the

construction of military alliances with other States. with-

in the literature: in works by Morgenthau; Liska; Wolfersì ;"1

and WaIt, it is assumed that the alliance arrangements

States enter into are based on little more than expediency.

Thisgroupofana1ysts,whohavebeenca11edthe''ba1anceof
power" school interpret security threats as comprising ag- 

,, 1

gressive intentions, expressed by one State to another, to-
wards territorial or economic values; there is no role for

ideological threats to a "oray of l i f e"

If, however, one interprets a State as numbering its so-

cietal structure as a value worth preserving, one must also

allow for the possibility that aggressive States might chal-

lenge the continuity of that social structure; in other

words, threat becomes both military and revolutionary. The

failure of the "balance of povrer" school to account for both 
,:,,,,

types of threat has given ri se to the concept of the inter- 
:::. :

national security regime. Utilising the security regime ,

both the structural variables, as weII as the potential in-

tersubjectivity of regionally-based normative beliefs, are

perceived as important elements in the calculations of in- ',' 
,

:: :::

ternational security among a particular grouping of States.

The awareness of the possibility of a "community of val-

ues" among a deIíneated group of States replaces the natural
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law of John Locke, and recalls the "public interest" ap-

proach of Friederich Kratochwil: a community of values sug-

gesting a common international purpose among those States.

The presence of purpose, defined in security regimes as the

preservation of social values in the presence of a percepti-

ble threat, âIlows States to interact with less emphasis on

contingent reactions. Instead, within the membership of a

regime, States perceive their interests in a manner which

accounts for the collective interest of which they are an

appreciable part. Às a result a security regime is a system

of mutual security among themselves, and with the system as

a whole.

The purpose behind this chapter was that of introducing

the concept of the international regime. This task \,¡as un-

dertaken with particular emphasis on that concept's explana-

tory powers with regard to the manner by which States organ-

ise themselves to deal with the probl.em of international

security. Because of its emphasis on the intersubjectivity

of social values among States, and their normative interac-

tion, regime analysis is not usually considered to lie with-

in the mainsLream of political science research. In any

case, by redefining security to include all types of social

val-ues, the role of the security regime becomes obvious. For

example, the 'lbalance of power" school can not explain the

threat to the "democratic tradition" as a motivating agent

for States in the determination of their alignments, or the
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construction of alliances; this is despite the fact that or-

ganisations, such as NATO, base a large part of their legit-

imacy on the principle that they are defending democracy.

Àlthough this chapter is, by no means, Lhe "last word" on

the subject of security regimes, it has essentially accom-

plished four tasks: defined international regimes and ex-

plained their component parts; provided a more realistic

definition of security which is cornpatible with the Lockean

model of Lhe international system; described and discussed

security regimes by contrasting them with traditional inter-
pretations of alliances and security communities; and, pre-

pared the concept of the security regime for empirical test-

ing. Chapters Three to Six are left to examine the

viability of the security regime through the application of

the concept to a study of, and the national policies leading

to, the Treaty of Brussels (1948).



Chapter I I I

THE TREÀTY OF BRUSSELS ÀS À SECURITY REGIME

3.1 I NTRODUCTI ON

In his book, the Theory of International Politics, Kenneth

Waltz rightly asserts that a "It]heory explains some part of

reality and is therefore distinct from the reality it ex-

pIainS."1 In essence that dialectic is also pursued in this

chapter: its purpose is to understand a part of the reality

that was post-v¡ar Western Europe at the time the Treaty of

Brussels (1948) was drafted, by theorising that the actions

of the five signatory States can be explained by an applica-

tion of the concept of the security regime. This chapter

represents an attempt to diSsect the actual treaty document

into its Separate clauseS and other analytical components to

observe whether or not it can be envisaged as a model of a

security regime. To that end, this chapter is divided into

two sections. The first section briefly describes the polit-

ical and social environment that characterised Western Eu-

rope in 1948, and from which the Treaty of Brussels emerged.

Three overlapping influences on Western Europe are identi-

fied and examined as products of the post-war period. The

second section is an analysis of the text of the treaty doc-

1 Kenneth N. Waltz,
York, Random House

Theorv of International
, 1979., p.7.

120

Politics. , New
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ument. Utilising the regime-elements discussed in Chapter

Two, this section identifies those requisites found within

the clauses of the Treatv of Brussels.

3.2 THE POST-WÀR ENVIRONMENT

The defeat of Germany in 1945 marked more than the end of

the Second World War in Europe: it also heralded the end of

the European predominance in world affairs which that conti-

nent had enjoyed for over four centuries. The amicable

meeting of American and Soviet troops at Torgau, oD the Riv-

er Elbe, symbolised the division of Europe between the nas-

cent Superpowers. The meeting also signalled the advent ctf

a new global balance of povrer. The demise of the particular

international States system in which the European Powers had

long held primacy, and which Germany had twice tried to dom-

inate, coincided with the Reich's total defeat.

The Europe of 1945 differed substantially from that of

1939. Às a result of the agreements of the Casablanca Con-

ference in 1943, Germany had been destroyed as a sovereign

State and completely occupied by the victorious AIlies.

However in their efforts to defeat fiitler, the À11ies sub-

jected the rest of Europe to substantial, and often substan-

tive, political change. As the major AlIied armies liberat-

ed Europe they left in their wake social and political

systems which reflected their own beIiefs.2 These actions,

z rhis was more
ward; however

the case of the Red Army's drive west-
also occurred in Western Europe though

so rn
.:!

t tL
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by the three major Pot{ers, were undertaken to administer to

their ovrn security interests in those regions of Europe. It

is ironic that in doing so they created new tensions and a

renewed feeling of insecurity which has lasted to the pres-

ent.3 In that sense, the Second World War did not change

anyth i ng .

In examining the period out of which the Treatv of Brus-

sels emerged, three different aspects of the general post-

vrar West European political perspective can be distin-

guished: acceptance of the presence of a threat ernanating

from the policies of the Soviet Union; the emergence of a

supranational understanding of the bases of European civili-

sation; rejection of the concepts of nationalism, and of the

self-assertive nation-State. Àlthough each of these strands

present in post-war Europe is different with regard to the

subject each addressed, they are not distinct, for, ãt any

given time, each appears to overlap with the other two. To-

gether, these three threads helped create a different type

of political environment in Western Europei an environrnent

which was largely due to the vrar. In that sense, the Second

Wor1d War changed a great deal.

to a much lesser extent. The countries of Western Europe
did have some democratic institutions upon which to build,
and therefore the Western Allies (the United States and
Great Britain) resolved to support these.

A.W.DePorte, Europe Between the Superpowers. ' New Haven,
Yale University Press, 1978., pp.42-169,, and G.F.Hudson,
The Hard and Bitter Peace. , New York, Praeg€r r 1968.-l
pp.13-65.
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The alterations to the international system were an im-

portant influence in the post-war political environment.

The extensive restructuring of the system that occurred as a

result of the War had no real precedent in 1918, which had

witnessed the Iast major Systemic transformation. Whereas

upon the outbreak of war in 1939 there had been seven Great

Powers - Great Britain, France, Germany, ItaIy, Japan, the

Soviet Union, and the United States - in 1945 there v¡ere

only three. The "Big Three" consisted of the United States,

the Soviet Union and Great Britain. It was an exclusive

club, for as Statin had quipped at Yalta, the membership

dues h'ere f ive million men under arms. It was a fee which

only those three Powers could afford or were willing to pay.

Nevertheless, the titte of the group was deceptive aS Brit-

ain was far removed from the positions occupied by the other

two. This discrepancy vùaS to become an increasingly salient

international concern in the chancelleries of Western Eu-

rope. The military and economic weaknesses of Great nritain

meant that there v¡as no WeSt European Power capable of Suc-

cessfully resisting, oo a continent-wide basis, the Soviet

Union's intentions, however they manifested themselves. The

result was that Europe v¡as effectively he1pless. Às one au-

thor has noted, the immediate post-war period witnessed the

replacement of the European system of autonomous States with

a "bipolar system of globaI hegemony jointly exercised by

the United States and the Soviet Union."a Importantly for

4 Walter Lipgens, À Historv of European Integration: VoIume
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Europe, the United States, which could have balanced the So-

viet Unionr wâs less interested in maximising its polrer in

Europe. Instead, Wäshington followed a policy whereby the

Soviet Union was advised that explicit territorial advances

in Europe would not be tolerated. s

The seriousness of the weak position of Europe relative

to the Superpos¡ers vras intens i f ied by the rapid breakdown of

the Big Three aIIiance. The military poh'er and apparent ex-

pansionist political designs of the Soviet Union meant that

Western Europe's anxieties about its externaL security had

not dissipated with HitLer's defeat. Às Charles Bohlen' a

senior Àmerican State Department official responsible for

Soviet affairs, wrote in 1943 regarding Soviet ambitions;

Stalin's opposition to federations is sufficiently
clear to afford a glimpse of the Soviet idea of
post-vrar Continental Europe. Germany is to be bro-
ken up and kept broken up. The states of Eastern,
South-Eastern and Central Europe will not be per-
mitted to group themselves into any federation or
association. France is to be stripped of her colo-
nies and strategic bases beyond her borders, and
will not be permitted to maintain any appreciable
military establishment. Po1and and ItaIy will re-
main approximately their present territorial síze,
but it is doubtful if either wilI be permitted to
maintain any appreciable armed force. The result
would be that the Soviet Union would be the only
military and political force on the Continent of
Europe. The rest of Europe would be reduced to
mi 1 iLary and pol i t ical impotence. 6

One, 1945-1947., Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1982.
also Walter Laquer, Europe Since Hitler - the
Europe., New York, Penguin, 1982., Pp.27-32.

, p.6. See
Rebirth of

s See Peter Calvocoressi, World Politics Since 1945-, Lon-
don, Longman, 1982., pp.9-10.

6 Foreiqn Relations of the United States, lá+g, The Confer-
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Soviet actions in Eastern Europe and GermâñY, and its atti-

tude toward the West in general, seemed to Support Bohlen's

negative view, and consequently cast a pall over the entire

imrnediate post-v¡ar period. Soviet intransigence in many

fields of considerable importance to all three Powers only

served to exacerbate the uncertain and tense atmosphere. AS

a result, disagreements in the Council of Foreign Ministers'

Meetings became increasingly acerbic and non-productive.

Àdditionally, the size of the Soviet armed forces vlas a

concern to aII of Western Europe, since there did not appear

to be any need for that country to keep So many men under

arms after the cessation of hostilities. I t part icularly

concerned the Sritish who had, unlike the other West Europe-

an States, demobl-ised a sizeable wartime armed forces of

their or,rn; with an armed f orce of 5.'1 million men in 1945

they had reduced that number to 1.4 million by 1948. The

only other major Western Power, the United States, had also

managed to move from 11.6 million to 1.3 million men in the

same time; by 1948 they had fewer than five combat divisions

in Europe. However the Soviet Union which had had 7 million

men under arms in 1945 stiIl maintained an disquieting armed

force numbering 3.9 million as late as 1948.7 Alarmed by the

ences at Cairo and Teheran., Washington, UDited States
Government Printing Office, 1955., p.601.

7 These f igures are f rom a November '1 955 release of the
Sritish Information Service and are cited in Vance
M.Holland, Selected National Policies Reqardinq European
Militarv Inteqration. , University of Washington, Ph.D. ,
1965. The statistics tor force levels in Europe as provid-
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rapid disintegration of the wartime Grand ÀIIiance of the

Big Three, the governments of Western Europe felt that the

Soviet figure was far too high.

In addition to the anxiety caused by the presence of

large numbers of Soviet troops in the heart of Europe, there

were disputes over German and Italian reparations, the impo-

sition of communist regimes in Eastern Europe, and the Sovi-

etS' consistent use of the veto-power in the United Nations'

Security Council. By the time of the unproductive Moscow

Conference of Foreign Ministers (March 1 0 to Àprii- 24,

1947), it v¡as generally agreed that the wartime idea of a

concert of Great Powers v¡as moribund. In Moscow the Foreign

Ministers may have been able to agree as to their common

purpose, but the conference produced littIe else:

The Foreign Ministers agreed that their task vras
to lay the foundations of a central government for
Germany, to bring about the economic unity of Ger-
many essential for its own existence as well as
for European recovery, to establish workable
boundaries, and to set up a guaranteed control
through a four-power treaty...Àgreement was made
imposðible at Moscow because, in our Ithe western
Powers'] view, the Soviet Union insisted upon pro-
posals which would have established in Germany, a
centralized government, adapted to the seizure of
absolute control of a country which would be
doomed economically through inadequate area and
excessive population, and would be mortgaged to
turn over a large part of its production as repa-
rations, principally to the Soviet Union. Such a
pIan... could result only in a deteriorating eco-
nomic life in Germany and Europe and the inevita-

ed by the NATO publication, Facts and Fisures., are;
1945 1946

United SLates 3, 1 00,000 391 ,000 men.
Great Britain 1 ,321 ,000 488,000 men.
Soviet Union in excess of six million
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ble emergence of dictatorship and strife.s

The refusal of the Soviet Union to allow the Eastern Eu-

ropean countries to participate in the preparatory meetings

that resulted in the European Recovery Plan (eRp), and the

Communist-led and inspired strikes in France and Italy

throughout 1947 only served to continue to heighten East-

West animosity. Àfter the London Conference of Foreign Min-

isters (November 25 to December 16, 1947), it was obvious

that the Soviet Union and the three Western Powers the

United States, Great Britain, and France r¡¡ere not working

toward the Same ends.e American Secretary of State Marshall

stated;

There is another and I think more fundamental rea-
son for the frustration we have encountered in our
endeavour to reach a realistic agreement for a
peace settlement. In the war struggle Europe-Yas
in a large measure shattered. As a result a polit-
ical vacuum was created, and until this vacuum has
been filled by the restoration of a healthy Euro-
pean community, it does not appear possible that
paper agreements can assure a lasting peace.
Àgreements between sovereign states are generally
the reflection and not the cause of genuine set-
tlements. 1 o

"Report by Secretary of State Marshall on the Fourth Ses-
sion of the Council of Foreign Ministers, Moscow Session,
Àpril 28 , 1947", in Documents on Germ?nvr. 1944-1?9-1.,
uñitea States Department of State Publication, 1986.,
D. | ¿¿.

See "Notes of the Month".
January 1948. , P.1 .

The World Today. , Vol.4, No. 1 ,

'| o "Report by Secretary of State Marshall on the Fi f th Ses-
sioñ of the Council of Foreign Ministers, December 19,
1947", in Documents on Germany, 1945-1985., p.139.
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The perception that the Soviet Union was "banking" on the

economic collapse of any recovery programmes in Europe waS

shared by both the Truman Administration and the West Euro-

pean governments. 1 1

Even before the London Conference, the existence of Win-

ston Churchill-'s "iron curtain, stretching from Stettin on

the BaIt ic to Tr ieste on the Àdr iat ic " Ì{as qui te evident .

This perception had also been confirmed by the Soviet Union

when, in September of 1947, MF. Vyshinsky, the Deputy For-

eign Minister bluntly stated,

that the world was norv divided into two camps, the
Soviet Union and her friends on one side, and the
Anglo-Saxon bloc, led by Àmerica, oh the otheÍ.12

His words vrere quickly followed by the establishment of the

Cominform by Stalin which was perceived in the West as as a

reemergence of the anti-Western Comintern.l3 Denouncing the

West at a Soviet Communist Party gathering, the Cominform

leader, Àndrei Zhadanov proclaimed the existence of two hos-

tile camps as a new, main tenet of Soviet foreign policy.

Western concerns were heightened when it vras recalled that

it was Zhadanov who had led the successful opposition to the

joint Anglo-French effort to form an alliance with the Sovi-

et Union during the twilight of peace in August, 1939. The

David Thomson, Europe Since Napoleon.,
A. Knopf , 1965. , pp.775-779.

New York, AIfred

Quoted in Victor Rothwell 
'1941-1947., London, Jonathon

ÀIlan BuIIock, Ernest Bevin,
London, Heinemann, 1 983. , p.

Britain and the
Cape, 1982., p.284

Cold War,

11

12

13 Foreiqn Secretarv 1945-51.,
485.
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outcome of his opposition at that time had been the unex-

pected Nazi-soviet Non-Àggression Pact and world war Two.

The fear of another armed conflict v¡as not all that occu-

pied the minds of Europeans in the immediate post-war peri-

od. The second rnajor influence operating in Western Europe

flowed from the social consequences of the Second World War,

which vrere quite profound. Àmong many Europeans there

emerged a realisation that the economic, social, and politi-

cal, progress which Europe had experienced from the time of

the industrial revolution, had suffered a Serious setbacki a

setback unprecedented in the modern age. The liberal belief

in the equation of economic growth with constitutionalr So-

cial, and political, ¡'€form was openly questioned: more so,

since Nazi Germany and the Soviet Union both experienced in-

creases in national wealth at the expense of democratic

rights. In other words, the two wars had generated a recog-

nition of the "mortality" of European civilisation aS a

whole. The French author, Paul Valery, had noted this in

1919, but his words were even more applicable in the atmos-

phere that envelopped Europe after 1945:

We civilized peopfes of Europe nov¡ know we are
rnortal. We had heard of entire worlds that disap-
peared completely, of empires that simply found-
ãred with aIl of their inhabitants and arte-
facts... their gods and their laws...But these
disasters, after all, did not concern us. Elam,
Nineveh, Babylon vrere only glamorous names. . .Now
we see that the abyss of history has room for
everyone. . .We are aware that a civilization has
the same fragility as a life. The circumstances
that could señd th¿ works of Keats and Baudelaire
to join the works of Menander are no longer incon-
ceivable;-they are in the newspapers...Everyone is
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aware of the danger. An extraordinary shudder has
seized Europe to its very marrow. Europe has felt
in its nerve-centres that it has become unrecogni-
zable, that it has ceased to resernble itself, that
it v¡as about to lose consciousness...Then, â5 if
in desparate defence of its very nature, its phys-
iological substance, the fullness of its memories
came flooding back in confusion. . . In response to
this same anguish, civilized Europe has experi-
enced the swi ft revivaL of its inexhaust ible
wealth of ideas. 1 a

ParadoxicaIJ.y, it required, as Valery noted, the wholesale

social and economic devastation the two world warS had

wrought in Europe to make many Europeans av¡are of what their

civilisation represented: from that perspective, the two

chronol-ogically-close wars were

s¡arstt.

viewed as European "civiI-

Although the Soviet Union appeared to present a military

threat to Western Europe during the post-war years, the

threat was also perceived to exist at a cultural or inter-

nal - IeveI; that is, it r.Ias felt that European civilisation

was threatened with the possibility of extinction, not just

through conquest alone, but by it being physically uprooted

and eradicated by the dictates of the Soviet Union's ideolo-

gy after a military conquest. Às one writer noted in this

regaro;

Yet the numbers on the Russian side and the sup-
posed monol i thic structure of Russ ian pov¡er v¡ere
perhaps not so frightening as ignorance of the
real capabilities of the Russian forces and igno-
rance of the subversive effectiveness of their
communist fifth columns. There was something mys-
terious about the Kremlin which contributed to the

1 4 PauI
PoIit

, ttThe

New York
VaIery Crisis of the Mind", in HistorY

, Random House , 1962., pP.23-24.E"
and
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awe which it inspired, and there was also the old
terror of the uncivilized Russian horders who knew
not the code of behaviour of the west and, now'
not even the religion of the west.ls

Although Imperial Russia had been accepted as a "western"

State, atbeit an absotute monarchy, its revolutionary suc-

cessor had purposely divested itsel-f of any "Westernizing"

infl-uences. Soviet Russia, under Lenin and Stalin, had ef-

fectively destroyed what v¡ere termed "bourgeoiS eIementS"

which had served as links between that country and the West:

Ia] ff "bourgeois elements", substant iaI farmers,
men of property, and believing Christians v¡ere
eliminated as further potential "transmission
Doints" of European influence. Under StaIin any
remaining European liberal and Christian vafues
were completely replaced by a totalitarian despo-
tism, âD autocratic regime ruling over massess
completely deprived of civil rights, a closely in-
tegrated Soviet empire whose basic features did
not meet the most elementary requirements of Euro-
pean civitization in any respect.l6

The basic human rights, and understandings of objective

truth and social responsibility, were not to be found in

Stalin's Russia. The social and political outlook of the

Soviet Union could not meet the terms Valery established as

a definition of being European:

Wherever the names of Caser, Caius, Trajan, and
Virgil, of Moses and St.PauI, and of Aristotle,
Plato and EucIid have had simultaneous meaning and
authority, there is Europe. Every race and land
that has been successively Romanízeð, Christian-
ized, and, âs regards the mind, disciplined by the
Greeks, is absolutely European. 1 7

1 s Peter Calvocoressi,
1947-1948. , London,
p.107.

16 Walter Lipgens, op cit., pp.14-15.

Survev of International Affairs,
Oxford University Press , 1952. ,
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The expansion of the non-European Soviet ideology and in-

fluence into Western Europe, was of great concern to those

who were av¡are of the fundamental irreconcilability of the

two social doctrines. 1 I This f ear I.IaS heightened by events

in the Eastern European countries which had been "liberat-

€d", and then occupied, by the Soviet Union. Having fought

to preserve their independence after WorId War One, they

vrere effectively absorbed into the Soviet System after 1945;

the last to fall v¡as Czechosfovakia in February of 1948. The

role of national governments behind the "iron curtain" was

underscored by Jan Masaryrk, the Czechoslovakian Foreign

MiniSter, who after returning from Moscow where he was or-

dered to refuse the Ànglo-French offer to participate in the

ERP, remarked; "I went to Moscow as the Foreign Minister of

an independent sovereígn state; I returned as a lackey of

the Soviet Union."ls To many in post-war Europe, the Soviet

attempts to destroy traditional institutions east of the

Elbe appeared to be meeting with success. Their apparent

desire to control all of the continent of Europe, ês v¡as

suggested by their policies, impressed upon West Europeans

that determined ef f orts lrere necessary to Save what v¡as lef t

17 PauI valery, "The European",
þ.322.

in Hi storv and PoIitics.,

For a succinct explanation of the basic theoretical dif-
ferences between the Western WorId's liberal-democratic
tradition and the Soviet Union'S Marxist-Leninist ideolo-
gy, see George Sabine, À Historv of Political Theorv.,
New York, Ho1t, Rinehart and Winston, 1966., pp.805-833.

Quoted in walter Lipgens, gp. c it. , p.485.

18

19
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of the Western vray of 1i f e .

The third influence present throughout the period

1945-1948, QUestioned the political organisation of the Eu-

ropean continent. The Second World War had revived also an

awareness that the type of nationalistic States that had ex-

i sted in Europe bef ore 1939, I¡tere no longer capable of meet-

ing the needs of their peoples. This attitude had first

emerged in reaction to the after-effects of the First World

War. In 1923, Count R.N. Coudenhove-Kalergi founded the

Pan-Europa Union which he ca1led "an aIl-party maSS-move-

ment" and which aspired towards European supranationalism.

However, the advent of fascist dictatorships in Italy and

Germany, and the concomittant re-emergence of nationalism

meant that any efforts aimed at European unity' accomplished

within the parameters of the Western democratic tradition,

were uttimately failures. In 1938 Coudenhove-Kalergi, for-

seeing v¡ar, Ief t EuroPe stating;

We prefer to postpose European unification to a
latér date rather than see it accomplished in the
near future under HitIer's tyranny...Pan-Europa
has room for monarchies as well as for repub-
1ics...v¡hat it cannot accept is states which do
not recognize human rights.2o

Nevertheless, the movement Coudenhove-Kalergi and others

represented did not go avray: during the Second World War

its ideals were preserved and propagated by the various Re-

sistance groups throughout Western Europe. In 1942, at Ge-

neva, the Conference of Resistance Fighters declared their

20 Quoted in Walter Lipgens, cp. cit. , P.44



objection to "intellectual totalitarianism,

and nat ional i sm. " 2 1 By the end of the vrar ,

was alarmed by the weakness of Europe vis a

perpowers;

134

state-wor sh i p,

the Conference

vis the two Su-

[w]e are being invaded by forces foreign to our
soil and unaware of our problems: Russia and the
united state s.22

By 1945 all the countries of Europe had groups' similar

to the Conference of Resistance Fighters, proposing plans

for the political unity of the continent: despite this there

was no real agreement on the approach to be followed to rec-

tify this problem. Some people, like Winston ChurchiIl' ad-

vocated a partial unity among the States of Western Europe'

but only within the Àmerican sphere of influence. Others,

such as the European Union of Federalists, (Unf) desired a

federal Europe, ot "third force", which would operate be-

tween, and be supported by, both Superpowers. However, the

lack of agreement as to the means to be pursued, did not un-

dermine the unity of purpose. No one in Western Europe, in

the immediate post-war period, woutd have found objection to

the basic thrust of Churchill's speech delivered in Zurich

on September 19, 19462

IEurope is] a vast quivering mass of tormented,
hungry, câreworn and bewildered human beings,
scanning the dark horizons for the approach of
some nev¡ peri1, tyranny or terror. . .Yet aII the
while there is a remedy which, if it were general-
ly and spontaneously adopted, would, in a few

ibid,
ibid,

21 p.51

p.55
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years, make all Europe, or the greater part of it,
as free and happy as Switzerland is today. What
is this sovereign remedy? It is to recreate the
European Family, or as much of it as we can, and
provide it with a structure under which it can
dwell in peace, in safety, and freedom. We must
build a kind of United States of Europe. In this
vray only will hundreds of millions of toilers be
able to regain the simple joys and hopes vrhich
make Iife worth 1iving.23

It vras from this historical background, characterised by

these systemic, cultural, and political- influences, that the

Treaty of Brussels (1948) emerged. The clauses of the Trea-

!t of Brussels reflected this uncertain and pessimistic po-

liticaf environment; though clearly it was one not entirely

deprived of hope and optimism. The treaty v¡as a response to

the national concerns of the five signatory States linked as

they were, both States and issues, by the whol-esale decline

of Western Europe. The Brussels Pact represented an effort

by the European Powers to respond to the systemic changes in

a manner which would continue to insure their national sov-

ereignty and territorial integrity: but it also reflected

an awareness of the type of threat confronting them I a

threat that v¡as perceived to be directed at the very conti-

nui ty of the European vray of 1i f e.

For the text of
rary Archives,

¿J Churchill-'s speech
p.8138.

see Keesinqs Contempo-



3.3 THE TREATY OF BRUSSELS REVTEWED.

The Treaty of Economic , Soc ial-

and Collective Defence, which is

and CuItural Collaboration

more colloquial Treaty of Brussels, wâs initialled on 13

March 1948 and signed four days later.2a The five signatory

States to the treaty were Great Britain, France, B€19ium,

the Netherlands, and the Grand Duchy of Luxemburg. The con-

ference of representatives of these West European democra-

cies, which led to the creation of the Brussels Pact' can be

directly attributed to the Sritish diplomatic initiative be-

gun by Foreign Secretary Ernest Bevin's Western Union speech

of 22 January 1948, which v¡as foltowed by the joint Àn91o-

French proposal (february 19) to the three Benelux countries

to take part in the construction of Western Union. The tim-

ing of the conference was forcefully underscored by the dis-

quieting Russo-Finnish treaty negotiations2s and the swift

and sudden Success of the Soviet-backed Communist coup in

Czechoslovakia that had occurred in late February.2 e The

24 Treatv of Brussels: Treatv of Economiç, Socia1 ?ru! $|-I a l-tura Iural Cotlaboration and Collective DefeDce, printed in
Úocuments on International- Àffairs, 1947-48. , London,
Royal Institute of I nternat ional Àf fai rs , 1952. ,
pp.225-227. Hereafter cited as the Treatv of Brusse1s.

See "Finland under Pressure". The World Todav. , YoL.4,
No.4, Àpril 1948., pp.144-151. Àlso see Peter Calvocores-
si, Survev of International Affairs , 1947-1948. ,
pp.1 57-1 60.

"Czechoslovakia and Finland the two countries upon
which the Soviet jaw is closing are more than two small
countries engulfed by the tyranny of a powerful neighb-
our. They are symbols and portents in the mind of Europe

symbols of a former betrayal by the west, portents of
war and destruction which might be in store. The wave of
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the official title of the
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question aS to whether, or not, this document reveals the

existence of a security regime can partly be answered by re-

viewing the clauses of the treaty signed in Brussels.

It will be recalled that the existence of a security re-

gime is defined by the presence of principles and norms

which encourage restraint in State interaction by seeming to

promise reciprocal restraint on the part of other member-

Sr-ates. To this definition, Stephen Krasner has contributed

the suggestion that specific decision-making procedures are

required in order to give vent to collective opinion, and to

implement collective choice.27 Furthermore, because of the

nature of Security aS a political concept, Security regimes

are predicated within a delineated systemic setting; a Sys-

tem Surrounded by a "diplomatic fence" and determined by

shared values, understandings, and an implicit social pur-

pose. it can be argued that an analysis of the Treatv of

Brussels reveals all of these requisites. Examination of the

text of this treaty, by itself, supports an affirmative re-

Sponse to the original research queStioni whether, or not'

the Brussels Pact can be considered to represent a Security

grief and alarm thaL has swept over the free world draws
ðome, ât Ieast, of its strength and bitterness from memo-
ries of 1939. So much bloodshed, so much sacrificer so
much suffering have been Spent and borne to undue the in-
justices of that year. Now, barely a decade later, Europe
ís apparently baéX at that melancholy starting point":
The Economist., March 6, 1948.

27 See Stephen D. Krasner, "Structural CauSeS and Regime
ConSequences: regimes aS intervening variabIeS", in Ste-
phen D. Krasner, ed., International Reqimeç., .Ithiea, New

iork, Cornell University Press , 1982. , pp.1 -21 .
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regime on 17 March 1 948.

The principles of the Treatv of Brussels are first stated

in the treaty's preambular clauses. UnIike the operative

clauses which form the bulk of any treaty, and list specific

obligations that the signatories have assumed, the preamble

is basically introductory. A preamble explains in general

statements the purposes for the creation of the treaty, and

can afford to ignore individual interpretations so long as

the wording expresses basic and shared sentiments. Never-

theless, the preamble is a valuable section of the treaty as

its terms must, âS with aII international accords, be unani-

mousIy approved. "A constitution", said Napoleon, "should be

short and ambiguoustt, but it is understood that any ambigui-

ty must be acceptable to all. Within the preambul-ar clauses

of this treaty certain basic sentiments are Iisted. The con-

tent of these sentiments is such that they meet the qualifi-

cations accepted to be representative of a regime'S princi-

ples: principles of causation, relevancy, and rectitude.

Through its preambular clauses, the Brussels Treaty gave ex-

pression to three principles which comprise its raison d'-

etre.

The first principle was a reassertion of the widespread,

and fundamental, elements found within the Western democrat-

ic political tradition. This principle v¡as, in essence I a

reaffirmation of democracy and democratic rights; a declara-

tion that the political tradition upon which the signato-
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ries' governments and societies vrere based, wâs morally

sound. This tradition was defined in the first and second

preambular clauses by means of an expression of

faith in fundamental human rights, in the dignity
and worth of the human person...the principles of
democracy, pêrsonal freedom and political IibertY,
the constitutional traditions and the rule of law
which are their lthe five signatoriesl common her-
itage. 2 8

To a large extent the inclusion of a defence of the demo-

cratic tradition can be understood as a by-product made nec-

essary by the Second Wor1d War and its outcome. ÀII five

signatories had been democracies, in some form or another,

for fifty years or more; in the cases of Great Britain and

Belgium constitutional democracy had existed from the time

of their emergence as States. However, only Great Britain

had been able to resist successfully the hostile, and b1a-

tantly anti-democratic, policies of Nazi Germany during the

period 1939-1945. Ironically, the eventual triumph demo-

cratic forces enjoyed in the war had to be partly attributed

to the very substantial military contribution of the Soviet

Union: a State whose political- ideology was both alien and

inimical to the Western democratic tradition. Despite the

victory, there were many in Western Europe who asserted that

the outbreak of the war, the defeats of 1940, and the post-

vlar economic depression, were manifeStations of the "weak-

ness" of democracy, and of a need for a different' more ef-

ficient and responsive approach to the modern problems of

28 Treaty of BrusseIs, p.225 .
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government.

The fact that the first and second preambular clauses be-

gan with the phrases, "To reaffirm their faith" and "To for-

tify and preserve the principles" suggests that there b¡as a

perceived need to express these Sentiments in just that way.

The semantics of those phrases, expressing emotional inten-

sity and political conviction, can only lead one to believe

that their intonation was far more than a perfunctory ges-

ture. In 1948 the five signatories shared a belief in the

basic rectitude of their common political- tradition and ob-

viously felt a need to assert that sentiment in the treaty.

In other words, the Treaty of Brussels publicly anounced,

f or perhaps the f i rst t ime in the post-e¡ar era ' that f ive

West European StateS were confident in their democratic et-

hos and had no intention of willingly, oF wittingly, aban-

doning that value system.

The second principle contained within the preamble v¡as

that of encouraging the economic recovery of Europe. This

objective was stated by the fourth preambular clause which

read;

To cooperate IoyalIy and to coordinate their ef-
forts to create in Western Europe a firm basis for
European economic recoverY. 2s

From a practical point of view, the princ ipJ-e being voiced

in the fourth preambular clause is one' which given the

breadth and degree of war-devastation, seems perfectly obvi-

2s ibid, p.226.
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ous and sensible. States seek economic prosperity for the

political stability and social progress. which usually accom-

panies that condition: a redressing of the post-war economic

stagnation !¡aS thus a common interest of all f ive Powers.

From this standpoint, even the principles of the democratic

tradition were dependent on the achievement of this goal.

However this clause proceeded to go beyond a recitation of

an easily identifiable common interest continually addressed

during this periodi especially in post-war initiatives such

as the Marshall PIan which vras institutionalised within the

Conference on European Economic Cooperation (CnnC).

The fourth preambular clause's use of the phrase "[t]o

cooperate loyally and to coordinate their efforts" can only

be interpreted as detiberate. The purpose behind the word-

ing of this clause was to give expression to the belief that

the economic nationalism and "beggar thy neighbour" policies

followed after World War One were no longer accepted aS Ie-

gitimate State responses to the needs of individual economic

recovery. The wording of the Treaty of Brusse1s, was far

stronger in intent and much greater in the scope of proposed

operations than the Treaty of Dunkirk's (1947 ) preambular

statement on economic cooperation: all it had stated was

that the two signatories Britain and France intended "to

strengthen the economic relations between them" with regard

to "their mutual advantage.30 The Treatv of Brussefs, by

3o Treaty of Dunkirk: Treaty of ÀIliance and Mrrrtual Assis-
tance Between the United Kinqdom and France, in Documents
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means of the fourth preambular clause, cited economic recov-

ery aS a common objective of the signatories, and restated

the position that its realisation required a common enter-

prise: restates, because the West European-wide agreements

concerning economic cooperation, following the Conference of

Paris (Juty 1947 ) presumably demonstrated a prior acceptance

of that aPProach.

The third, and last, principle the Treaty of Brussels ex-

hibited was support for a regionally-based syStem of collec-

tive security. This principle r^¡as found within the fifth

and sixth preambular clauses. The fifth clause stated that

the signatories wou1d,

af ford assistance to each other, in accordance
with the Charter of the United Nations, in main-
taining international peace and security and in

. resisting any policy of aggression.3l

The sixth clause stated further that the signatories wou1d,

take such steps as may be held to be necessary in
the event of a renewal by Germany of a policy of
aggression.3 2

Taken together the two clauses revealed a cornplete rejection

of neutrality as the basis of any signatory's policy toward

conflicts involving any of the .five Powers. The fifth

clause can be accounted for as a logical response to the

hinderance, and ineffectiveness, of Belgian and Dutch poli-

?t

J¿

on International Àffairs, 1947-48.
ed as the TreatY of Dunkirk.

Treaty of BrusseIs., P.226.

ibid.

, p.1 95. Hereafter cit-
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cies of neutrality before they were engulfed in the Second

World Wari both countries were invaded within days of each

other in May of 1940. À reference to recent history would

likewise account for Germany receiving specific mention in

the sixth clause; it was a natural response given the rapid-

ity of the post-1g18 German recovery, and its re-embarkation

on an expansionist policy in Europe. I t lras thi s thi rd

principle which directly addressed the question of military

security through the principle of collective self-defence;

the fifth clause explicitly supported the collective securi-

ty system which the united Nations had been created to up-

ho1d.

However, as was discussed in Chapter Two, security en-

tails both the identification of what values are to be made

Secure and against a designated adversary: security of what,

and from whom. It seems quite obvious that the principle of

collective defence was based on more than just the preserva-

tion of a territorial status suo. This interpretation is

based on the positioning of the fifth preambular clause

within the overall preamble. The fifth clauSe follows four

other preambular clauses whose purposes vrere to reassert the

common recLitude of democratic Europe and to reproach eco-

nomic nationalism as a divisive element in the quest of the

five Povrers for a comnon recovery. Therefore, it can be Sur-

mised that it rrfas these objectives - contained within the

first two principles which the principle of collective de-
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fence was designed to secure. If this interpretation was not

that of the original framers of the Treatv of Brussefs,

there would not have been any reason to State the obvious

facts of their common democratic tradition and their united

will to "fortify and preserve" that heritage, and to follow

those clauses with the principle of collective defence. Se-

curity is defined as the "protection of already-acquired

valueS", and the third preambular clause clearly illustrated

that the five Powers regarded their common heritage as a

value which needed to be Protected:

To strenqthen. . . the economic, soc iaI and cultural
ties by which they Ittre signatoriesì are already
united.33

Indeed, this interpretation is further supported by the sev-

enth preambular clause which determined the geographical, or

territorial, extent of the Brussels Pact. The seventh

clause noted that the five Powers v¡ere willing to admit new

signatories to the Brussels Pact; however, âDY additional

signatory had to be "inspired by the same ideals and animat-

ed by the I i ke determi nat i on . " 3 4

It should also be noted that the five Powers were clearly

seeking security from more than just the "German problem" as

the wording of the sixth clause would seem to suggest. If

the purpose behind collective defence was to protect the

democratic tradition of the Western Wortd then, cIearly,

t_ D ro.

ibid.Jq
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States which possessed alternative, or opposing, social doc-

trines must have been envisaged as putative threats. In 1948

the most adversarial of political ideologies was no longer

fascism, which had been Severely weakened in 1945, but rath-

er Marxism-Leninism. Although the fears of a re-militarised

German Reich were quite sincere, had they been the sole

cause for concefn the sixth clause s¡ould have been suffi-

cient to address them: or, the text of the treaty would have

been worded to emphasise Lhe Greman threat as it vras in the

1947 Dunkirk Treaty.3s The inclusion of the fifth cfause, in

addition to the third and Seventh preambular cfauses' vras a

clear assertion that the five Powers perceived that the

threat to their security did not Iie soIeIy with the possi-

bility of a revived, and hostile Germany. Therefore, the

most evident threat, and against which the treaty's collec-

tive defence was targetted, v¡aS that of. the Soviet Union;

the terms of the fifth clause addressed that country's per-

ceived threat toward the West.

In analysing the text of the Treaty of Brussels several

other factors are relevant to Support the contention that it

represented a security regime at the time of its creation in

March of 1948: the systemic nature of the Pact; the self-

perceived interdependence of the signatories; the presence

of obligations, or regime norms, and; the existence of deci-

sion-making procedures. À11 four factors are within that

3s See the text of the Treatv of Dunkirk, PP.194-197'
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section of the treaty containing the operative clauses, and

which tist the specific obligations of the signatory States.

The existence of a col-lective self-perception that the

signatories to the Treaty of Brussels vlere a distinct system

of States r,ras originally discussed in the preamble's reas-

sertion of the Western political tradition. Àdditionally,

the seventh preambular clause established that the mernber-

ship of the Pact was to be determined, not by strategic or

political expediency, but rather by the prospective member

sharing the same ethos. within the operative section of the

treaty document, Àrticle III completely endorsed the ideolo-

gical thrust of the preamble;

The High Contracting Parties will make every ef-
fort in common to lead their peoples towards a
better understanding of the principles which form
the basis of their common civilization and to pro-
mote cuftural exchanges by conventions between
themselves or by other means.3 6

Àlthough the Treaty of Brussels was concluded only one year

after the Ànglo-French Treaty of Dunkirk, the latter did not

contain any similar clause.37 Àrticle III of the Treatv of

Brussels demonstrated that the five Powers recognised that

they belonged to a particular "society" of States. The

"diplomatic fence" to which Edward GuIick referred3I was ef-

fectively raised by Article III. Àrticle III implied that

Treaty of Brussels , p.226.5b

See text of the Treatv of

See Edward Vose Gulick,
Power. , New York, Norton,

Dunkirk. , pp.1 94-197

Europe's CIassical
1955. , pp.8-24.

Balance of
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States which did not share "the basis of their common civi-
lization" were clearly external to the syscem represented by

the Pact; the system being defined by States adhering to the

principles contained in the first and second preambular

c lauses .

By vray of comparison, Àtrticle IlI of the Treaty of Brus-

sels was far more svstemic then either the Covenant of the

Leasue of Nationg (1919),3e or the Charter of the United ¡¡a-

tions (1945).4o Neither one of these two documents, each a

constitution of a world-wide organisation, discuss the con-

cept of a common civilisation or mention the possibility of

shared value systems. Àrticle 1 of the Covenant, and Chap-

ter Two (erticles 3-6) of the Charter address the suestion

of membership in their respective organisations as being

limited only by the qualification that members must be

peace-loving States. Article 2, Section 6 of the Charter de-

clares, for example, that the United Nations will attempt to

ensure that States which are not members wi11, nevertheless,

"act in accordance with those Principles as far as may be

necessary for the maintenance of international peace and se-

See The Covenant of the League of Nations, âs printed in
F.S. Northedge, The Leasue of Nations: its life and
times, 1920-1946., New York, Ho1mes and Meier, 1986., Àp-
pendix À, pp.317-327. Hereafter cited as the Covenant of
the Leaque of Nations.

See The Charter of the United Nations, âs printed in H.G.
NichoIas, The United Nations: Às a political institu-
tion., Oxford, Oxford University Press., 1967., Appendix,
pp.207-239. Hereafter cited as the Charter of the United
Nat i ons .

40
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curity. r'41 Thus, in neither case, the League or the United

Nations, is there a conception of the political entity being

limited in their membership by anything other than the par-

ticular, chronologically-bound foreign policy outlooks of

their member-States. The Treaty of Brussels differs from

these two organisations' constitutions, not just in the lim-

ited scope of its membership, but aLso in the avrareness of a

time-honoured ethos to determine that membership.

The second factor, that is interdependence, was perhaps

most evident in the preambular clauses of the treaty: this
was demonstrated in the previous discussion of collective
defence as a principle of the Brussels Pact. Nonetheless,

interdependence was al-so perceived among the five Powers in

the realm of economic recovery as revealed by the first
paragraph of Àrticle I;

Convinced of the close community of their inter-
ests and of the necessity of uniting in order to
promote the necessity of economic recovery in Eu-
rope, the High Contracting Parties will so organ-
íze and co-ordinate their economic activities as
to produce the best possible results, by the elim-
ination of conflict in their economic policies,
the co-ordination of production and the develop-
ment of commercial exchanges.42

As noted earlier, abandoning economic nationalism was a

reaction against the disastrous conseguences of similar pol-

icies during the inter-$rar period, and was entirely in ac-

cord with the spirit of post-v¡ar European liberal political

ibid, p.209.

Treaty of BrusseIs, p.225.

41

42
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on a Iiberal basis,

recognition of economic interdependence simply prefaced a

more sophisticated belief: i f political stability requLred

the rejection of economic nationalism, then the maintenance

of the democratic tradition, by means of intense economic

cooperation, further pursued a collective interest of the

five Powers. Às the Belgian Prime Minister, Paul-Henri

Spaak, commented in London in January of 1948;

This political accord v¡e are wishing for should be
accompanied by an economic accord. It is a good
thing to unite to fight and to vrin in war. It is
better, it is perhaps more difficult, to unite to
live together and assure its prosperity.43

In effect, the particular type of systemic perspective

adopted by Lhe five countries of the Brussels Pact necessi-

tated an acceptance, by those same States, of political and

economic interdependence; the two ideas are halves of the

same coin.

Àrticle 4 of the Dunkirk Treaty (1947 ) between Britain
and France had, like the Treaty of Brusse1s, earlier raised

the issue of the willingness to cooperate within the econom-

ic sector:

If ] fre High Contract ing Part ies r+i 11 by constant
consultation on matters affecting their economic
relations with each other take al1 possible steps
to promote the prosperity and economic security of
both countries and thus enable each of Lhem to
contribute more effectively to the economic and

43 "Extract from a speech by M.Spaak, Belgian
and t'tinister f or Foreign Af f airs, to the
of Commerce in Brussels, 5 February 1948",

Pr ime Mi n i ster
British Chamber
quoted in Doc-
p.225.uments on International Àf f airs, W.,
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social objectives of the United Nations.a4

The transformation of the economic cooperation of Dunkirk,

into the recognition of economic interdependence was perhaps

first voiced by the Àmerican Secretary of State, George Mar-

sha1l, when he stated that "without the return of normal ec-

onomic health" there could not be any "political stability
or assured peace. " 4 s Thi s view vras reinf orced by the Soviet

intransigence at the London Conference of Foreign Ministers;
it vras believed that the USSR was waiting for the West to

collapse economically in order to make extensive political
gains in Western Europe. Thus, it v¡as in this same vein

that Ernest Bevin was able to link directly the independence

of democratic Europe with economic recovery in his Western

Union speech of 22 January 1948¡

I f þ¡e are to preserve peace and our own safety at
the same time we can only do so by the mobilisa-
tion of such a moral and material force [emphasis
addedl as wilI create contfaence anã-ããrgy in the
West and inspi re respect elsewhere. . . . o u

The Brussels Pact therefore demonstrated a perception of

interdependence among the signatories to the treaty. The

five Powers recognised themselves to be interdependent be-

cause the eventual- economic recovery of Europe reguired the

Treaty of Dunkirk, p. 1 96.

"Speech by the United States Secretary of SLate,
Marshall, at Harvard University: The Marshall
June 1947", in Documents on International
1947-48. , p.25

"Speech by Mr. Bevin in the House of Commons",
ments on International Àf fairs, W., p.212.

Gene ra 1
PIan, 5
Àffairs,

in Docu-

44

45

+o
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active cooperation of all of Western Europe. Às Haro1d Mac-

Mi1lan, then an Opposition Member of Parliament, stated;

The economic interdependence of Western Germany
and Europe must be recognised. The Ruhr, the
Saar, Lorraine and Luxemburg are interdependent,
and together they form the greatest industrial
unit in the worId.aT

They vrere are also interdependent because the political
goals their societies espoused, such as social progress, so-

cial justice, and an enhanced standard of living, could only

be achieved within a more affluent European community. The

treaty gave formaL expression to a long-held view that, giv-

en the political and economic realities, the principles of

the Western democratic tradition vrere as interdependent as

the five Powers perceived their individual fates to be:

The Resistance writers Iduring the Second WorId
Warl were realistic enough to judge that both the
extra-European povrers would be ideologically and
economically self-sufficient, and would have
enough resources to ensure their ovrn internal
peace, prosperity, and seff-defence, in other
words they would see no necessity to give up their
sovereign rights in favour of any world organiza-
tion that might be set up over them. ...The nation
states in the much reduced Continent of Europe, on
the other hand, would obviously not be able to
guarantee peace and prosperity from their own re-
sources because they would be outclassed in terms
of technology, economy, and defence. Only by pool-
ing their sovereignty could they safegaurd peace,
prosperity, and human rights against the totali-
tarian claims of the former national states.48

Great Britain, Parliamentarv Debates
VoI.441 , p.1 028.

Walter Lipgens, c!. cit., pp.50-51.48

(House of Commons).,
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The third factor vras the presence of carefully-worded ob-

tigations to which the signatories acceded. These obliga-

tions fel1 under three headings: promises of military assis-

Lance; promises of economic cooperation, and; assurances of

good faith and peaceful intent. International obligations
which represent categoric responsibiliLies are found only in

the operative clauses of treaties and other agreements among

States. For traditional analysis, operative clauses are the

backbone of treaties; without operative clauses the treaty
would be Iittle more thanr âs Lhe German chancellor said in
Àugust of 1914, "a mere scrap of paper". For analysis em-

ploying the concept of international regimes, the operative

clauses constitute the superstructure of the regime, rest-
ing, as it must, oh its clearly understood set of intersub-
jective principles; in other words, treaty obligations are

the regime's norms.

The agreement among the five States to provide military
ass i stance to one another vras stated by Art ic le IV;

If any of the High Contracting Parties should be
the object of an armed attack in Europe, the other
High Contracting Parties wilI, in accordance with
the provisions of Àrticle 51 of the Charter of the
United Nations, afford the Party so attacked all
the militarv and other aid and assistance in their
power. a s

The text of Àrticle IV stipulated that the promised military
assistance needed to meet two conditions. First, Article IV

stressed that if any of the signatories should be attacked

4s Treaty of Brussels, p.227.
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the others wourd immediatelv render both military and other

types of defence-related assistance. Àdmittedly, the actual
wording of Àrticre iv did not make any reference to the es-

tablishment of a time factor. However, a comparison with
other military pacts can only leave one with the opinion
that the immediacy of response was implied.

Article 16 of the Covenant of the Leasue of Nations,
while noting that an attack on one member was ipso facto an

attack on all, stated that military action v¡as not to be

considered an immediate response; economic sanctions v¡ere to
be implemented against the aggressor Power or powers.5o

League-sponsored military action l¡as only to be taken as a

rast resort, and onJ.y after the council of the League recom-

mended the use of force to re-estabrish the status quo ante

belIum. Àrticre Five of the North Àtlantic Treatv is ex-

tremely ambiguous on the type of aid NÀTO members are ex-
pected to render one another. Members of NÀTO agree that
they

wiIl assist the Party or Parties so attacked by
taking forthwith, individually and in concert with
the other Parties, such action as it deems neces-
sary, including the use of armed force, to restore
and maintain the security of the North Àtlantic
area. 5 I

t^

51

Covenant of the League of Nations, p.323.

The North Atlantic Treatv, as printed in The
t ic Treatv ot¡ãnlãaElãn: Factè and riquEã.
NÀTO Information Service, 1984., Àppendix 2,
Hereafter cited as the North Atlantic Treacy.

North Àtlan-
, BrusseIs,
pp.264-265.
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Àlthough the lack of specificity was a deliberate measure to

a1low Àmerican and Danishs2 accession to the trealy, the im-

plication is far more wide-ranging. Within the scope of ob-

ligations assumed by the sixteen members of NÀTO, there is

no categoric imperative to provide military assistance to

one another. NÀTO's command structure, strategic doctrine,

and pre-positioning of troops, not forgetting the political

reputations of the Sixteen, ffiây have done much to strengthen

Article Five. However Article Five neither promises, nor

rules out, the use of armed force to assist other beseiged

members of the alliance. In light of the wording of these

two other military pacts, the Brussels Treaty seemed to im-

pty that, in confronting armed aggression, immediacy of re-

sponse was to be the expectation.

The second condition which qualified the signatories' ob-

ligations was that the promise of assistance was limited

only to attacks incurred by the member-States in Europe; it

explicitly excluded the overseas posessions of the European

colonial empires which vrere extant at this time. Àrticle IV

established the regional limitations to the principle of,

and obligations to, collective defence. In this case, the

See Sir Nicholas Henderson, The Birth of NÀTO., Boulder,
CoIorado, [.Iestview Press,'1 983.

q?

3ó Àrticle 10 read, in part; "The Members
dertake to respect and preserve, as aga
gression, the territorial integrity and
cal independence of all Members of the

of the League un-
inst external ag-
existing politi-

League. " See the
Covenant of the League of Nations, p.320
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Covenant of the Leasue of

its scope of applicability.
of the range of commitments

I Eq

Ies 10s3 and 1754 of the

which was universal in

a strict explanation

is consistent with

Article Six of that

to the spec i f icat ion

i tary aI I iance . s 5

i ke Àrt ic

Nations,

However,

underta ken

the terms of the North Àtlant ic Treatv.

document was devoted, in its entirety,

of territories protected by the NÀTO mil

One author has mistakenly called Àrticle IV of the Treatv

of Brussels, the "heart of the Treaty."56 The belief that

the single military clause within a document of ten opera-

tive clauses and a substantial preamble was the most impor-

tant, oF the "heart", of the entire treaty over-emphasises

the formal alliance aspect of the Pact. Article IV did, in-

deed, involve the five Powers in a military alliance. It

created a common and united armed front to oppose any pouen-

tial external or specific-adversarial aggression - German or

Soviet. Nevertheless, all that Àrticle IV was designed to

Ð4

55

ibid, p.324.

"For the purpose of Àrticle 5 an armed attack on one or
more of the Parties is deemed to includei an armed attack
on the territory of any of the Parties in Europe or North
America, on the Algerian Departments of France, oD the
occupation forces of any Party in Europe, oD the islands
under the jurisdiction of any Party in the North Àtlantic
area north of the Tropic of Cancer or on the vessels or
aircraft in this area of any of the Parties".: Àrticle 6

of the North Àtlantic Treaty, p.265. It should be noted
that since JuIy 3, 1962, the clause "on the Àlgerian De-
partments of France" has not been in effect for NATO.

Diane A. Kressler, Western European Union: ô Studv of the
WEU and its role in Euro
Ph.D., University of Penns

in European -Inteqration , 1954-1966. ,

56

Ph.D., Univer y of Pennsylvania, 1967 . , p. 1 3
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thwart were the external threats; military.threats to the

principles upon which the Pact was based, from outside the

particular system which the Pact itself represented. The

five Powers could only have perceived Article IV as one

aspect, albeit the most conventional, in addressing their
security problems. The remaining obligations specified by

the treaty directly addressed those threats of an internal
nature which the siqnatories also had a collective interest
in removing.

The second type of obligation present in the Treaty of

Brussels was that contained within Àrticles I and II; that
is, to promote and participate in a common economic enter-
prise aimed at accelerating the recovery of Europe. sT Às

this has already been discussed earl-ier in this chapter, it
would be redundant to examine this any further.

The third type of obligation comprised the assurances of

good faith and peaceful intent among the signatories which

ïrere contained in Àrticles VI , VIII, and X. Semantically,

assurances are not usually associated with obligations. In

the case of these three articles, however, assurances con-

stituted obligations because the signatories to the treaty
agreed on the legitimacy of their existing good relations
with one another, and specified the means of sustaining

them. Àrticle VI declared that none of the five Powers were

signatories to

:,:._-::'t..

s7 For the text of Articles I and fI, see the Àppendix.
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international engagements now in force between him
and any other of the High Contracting Parties or
any third State lwhichl is in conflict with the
provisions of the present Treaty.sg

However, it did not stop with this brief recitation of the

good faith of the signatories. Àrticle VI also prohibited

the Pact's member-States from concluding any alliance or

participating in any form of collective venture aggressively

targetting any other of the member-States. In effect, Àrti-

cle VI was an effort to enhance predictabiliLy among the as-

sociated States by removing, and prohibiting, the type of

machiavellian, or secret, diplomacy made infamous during the

Nineteenth Century. Àrticle VI is very similar in intent to

Article 18 of the League's Covenant which proscribed secret

diplomacy and obliged States to publish all international

aggreements or treaties:5e it is an obligation continued to-

day within the format of the United Nations as stated in Àr-

ticle 10260 of the Charter.

Art ic le VI I I of the Treatv

the purview of Article VI. Àrt

States to refrain from the use

of Brussels served to expand

ibid, p.227 .

Àrticle 18 of the Covenant went so far as to state that
[n] o such Treaty -õTnternat ional engagement shall
binding until so registered": taken from'the Covenant
the Leaque of Nations , p.324.

icle VIII obliged all member-

of force in their relations

cõ

59 il

be
of

6o "Every treaty and every international
into by any Member of the United Nati
ent Charter comes into force shall as
registered with- the Secretariat and

agreement entered
ons after the pres-
soon as possible be
published by it. ":
Nation, p.236.Article 102, the Charter of the United
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with one another in areas of dispute that faI1 within Arti-

cle 36 of the Statute of the International- Court of Justice.

Àrticle 36 of the Statute authorises the Court to ajudicate

in four areas; interpretations of treatiesi on any question

of international Iaw; the breaching of international obliga-

tions; establishrnent of suitable reparations arising from

the breaching of obligations.6l Thus, ê1I areas of interc-

ourse among the five Powers, save the possibility of mili-

tary invasion already addressed by Àrticle IV of the Treaty

of Brussels , $¡ere to be settled by peacef uI means,' Àrt ic 1e

VIII proscribes the use of force in those areas.62

Àrticles VI and VIII effectively obliged member-States of

the Pact to abolish war among themselves. Because of the

nature of the threat confronting the five Powers which they

identified as one aimed at the continuation of the Western

democratic tradition, in addition to their perceived inter-

dependence in successfully combating that threat, the two

articles addressed aI1 of the principles stated in the

preamble. Together, Articles VI and VIII can be envisaged as

another brick in the diplomatic waI1 that the Treatv of

Brussels constructed around the five Powers.

The Statute of

--ft-

Þr 1nE.eo 1n Loul s
the International Court of Justice, âs
Henkin, et al, Basic Documents Supple-

ment to Internat iqDel Law: Cases and Materials., St.Paul,

61

62

Minnesota, West

For the text of

Publishing Company, 1 980. , p.33.

Àrticle VII see the Àppendix.
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Àrticle X of the treaty reinforced Àrticles VI and VIII,

as well as Àrticle IV, by establishing the initial duration

of the Treaty of Brussels to be fifty years: it v¡as only an

initial duration, because if the five Powers did not an-

nounce an intention to withdraw after fifty years, in 1998,

the treaty v¡as indefinite in its Iifespan. Article X is im-

portant in two ways.

First, Àrticle X obliged the member-States to abide by

the terms of the Pact for fifty or more years. Therefore,

the five Powers could expect that their individuaL actions,

with regard to policy areas covered by the treaty, would

have long-term implications. Since the five Powers regarded

the Treaty of Brussels to be in their best interests, col-
lectively and individually, Lhe fifty-year lifespan would

1ike1y influence States to view national interests from a

concommitant long-term perspective. A short-term approach

to the national interest usually results in States defecting

from treaties, and treaty organisations such as the Brussels

Pact quickly breaking down; it is, of course, assumed that

States would not normally undertake policies, resulting in

early defections if such actions were not in their long-term

interest. The long-term nature of the Brussels Pact, found-

ed upon a set of interdependent principles and objectives,

can be understood as an effort to discouraqe the abandonment

of those same principles.
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The second way in which Àrticle X's declaration was im-

portant vras that membership in the Brussels Pact represented

a commitment to a system of interaction that was planned to

Iast for f i fty, oF more ' years. As Robert Jervis noted in

his discussion of the Concert of Europe, commitments by

States represent convictions, or expectations of SucceSS.63

One can, in this vein, recall William Riker's discussion of

rational political- action as activities aimed at winning. uo

The Same rationale can be applied to the Treaty of Brussels:

the f ive Powers vlere willing to sign the treaty, and partic-

ipate in a regional security organisation because they must

have expected it to succeed in its objectives.

In reviewing the Treatv of Brussels, the last factor to

be noted is the decision-making procedures established by

the treaty. It wilt be recalled that Stephen Krasner de-

fined decision-making procedures aS an internationaL re-

gime's mechanism for agreeing upon, and implementing collec-

tive choice. In effect, decision-making procedures are the

means of generating mutually acceptable rules of action;

Krasner defined these aS prescriptive and proscriptive be-

havioural standards established within a regime in order to

realise its principles. In applying the regime concept to

the Treaty of BrusseIs, one quickly perceives that the deci-

oó Robert Jervis, "Security Regimes", in Stephen D. Krasner,
ed., International Regimes., Ithica, New York, CornelL
University Press , 1982. , P. 1 83-1 84

William Riker, Theorv of Political CoaIitions., New
Haven, Yale University Press, 1962., pP.20-22.

b4



sion-making apparatus of the collectivity v¡as

within the treaty-designated Consultative Counci

OI
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encapsulated

l_.6s

f i rst para-The Consultative Council r¡as created by the

graph of Article VII of the Treaty of Brussels:

For the purpose of consulting together on all the
questions dealt vrith in the present Treaty, the
High Contracting Parties will create a Consulta-
tive Council, which shall be so organized as to be
able to exercise its functions unanimously. The
Council shall meet at such times as it shall deem
fit.66

The purpose for this administrative organ was stated by the

second paragraph of Article VII:
Àt the request of any of the High ConLracting Par-
ties, the Council shall be immediately convened in
order to pwermit the High Contracting Parties to
consult with regard to any situation which may
constitute a threat to peace, in whatever area
this threat should arise; with regard to the atti-
tude to be adopted and the steps to be taken in
case of a renewal by Germany of an aggressive pol-
i.y; or with regard to any situation constituting
a danger to economic stabi1ity.67

bã While in Brussels, the representatives of the five Powers
also agreed on the creation of a Permanent Commission for
the Brussels Pact to be based in London. It was composed
of the French, Dutch, Belgian, and Luxemburg ambassadors
to the Court of St.James and a British official of ambas-
sadorial rank. Originally intended to meet monthly, after
its april 24, 1948 meeting the Permanent Commission met
on a weekly basis. The purpose of the Commission was to
examine areas of common interest, without regard to spe-
cific subjects, and suggest options for the Consultative
Council. See Peter Calvocoressi, Survey of International
Affairs, 1947-1948., p.110.

Treaty of Brussels , p.227 .

ibid, p.228.

bb
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As a result of Àrticle VII, the Consultative Council was the

only body responsible for the creation of policies to meet

the needs of, or respond to threats directed at, the princi-
ples put forth in the treaty.68

Àlthough not contained within the text of the Treatv of

Brussels, the Consultative Council r.¡as during 1948 able to
address the issues raised by the pursuit of its objectives.
In response to the defence-related duties, specified in Àr-

ticle IV, four committees s¡ere established: the Western De-

fence Committee composed of the five Powers' Defence Minis-

ters; an Allied Chiefs-of-Staffs Committee and Military
Supply Boardi a Western Commanders-in-Chief Committee, ât

Fontainbleau Palace, to study tactical and logistical prob-

lems associated with defending Europe; a Finance and Econom-

ics Committee which was to examine problems of both military
production and the financing of the manufacture of arma-

ments. By the end of 1948, the Consultative Council an-

nounced a comprehensive plan for the defence of Western Eu-

rope. Àdditionally they took several other defence-related

68 À.H. Robertson has suggested that the Consultative Coun-
cil was never intended to function in this manner. He ar-
gues that the treaty contains no mention of an organisa-
tion because there was no desire by the five Powers to
create an additional international agency: "in other
words, the authors of the treaty apparently did not in-
tend to create a new international organisation; never-
theless, the force of events was such that they did in
fact do so, for the simple reason that the measures of
internat-ionaI co-operation resulting from the treaty
could not be realised without the necessary machinery."
See A.H. Robertson, European Institutions, CooÞeration,
Inteqration, Unification., London, Stevens and Sons,
1966. , pp. 1 12-1 13 .
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initiatives: a plan for the production of armaments in Eu-

rope; establishment of standardisation procedures for weap-

ons and training; agreements on joint. military exercises;

creation of a "nucleus for a joint command structure." How-

ever, military issues were not all that was addressed by the

Consultative Council. In August 1948 four social committees

and one cultural- committee vrere created to examine cuItural,
social, and educational issues which fe11 under its mandate

by the terms of Articles II and III of the treaLy.6s

3.4 CONCLUSION

The purpose of this chapter vras to examine whether ¡ ot not,

the regime concept can be legitimately applied to an analy-

sis of the Brussels Pact when it v¡as created in March of

1948. From an analysis of the treaty document, one quickly

perceives that a1l of the requisite "ingredients" are either
expressed within its preambular clauses, ot are present

within its superstructure of State-assumed obligations. If
one were only Iimited to an examination and analysis of the

text of the treaty alone, the answer to the original re-

search question would have to be qiven in the affirmative.

However, in addressing that initial question only half of

the task has been completed by this chapter. Àn analysis of

a single isolated document is not sufficient evidence to

6s Diane A. KressIer,
vocoressi, Survev
pp. '1 13-1 1 4 .

r.if nn 1?-17. See alsov¿e., È/È/. tç

International Àf fairs,
o!.
of

Peter CaI-
1947-1948. ,
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suggest an academically-honest response to the research

question: it can only be answered by probing the official

policies of the four principal signatory States of which the

treaty is but a part. The next three chapters examine the

historical and political attitudes as expressed by the Brit-

ish, French, Belgian, and Dutch governments respectively.T0

70 In Chapter Six, Belgium and
f irst separately, and then
heading of the Benelux Pact.
policy is not examined in thi

the Netherlands
together under
Unfortunately,

s study.

are treated
the general
Luxemburg' s



Chapter IV

BRTTISH POLICY LEÀDING TO THE TREÀTY OF BRUSSELS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Of the many Powers which participated in the Second World

War only Great Britain fought from the beginning to the end

of that conflict. More importantly it v¡as victorious as a

result of the fighting. Politically stable, and possessing a

Iarge armed f orce, Great Britain v¡as one of the "Big Three"

Powers in 1945. As a result of its status and capabilities,
its global interests, and the willingness of both the

Churchill and AttIee Governments, Britain had an important

role to play in the reordering of the post-vrar wor1d. How-

ever as one astute writer noted, his country had "emerged

from the vrar with added prestige, but much reduced economic

and mititary power."r British foreign policy towards western

Europe $¡as to refl-ect these facts; although Europe lras, as

Churchill had said, Britain's "prime interest", its ability
to determine European affairs v¡as not what it had been prior

to World War Two.

The purpose of this chapter is to trace the development

of sritish policy towards the emerging problem of western

security during the period 1944-1948. The chapter is divid-

March 7 , 1946.
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1 The times( London ) ,
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ed into three sections arranged according to chronological

order. First, there is an examination of British policy

from 1944 to early 1948 when Ernest Bevin delivered his

Western Union speech in the House of Commons. The second

section analyses the Western Union speech as it is usually

credited with being the immediate impetus for the diplomatic

process leading to Brussels in March of 1948. The third sec-

tion is an examination of the purposes for Bevin's speech,

as well as the conclusions that can be drawn from British
policy with regard to the Brussels Pact.

4.2 THE BEGINNING

An analysis of British foreign policy toward Europe for the

period of 1944-1948 reveals that its development was heavily

influenced by three inter-related factors. First, there was

a realisation that in order to be an effective international

actor, Britain had to be Iinked more closely than before to

Europe for political, economic, and security reasons: how-

ever, the precise mechanism to accomplish this Iinkage was

not available until after the Marshall Plan proposals of

June 1947. Second, the basic objective of continuing Three

Power (or Four Power I after Potsdam) cooperation gradually

devolved, despite a residual fear of Germany, into a policy

primarily directed at countering a perceived Soviet threat.

Lastly, British foreign policy, in light of SoViet prepon-

derance in post-war Europe, aimed at "entangling" the United

States in European affairs; this became an especially sa-
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of Fourlient concern with the relatively

Power cooperation.

During the war the eritish Foreign Office, under Ànthony

Eden, had established the interdepartmental Post-Hostilities

Planning Staff (PHPS). The principal duty of this bureau

was to investigate foreign policy options that Great Britain

might pursue after the cessation of hostilities. The main

contribution of Lhe PHPS !¡as the suggestion that Great Srit-

ain should take the lead in forming a western European Se-

curity Group. It vras conceived, Eden remarked, "as a kind of

Locarno Pact without Germany."2 Conscious of the probable

limits of British power in the post-war world, the PHPS fur-

ther stated that the interests of the proposed Western Euro-

pean Security Group lay in working closely with the Common-

wealth and especially the united States.3

It is not surprising that a British government should

have concerned itself with a policy option entailing closer

links with Europe than had ever before been seriously pro-

posed. In the days immediately prior to the collapse of

France in June of 1940, Churchill had been both bold and im-

aginative in advocating a merger of Britain and France into

a single State. The product of an unexpected crisis the

Sean Greenwood, "Ernest Bevin, France and 'Western Union':
Àugust '1 94S-February 1946" , in European Hi storv Quarter-
ly. , VoI. 1 4, No.3, June 1984. p.324.

John Baylis, "Britain, the Brussels Pact and the Continen-
ta1 Commitment", International Affairs., Vo1.60, No.4, Au-
tumn 1984. Þ.617.
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the original plan was proposed

by Messrs. Jean Monnet and Rene Pleven of France, and draft-

ed by the sritish War Cabinet which Churchill- chaired; in

its breadth of design and political vision, it can be con-

sidered a pr:ototype for total political integration in Eu-

rope. Àt that time French premier Paul Reynaud was forced

to decline this unique offer. The French Government, be-

seiged at Bordeaux, immediately perceived the plan as a

British sleight of hand; they saw it as a means of turning a

prostrate France into another British dominion, rather than

as a unique proposal to establish an equal bi-national part-

nership. a

the idea of a post-war Iinkage between Great Britain and

Western Europe, ôs proposed by Eden's PHPS, was neither new

nor was it even so1ely British in origin. As early as 1942,

Paul-Henri Spaak, the Foreign Minister of the Belgian Gov-

ernment-in-Exi1e, had unsuccessfully suggested a similar
plan to Prime Minister Churchill; he had added the proviso

that Britain should assume its l-eadership. s In March of 1944

Spaak, with the agreement of the Dutch, Norwegian, and Bel-

gian, Governments again proposed the establishment of a

Western regional def ence system; Spaak, himself , v¡as very

Michael CharIton, The Price
1 983. , p.37. See also Sir
Foreiqn PoIicy in the Second
1962. , pp.67-68.

of Victory., London, BBC,
LIewellyn Woodward, British
Wor1d War., London, HMSO,

Paul-Henri Spaak, The Continuinq Battle, Memoirs of a Eu-
ropean., Boston, LittIe, Brown and Co. Ltd., 1971., P.82.
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much in favour of a system stretching from Norway to Spain,

and including Great Britain.6 Ànd in 1943, Field Marshal Jan

Smuts, the South Àfrican Premier, had likewise proposed a

plan whereby the Low Countries and France would join the

Commonwealth as British Dominions.T Not surprisingly the

"non-British" Europeans vrere less than enthusiatic with the

Smuts PIan.8

Àlthough the Foreign Office was basically in favour of a

Western European security system, pârtIy because it would

counteract the emerging Soviet bloc in Eastern Europe,

Churchill was opposed to any attempt Lo implement Spaak's

idea. He believed that the small countries of Europe would

be liabilities in any regional defence system as Britain
would have to protect them until they were rearmedì without

a rearmed French army such an undertaking would be "contrary

to all wisdom and self-defence."e As a result, litt1e subs-

Si r L1ewellyn Woodward, 9p. c it . , p.467 .

"The Smuts idea Ìras to of f er France, Belgium, Holland,
Norway, and Denmark something in the nature of dominion
status in the Commonwealth. it woul-d involve such steps as
the creation of a common foreign policy; coordinatiðn of
military strategy; combined boards for finance, transport,
production, supplies, resources, and raw materials; a cus-
toms union; currency agreements; and a joint approach to
civil aviation and colonial problems. " Quoted f rom Epre-f-g¡_
Relations of the United Statès, 1945, Conference dB.E--lin, Volume One., p.256. This series of published docu-
ments is hereafter cited as FRUS..

John Charmley, "Duff Cooper and Western European Union,
1944-47" , in Review of International Studies., Vol.1 1,
No.1, 1985. p.55.

Sir Ll,ewellyn Woodward, qp. cit., p.458.

Þ
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tantive policy seemed, ât that time, to come from efforts
aimed at formally linking Great Britain with the continent.

Nonetheless, Eden did inform the House of Commons in May of

1944 that the British Government was examining the possibil-
ity of closer ties with the States of Western Europe. How-

ever these rel-ations, while they r¡¡ere to be "cIose, intimate

and friend1y", were also to be complemented by "close polit-
ical and military co-operation between the United States,

the Soviet Union...and China."1o

Despite Eden's considerable qualification of future Àn-

glo-European relations, soundings were taken amongst the

various Allied governments-in-exi1e, then residing in Lon-

don, in an effort to ascertain their feelings about "intense

cooperation" with Britain in the post-war world. In recaIl-
ing these events, Eden stated that these preliminary discus-

sions failed to produce any definite agreements because the

exiled governments felt that they did not possess mandates

to take the issue any further.ll However, âD equally plausi-
ble explanation for the lack of progress in realising the

PHPS's objectives may have been closely tied to gritain's

role in the Big Three aIliance.

Great Britain, Parliamentarv
Vo1.400, p.1042.

Debates (House of Commons) . ,10

1 1 Hans-Joachim Heiser,
Unification Efforts on
À.W.Sythoff , 1959., p.2

British PoIicy h¡ith Reqard
the European Continent. ,

to the
Leyden,
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Às the recognisably junior partner in the Big Three co-

alition, the development of a definite British policy which

airned at creating a role for Britain in post-war Western Eu-

rope vras decidely handicapped by two major concerns; the re-

actions of the Soviet Union and the United States. with re-

gard to the former of the two, there eras a fear that the

establishment of anything resembling -a eritish sphere of in-
f luence in Western Europe , âs r¿ras essent ially be ing proposed

by the PHPS, would serve only to encourage expansionist pol-

icies on the part of the Soviet Union. There was an aware-

ness that any Western European security system which "the

Russians came to regard...as a precautionary measure against

themselves" would likely rebound on the West, and lead to a

rupture in AngIo-Soviet reIations.l2 Às Eden wrote at the

time,

Were we to do so [establish a British sphereJ we
should be throwing avray the considerable chances
of the USSR pursuing a policy of collaboration af-
ter the v¡ar . More than that r w€ should be r i sk ing
the deployment against us in Europe of Russia's
immense capacity for power politics and disrup-
tion. r s

The ChurchilI Government understood that Britain would not

have the wherewithal, military or economic, to resist any

such deployment by the Soviet Union. The Foreign Officers

concern about possible Soviet moves into the heartland of

Europe became increasingly important after the YaIta Confer-

12

IJ

Sir L1ewellyn Þroodward, 9p. cit.,

Quoted in Michael Charlton, gp.
FRUS, 19&5 , Conference of
pp.256-257.

p.468.

cit. , p.34. See also
Berlin, Vo1ume One.,
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ence (February -March, 1945) . For it was at Yalta that the

United States first let it be known that they did not intend

to remain in Europe any more than two years after the

achievement of victory. without the guaranteed support of

the United States, BFitain could not afford to antagonise

the Soviet Union; this position $¡as maintained right up to

January of .1948 and the Treaty of Brussels.

Of more important concern to the Sritish Government was

the expected Àmerican reaction to any attempt to create what

resembled a nritish sphere of influence in Western Europe.

There was also a realisation that existing British interests

absolutely required a good working relationship with the

United States, especial)-y in the restructuring of the post-

vrar world. Àmerican officials were known to be generally

hostile to the post-vrar continuation of the British Ernpire;

any semblance of imperial expansion vlas, therefore, abso-

Iutellz out of the question as far as washington was con-

cerned. Equally opposed to the resurrection of the pre-war

alliance systems, which they perceived as a cause of inter-

national conflict, the Americans advocated a globaI collec-

tive security organisation. Às a result, there were some in

the Foreign Office who believed that, if measures were taken

to realise the Spaak or the Smuts pIans, the United States

might have imposed an unbearable political cost on Britain

for having done so. 1 4 Given the parameters imposed by their

| 4 Michael CharlÈon, cp. c it. , p.33.
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position occupied by the United

both cautious in outlook and con-

object ives. 1 5

Even though he considered the United States to be erit-

ain's most important aIly, Eden had no desire to sacrifice

distinct nritish security interests in Europe. While hope-

ful concerning post-war cooperation with the Soviet Union,

sritish policy under Churchilt $¡as basically guided by the

belief that only Hitler's regime kept the Grand ÀIliance to-

gether. Às the war progressed, and difficulties with the

Soviets grew, the post-war outlook of Churchill Government

became increasingly cautious and critical of Big Three coop-

eration. Eden continued, therefore, to see an ÀngIo-West

European link as both politically viable and vital to Brit-

ain, and envisaged an Ànglo-French alliance as providing it

with a firm foundation upon which to build:16 any such aIli-

ance v¡as Eo be anti-German in character and thus pre-empt

Soviet accusations that Britain was attempting to build a

sphere of influence in Western Europe. As he wrote in a

15 Eden and the Foreign Office were correct in judging that
the Roosevelt and early Truman Àdministrations would be
hostile to the basic thrust of the PHPS's strategy. In a
briefing paper prepared for President Truman entitled
"British PIan for a Western European Bloc", one recommen-
dation v¡as that American policy "should be to remove the
causes which make nations feel that such spheres are nec-
éssary to their security, rather than to assist one coun-
try to build up strength against another". See FRUS,
1945, Conference of BerIin, Volume One., pp.256-264.

t6 Anthony Adamthwaite, "Britain and the world; the view
from the Foreign Office" in International Affairs. ,
Vol.61, No.2, Spring 1985, p.226.
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memo to Churchill, "Europe expects us to have a European

policy of our.ovln and to state it."17 However attempts in

1944 and 1945 to conclude an Ànglo-French alliance, and so

begin construction of the Western European Security Group,

failed; Churchill refused to meet de Gaulle's demand that

the left bank of the Rhine should be subjected to permanent

French control. 1 I

The unexpected electoral defeat inflicted upon ChurchiIl

and the Conservatives in Àugust of 1945, brought Clement

Àtt1ee and the Labour Party to Downing Street. Àlong with

this change in government, came an expected shift in foreign

policy. The new Labour Government, uDIike Churchill and

Eden, sti1l believed in the possibility of cooperating with

the Soviet Union on constructive enterprises in Europe. This

attitude was no where betterr or more succinctly, stated

than in the Labour Party's election slogan that, in rela-
tions with the Soviets, "Left understands Left. " 1 s This

open-minded approach was first revealed in practice by the

performance of the new Foreign Secretary, Ernest Bevin, at

the Potsdam Conference where he had replaced Ànthony Eden in

the midst of the proceedinqs:

17 John Charmley, "Duff Cooper and Western European Union,
1944-47" , pp.54-55.

la

19

Walter Lipgens, À Historv of the
Movement - Vo1ume One, 1945-1947 . ,
Press, 1982.,Þ.164.

ibid, p. 169.

European Inteqration
Oxford, Clarendon
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Having gone to Potsdam on his first day as Foreign
Secretary, he tried during the last third of the
conference to establish a man-to-man relationship
with Stalin and Molotov by speaking frankl-y and
honest 1y . Bevin's subsequent remarks make it
quite cLear that he had no illusions about the
dictatorial character of StaIin's system; but the
conference minutes show equally clearly that on
every question he tried his utmost to reach firm
and unequivocal agreements, being ready to compro-
mise as far as humanly possible in order to safe-
gaurd the permanent cooperation of the Big Three
on a basis of full understanding.'o

Àfter the Potsdam Conference Bevin began to look favoura-

bly upon the general idea of an informal group of West Euro-

pean States under Britain's Leadership. He agreed with many

of the main points of the earlier PHPS proposal, and even

suggested extending it to include the States along the Medi-

terranean seaboard. However, because of his belief in coop-

erating with the Soviet Union, he, unI i ke Eden, envi sioned

any such grouping of States as more of an

mercial bloc than a security alliance. As

economlc ano com-

a result, BevÍn

hic le to re-establ i sh Great Br i ta in' s diplomat ic stature

toned down the military aspects of

an Security Group with a view to

among the Big Three. This view

1945 by a senior Foreign Office

orandum to Bevin;

the proposed West Europe-

transforming it into a ve-

was echoed in September of

official who wrote in a mem-

Because we are numerically the weakest and geo-
graphically the smallesL of the three Great Pow-
ers, it is essential that we increase our strength
in not only the diplomatic but also in the econom-
ic and military spheres. This clearly can best be
done by enrolling the Dominions and especially

,^ 1D1ct.
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France, not to mention the lesser Western European
Powers, as collaborators with us in this tripar-
tite system. OnIy so shall we be able in the long
run to compel our two big partners to treat as an
egual . 2 1

The view that Britain should become linked in some way

with the countries of western Europe was one that found con-

siderable favour in the post-vrar House of Commons as early

as November of 1945. This vlas espec ially the case with re-

gard to the position taken by most Opposition Members of

Parliament. Many Conservatives argued that the absence of

effective regional economic cooperation after WorId War One

had helped Iead the continent to disaster in 1939. Equally

important was the growing distrust of the Soviet Union and

its intentions in Europe. Às a result, several Opposition

Members termed Bevin's policy of "blindly" cooperating with

that country as "appeasement":

I do not think appeasement ever achieves the re-
sult that I want to see, and this is a good under-
standing...We shalI reach a better understanding
with the Russians if we make perfectly certain
that our ovrn policy is a very positive foreign
policy. I do not want to see this country abstain-
ing from positive action in foreign affairs be-
cause the Russians may object. For instance, it is
highly desirable that we should have the closest
understanding with the western liberal and social
democratic countries who mean by democracy the
same as we mean. 2 2

Quoted

Great
Vo1.41

r hr 
^ 

| hh!z_!v,

tain, Parliamentary Debates
p.1183.

¿l
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Bri
q

(House of Commons).,
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The use of the term "appeasement", with its prewar connota-

tion of weakness, was purposeful. The imposition of Soviet-

style regimes in Eastern Europe, the issue of German repara-

tions, .âDd 
the unilateral redrafting of the boundaries in

Eastern Europe, in contravention to existing Three Power

agreements, seemed to question the legitimacy of Bevin's

policy.23 On the other hand, some Members, also Conserva-

tives, opined that the "positive linkage" Bevin should pur-

sue was based on an appreciation of the international polit-

ical situation akin to that put forward by the Foreign

Of f ice;

We had better face the realities of the situation,
which are that between these two great federa-
tions, that of the Soviet Union on the one hand
and the USA on the other, fortified by their sat-
ellite powers - because that is all you can call
them either in South America or in Eastern Europe

the smaller nations of Western Euro.pe I of whom
we are one, cannot hope to survive, politically or
economically, in isolation. Unless we get togeth-
er in pursuit of a common political and economic
policy we shall inevitably, sooner or later, be
absorbed into one or other of these two great eco-
nomic and political blocs which surround us, one
in the East and the other in the West.2a

Nevertheless, to many in Bevin's own Labour Party the PHPS's

objectives, in any form, seemed to amount to an attempt to

divide Europe into two blocs: one Soviet led, the other pro-

Western. One Member of Parliament stated these views blunt-

ty;

¿è

¿4

For a summary
hostilities,
pp.540-573.

Great Britain,
VoÌ.419, p.1254

ParI iamentarv

cessat ion of
, op. cit.,

of Commons).,

of Soviet actions after the
see Sir Llewellyn t^Ioodward

Debates (House
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It is an historical fact that blocs lead to coun-
terblocs, that counterblocs lead to rival spheres
of influence, which if unchecked, like arms races
Iead inevitably and ultimately to war.2s

However the recognition of an ideology-based division of

Europe and the maintenance of the Western half through a

policy of confrontation with the Soviet Unionr wâs clearly

not the objective of linking Britain with the continent. on

November 7, 1945, Bevin had explained to the House of Com-

mons that it was only natural for the States of Western Eu-

rope to desire some semblance of unity;

They are our cultural friends; they are our his-
torical associates; they acknowledge the same de-
mocracy as we do.26

Àddressing his Labour Party critics, he further rejected, as

spurious, the Soviet Union's charge that his policy was in-

tentionally destroying their wartime a1liance. 27 Simply

stated, Bevin's advocacy of a western group did not presume

the existence of an already-divided Europe. In the closing

months of 1945 any policy based on that approach to the

situation in Europe could only have hurt eritish security

interests, a fact of which Bevin and his advisors vtere aIl

too aware. Building upon the PHPS's ideas was perceived as

a means of supplementing both the Big Three relationship and

the concept of collective security within the structure of

25 Great Britain, Parl-iamentarv
VoI.416, p.629.

26 Great Britain, Parliamentarv

Debates (House of CommgDs).,

Debates (House of Co¡lrne¡e) . ,
VoI.41 5, p. 1 338.

27 Hans-Joachim Heiser, sp cit. , P.22
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23, 1945¡

I cannot accept
the policy of
based entirely
that there are
aright and just
security and
worId. 2 I
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Às he noted in the Commons on November

the views that all my policy and
His Majesty's Government must be

on the "Big Three". I recognise
Great Powers which, if exercising
ly, can be a great umbrella for the
peace of millions throughout the

À serious, though optimistic, attitude that one could "do

business" with the Soviet Union characterised British policy

throughout 1945 and 1946. In February of 1946 Bevin sug-

gested that the gro!{ing Ànglo-soviet tensions vlere not

caused by either State's insincerity with regard to a desire

for a mutually-acceptable peace settlement in Europe. In-

stead, he argued that naturally suspicious attitudes in both

countries vrere being fed by misinterpretations of actions

and statements.2e In March of 1946 he publicly expressed his

displeasure at the potentia1 harm ChurchiI1's "Iron Curtain"

speech might have caused.3o Bevin's policy, which was based

on the possibility of a mutually beneficial, and sincere,

agreement h,ith the USSR lasted until the London Conference

of Foreign Ministers in December of 1947. Prior to that

date the PHPS's Western Security Group can only be under-

stood as consisting of informal international cooperation

Great Britain, Parliamentarv
Vol . 416 , p.7 62

The Times(London)., February

The Times(london) . , March 18,

Debates (House of Commons).,¿ó

¿J

30

22, 1946.

1946.
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within the United Nations' framework.3r

Àt that time cooperation among the Big Three v¡as undoubt-

edly in Britain's best interest. The underwritinq of the

war effort, meeting post-war domestic social needs, and the

increasingly expensive support required by the occupation-

zone in Germany, meant, that by 1946, Britain had accumulat-

ed debts totalting over 3.7 billion pounds sterling.32 From

a purely economic perspective, and without a change in Wash-

ington's policy which would guarantee a continued American

military presence in Europe, cooperation with the Soviet Un-

ion vras less costly and more feasible than a policy based on

confrontation. Furthermore, Bevin's emphasis on the econom-

ic aspects of the PHPS's proposal-s was not a deviation from

addressing Western Europe's emerging security problem. The

PHPS had not overlooked the impact of economics in their
wartime deliberations: given Britain's experiences follow-
ing World War One, it had understandably stressed that ef-
fective post-war diplomacy rested on carefuf management of

Western Europe's remaining economic power. Bevin agreed

with this Iine of reasoning, and further held that a stable

peace in Europe required a firm economic footing. It was in

this vein, that Bevin later explained to Premier Leon BIum

of France, British policy was "aiming at increasing economic

and cultural cooperation in the hope that out of such coop-

EIaine Windrich,
don, Stanford Un

Walter Lipgens,

JI Br i t i sh Leþour '_å Fore iqn Pol icv. , Lon-
ivffiPressJ95T, pJ9o.

cp cit., pp.157-158.32
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[33eration should arise a common outlook in defence matters.

Àlthough Ànglo-Soviet cooperation vras one of Bevin's ba-

sic objectives, it became increasingly obvious through the

latter half of 1946 that the Soviet Union was attempting to

expand its influence at the expense of clearly-defined srit-
ish interests; this r¡as the case with regard to Italy,
Greece, Turkey, and Iran. As well, the Foreign Office had

long been concerned about the threat posed by the indige-

nous, but Soviet-controlled, Communist parties of Western

Europe.

This concern about the West European Communist parties

s¡as underscored by the uncertain political situation in

France. The unexpected resignation of de Gaulle from the

Provisional Government and the quite apparent chaos of

French domestic politics Loomed large in Bevin's foreign

policy considerations. The Foreign Office believed that

France vras dangerously vulnerable to Communism. Ànx i ety

about such an outcome became acute by January of 1946 when

it appeared that the French Communist Party (pCr) rnight ac-

tually be capable of realising its politícaI objectives

through the use of the ballot box; undermining French democ-

racy by means of utilising democratic institutions. This

was a reasonable prediction given that the PCF was the larg-

est united political party in the French Chamber of Depu-

3 3 Sean Greenwood
ion' : Àugust 1

, "Ernest Bevin,
94S-February 1946",

France and 'Western Un-
p.325.
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ties.3a

The loss of France to Communism and preponderant Soviet

influence, however the PCF came to oower, was perceived to

be disastrous for the security of Britain. Less than two

years after preventing a Nazi hegemony, the image of the

British Isles facing a united Communist Europe was by no

means attractive. Just as before Napoleon's defeat in 1815,

or as in 1940, Britain did not want to stand alone again.

In expressing this concern one senior Foreign Office offi-
cial wrote at that time;

If as a result of elections, France felI under
Communist and Soviet control, a most dangerous
situation might arise to this country. Belgium
would probably also be Communist, whilst a similar
regime, probably accompanied by civil war, would
be set up in Spain. Great gritain might find her-
self a democratic outpost facing a Western Europe
under Communist and Soviet control.35

Bevin also appears to have been aware of the potential mael-

storm in French politics, remarking, somewhat Iaconica1ly,

that it looked "Iike Civil war within a vear."36

The attempts of the PCF to breakup the coalition-based

Provisional Government also alarmed French officials. Pre-

mier Gouin, De GauIIe's immediate successor, stated his de-

sire for an alliance with Britain on January 30, 1946; he

J4

JO

The Times(london)., November 11, 1946.

Victor Rothwell, Britain and the CoId War,
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Sean Greenwood, "Return to Dunkirk: The Origins of the
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repeated the offer on March 30. In both cases the Foreign

Office had responded favourably, þut the differences of the

two countries with regard to the future of Germany prevented

any agreement from being reached.3T It was only when the nevr

BIum Government offered an alliance without any precondi-

tions, apparently on the private urging of Duff Cooper the

eritish Ambassador in Paris,38 that Bevin vras able to ac-

cept.

The gritish believed that an alliance might serve to

strengthen Blum, a moderate Socialist leader, if not bolster

the anti-Communist forces in France generally. Furthermore,

an Ànglo-French accord vtas still perceived as the first, and

necessary, step toward the achievement of their long term

aims as defined by the inchoate proposals of the PHPS.3e

From whitehall's vantage both, or either, of the two possi-

37 The Times(London)., January 30,
1946.

1946, and also April 2,

38 Duff Cooper, âD avowed francophile, believed that an Àn-
gto-French alliance would act as a "magnet drawing the
other countries closer". It vias his hope that Britain
would seize the opportunity to lead a united Europe.
therefore he urged Premier BIum to write Àttlee in Janu-
ary 1947 proposing the alliance even though Bevin had or-
dered him to do nothing. At the end of 1947 he was forced
to resign and expressed his belief that the Dunkirk Trea-
ty vras not sufficient to undertake the task of uniting
Europe. He left the sritish Foreign Service rather dis-
gusted that the primary concern of the Foreign Office was
to alienate neither of the Superpov¡ers rather than adopt-
ing a progressive approach to the problem of Western Eu-
rope. See John Charmley, "Duff Cooper and western Europe-
an Union , 1944-47", pp.52-65.

3s John BayIis, "Britain and the Dunkirk Treaty: The Origins
of NÀTO" , in Journal of Strateqic Studies. , Vo]. 5, No.2 ,
June 1982. p.238.
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ble outcomes vrere deemed to be worth the effort.

Although the Àng1o-French Union proposed by ChurchiIl in

1940 had implied the complete merging of of those two coun-

tries, the fiçst real post-war step in the linking of Great

Britain with the continent was accomplished by the Treaty of

Dunkirk of March 1947. officially entitled the The Treaty of

Alliance and Mutual Assistance Between the United Kinodom

ánd France, it rrras, ostensibly, directed against a possible

reemergence oî. an aggressive Germany. Its stated aim, as

three of its six operative clauses attest, was to ensure,

that Germany shall not again become a menace to
peace [and] in the event of any threat to the
security of either of them arising from the adop-
tion by Germany of a policy of aggression or from
action by Germany designed to facilitate such a
policy, take, after consulting with each other and
where appropriate with the other Powers ... such
agreed action as is best calculated to put an end
to this threat.ao

The Treaty of Dunkirk was primarily designed, âs its Ar-

ticle I stated, to prevent the re-emergence of an aggressive

Germany:

[r] tre High Contracting Parties wiIl, in the event
of any threat to the security of either of them
arising from the adoption by Germany of a policy
of aggression or from aêtion by Germany designed
to facilitate such a policy, take, after consult-
ing with each other and where appropriate with the
other Powers having responsibility for action in
relation to Germany, such agreed action (which so
Iong as the said Àrticle 107 [of the Charter of

4o Treaty of ÀIliance and Mutual Àssistance Between the
united Kinqdom and France, Dunkirk, 4 March 1947., as
printed in Documents on International Affairs , 1947-48. ,
London, Oxford Un.iversity Press, 1952. Hereafter cited as
the Treaty of Dunk i rk . p. 1 95.
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the United Nationsl remains operative shall be ac-
tion under that Article) as is best calculated to
put an end to this threat.4l

In addition to confronting the "German problem", the treaty

also addressed certain economic considerations: these vrere

addressed under Àrticle IV which caIled for "constant con-

sultation on matters affecting their economic relations. "4 2

The inclusion of Article IV is not surprising given Bevin's

earlier expressed opinion on the PHPS proposal, âs well as

the difficult French economic situation. Like any interna-

tionnal agrrement, the Treaty of Dunkirk is both significant

and revealing. Às a resul-t the anti-German character of the

Dunk i rk Treaty can be expla ined in two slays .

First, there were very real concerns in both countries

that Germany would reemerge as a rearmed, revisionist State

as it had done after World War One. The Foreign Office be-

lieved that, even after the defeat of Hitler and the Nazi

regime, Germany could still pose a menace to the acquisition

of world peace. They did not believe in a "good Germany,

like a sleeping beauty only waiting to have the Nazi spell

broken by the rescuer from the West."43 Às Bevin related to

the Commons on May 15, 1947¡

Il]n signing that treaty v¡e have confirmed that,
while Germany may be down and out at the moment
and is not a danger, we do not forget what France

43

Treaty of Dunkirk, p.195.

ibid, p. 196.

Victor Rothwell, op cit., 9.4
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has suffered from Germany during the past years.aa

Both Britain and France vlere apparently of one mind to take

pre-emptive action in the face of an emerging German threat;

having learned from their pre-war experiences, neither side

vras willing to sacrifice basic national security interests

for a no-war policy. To prevent any reoccurrence of German

aggression, British foreign policy planning was based on an

alignment of that country with both France and the Soviet

Union. Importantly, the proposed policy I,Ias also f ounded

upon the belief that the USSR similarly perceived the threat

from Germany to be the most pressing security issue in the

immediate post-war era.

Second, the limited scope of the treaty can be understood

as a deliberate attempt not to create discord between London

and Paris with either of the Superpowers. The concern that

the Soviet Union should not misperceive British actions was

evident as early as September of 1945 when Bevin had origi-

na1ly raised the possibility of an ÀngIo-French alliance

with Soviet Foreign Minister Molotov.45 In November of 1945

a "Draft Cabinet Paper on the Proposed Ànglo-French Treaty"

had statedi
WhiIst the desire for closer relations between the
smaller Western countries has been frequently ex-
pressed both by their leaders and in their press'
the Communist Partv and certain sections of the

Great Britain,
VoI.437 , p.1742

John Charmley,
1944-47" , p.58.

Debates (House of Commons).,44

"Duff Cooper and Western European Union,
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Soc ial i st part ies, notably in Belgium, have ev-
inced opposition on the familiar ground that iL
would constitute an anti-Soviet b1oc.. .Moreover,
the Soviet Press have increasingly denounced the
policy of the so-caIIed Western bloc which they
misrepresent as a move against Eastern Europe.
The US Government and press are also critical. For
these reasons I doubt the wisdom of pursuing for
the present any further negotiations other than
those for an Ànglo-French Treaty, to which the So-
viet Government do not object.46

ComplementinQ these earlier efforts in January of 1947,

while negotiations vlere still in progress, PFime Minister

Àttlee had stated that the eritish Government envisaged the

proposed Ànglo-French treaty as a supplement to the Ànglo-

Soviet alliance concluded in 1942.47 As a result, both

States had been particularly careful to include mention of,

and continuing adherence to, their wartime treaties of a1li-

ance and mutual assistance each had concluded with the Sovi-

et Union: these were mentioned in the fifth preambular

the post-signing ceremonyclause of

Bevin went

the treaty. a I Ànd, at

out of his way to stress to both Superpowers that

the Treaty of

struction of a

Du¡kt¡À was not the initial stage in the con-

West European bloc. Concern for the domestic

situation in France,4s and ItaIy, and desiring a peaceful

46 walter Lipgens, gp cit. , p.171.
47 Great Britain, Parliamentarv Debates

VoI.432, p.360.
48 See Treaty of Dunkirk, p.196.

(House of Commons ) . ,

4s It was quite successful in this regard as the PCF condi-
tionally supported the Dunkirk a1liance. The condition
they set was that a respect for the French position on
Germany should be expressed in sritish policy. See The
Times(London)., February 7, 1947.
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settlement of the German question, meant that Bevin consci-

entiously tried to assuage Soviet concerns.so AdditionaIly,
Bevin was also careful to make sure that its basic objec-

tives and wording did not run counter to Àmerican policy

aims, hence the repeated references to the United Nations,

and Four Power cooperation. Indeed the joint communique is-
sued at Dunkirk read in part that both governments hcped,

that these guarantees wiIl soon be completed by
the conclusion of a Four-Power Treaty laying down
the conditions for the disarmament and demilitari-
sation of Germany, and the methods of putting them
into ef f ect.51

Neither the United States, nor the Soviet Union, could or

did object to these general aims as they v/ere entirely com-

patible with the stated objectives of the Potsdam accords.

The Dunkirk Treaty was strictly an intergovernmental a1-

Iiance, and did not involve additional commitments by the

British beyond those they woul-d likely have undertaken with-

out the treaty. Àt the same time it orovided a necessarv

impetus for future policy. This latter aspect was seized

upon by Anthony Eden, then in the Opposition, who suggested

to Bevin that the treaty was by itself important, but that

similar efforts needed to be taken with regard tc¡ the Ben-

elux countries.s2 However Bevin demurred from making any

further foreign agreements; a decision which supports the

50
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David Thomson, "The Anglo-French À11iance",
fairs., VoI.1, No.2, JuIy 1947. p.246.
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"shore up" the

moderates in French politics. Nonetheless, in an historical

context, the Treatv of Dunkirk was a clear statement by both

governments of their vreaknesses relative to the Soviet Union

and the united States; it demonstrated that neither Britain

nor France perceived themselves to be able to make policy

without explicit references to the two Superpowers.

It was largely because of the uncertainty surrounding

Germany's future role in Europe that during 1945-1947 the

Àtt1ee Government continued to try to make Great Power col--

Iaboration work in the post-war vlorId.ss It was an approach

that retained popular support in Britain and l,ras seen, ât

that time, as politically viable. Às late as 1 January 1947,

an editorial in The Times(tondon), wâs quite emphatic as to

s3 It had been agreed at Ya1ta, fargely at sritish insis-
tence, that France would receive an occupation zone in
Germany. Thi s zone v¡as to be carved out of the larger
sritish and American zones; StaIin refused to allow the
size of the Soviet zone to be adjusted. At Potsdam it had
been further agreed that France would be granted equal
membership on the Council of Foreign Ministers and in the
Allied Control CounciI. Churchill had believed that a
strong France 'das in Britain's best interests. He f eared
the Iikelihood that the United States, given its history
and its outlook, would feave the management of European
affairs to the European States themselves. If this did
indeed happen France would be an undeniable asset in con-
fronting a revanchist Germany or, as Churchill suspected,
a powerful Soviet Union. France lras not included aL
Potsdam, nor at any of the previous wartime summits, as a
result of Àmerican and Soviet opposition. Besides purely
political reasons, both Roosevelt and StaIin had felt
that France had let the World down in 1940 and v¡as sub-
sequently not a Great Power any longer. See Sir Llewel-
tyn Woodward, gp. cit., pp.493-496 and also Winston S.
ChurchiII, lriumph and Traqedll., Boston, Houghton, Miff-
lin Co. Ltd. , 1 953. , p9.252-253.
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the continuing utility of Great Power collaboration. It
stated that any peaceful settlement of disputes required the

agreement of the principal Powers, and that this was onJ.y to

be achieved by maintaining "a balanced and equal partnership

with the two Powers which, with Great Britain, v¡ere effec-
tive instruments of the victory over Lhe Àxis." It further
derided those who suggested wholesale cooperation with the

United States labelling such an approach as an "unacceptable

substitute for an independent policy.t's4 From a strategic
vantage, it v¡as even suggested by some members of the For-

eign Office that a possible, and expected, tilt by Germany

towards the Soviet Union could best be offset by maintaining

good relations with the latter: there was no desire to see

a resurrection of

States.

a Rapallo-type agreement between the two

As an alliance with France, the

to some extent, E€flected the early

effective "Third Force" between the

Western European Security Group, it
cooperation with the West European

Dunkirk Treaty had also,

post-war objective of an

Superpowers. Like the

had been based on closer

States. s5 However unlike

s4 The author of this particular editoriat, as well as oth-
ers along similar 1ines, recalled in an interview in 1983
that he felt it very premature to talk of the division of
Eurooe at that time. Àttacking the fundamentals of
Churchill's Fulton speech, Con O'Neill noted that there
really was no apparent substitute for Three Power Cooper-
ation. See Michael Charlton, q!. cit., p.39.

5s The form the "Third Force" v¡as to take was never speci-
fied. However given the capabilities of the West European
States, and the Attlee Government's priority on economic
reconstruction, it can be assumed that Bevin had to envi-
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the original proposals of the PHPS, the concept of the

"Third Force" did not allow for a close alignment of Great

Britain with the united States. In envisaging the Third

Force, many high-leve1 Foreign Office perSonnel as well aS

leading Sritish potiticians, Bevin included, still assumed

that Great nritain was one of three Great Powers.s6 However

there vras a recognition by many of these same people, such

aS Bevin, that aS a result of the l,tar and its demands, their

country might not be able to maintain such a position. Fur-

thermore there waS a continuing fear throughout this period

that the United States would absent itself from the problems

of European security as it had done after World glar One.

Their Commonwealth connections, the prestige accruing from

their vrar-record, the July, 1946, American loan of $3.7 bil-

sage it as a diplomatic, rather than an effective mili-
tary, coalition. This belief is further supported by the
results of the cabinet infighting which occurred over the
size of the armed forces to be maintained in peacetime by
the British. By early 1947 ' considerable cutbacks had al-
ready taken place and additional ones had been promised.
The absence of any expectation of an imminent Soviet at-
tack, âs opposed to political subversion in the West,
meant that those who supported a large armed forces es-
tablishment - such as Bevin, the Defence Minister A.V.
Àlexander, and FieId Marstral Montgomery - usually Iost
out to those opposing it. (See C.J.Bart1ett, The Lonq
Retreat, À Short Historv of nritish Defençe p?licv'
19ls-lglo., New Yorkl-¡¿ãcl'ri1lan, 1972., pp.45-47 .) To
that extent the ambiguity of the Third Force suggests
that while there $¡aS no consensus in the British Govern-
ment as to its meaning, at the time of its promulgation,
the defence policy adopted meant that it was effectively
only a political force.

s6 Sir Orme Sargent, the Deputy Under-secretary of State in
the Foreign Office Iikened Great Britain's postwar role
with that of "Lepidus in the triumvirate of Mark Àntony
and Àugustus".
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lion, and the continuing American involvement in German af-

fairs, only softened many of these concerns.

By late 1946 Britain lras forced to initiate severe cut-

backs in its overseas commitments due to the heavy drain on

the Exchequer and other demand elsewhere. One of the areas

affected by these cut-backs was Greece, which Britain had

been assisting since its liberation in 1944. What had been

scattered guerrilla actions in 1945-1946 had become an ex-

pensive full-scale civil war by early 1947. In February of

1947 the British government informed Washington that it was

unable to continue to support the Greek or Turkish govern-

ments either financially or through the maintenance of mili-

tary garrisons in those territories. It appealed to the

United States to take the responsibility and to continue the

subsidy to the two governments.sT

The resul-t of the British decision, which Bevin and the

Foreign Office had initiaJ-1y opposed, ss was the first state-

ment of an Àmerican commitment to European security affairs

outside of Germany. Àfter extensive discussions it was re-

cognised by the Truman Àdministration that it vras in the

best interests of the United States to take a role in pre-

venting what they perceived to be a Soviet-sponsored attempt

57 Peter Cal-vocoressi, Survey of
1947-48. , London, Oxford Uni
pp.1 3-14.

InternationaÌ
versity Press,

Àf fai rs,
1952.,

s 8 See ÀIexander Rendel, "One the Eve of the Truman Doc-
trine" in NÀTO Review., YoI.26, No.5, October 1978.
pp.21-29.
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at Subverting another European country. On March 12, Presi-

dent Truman announced what has since become known as the

Truman Doctrine. He stated that the United States was pre-

pared to provide economic and financial aid to free peoples

defending themselves from "attempted subjugation by armed

minorities or by outside pressureS. "ss In that politicaÌ

context, Truman'S words meant something altogether new: the

explicit promise of a commitment of American po$ter and re-

sources to aid those resisting Communist expansion.

The declaration of the Truman Doctrine therefore created

new avenues for British foreign policy. It had been apparent

to Bevin for some time that Great Power collaboration v¡as

increasingly untenable as the basis for British policy.

White there was no perceptible change in Britain's diplomat-

ic posture, there was a growing uncertainty as to whether

the Soviet Union or Germany constituted the principal threat

to British security. Indeed as early as February of 1946

Bevin had remarked that "the danger of Russia has become

certainly as great and possibly greater than that of a re-

vived Germany."6o Ànd when aSked in a private correspondence

with Àtt1ee, âs to Soviet intentions, Bevin replied that

they "have decided upon an aggressive policy based upon mi-

litant Communism and Russian chauvinism...and Seem deter-

59 President Trumman's Message to the Conqress: The
Doctrine, 12 March 1947., as printed in Documents
ternational Àf fairs, 1241-!9., pp.2-7.

Sean Greenwood, "Return to Dunkirk: The Origins
Anglo-French Treaty of March 1947", p.51.

Truman
on In-

of the60
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mined to stick at nothing, short of war, to obtain her ob-

jectives. " 61 The lynchpin of Britain's relations with the

Soviet Union \,ras the ultimate f ate of Occupied Germany which

Bevin made clear in his October 22, 1946, statement to the

House of Commons;

Agreement on Germany is at once the touchstone of
the relations between the four Powers, and our op-
portunity to build a system of lasting peace and
security for the worId. 6 2

The inability to achieve an agreement on Germany with the

Soviet Union due to the perceived intractability of Soviet

objectives, and the growing hostitity of the German people

to the nritish occupation can only have served to weaken his

faith in, and his perseverance in realising, Great Power

collaboration.63 while Bevin was prepared to try and achieve

good relations with the USSR, he was not prepared to mollify

Soviet concerns to the extent that his foreign policy endan-

61 Raymond Smith and John Zametica, "The CoId Warrior: Cle-
ment Attlee reconsidered, 1945-47" I in International Àf-
fairs., Vol.61, No.2, Spring 1985. pp.245-246.

Great Britain, Parliamentarv Debates (House of Commons).,
VoI.427 , p.1 51 0.

The fundamental reason for the growing hostility vras the
state of economic deprivation in Germany, and the near-
starvation suffered by its people. The causes for these
problems lay squarely with the Soviet Government, and
their adamant refusal to export foodstuffs to the 9lestern
zones as per the Potsdam Àgreements. This refusal was
based on their illegitimate policy of extracting v¡ar re-
parations from current production rather than from sur-
plus as had been agreed. See Barbara Marshall-, "German
Àttitudes to gritish Military Government" in the Journal
of Contemporarv History. , Vo1. 1 5, 1 980, pp.655-684. À1so
see nobert W.Carden, "Before Bizonia; gritain's Economic
Dilemma in Germany , 1945-46", in the Journal of Contempo-
rarv History, YoI.14, 1979, pp.535-555.

o¿
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gered sritish national security interests. Às he explained

to British Government officials, his policy would continue

to wor k tor+ards ,

the closest cooperation and integration economi-
ca1ly, socially, and militarily with our western
neighbours, without at this stage creating any
f.ormal regional group. In accordance with this
policy we are trying hard to get our relations
with France cleared up first. l'{eanwhile vre must go
slow with Belgium who is pressing for closer in-
tegration of our military forces and for staff
talks. 6 a

However there vlere many in the Foreign Of f ice v¡ho be-

lieved Great Power collaboration to be "somewhat unreal" and

the pursuit of an independent British foreign policy to be

dangerous.65 Nevertheless, and despite their best efforts,

East-West relations continued to deteriorate and a degree of

emnity began to emerge. In the Commons, on October 21,

1947, Attlee echoed the exasperation in gritain over Soviet

host i 1i ty to the tTest i

I must say $¡e are greatly disturbed at the in-
creasing tension in foreign affairs and the atti-
tudes of the USSR representatives which is greatly
imperilling the work that was done in trying to
build up the United Nations organisation.66

64 John Baylis, "Britain and the Dunkirk Treaty: The Origins
of NATO" , p.239

6s Victor Rothwell, cp cit. , p.270. Surprisingly this view
v¡as to emerge in a May 1947 Labour Party pamphlet enti-
tled "Cards on the Table". Às an analysis of Anglo-Soviet
relations it stated quite explicitly that the USSR did
not perceive Britain as a friend since it often sided
with the USÀ, and that the Soviets would therefore act
accordingly. It further emphasised the importance of
maintaining a credible deterrent to prevent future wars.
See The Times(London)., May 22,1947.

66 Great Britain, Parliamentary Debates (House of Commons).,
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It was only after the failures of the Moscow (april 1947),

Paris (,:uly 1947) , and London (November 25 . - December 15,

1947 ) Conferences of Foreign Ministers that Bevin began to

speak publicly about the East-West sp1it.67 One Foreign Of-

f ice of f ic iaI noted that ,

the Secretary of State lsevinl said that Europe'
as he saw it, was noh' divided from Greece to the
Baltic and from the Oder to Trieste. It would be
di f f icult , i f not imposs ible, to penetrate the
countr ies east of those I ines. Our task v¡as to
save western civilisation. He himself felt that we
shoul-d have to become some sort of federation in
Western Europe whether of. a formal or informal
character. 6 8

If the distemper of the Moscow Conference savt the begin-

ning of a barrier between East.and West, then the iIl-fated

London Conference completed the task. Àt its conclusion the

Big Three alliance was no more, and Germany effectively be-

gan its permanently-divided existence;

The failure of the conference did not take a dra-
maLic form. Àt its end, a new meeting vras agreed
on. Yet the breakup of the wartime alliance was
now an accomplished fact, and within a few weeks
there were further rifts whose ful1 import and
scope did not immediately become clear. Toward
the end of May, there were no longer any Communist
ministers in Paris, Rome, or Brussels. On June 6,
a conference of the minister-presidents of the
German Laender took place in Munich. The five
heads of government from the Soviet zone did not
participate. Àfter a dispute, they had refused to
attend the conference and left.6e

Vol-.443, pp.35-35.
67 ÀIan Bullock, qp. cit., p.493.
bõ Victor Rot

Àlfred Gro
Relations

hwel1, cp cit., p.454.

sser, The Western AlIiance, European
Since 1945., London, MacMiIlan, 1980.,

õ5 Àmerican
p.61.
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Afterwards gritish policy became essentially bifurcated: one

side aimed to prevent Soviet domination of Europe, while the

other hoped to avoid a re-emergence of a hostile Germany.

The failures at London and Moscow, aS well aS Lhe Soviet ef-

forts to scuttle the American-sponsored Marshall Plan at the

PariS Conference, convinced Bevin that the division of Eu-

rope was a long-term problem for Europe.To Soviet preponder-

ance on the continent and Lheir growing anti-Western hostil-

ity therefore demanded a united Western European response.

This belief was to be reflected in the drafting of the Trea-

!¡ of Brussels in March of 1948.71

As early as September of 1947 Bevin had broached the idea

of a West European security system with Georges Bidault, the

French Foreign Minister. On the last day of the London Con-

ference he el-aborated on the idea, proposing to Secretary

Marshall "Some form of union" to be backed by the United

States.72 Bevin's proposal vtas entirely in accord with the

formula put forward by Marshall in June, and adopted by Eu-

rope in July, for the provision of financial aid. The use of

the MarshaII PIan-formula as the means of linking Britain

Walter Lipgens, op cit. , p.491.

In all fairness, it should be noted that Sir Roderick
Barclay, Bevin's principle private secretary at the For-
eign Office, believes that Bevin was convinced as early
as '1946 that cooperation with the Soviet Union was impos-
sible. See Michael Charlton, cp. cit. , p.47.

Cees Wiebes and Bert Zeeman, "The Pentagon negotiations
March '1948: the launching of the North Àtlantic Treaty",
in International Àffairs. , VoI.59, No.3, Summer 1 953.
p.XXX

70

71

'1 t
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v¡ith Europe, while at the same time formally drawing the

United States into a European security system was a view

supported by both sides of the House of Commons.T3 In his

efforts, aimed at this end, he believed he had the moral

support i f not off ic iaI agreement, of Secretary Marshall.

However Àmerican support went no further at this stage. Af-

ter the breakdown of the London Conference, Bevin revealed

to the Canadian High Commissioner that, since the United

States had no plans for dealing with the new tense interna-

tional situation, it was up to the Sritish to put one for-
ward.Ta The feeling, amongst members of the British Govern-

ment that something had to be done to confront what was

perceived to be an increasingly hostile international envi-

ronment was even apparently shared by a reluctant Clement

Attlee.7 s Discussion continued between the British and the

Americans as a discreet follow-up to Bevin's December,1947,

proposal. It soon emerged that Bevin's view had changed. No

longer was there the unrealistic idea of an independent

British-Ied Third Force operating between the Superpowers.

73 See Great Britain, Parliamentar Debates (House of Com-
mons)., vol. 438, pp.2250-2407 .

7 4 Sir Nicholas Henderson, The Birth of
orado, westview Press, 1983. , p. î.-

75 Following Bevin's important Commons' speech of January
22, 1948, Àttlee noted that whi Ie he did not f eel vrar $¡as
imminent, "it is no good shutting our eyes to the possi-
bifity of þ¡ar." His expression of uncertainty as to what
eras the "real object of the rulers of Russia" echoed the
feelings of many in the Foreign Office, if not the West
in general. See Great Britain, Parliamentarv Debates

NÀTO. , Boul-der, Col-

(House of Commons ) . , voI. 446 , p.61 4.
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Instead Bevin now envisaged,

It]wo security arrangements, one a smaIl tight
circle including a treaty engagement between the
UK, the Benelux countries and France. Surrounding
that, a larger circle r+ith somewhat lesser commit-
ments in treaty form bringing in the United States
and Canada also.76

As with previous British proposals the Àmerican Govern-

ment proved unwilling to agree with Bevin's "spherical" plan

for West European security. Their refuctance was probably

due to fear of a hostile public reaction in the United

States; isolationism was no longer official policy, but it

still- enjoyed considerable popular support. However, it was

also perceived in Britain to be due to the Truman Adminis-

tration's principle that before the United States became in-

volved in any military arrangements with the West Europeans,

those countries had to demonstrate their willingness and re-

solve to work together to achieve their own common good. The

successful Marshall Plan vlas the model suggested to Western

Europe. This qualification of support by the Àmerican Gov-

ernment v¡as to be of considerable influence in the creation

of the Brussels Pact.

/b John Baylis-, "Britain
nental Commitment", p.

, the Brussels Pact and the Conti-
620.
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4.3 THE WESTERN UNION SPEECH _ 1948

On January 22, 1948, Ernest Bevin delivered a long-awaited

speech to the House of Commons. When he had resumed his

seat on the Treasury Bench, his words already constituted

the most robust statement of Aritish policy toward Europe

during the immediate post-war period, and seemed to flow di-

rectly from the Foreigñ Secretary's revised understanding of

the international situation. Due to the build-up of ten-

sions between the Soviet Union and the west, his audience

comprised far more than the assembled Members of Parliament.

Bevin vras apparently well av¡are of this factor;
I am also so conscious that what I say can so eas-
ily be misinterpreted in other countries that i
propose to exercise very great care in the presen-
tation of the Government's position. T 7

Indeed it appears that Bevin hoped he was addressing both

the United States as well as the other West European states.

In relating the British efforts since the end of the v¡ar,

Bevin raised five areas of concern.

First, Bevin rejected nritain's traditional "balance of

power" approach to the question of security in Europe. The

four-hundred year old strategy of avoiding long-term commit-

ments, and carefully shifting alliances, so as to prevent

the emergence of a continental hegemon, no longer made po-

litical or strategic sense. The power and the potential of

the Soviet Union, rêIative to the other European States,

77 "Speech by Mr. Bevin in the House of Commons", 22
1948., as printed in Documents on International
1947-48., p.201. Hereafter cited as Bevin.

Jan ua ry
Àffairs,
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meant that "Perfidious Albion" had to adapt to a wholly nev¡

situation. gritish power and prestige would have to be com-

mitted formally to the continent to even out the dangerous

and expected long-term imbalance in military, âs well as es-

pecially political, relations.

In abandoning what he ca1led the "oId-fashioned concep-

tion of bafance of power", Bevin listed two other precepts

upon which Britain's European policy was to be based. The

first was the reguirement that no single Power could be al-

lov¡ed to dominate Europe. In the event of such an occur-

rence, Bevin asserted that sritish independence, âs weII as

essential viability as a nation, would be jeopardized.

Within the speech's historical context this concern ' af-

though of a nature to be timeless, was clearly directed at

the post-vlar machinations of the Soviet Union: in 1948 the

USSR rvas the only State that appeared to possess both the

capabilities and the political motivation to do so. The

second tenet was that Four Power cooperation should be sub-

stituted for tendencies leading to the resurrection of the

"balance of povrer" or the emergence of a continental hegem-

on.

ÀIthough Bevin vras quite aware that this second proposal

was untenable, given the political environment which his

speech described at some length, his reiteration of that

wartime ideal can be explained in two ways. First, it might

very well exhibit a degree oi hope-fiIled devotion to a con-

ception of international affairs where the four Powers would



"render assistance to al1 states

to evolve freely in its own vray.
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Europe, to enable them

Such an interpretation

would in no way be inconsistent with Bevin's Socialist lean-

ings, et his political optimism. Alternatively, the proposal

to revive Four Power cooperation may have been an attempt to

prove to his American audience that gritish policy tras flex-

ible in addressing the problem of security in Europe. Bevin

must have been aware that gritish policy was not completely

supported by the Àmerican public. Many Àmericans believed

Britain's opposition to the Soviet Union was an example of

the traditional rivalry among the Great Pov¡ers and that

whitehall's parochial outlook had not changed after 1945.

Bevin's tendering of Four Power cooperation, as acceptable

to Great Britain, may have represented an effort to dispel

some of the ambivalence and animosity then resident in the

united States.

Tn qualifying his hopes for Four-Power Cooperation in Eu-

rope, Bevin nevertheless went to some length to stress that

Britain could not stand aside from the problems of its

neighbours. He rejected any sort of eritish isolation from

Europe as a policy option. Instead, Bevin asserted that

Britain and Western Europe were interdependent, by nature of

their democratic tradition, and by the dictates of economic

necess i ty :

of
rr78

78 Bevin., p.203
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Our formal relations with the various countries
lof Western Europel may differ, but between aII
there should be an effective understanding bound
together by common ideals for which the Western
Powers have twice in one generation shed their
blood. I f we are to preserve peace and our safety
at the same time vre can only do so by the mobili-
sation of such a moral and material force as wilI
provide confidence and energy in the West and in-
spire respect elsewhere, and this means that Brit-
ain cannot stand outside Europe and regard her
problems as quite separate from those of her Euro-
pean neighbours. T s

Stating that gritain had a role in confronting an obvious

common threat, he placed the emphasis on the very necessary

efforts to restore EuroÞe's economic strength. The staged

ami ty
mi se

of Potsdam had dissipated, and the "sensible compro-

of Yalta" had been rejected by the Soviet Union whose

aim was to "use every means in their povrer to get Communist

control in Eastern Europe and, as it now appears in the West

as welI."8o In the wake of the problems being addressed by

the midst of the German currencythe Marshall Plan, and in

dilemma, Bevin reasserted the prevalent belief that StaIin

was "banking" on economic problems to undermine Ànglo-Ameri-

can policy and wi1ì--power to further Soviet interests in the

rest of Europe:

[l]t is no secret that Mr. Molotov threatened both
ourselves and France that vre would have to look
out for these squalls if we went on with the Euro-
pean Recovery Programme. . . Ihowever] we have not,
nor has France or any of the other nations who as-
sembled in Paris deviated from that course. The
best evidence that what I am saying is cor-
rect...is that the Cominform came into existence

Bevin. , p.212

Bevin. , p.202

79

80
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very quickly...It has been clearly stated that the
object of that body and of Soviet and Communist
policy is to prevent the European Recovery Pro-
gramme succeeding. I do not object to them coming
to that conclusion, but because they came to that
conclusion I do not see why I should be a party to
keeping Europe in chaos and starvation. I cannot
accept the proposition simply because the Comin-
form says it in their proposals. The fact is there
have been great political strikes in France. who
disputes that they are behind them?81

Second, in answering the critics of his policies in the

left-wing of the Labour Party, and perhaps to some degree

even Prime Minister Àttlee,82 Bevin attempted to explain the

seriousness of the situation to the House. Often criticised

for not having a "socialist" foreign policy, Bevin argued

that after the war the Government had pursued as conciliato-

ry an approach as v¡as possible. He stressed that Britain had

never been interested in creating the emergent blocs; "We

did not press the Western Union, and I know that some of our

neighbours v¡ere not desirous of pressing it... tt.83 He argued

that actions of the Soviet Government required prudent, ap-

propriate, and timely counter-measures. Bevin rejected the

idea that diplomacy alone could heal the widening breach

that had opened between the USSR and the West.

that part of the speech relating the post-srar

treaty violations by the Soviet Union, and its

Bevin. , p.209.

See Raymond Smi
Clement Àttlee

th and John Zametica,
reconsidered, 1945-47",

In a sense,

record of

obf uscatory

"The Cold Warrior:
pp.248-251 .

tactics at international conferences, appears to have been

ol

at

83 Bevin., p.207
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an appeal for support from a deeply divided Labour Party

caucus his "friends in this House" - who were often dis-

tracted by ideological and domestic issues. His target au-

dience may also have been the American public to whom Euro-

pean problems were very far away and consequently received

little support, oF understanding. Employing the case of

Greece, an example with which Àmericans and British were

both acguainted, he notedi

I have been pursued in this country on this Gre-
cian question as if it !¡ere a question between a
Royalist and a socialist Government or Liberal
Government. It is nothing of the sort and never
has been. I beq all mJl friends in this House to
face the facts. This is a serigus situation. Il- is
a case of power politics. temphasis addedl we
have been trying to leave Greece an independent
country and to get out of it; but s¡e also want her
northern neighbours, and everybody eIse, to leave
her aLone and get out of it.84

Third, Bevin rejected the idea of supranationalism as the

answer to the problems relative to European unity or inte-
gration. The traditional gritish dislike of the concept of

a politically united Europe was to remain unchallenged;

Now we have to face a new situation. In this it is
impossible to move as quickly as vle would wish.
We are dealing with nations which are free to take
their own decisions. It is easy enough to draw up
a blueprint for a united Western Europe and to
construct neat looking plans on paper. While I do
not wish to discourage the work done by voluntary
political organisations in advocating ambitious
schemes of European unity, I must say that it is a
much slower and harder job to carry out a practi-
caI programme which takes into account the reali-
ties which face us, and I am afraid that it will
have to be done a step at a time.

84 Bevin. , p.203
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But surely all these developments which I have
been describing point to the conclusion that the
free naLions of Western Europe must draw closer
together. How much these countries have in com-
mon. Our sacri f ices in the vrar, our hatred of in-
justice and oppression, our parliamentary democra-
cy, our striving for economic rights and our
conception and love of liberty are common among us
al1.8 s

By rejecting the concept of an all-embracing and sweeping

design for Europe, and adopting instead a step-by-step ap-

proach, Bevin vras advocating a more pragmatic outlook.s6 It

!¡as an attempt to enunciate, in as diplomatic language as

possibte, that national legislatures rather than "voluntary

political organisations" would set the pace in the movement

towards unity in Europe. Emphasising the "British approach"

which must be interpreted as meaning strictly intergovern-

mental, Bevin stated that he foresaw Europe as "a spiritual

union...more of a brotherhood and less of a rigid system."87

Bevin dismissed the notion that the Treatv of Dunkirk was

the founding stone of any eventual Ànglo-French union as had

been proposed in '1 940 by the Churchill Government. Respond-

ing to suggestions of that sort, which savl such an outcome

as 1ikeIy, he frankly stated that Britain was not

85

86

Bevin. , p.210

See Anthony Àdamthwaite, "Britain
f rom the Foreign Of f icê", p.232.

Bevin. , p.220. The January 22
time he had suggested the idea of
union" for Western EuroÞe. Às
1947, he had made mention of it

and the World; the view

speech was not the first
an informal, "spiritual
early as December 17,
in a conversation with

Bullock, 9p. cit.,Secretary Marshall.
pp. 4 98-499 .

See Alan
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proposing a formal political union with France, âs
has sometimes been suggested, but we shall main-
tain the closest possible contact and work for
ever closer unity between the two nations.ss

However Bevin did opine that the Dunkirk Treaty might weII

serve as an acceptable model for Britain to pursue with re-

gard to the other West European States, Particularly the

Benelux countries. Indeed, he indicated that he hoped it

would soon serve such a role and expressed a desire to con-

clude simil-ar treaties with the Benelux countries. Nor did

Bevin exclude other States such as the "rìew Italy", or "oth-

er historic members of European civilisation. " While Bevin

did rule out any form of a grand design for Europe, it seems

that he was interested in a series of Dunkirk-type bilateral

treaties. Therefore, it is obvious that in concluding a se-

ries of bilaterat security pacts, alI with their focal point

in London, Bevin was actively pursuing his idea of a West

European grouping led by the Br it i sh. I t l¡¡as, importantly

enough, to be accomplished h'ithout the sacrifice of any

measure of national sovereign rights.

Fourth, Bevin emphasised that his "spiritual union" was

not to be confined to Western Europe; Clear1y, though, the

speech indicated that linkages with the continent vtere the

first stage in the overall task Bevin was presenting. He

stated that since Europe had extended its influence through-

out the globe it vtas necessary not to forget those regions

for they too had much in common with the West European

88 Bevin. , p.211
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states.ss In making that statement, Bevin was hoping to re-

inforce the Government's view that Britain was not only a

leading European State, but was also a true world Power:

British interests and commitments, such as the Commonwealth,

were globa1 in character. Since, however, he appears to

have been basically realistic in his outlook, his words v¡ere

likeIy serving another purpose in addition to reasserting

Britain's position in the post-war worId. Bevin wanted to

make it known to the Truman Administration and the United

States Congress that, regardless of European unionr âD acute

need would stiIl remain demanding American political in-

volvement. There was a constant fear among European politi-

cians, that the more Europe did for itself, the less in-

volved and interested the United States would become. When

Bevin ambiguously said, "The povrer and the resources of the

United States will be needed if v¡e are to create a sol-

id, stable and healthy world"eo, he vras hoping to send a

clear signal to indicate that sentiment to the united

States.

LastIy, Bevin addressed the issue of Germany and British

policy towards that occupied country. Àfter dismissing Sovi-

et demands for a centralised government as an attempt to

create a structure through which they could more easily im-

pose their rule, he stated that the door to his vision of a

8 s Bevin.
s o Bevin.

p.¿t¿

p.215 .
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changing British policy towards Germany. Although he made

reference to preventing that country from again being able

to launch aggressive $Iars, he did state that a democratic

Germany would be very welcome in his Western Union. The

statement did not indicate a complete shift who1Iy in favour

of the former enemy while stressing instead the Soviet

threat : i t does, however, suggest Lhat a t i lt had taken

place in favour of Germany. This view is supported by the

fact that Bevin submitted two memorandas 1 to the cabinet

(January B) and to the ambassadors in Paris and Washington

(January 13) in which he explicitly stated his ultimate in-

91 The first, submitted to the Cabinet, !,¡as entitled "The
First Aim of British Foreign Policy". It stated, the So-
viet Government has formed a soLid political and economic
block. There is no prospect in the immediate future that
we shall be able to reestablish and maintain normal rela-
tions with European countries behind their line. In-
deed we sha1l be hard put to stem the further encroach-
ment of the Soviet tide This in my view can only be
done by creating some form of union in Western Europe.

I believe therefore that we should seek to form with
the backing of the Àmericas and the Dominions a Western
democratic system comprising Scandinavia, the Low Coun-
tries, France, I taly, Greece and possibly Portugal. Às
soon as circumstances permit we should of course, wish
also to include Spain and Germany without whom no Western
system can be complete". This excerpt from the recently
released Cabinet Papers of the Attlee Government is from
Alan BuIlock, gp c it. , pp.51 6-517 .
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and Franco's Spain in his

4.4 BRITISH OBJECTIVES

Bevin' s Ï,lestern Union speech on January 22 , 1 948 ' const itut-

ed an obvious milestone in the formulation of post-war Brit-

ish foreign policy. However it also tended to raise new

questions about British policy while leaving several linger-

ing ones unanswered. The concept of Western Union and the

means of realising that goal, which Bevin had attempted to

address, vrere just as nebulous after his speech as they had

been before. One noted sritish weekly's editorial asked

"What is Bevin's Plan?", and then proceeded to suggest,

somewhat imprudently, that the Foreign Secretary publicly

elaborate a progralnme of action.s3 Equally important to the

achievement of Western Union stas the proposed rofe the Unit-

ed States would necessarily be expected to assume. However

Bevin's speech made no specif ic mention of an Àmerican rol-e

which Ieft the State Department's interested listeners un-

certain as to what Britain envisaged.sa There are essential-

1y two reasons for the perplexing ambiguities and. noticeable

absences in what Bevin, the nritish Cabinet, Western Europe,

and the Truman Administration knew beforehand was to be a

John Baylis, "Britain, the Brussels Pact and the Conti-
nental Commitment", p.620.

The Economist. , January 31 , 1 948.

See FRUS, 1948 , Vo1ume Three, Western Europe. , pp .g-12.

J¿

o1

94
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major foreign policy address.

The first reason is the most obvious. I t can be supposed

that Bevin, himself, was uncertain as to both the concrete

objectives and the precise path to follow for their achieve-

ment. There does not appear to be any positive indication

that either Bevin, or his advisors at the Foreign Office,

had carefully considered the concept of western Union in any

more detail than had the wartime PHPS.es Certainly the con-

cept of a neh' relationship between Britain and the countries

of Western Europe had existed in the backs of the minds of

Foreign Office personnel since the middle of the Second

World War and the inauguration of Lhe PHPS's work. However

in 1 948, when Bevin raised the issue as an official British

policy aim, the essential staffwork needed to support a pol-

icy initiative of this magnitude does not appear to have

been completed if even commenced.

This speculation that the Western Union speech did not

reflect a carefully researched policy initiative is support-

ed by an official communication from Britain's ambassador to

the United States, Lord InverchaPel, to U.S. Under-Secretary

of State Robert Lovett. It was written in response to an

Àmerican request for additional information on British in-

tentions arising from Bevin's speech. Written on January 27

ss Christopher Mayhew, Bevin's junior
eign Office, stated in an interview
f ice had not been consulted as to
January 22nd speech. See Michael
pp.53-54.

Minister at the For-
that the Foreign Of-
the contents of the
Charlton, 9p cit. ,
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there is a conspicuous lack of certainty, even five days af-

ter the Western Union speech, oñ the part of the nritish

which one would not expect to find following a well-prepared

policy statement. Despite Bevin's remarks on the latent

strengths of western Europe, and the need for a concrete

British commitment to Europe, Inverchapel's letter displays

neither;

Great Britain is only in a position to supply
Western European countries with a smal1 part of
their economic requirements and, of course, in ad-
dition there are the arms and equipment which
those countries wiIl require for their own de-
fence. Furthermore, the British Government are
not vet in a position to qive firm assurances as
to the role Britain intends to play in oper?tions
õñ the continent of Europe. lemphasis added] They
foresee that they will sooner or later be forced
into admitting this situation or refusing to dis-
cuss it. Either case is like1y to land them in
trouble. s 6

This apparent uncertainty is further supported by the

contents of a British diplomatic note delivered on February

19 to Paul-Henri Spaak in Brussels. Coming in the midst of

the developing Czechosfovakian crisis, the note's contents

belie the principal thrust of Bevin's speech. The note

stressed the eritish desire to desist from further isolating

the Soviet Union in Europe by any subsequent actions. À1-

though an anti-soviet coalition was fundamental to the con-

cept of Western Union, the note urged that the Benelux coun-

tries concentrate on the "German threat".eT Besides baffIing

FRUS, 1948 ,

Paul-Henr i

96

97

Volume Three,

Spaak, oÞ cit.

Western Europe. , p. 1 5.

, p.147 .
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the three foreign ministries of the Benelux countries, the

note ran directly counter to both the Western Union speech

of January 22 and Bevin's tv¡o memoranda of the same month.eB

In those memoranda, as in his speech, he had explicitly men-

tioned the necessity of eventual German membership in an

anti-Soviet Western bIoc.

It would appear from the available historical evidence

that the emerging British policy on Western Union and Be-

vin's own statements were at times contradictory. They can'

however, be understood if Bevin's inability to address the

question of Iong-term considerations in his major speech was

due to the fact that they had yet to be fu1ly explored and

f ormul-ated. The 1og ical impl icat i on of Western Un i on vlas an

abandonment of all pretence of Great Power unity especial-

Iy Ànglo-Soviet amity and the sentencing of Europe to a

formal division made more permanent by the erection of anti-

Soviet barriers. Therefore the ambiguities which confused

so many people may have arisen because of a failure to think

through the ful1 impact of Western Union beyond the rudimen-

tary points contained in Bevin's speech to the Commons. If

that is indeed the case, then the Bevin initiative was noth-

ing more than an iIl-conceived "trial balloon" that vtaS very

favourably received by a desparate, and anxious Europe.

e I See Alan Bullock, ep cit. , PP.51 6-51 7.
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The question remains as to whom Bevin's remarks were di-
rected, if at anyone, and for what political purpose. The

second reason for the shortcomings in the Western Union

speech was due to the fact that specifics were not yet re-

quired. The "trial balloon", floated by Bevin on the sub-

ject of Western European security, was not primarily direct-
ed at Western Europe. It can be surmised that that Bevin's

principal target v¡as, instead, the United States.

À major, if not the basic, purpose of Bevin's speech was

to demonstrate the collective resolve of the British, in

concert with the other affected West European States, in ad-

dressing their very real security concerns. During a Decem-

ber, 1947, conversation with Secretary of State George Mar-

sha11, Bevin had apparently understood Marshall to be

supportive of his proposal that the principle then being ap-

plied to the American-sponsored ERP could also be implement-

ed with reference to the question of European security:

Western Europe should undertake to meet its security needs

on its olln, and then once they were organised they could

turn to the United States for assistance in meeting the

shortfall. e s

e s See FRUS, 1948 , Volume Three, western Europe. , pp .1-2,
and Grethe Vaerno, "The AIliance and European Integra-
tion" in NÀTO Review. , Vol-.26, No.2, Àpril 1978, 9.24. It
should be noted that according Lo the documentation
available, Marshall did not make any such undertaking aI-
though it is quite like1y that Bevin read that particular
meaning into the Secretary of State's remarks. It is also
apparent that the American officials knew from the begin-
ning that Bevin had "misunderstood" Marshall-. In author-
ising the release of the transcript of the conversation
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This interpretation of Bevin's intent is supported by his

letter of January 13 to Marshall detailing the content of

his upcoming speech. r oo l,luch of the phraseology contained in

the letter is identical to that of the Western Union speech

delivered nine days later. The letter also made mention of

the desire of the gritish Government to conclude a series of

defensive alliances with the Benelux countries. Important

also to this interpretation is the fact that the United

States learned Bevin's intentions toward the Benelux before

those three countries v¡ere first apprised of it in the West-

ern Union speech. 1 o r

ÀIso apparent is the measured sense of direction on the

part of Bevin that his approach to Europe lacked. In the

weeks that followed his Western Union speech Bevin repeated-

to French Foreign Minister Bidault, the American repre-
sentative in Paris was specificaJ-1y instructed "to make
it clear to the French that the US record showed that
Secretary Marshall indicated that he had not definitely
approved any particular course of action and he hoped to
receive specific gritish proposals before making a final
commitment". (See notes, M, 1947 , Volume Two, Conf er-
ence of Foreiqn Ministers, Germany and Àustria., p.815. )

oespite this discrepancy I have retained Bevin's inter-
pretation as it explains subsequent sritish actions. This
decision was made regardless of the veracity of Mar-
shall's disclaimer, as Bevin could still have conceivabl-y
based his policy on his misunderstanding of MarshaIl's
intentions. EquaIIy important, American documentation
does not reveal any attempt to correct Bevin on what
Washington knew to be a misinterpretation of Marshall's
conversat ion .

1 o o FRUS, 1948 , volume Three, western Europe. , pp.3-6.
1o1 See Cees Wiebes and Bert Zeeman, "The Cold Warrior; CIe-

ment Àttlee reconsidered, 1945-47", p.xxx. See also
Paul-Henri Spaak, q!. cit. ' p.101 .
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uary 27 Lcrd Inverchapel again

retary Lovett. In this letter
an American military connection

¿ lõ

On Jan-

corresponded with Under-Sec-

he stressed the necessity of

with the countries of West-

ern Europe;

[t] fre treaties that are being proposed lwittr Ben-
eluxl cannot be fully effective nor be relied upon
when a crisis arises unless there is some assur-
ance of Àmerican support for the defence of West-
ern Europe. The plain truth is that Western Europe
cannot yet stand on its own feet without assurance
of support But he [nevin] considers that, if
the United States v¡ere able to enter with Great
Britain into a general commitment to go to war
with an aggressor, it is probable that the poten-
tial victims might feel sufficiently reassured to
refuse to embark on a fatal policy of appease-
ment. 1 o 2

This viev¡ v¡as repeated and expanded upon in a February 6

communication when Inverchapel toLd Lovett that,
without assurance of security, which can only be
qiven with some deqree of American participation,
lemphasis addedl the British Government are un-
1ike1y to be successful in making the Western Un-
ion a going concern. lo3

Bevin' s primary object ive sras clearly to

American military might and political influence

Europe on a formal basis. This objective had been

t'entangle"

in Western

f irst pur-

consequences followed that failure. The PHPS

the idea as a policy aim and Bevin used the

sued after World War One though it failed to be realised;

di sasterous

had revived

Western Union conceot as the strateqem for its achievement.

't o 2 FRUS, 1948 , Volume Three,

103 .iÌ..iA ñ 1ql-Y-l-)4, v' 'J'

Western Eu_!pp_e . , pp .14-15 .
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In the first three months of 1948 nritish foreign policy vras

not so much evolving as it was being tailored to meet with a

favourable Àmerican reaction. Whereas previously in Bevin's

speech the concept of Western Union could alone Save Western

Europe, by February of 1g48 British policy was emphasising

the gross inadequacy of even the most successfuf of unilat-

eral European efforts. Its most explicit revelation is con-

tained within that same letter of February 6¡

In dealing with this new situation it hampers
Mr.Bevin not to know how the mind of the United
States Government is rnoving and what arrangements
he could propose with the best prospect of
finding that they would commend themselves to
Mr.Marshall from the point of view of possible
United States participation at a later stage.loa

In his effort to achieve a concrete Àmerican commitment, Be-

vin r¡as willing to attempt to make British policy conform to

the desires of the Truman Àdministration. He was to repeat

this offer on March 6 while the final negotiations leading

to the Brussels Pact were in progress. 1 0 s

In conclusion, it would appear that the Sritish Govern-

ment never envisaged the Treatv of Brusselst as first con-

ceptualised in Bevin's Western Union address, and later aS a

distinct European defence organisation, as an end in itself.

Instead it was conceived and understood aS a means to an

o4

o5

ibid, p.20.

Throughout the final
dor in Brussels kept
gium informed as to
sions. (See ibid, pp.
would have done so wi

negotiations, the British Àmbassa-
the Àmerican representative in Bel-
the contents of the in camera ses-
39-40.) It is inconceivable that he
thout official sanction.
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a larger,end; the first step toward the realisation of

twenty-five year old aim. From the beginning, BEitain de-

sired a concrete Àmerican commitment to the security of

Western Europe. Since the near-defeat of World War One, the

nritish knew that a stable, and hence peaceful, balance in

Europe could only be preserved through the active invoLve-

ment of the united States. The further decline after 1945

of the continental European Powers, relative to the emerging

Superpowers, made Àmerican involvement imperative. Britain

might demand the perquisites of the third Great Power, but

the inter-war period had especially taught that country that

prestige is not an adequate deterrent when confronted by an

expansionist State: after 1945, London realised only the

United States possessed a credible deterrent povrer to the

USSR.

In recent years revisionist historiography has suggested

that the United States was anxiously awaiting the opportuni-

ty of f ormaJ-ly consol idat ing its hold on Western Europe 'ì a

position it felt it warranted by right of its wartime ef-

forts, and national interests. Whether this was in fact

what happened is not reflected in the documentation. For,

during this period, the encouragement for long-term Àmerican

involvement in Europe seems to have come from London. The

accuracy of eritish policy guidelines in gauging what v¡as

essential to convince the United States to formally abandon

its isolationist past was revealed on March 11 when Marshall

informed Inverchapel that the United States was,
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prepared to proceed at once in the joint discus-
sions on the establishment of an Atlantic security
system. 1 o 5

The American invitation to Great gritain to begin what l¡Iere

to be secret military talks must have minimised the impor-

tance of the proposed alliance between the Western European

states. This denigration of Western Union must have al-so

been reinforced for the British by the fact that the Àmeri-

can invitation arrived even before the completion of the ne-

gotiations that were to lead to the Brussels Pact. If the

interpretation that Western Union v¡aS a means of involving

the United States in Western European security is correct,

then the principal eritish objective was achieved even prior

to the existence of the Treatv of Brussels.

1 o 6 FRUS, 1948 , volume Three, western Europe. , P.48.



Chapter V

THE ROOTS OF FRENCH POLICY, 1944-1948

I NTRODUCTI ON

For most of the decade preceding Wor1d War Two, France vras

regarded by the majority of contemporary military analysts

as the most formidable of the European Great Powers. Its

million-man army, the extensive fortifications of the Magi-

not Line, security alliances with Eastern Europe, and its

enjoyment of a relative economic prosperity, seemed to sup-

port that view. At that time it also tended to suggest that

the awful stagnation experienced during WorId War One was

all that v¡as like1y to occur if v¡ar did indeed break out be-

tween France and Hit1er's Reich. However' and Iike so much

of the politics of the Interwar Period, appearances tended

to belie reality. In six short weeks in the Summer of 1940,

the German Wehrmacht completely destroyed the power and sta-

tus of France in Europe. Four long years Iater when the An-

glo-Àmerican forces liberated that country, France emerged

terribly distorted from what had been truly a national

nightmare. The France of 1944 was devastated economically,

rent by an accentuated political polarisation, and both

stunned, and shamed, ât being the only pre-vrar Great Power

on the Allied side to have been defeated by the Axis. The

220
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mitigated by the heroic ef-

forts of the wartime Resistance. All three characteristics,

in different measure, were to influence the shape and Scope

of post-war French foreign policy between 1944 and 1948. In

conducting an examination of how that country'S policy re-

Iated to the emerging post-war problem of t^lestern Security,

two distinct elements are easily discernible; domestic poli-

tics, and foreign policy concerns. Each of the two vras to

impact on the attitude of the French Government toward the

formulation of the Treatv of Brussels (1948).

5.2 THE DOMESTIC SCENE

The most important of the two major influences acting on

post-war French politics vtas the turbul-ent domestic politi-

cal situation. This waS not an altogether unique occurrence

as far aS France was concerned. The pre-v¡ar political his-

tory of that country was a litany of unstable coalitions re-

sulting in frequent changes of government leadership: in

the period of the Third Republic (1870-1940) there were

ninety-eight separate governments installed.

Innate political factionalism aside, the Second WorId War

affected French domestic politics far more adversely than

World War One ever did. In the period following the first

v¡ar the memories of the great victories such as the two bat-

tles of the Marne, and of Verdun, were able to compensate

for the horrendous suffering the French populace had en-
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The heroic figures of Joffre, Gallieni, Petain, and

Foch, stood above the vagaries of politics and were hailed

by aIl regardless of political persuasion. And, more impor-

tantly, in 1919 France had not been beaten by its wartime

adversary. Whatever national political unity had existed in

1939 had dissipated by 1945. Àfter the Liberation of France

the nevr instability arose because of the strains of the war'

demands for fundamental social change, and the multiple

claims on the loyalty of the French people; the latter force

v¡as generated by the previous two.

Perhaps the most evident political expression of this na-

tional disunity was found in the weakening of the Radical

Party. In the 1930's the Radical Party had functioned as

the dominant political machine in French politics. By 1944,

however, the Radical leaderS were blamed for having advocat-

ed policies which many felt had Ied to the Second Wor1d War

and, ultimately, were deemed to have been responsible for

the def eat of France in 1940. The party's position vras also

compromised by the active involvement of several of its

leaders in the collaborationist government established by

Petain at Vichv. Not having ever been an ideologically-

bound party, the Radicals had been capable in the pre-v¡ar

years of appealing to a public support that was extremely

broad-based. In post-Liberation politics they v¡ere, by com-

parison, largely unimportant. Their weakening presaged the

polarisation of post-war French politics, and deprived that
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polity of a much-needed cohesive element. t

At the end of World War Two there were in France "on1y

two real powers i the Communist Party and General De

GauIIe."2 These two polar forces were to impact on French

politics for the period 1944-1948 to an extent that many of

the Governments'policies vlere simply reactions to their in-

dependent activities. By 1948 and the signing of the Treatv

cf Brussels these same two forces were perceived to be

threatening the very continuity of democracy in France: the

French Communist Party (pCr') because of its ideology, and

General de Gaulle because of his popularity and autocratic

personality.

This vras not the perception in the period immediately

following the Liberation and. lasting until de GaulIe's unex-

pected resignation in January of 1946. During the nineteen

months of his tenure as President of the Provisional Govern-

ment, de Gaulle was able to enforce an uneasy, though effi-

cacious, calm on French politics. During this period other

major political forces emerged, to compete with de GauIle

and the PCF, such as a renascent Socialist Party, and a new-

ty created Catholic-conservative movement (tuRp).3 However

Philip M.Williams, Crisis and Compromise, Politics in the
Fourth Republic. , London, Longmans, Green and Co. Ltd. ,
1964., pp.17, 115-117.

The Economist. , Àugust 1 8, 1945.

This r.¡as the French acronym for Ie Mouvement Republicain
Populaire. For an understanding of the philosophic roots
of the MRP see Russell B. Capelle, The MRP and French Fo.5--

2
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his status as the preeminent national hero allowed de Gaulle

to establish a stable government by co-opting the support of

both the right and the teft wings of the French political

spec t rum .

In this early period the only real challenge to de Gaulle

came from the PCF. The PCF's leadership roLe in the wartime

French Resistance had greatly increased its stature and,

conseguently, its political legitimacy. The contribution of

the PCF to the war effort was undeniable; it has been esti-

mated that nearì.y 50% of the French armed f orces, and at

least 30% of the Resistance were mobilised by the PCF.a Fur-

thermore, jusL as de GauIle benefitted from his seemingly

close relationship with the major Western A11ies, the PCF

enjoyed considerable prestige as a resuLt of its affiliation

with the Soviet Union: the immediate post-war world was

both appreciative and admiring of the inestimable Soviet

contribution to victory. Favourable French perceptions of

the USSR may al-so have been influenced by the fact that the

Soviet Union, Iike France, and unlike Great Britain, had

been occupied by Germany for several years. Equally valua-

ble and politically important was the fact that the PCF'

which had been a minor party in the pre-vrar era, did not

suffer the public's opprobrium of seeming to have contribut-

eiqn Policv., New York, Praeger, 1963.

Simon Serfaty, "An International Anomaly: The
States and the Communist Parties in France and
1945-1947 " in Studies in Comparative Communism.,
Nos.1 and 2, Spring/Summer 1975. p.127.

Un i ted
I taIy,
Vol .8,
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ed to the French defeat.s

During the war the PCF and the Free French under de

GaulIe had enjoyed an extensive rivalry in organising and

directing the Resistance forces in France. Despite this dis-

trust, in March of 1944 two PCF members were included in the

London-based cabinet of the Free French. In no way sympa-

thetic to their cause, de Gaulle undertook this decision for

purely political reasons as he was to explain years later in

his memoirs;

The part they [pCr] were playing in the Resis-
tance, âs well as my intention to see that their
forces r¡¡ere incorporated into those of the nation
at least for the duration of the war, led me to
the decision to put two of them in the govern-
ment. 6

It had been a politically astute move on the part of de

GaulIe, for after the Liberation the Communist-1ed Resis-

tance often found itself in effective controf of manv re-

gions in southern France.

The acceptance of the two mini ster ia1 posts in de

Gaulle's cabinet seems to indicate, ês early as March 1944,

that the PCF leadership had decided to work through the ex-

isting institutions of the French state to obtain pol.rer.

They apparently believed that their extensive Resistance

connections, cohesive organisation, and nation-wide reputa-

Edward Mortimer, The Rise of the French Communist P.art1.,
London, Faber and Faber, 1984., pp.307-312.

Charles de Gau1Ie, War Memoirs, -UÂ!-U., (1942-1944)., Lon-
don, Weidenfeld and Nicholson, 1959. , pp. 1 84-1 85.
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tion, could be converted into popular electoral support once

France vfas liberated. AS Communist leader Maurice Thorez

noted in 1945, the PCF v¡as

a government party. We must be consc ious. every-
where of the gravity of our responsibilities be-
fore the Party and bàfore the nation.T

There also appears to have been an accurate forecasting, bY

the PCF, that de GauIle's wartime staturê would translate

into real political povrer once France was liberated: in oth-

er words, it would be better to appear as a political aIIy

rather than aS a foe of a national leader, especially one

with de GauIfe'S unforgiving temperament. By the Summer of

1944 this decision $¡as reinforced by a realistic understand-

ing that neither of the two major Western Powers would per-

mit the PCF to attain power while the vrar vras still in prog-

ress. I

De Gaulle apparently suspected the PcF of simply biding

its time, and waiting for the most propitious moment to

seize violently the reins of government. It was a view which

many conservatives and socialists alike shared. Surprising-

ly, the PCF did little to dispel that unfavourabl-e and po-

Iitically-expensive impression. When shortly after the tib-

simon serfaty, "An International Ànomaly: The United
States and the Communist Parties in France and Italy,
1945-1947" , p.1 28.

Long after these events Thorez was quoted as saying, "With
the Americans in France the revolution would have been an-
nihilated". Quoted in ibid, p.131. See also Edward Mortim-
êr, op cit. , p.317 , and Henri Michel, The Seçgrld^Eqr1d war
- volume two., New York, Praeger, 1975., pp.836-837 -
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the Provisional Government ordered the Resistance

to give up their wartime armaments, the PCF refused. Later

that same year the Communists disobeyed the government's or-

der for the PCF-Ied Patriotic Militia to disband. OnIy at

the end of 1944, when the PCF leader Maurice Thorez returned

from his wartime sojourn in Moscow, vrere the Government's

instructions followed.s The reason for the PcF's initial re-

luctance to obey the Provisional Government, despite their

wartime cooperation with de Gaul-Ie, may have been due only

to stubborn pride on the part of a recognisably youthful

leadership. This may accout for their compliance with the

orders once Thorez v¡as allowed to return to France from the

Soviet Union where he had fled in 1940. However, the more

likeIy explanation is that the PCF $ras not yet prepared to

abandon all hope of an eventual uprising to establish a

workers' state. They may have wished to retain the armed

communist-led forces as a means of leverage on successive

French governments.

The damage done by their adamant refusals to obey what

the majority of the French believed to be the legitimate

government of France was irreversible. For many moderate and

patriotic left-wing leaders, the image of. a well-armed PCF

force meant that the pre-war saying of "no enemy on the

lef t" r{as a f able. For conservatives, it simply reinf orced

an already prevalent opinion of the PCF. It also further

o^" see
qq

Phil
¡i{-

ip M.wi11iams, 9p cit., p.18, and Edward Mortimer,
pp.31s-318.



isolated the PCF from de GauIIe,

was to be reflected throughout his dealings with them:

Though Government orders set up a single Committee
of Liberation in each department composed of rep-
resentatives of every movement, party and trade
union a swarm of committees appeared which
claimed to set the pace, control the mayors, em-
ployers, directors, and to hunt down the guilty
and suspect. The Communists' skillful and united
in their aims, using various labeIs, and utilising
the sympathies and loyalties which many of them
had won in various milieus during the conflicc,
were careful to provoke and sustain these splinter
groups screngthened by arms. lo

paign, supported by the

stitutional arrangement

needed to limit legislat

tem which allowed for a
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and his growing distrust

the PCF was first re-

French people over-

the Third Republic

Constituent Àssemb]y.

to de Gaulle's cam-

MRP, which had advocated a new con-

in France. He urged that the country

ive authority, and return to a sys-

greater concentration of power in

The post-vrar electoral strength of

vealed on October 21, 1945, when the

whelmingly supported the abolition of

and, at the same time, elected a nev¡

The result of the referendum owed much

the executive organ of government. Interestingly both the

PCF and the Socialists had opposed any constitutional chang-

es.1 1 However support for de GauIl-e's position did not

translate into majority electoral support for the conserva-

tive parties. Instead, the elections revealed that the larg-

est party in the Constituent Àssembly was the PCF À1-

Charles DeGaulle, War Memoirs,
London, Weidenfeld and Nicholson,

Salvation (1944-1946)
1960., p.15.

10

1 1 The Economist., September 8, 1945.
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though, numerically, the popular vote v¡as almost evenly

spl-it between the PC.F, MRP, and the Socialists, the Commu-

nists had achieved a plurality of 3%.12 This meant that aI-

though they held the greatest number of seats i.n the Assem-

b1y, they did not possess a majority position. The

reasonably successful maiden appearance of the MRP, and the

relatively poor performance of a weakened Socialist Party,

resulted in a tal1y of 4.75 million votes for each: by way

of contrast, the PCF $¡as able to garner 5.25 million votes.

The PCF was to experience continued electoral success

throughout 1945. The municipal elections ín Àpril witnessed

unprecedented gains for the Communists. Ànd although it had

been felt that the results were simply a protest vote

against "the poor quality of life under de Gaulle for the

previous nine months", 1 3 the october elections indicated

otherwise. The latter results revealed a near-doubling of

pre-!¡ar support for the PCF. Most of these ballots came at

the expense of a badly splintered Socialist Party, and from

the Socialists' former strongholds in industrial centres and

among the country's secular trade unions. Indeed by the end

of 1945 the PCF had wrested control of the Iargest trade un-

ion - the CGT from the Socialists. l 4

12 The results v¡ere; PCF 26.2%, MRP 23.9%, and Social-
ists 23.4%. See Àlfred Grosser, The Western AIliance:
American-European Relations Since 1945., London, MacMil-
Ian, 1981., p.55.

1 3 The Economi st. , May 5, 1 945

14 The Economist., October 27, 1945. See also Àlfred Gros-
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De GauIIe might have prevented the October electoral suc-

cess of the PCF had he not continued to refuse to become

personally involved in politics by leading a political par-

ty. AdditionalIy, the issues proved far too divisive for an

alliance of the existing centrist parties with the result

that the strongly cohesive PCF emerged disproportionately

strong. The Socialists and the Communists may have agreed

on constitutional matters, but no political alliance was

possible between the two: their stormy pre-war relationship,

which continued after 1945, meant that the Socialists could

not act as a moderat ing inf l-uence on the PCF. Àt the same

time, ãDy agreement between the Socialists and the MRP was

equally impossible as they disagreed on the constitutional

form the future Fourth Republic should assume. The MRP and

Socialist parties, who together might have arrested the

PCF's electoral gains, proved unable to organise themselves

into an effective counterpoise. As one writer has noted;

[t]fre attempts to transform the non-Commnunist Re-
sistance into a political movement was thus stiIl
born, and instead three parties lt"tRp, Socialist,
and unofficial Gaullistsl succeeded in canalising
the nevr enthusiasm. 1s

Despite the' PCF's october

first able to pursue policies

all three major parties. Thi

table to three factors. Fi

successes, de Gaull-e v¡as at

which obtained the support of

s ability was directly attribu-
rst, a considerable amount of

ser, op cIt., PP.

1s Philio M.wiIIiams

68-69.

nn nil- .r 19.| 
-- 
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progressive J-egislation had been proposed and enacted: much

of this legislation dealt with economic and f inancial re-

forms and was supported by alt three parties in the coali-

tion. Second, despite his distrust of the PCF, de GauIIe

continued to include two members in his cabinet: one held

the Àviation Ministry, while the other remained without

portfolio. Third, his personal popularity remained unri-

valled. OveraIl, it was a

style of government, in which a national hero of
authoritarian temper carried out the revolutionary
policies of an insurrectionary committee, subject
to the criticism of a parliamentary assembly and
was one which combined features cherished by the
extreme Right, the extreme Left, and the moderate
Centre. 1 6

However, the October electoral success of the PCF under-

standably led to greater assertiveness for a leading role in

the legislative process of the Provisional- Government. On

November 15 Thorez issued a public demand for one of either

the foreign, defence, or interior, ministries in the post-

election coalition then being assembled. Fearing that the

PCF wanted "one of the state'5 essentiaL pol¡ers and thereby

have means of taking control in a moment of confusion", de

GauIIe refused the demand.l7 Atthough it v¡as to survive un-

til May of 1947, "tripartisme" (the coalition of the MRP,

PCF, and Socialists) was clearly a tenuous political aIli-

ance. Exasperated with the difficult maneuvering among the

16

17

Philip M.wiIliams,

Charles de Gau1Ie,
p.269.

cp cit., 9.20.
War Memoirs, Salyet:lpg ( 1944-1946) .,
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parties, de GaulIe suddenly resigned on January 19, 1946.18

The months that followed de GauIfe's resignation vrere to

reveal the lack of public confidence in the stability of the

system which was to become a constant feature of this period

in post-war French politics. The end of his tenure as Pres-

ident brought a dramatic shift in policy emphasis by succes-

sive French governments. De Gaulle's ability to rise above

partisan politics, by appealing to the entire French people,

enabled him to subordinate domestic policy to foreign policy

concerns; or, ês in the case of certain of his economic re-

forms, to pursue one level of policy v¡ithout adversely af-

fecting the conduct of the other. Under de Gau1le's succes-

sors the central concern of government largely became one of

seeking measures that would ensure, or at least not endan-

9êrr cabinet survival. The underlying tensions of the ear-

lier coalitions, which had been held in check by de Gaulle,

soon came to the surface. The period of 1946 to beyond the

signing of the Brussels Treaty, vtitnessed a series of in-

creasingly powerful assaults on the moderate,

(¡tRp and Socialist) purties'hold on power.

or centr i st

1 I Outwardly the resignation stemmed from the question of
legislated restraints to his proposed defence budget.
However the actual reason may have been an attempt by de
GaulIe to forestall the PCF from sabotaging the coalition
and thereby damage his reputation. See The Times, January

See also Foreign Relations of the United21, 1946.
States , 1946 , Volume Three, er i t i sh Commonwealth, Eg.-
rope., p.40'1 . Hereaf ter this source is cited as FRUS.



The primary domestic problem

struction of the economic order
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France was the recon-

that country. It was

characterised by the difficulties in industrial recovery'

redistribution of the national income, and a spiralling in-

flation that was brought under controL only in late 1948.

These were issues that were faced by all of the governments

in post-vrar Europe. However in France they v¡ere exacerbated

by disputes over defence, colonial, and foreign policies as

each political party attempted to see their o$In programme

implemented to as great a degree as possible. As a result,

even in governing coalitions, the parties spent as much time

attacking each other as they did fending off those of the

opposition.

1n

l-n

The first general election

took place on June 2, 1946.

after de GauIfe's resignation

once again it revealed gains

for the PCF and the MRP at the expense of the Socialists.

This vras repeated on November 10, when the first elections

under the Fourth Republic occurred. Again the PCF v¡as re-

turned as the country's largest parliamentary party. As the

PCF and the MRP gained in electoral strength, each demon-

strated a disinclination to work with the other in coalition

governments. The MRP r.¡as increasingly concerned that it ap-

pear as an anti-Communist party and thus retain the support

of the conservative sector of the French electorate. At the

same time, and based on their electoral successes, the PCF

did not want to play a secondary role in French politics.
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The Communist Party wanted to prevent any loss of electoral

support by continued adherence to any conservative-dominated

coalition. On Novembet 27 the Central Committee of the PCF

decided that it should undertake to assume a more important

role in directing the affairs of the country.ls On this oc-

cassion the PCF was only prevented from forming the govern-

ment by the refusal of the Socialist Party to support them

in the National ÀssemblY.

Beginning in January, 1947 , both the MRP and the PCF re-

luctantly participated in the two Socialist-1ed governrnents

of Leon Blum and Paul Ramadier respectively. The leadership

of the Socialist Party vras just as determined as the MRP to

prevent the PCF from obtaining control of either the army or

the police forces. In the end, although the Ministry of Na-

tional Defence vÍas allotted to a Communist minister, bureau-

cratic adjustments were made such that the armed forces were

actually controlled elsewhere.20 Nevertheless, throughout

both the BIum and Ramadier governments efforts were under-

taken to strengthen the moderate elements in French poli-

tics. The need to bolster the position of the coafition,

both in the legislature and in the pubtic confidence, served

as an important impetus leading to the conclusion of the An-

glo-French alliance (ttre Treatv of Dunkirk) in March of

Keesing's Contemporarv Archives. , p-8327 -

Claude Delmas, "A Change of Heart; Concerns Behind the
Discussions in France", in NÀTO's Anxious Birth., êd.
Nicholas Sherwen, New York, St.Martin's Press, 1985.,
p.61 .

19

20
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1947.

Growing American hostility to the continued inclusion of

Communists in the French cabinet soon also drew the atten-
tion of both Blum and Ramadier. The role of the PCF, which

had previously been tolerated, vras closely scrutinised by

the Àmerican Government following the announcement of the

Truman Doctrine. There was a grave fear in Washington that
the strength of the PCF v¡as such that upon Soviet command it
cou1d, âs Dean Acheson wrote, "pull the plug on France": the

United States perceived the PCF as Europe's most dangerous

fifth column. Jefferson Caffery, the Àmerican Àmbassador to

France, wrote to Marshall;

[r]tre long hand of the Kremlin is increasingly ex-
ercising power, or at least influence, in aII Eu-
ropean countries, largely through its principal
lever the French Communist Party, and its fortress
the CGT. 2 1

For the Truman Àdministration the inclusion of the PCF in

the French Government took on an importance that went far

beyond the borders of France itself.

The hostility of the Àmerican Government understandably

concerned the French Government. There was a fear that con-

tinued PCF involvement could mean the loss of American aid

which was considered vital for both economic recovery and

political stability. As early as Premier Blum's visit to

Washington in the Spring of 1947 this threat had been made

quite explicit: Secretary of the Treasury Fred Vinson stated

21 FRUS, 1948, Volume Three, Western Europe., pp.690-692.
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that the massive aid and trade credits Blum wanted would

flow to France when "the Socialists join an anti-Communist

coalition, and so oust the Communists now Isic] occupying

important posts in the French cabinet. " 2 2 The French Chief

of Staff, General Billotte, warned BIum that the United

States could not be expected to maintain sizeable armed

forces in Germany if a Communist France sat astride its sup-

ply 1ines.23 It vras therefore becoming apparent that the PCF

could not retain its membership in the government if the

necessary Àmerican aid was to be secured. It was also obvi-

ous that neither the Soviet Union, nor Britain, could pro-

vide that financial aid: the United States was the only

source available. Slightly less importanL was the realisa-

tion that only the United States could provide the military

support which was a reguisite if the French Empire v¡as to be

retained in areas such as Indo-China.

De Gaulle had based his policy on a similar appreciation

of France's situation, In achieving the Franco-soviet trea-

ty in December of 1944, de Gaulle strengthened his politi-

cally convenient alliance with the PCF. At the same time he

was hoping to obtain the much-needed Àmerican financial and

military assistance to offset the Soviet connection. 2 a Às

22 S imon
States
I v+)- |

i_ll_ttá,

Walter

Ser faty,
and the

947", P.1

p.133.

Lipgens,
945-1947.

"An International
Communist Parties

3¿.

Ànomaly: The United
in France and Italy,

¿ô

¿4 À Historv of European Inteqration, Volume.
, p.217 .One, l
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one analyst has noted;

[r]he more a policy of rapprochement with the So-
viet Union succeeded in forcing Washington into
additional assistance for De GauIIe, the more De
Gaulle would be capable of releasing himself from
the support of the Communists at home.2s

UnfortunateJ.y for de Gaulle's successors, both the domestic

and the international arenas had hardened to an extent that

playing the "Russian card" vras no longer a practicable op-

tion. The growing tensions between the two Superpowers

meant that French interests vrere more sharply defined than

before. After the Moscow Conference (april 1947 ) france

firmly aligned itself with the sritish and Àmericans, rather

than continue to try to be a rnediating Power between the

East and the West. As a result of their Western alignment

American aid, both financial and military, became more im-

portant; so too v¡as the French appreciation of the Àmerican

atLitude toward the PCF.

Despite the concerns of both the American Government and

the French moderates, the Blum and Ramadier coalitions
proved to be nearly unworkable. The PCF found itself op-

posed to the other parties on most issues of both domestic

and foreign policy. Indeed it has been suggested that the

only reason the PCF stayed in the government coalition was

in an atternpt to inf l-uence French policy at the Moscow Con-

ference of Foreign Ministers.26 Àfter the Moscow Conference

25 Simon SerfaLy,
States and the
1945-1947" , p.1

"Àn International
Communist Part ies

30.

Anomaly: The United
in France and I taly,
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there was no further political utility to be gained by the

PCF remaining in the coalition. The failure of the Moscow

Conference, and the end of "tripartisme" did not alter the

PCF's official plan of action. Thorez and the PCF leadership

remained publicly committed to the pursuit of an electoral

victory as their means to achieve povrer. Edward Mortimer has

suggested that Thorez and some of the other PCF leaders

still thought it possible that France could continue to op-

erate without entering either of the Superpowers' emerging

blocs. Às evidence, Mortimer cites one of Thorez's speeches

declaring support for the Marshall PIan and the "aid of our

Àmerican friends".27

On May 3, 1947, the PCF deputies in the National Àssem-

bly, including the three cabinet ministers, voted against a

piece of government-sponsored Iegislation. Two days Iater

the PCF ministers were dismissed from the government by Ra-

madier. The political import of their dismissal was consid-

erable;

The Communists had neither gained control of the
key ministries nor penetrated the governmental ma-
chinery sufficiently to paralyse it. They were not
strong enough either to win a free election or to
create a revolutionary situation. Their one great

26 That this vtas the strategy of the PCF is supported by ev-
idence then available to Àmerican, and presumably French'
authorities. Àccording to these sources the PCF had been
instructed in early January, 1947, to obtain as many cab-
inet positions as possible. They were to follow this
course in order to moderate the position of the French
delegation at the Moscow Conference. See FRUS, 1948, Vol-
ume Three, Western Europe., PP.668-669.

Edward Mortimer, gp. cit., p.358.27
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asset ïras their grip on the trade-unions; and
France was novr to be ruled against the opposition
of the largest party and the industrial working
class. 2 8

Soon after the dismissal of the Communist ministers a series

of labour strikes took p1ace. They v¡ere of a serious enough

nature that Ramadier s¡as forced to invoke wartime legisla-

tion in order to deal with them. Àlthough no evidence of a

direct linkage vras ever found, the government believed that

the Communist-ted CGT union was behind them.2s The strikes

were a foretaste of what the PCF was to offer France later

that year.

The strategy of the PCF changed quite abruptly after the

Paris Conference of June, and the establishment of the Co-

minform in September of 1947. Àddressing the issue of Mar-

shall PIan aid, Thorez clearly stated the nevr battlelines;

we Ipcr] did not emphasise with the necessary
force that we were only expelled from the govern-
ment on the express orders of the American reac-
tion. Às a result of this initial mistake we did
not at first pitilessly unmask the behaviour of
the Socialist leaders and of the various govern-
ment parties, as being a real ignominy, a shameful
betrayal of national interests.30

The PCF's new strategy emphasised, for the first time, a

strong anti-Àmerican platform. It asserted that the Mar-

shall PIan v¡as only a means of Àmerican imperialism which

all Datriotic Frenchmen should resist.31 The adherence of

, gp. cit., p.24.

,1946.
op cit., p.358.
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the PCF to the new, Moscow-dictated, belligerency meant that

their involvement in coalition enterprises v¡aS no Ionger

even remotely posSibIe. These aggressive statements inten-

sified the perceived threat from the extreme Left.

During the Fall of 1947 the threat from the PCF-Ied Left

appeared to continue to intensify. The radicaf measures the

PCF were then relying upon vlere CGT-organised strikes. Com-

plying with the express wishes of the Moscow-based Cominform

the PCF used these massive industrial walkouts in an attempt

to prevent the Ramadier Government from participating in the

Àmerican-sponsored Marshafl PIan. Àt the first Paris Confer-

ence Soviet Foreign Minister Molotov had threatened France

that, "if you accept the Marshall Plan you wi}l unleash a

tempest."32 By November that threat vtas being actualised.

Labour unrest had been continuous since early May of 1947,

but its Scope became nation-wide Soon after the creation of

the Cominform in Moscow. The initial outburst occurred on

November 12, in Marseilles, and soon escalated to a series

of nation-wide strikes lasting until December 10 when over

two million workers were protesting.t3 elthough the Ramadier

Government did not yield to the pressure tactics of the PCF,

the demonstrations had Sho\.¡n the extent of Communist support

, Volume Three, eritish Commonwealth, EgLæ_. ,3l

ó¿

FRUS, 1947
p.795.

Merry and
States of
p.62 .

Serge Bromberger, Jean Monnet and the United
Europe., New York, Coward McCann, 1968.,

3 3 Keesinq's Contemporary Àrchives. , p.89a9.
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in France.

The second factor which served to influence Ramadier in

braving the removal of the PCF from his government r.¡as de

GauIle's re-entry into French politics. It was innaugurated

by a strident anti-government speech at Strasbourg on Àpril
14, 1946. He issued the invitation, as he had done in 1940,

for Frenchmen of all classes to join him in a new poJ.iticat

movement. CalIing his party the Rally of the French people

(npr) he was highly critical of the government's policies,
and of the entire political structure imposed by the Fourth

Repub1ic. Importantly, Lhe RPF's platform was also staunch-

ly anti-Cornrnunist. De Gaulle repeatedly attacked the inclu-
sion of communists in the cabinet, and constantly demanded

their explusion.sa Àmerican Ambassador Caffery wrote Mar-

shall about de GaulIe saying,

De Gaulle has not yet decided on his strategy, but
his general- aim is...to destroy the hold of the
political parties on their followers so that large
parts of their membershipn including their parlia-
mentary representatives, wiIl transfer their a1le-
giance to him. Counting on the disintegration of
the political parties and his own considerable
public prestige DeGauIIe apparently believes that
in the ruins of the present political systern he
can rally a substantial majority and construct a
strong coalition grouping all anti-Communist forc-
es.3 5

J+

35

Keesing's Contemporarv Archives., p.8529.

FRUS, 1947, Volume Three, The British Commonwealth, Eu-
rope., p.698.
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The vast crowds he drew, the press coverage both foreign

and domestic - de GauIIe recei.ved, and the enthusiasm which

greeted his return all pointed to the advent of a new polit-
ical force. s 6

The Right in France had never been completely quiescent.

While de Gaulle had been in power they had tended to support

the MRP. Nevertheless the broad popular support that mani-

fested itseLf in the early successes of the MRP was illuso-
ry. The great majority of that party's supporters were far
more conservative and anti-cIericaI than the MRP's progres-

sive and Catholic leadership. In the absence of a more tra-
ditional conservative party, the MRP served as a temporary

home for anti-communists, Catholics, anti-cIerics, some

peasants and other conservative political groups. Many of

these more traditional conservative forces soon switched

their support to the RPF once it was created.

By the Fall of 1947 it was clear to all that de Gaulle

was aiming at re-attaining the political leadership of

France. Throughout September and October of 1947 he contin-
ued to accuse the Ramadier Government and its coalition
partners, the MRP, of being "soft" on Communism and need-

Iessly jeapardising the safety of France. He repeatedly as-

36 In October, 1947, de Gaulle detivered a speech at Vinc-
ennes. American Embassy personnel sent to observe the
General noted that the crowd of an estimated half-rnilIion
was composed of people from all classes and seemed to be
very receptive to his appeals for support. See ibid.,
p.7 63 .
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serted that the Soviet Union was pursuing an expansionist

policy the objectives of which went further west of the

E1be37 Às Le Monde, noted on October 5, "those who refuse to

admit that the world is henceforth divided into two camps

have only to read the manifesto of the new ïnternational."

It sras equally explicit in stating that the Soviet Union was

employing the various Western states' communist parties, in-

cluding the PCF, in the fight against the Western bloc. In

effect, the period of conservative dormancy ended with de

GauIle's reemergence into French politics.

The first electoral test for the newly formed RPF oc-

curred in the municipal elections of late October, 1947.

The results were a devastating repudiation of the moderate

positions. The RPF took 40% of the popular vote, while the

PCF retained its 30%. However the MRP and Socialists togeth-

er only managed to garner 25% of the total number of ballots

cast. The efection meant that the RPF was firmly in control

of the thirteen largest cities in France, including the Par-

is Counci1.38

The results of the election showed to what extent de

Gaulle was able to raIly public support and polarise popular

opinion over the issue of anti-Communism. His party's vic-

tory vras aided by his national status, the worst labour un-

Keesinq's Contemporary Àrchives., p.8849.

The AnnuaI Register., London, Longmans, 1948., p.257. See
also The Times., October 21, 1947.
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rest since the early 1930's, and a public reaction against a

stream of seemingly ineffective post-war centrist coali-
tions. Às one contemporary observer wrote;

The striking success vron at the polls by the vari-
ous groups General De Gaulle had rallied under the
banner of anti-communism, is less a tribute to him
personally than the expression of the revulsion
against the political conflicts and tensions that
have marred France's otherwise notable recovery
f rom the ef f ects of v¡ar and occupation.3e

De GaulIe, himself, interpreted the election results as a

public expression of a Lack of confidence in both the exist-
ing Ramadier Government and the constitutional structure of

the Fourth Republic; of the latter de Gaulle termed it a

"system of paralysis". He demanded that Ramadier resign and

call elections to create a new constitution. The Times.

wrote that de Gaulle !¡as acting much like a true Bonapar-

tist, ao while the PCF labelled him a fascist. a1

De Gaulle appeared to pose a threat to the continuity of

French democracy despite the fact that he neither led

strikes, nor fomented armed rebeÌ1ion. Àmong more moderate

elements it was feared that given the opportunity, which

seemed to be fast-approaching, he would establish an popu-

Iar-backed authoritarian regime as Louis Napoleon had done

in 1849. Many charged de Gaulle with aspiring to play the

JJ
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41 See "France: The Crisis of the Fourth Republic" in The
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role of the "man on horseback" which, contrary to his own

expressed intentions, wâs felt to threaten the democratic

institutions of France. Just as important to the Ramadier

coalition was its perception that the RPF was a reactionary

organisation and therefore quite unpredictable. Its intran-

sigence on the question of constitutional reforms, and ada-

mant refusals to enter any government but their own, result-

ed in the centrist parties viewing the RPF as the Right-wing

complement to the PCF's threat from the Left.

De Gaulle also seemed to pose a threat in a more latent

manner. His self-proclaimed role as the leader of a nation-

al political party, which functioned as an umbrella organi-

sation for aII types of conservative and some centrist

groups gave de Gaulle and the RPF a position comparable to

that en joyed by the pre-r,/ar Radica1s. One could even argue

that this threatened the electoral viability of the existing

centrist parties, more so than French democracy itself. Ac-

cording to American observers, there was in France

a growing conviction among the public and certain
political leaders that whether or not one approves
or believes in de Gaulle and his policies, to sur-
vive France must have a strong government. De
Gaulle, they believe, is the only figure with sr-¡f-
ficient prestige and authority to rally behind
him, control, and dominate, the anti-Communist
forces which at present are a defini'te majority
but which are "incoherent and impotenttr.42

42 FRUS, 1947 ,
Europe., p.73

Volume Three,
t.

The ¡ritish Commonwealth and
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Therefore, by the beginning of 1948, French moderates

clearly perceived that the domestic political situation in

their country vras moving towards a degree of extreme polari-

sation. This had happened at the turn of the century when

the Dreyfus Àffair erupted: at that time civil war had only
just been avoided. Therefore the advocacy of the Treatv of

BrusselS served the domestic political interests of the cen-

trist coalition in two vravs.

First, the Treaty of Brussels can be seen as an attempt

to prevent either the outbreak of civil war, or the subver-

sion of democracy, in France. By demonstrating that the

centrist-Ied Government vras determined to resist Communism,

and to take seriously the perceived Communist threat to

France, it was hoped that much of the anti-Communist support

given de Gaulle and the RPF would be syphoned a!¡ay. This

was not an unrealistic expectation; de Gau1le's constant vi-
turperations about the centrists' inactivity at home in the

face of Soviet Union's use of fifth columns in Eastern Eu-

rope, suggest that an RPF-dominated government may very well

have pursued a similar policy had they been in power.

The second domestic political interest served

Treatv of Brussels was to continue to undermine the

cal strength and attractiveness of Communist polic

France. By advocating European economic cooperation

believed that French recoverv would be hastened. Bv

by the

politi-

ies in

it vras

joining

itselfin a Western security pact, France was guaranteeing
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continued American economic assistance and a further weaken-

ing of the position occupied by the PCF in French politics.

Furthermore it is highly unlikely that the Truman Adminis-

tration's European Recovery PIan would ever have received

Congressional approval if the States of Western Europe had

not addressed themselves to the problem of security. One can

realistically surmise that the French Government vras aware

of this American caveat.

Although neither the Government, nor the PCF realised it,

the latter's strength in France had peaked.a3 However the

threats from both the Right and the Left were still per-

ceived to be very real in March of 1948. From a purely do-

mestic vantage point, French support for the Brussels Pact

can be understood as a foreign policy aimed at out-maneuver-

ing de Gaulle, and undermining the Communists: in so doing,

the moderates believed that French democracy would be saved.

In a telegram dated January 14, 1948, U.S. Amabassador
Jefferson Caffery told Marshall that the periods of calm
after the November strikes h'as deceiving. He stated that
most centrist Ieaders in France regarded the following
months as the most important in determining the political
nature of the country. He noted that De Gaulle and the
PCF were simply biding their time. As to the continuing
existence of a communist threat in France, Caffery wrote
"that the Communists are still strong and dangerous (ttrey
did not make an all out effort last November) and will
use every means to insure the fail-ure of lFrench premier]
Schuman's economic plan is a disturbing certainty". See
Foreiqn Relations of the United States, 1948, Vo1ume
Three, Western Europe. , pp.595-596.

4J
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5.3 THE INTERNÀTIONAL SCENE

The Liberation revived the fundamental question of national

security for France in what was a qualitatively different

Europe than that of 1939. However, while the political en-

vironment had been considerably altered by the vtar' French

security concerns had not. For mosL of the period 1944 to

1948, âs had been the case in the interwar years, the pre-

dominant interest waS French security vis a vis Germany.

Having had to endure three Separate German invasions in sev-

en¡y years, and having been able to avert military disaster

only once, it was understandable that France should once

again have perceived even the defeated Reich as the most Se-

rious threat to its security.

Despite the continuing "German problem", the attitude to-

ward that country was far less bitter than it had been after

Wor1d War One. At that time the terrific bloodletting of the

vrar and the domination of the Chamber of Deputies by right-

wing nationalists had led France to demand a punitive peace

settlement. This was achieved in 1919 within The framework

of the harsh Treatv of Versailles However, after World War

Two the political atmosphere was quite different. The fi-

nancial expenses of the Second conflict had been much great-

er for France than those of the first war' but the human

costs had not been nearly ae severe. This fact, in addition

to the domination of the National Àssembly by the parties of

the centre or left of the political spectrum (¡¿np, Social-



ist, and PCF), meant that the

in a Iess-vengeful environment.
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security question was debated

44

The Socialist Party, in particular, supported the use of

a collective security approach aS the basis for post-war

French foreign policy. It was generally believed among the

Socialist leadership that only an "international community"

setting would allow for the resolution of the German gues-

tion to everyone's satisfaction. In December of 1943 the

General Secretary of the Socialist Party, Ðaniel Mayer,

wrote that a lasting peace would be achieved only by means

of "an international community constituted first by the

united States of Europe and joined, in the end, to a United

States of the World."as It was a view that was repeated in

November of 1944 in the Socialist Party's "manifesto" orì

foreign policy:

ILasting world peace would depend on] collective
security in a world-wide organization based on
justice. This organization must not be dominated
by one or several great powers ' but must take the
form of a federation of free nations' each of
which gives up part of its sovereignty to a su-
perior body with its own leadership, its own budg-
et and armed forces adequate to guarantee the se-
curity of every individual and of the whole

Some French political leaders even suggested that France
$ras itself not totally innocent of having created the
conditions from which the vrar erupted in 1939. The So-
cialist leader, Leon Blum, noted that many of the prob-
lems France had experienced were of French creation. In a
speech to the Constituent Àssembly he stated that French
foreign policy before worrd war Two "\^¡as neither continu-
ous, ñor homogenous, nor infallibl-e". See The Economist.,
December 22, 1945.

Quoted in Walter Lipgens, oÞ cit. , p.215.

44

45
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community. 4 6

In an effort to resolve

a1 Government's Consultat

Iective security approach

tional-nationalist emphas

resolution was passed in

Provisional Government to,

the German problem the Provrsion-

ive Assembly also favoured a col-
rather than the more narrow tradi-
1S. In November of 1944 o

Sthe Assembly urging de Gaulle'

prepare an international organisation which wiIl
lead the community of States towards a federation
of free peoples, within which regional agreements
will not run the risk of leading to the formation
of antagonistic b1ocs.47

It was in this vein that the December, 1944, Franco-Soviet

Treaty of Mutual Àssistance vras viewed. As the proposed

bases of French foreign policy, European unity and Great

Power cooperation r{ere to be achieved and maintained through

a series of incremental steps:

We believe that the pact with Russia is the begin-
ning of a whole series of mutual-assistance treat-
ies into which France, Russia, and gritain witl
draw all of the nations of Europe that are united
to us by long-standing ties, both moral and ma-
teria1.48

However, concerned as the three major parties were with do-

mestic issues after 1945, it was only politic to assign Eu-

ropean unity a relatively low priority: despite mouthings

of support for the concept, among legislators and party hie-

46 ibid, p.216.

Dorothy Pickles,
Fourth Repub]ic. ,
aI Àffairs, 1953.

Quoted in $^talter

French Politics,
London, Royal I

, p.184.

Lipgens, gp. cit.

the First
nstitute of

, p.218.

Years of the
I nternat i on-

48
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rarchies, it was forced to remain "an aspiration rather than

a policy.rt4s The well-known opposition of both the Superpow-

ers in the immediate post-war period, and de Gaulle's refus-

a1 to follow a "European" foreign policy, had dissipated

much of the earlier enthusiasm of the Socialists and larqe

segments of the MRP.

As the President of the Provisional Government, de Gau1le

was also understandably interested in French security and a

lasting solution to the German problemì a soluLion amenable

to France's long-term interests in Europe. Unlike the Con-

sultative Àssembly, he was principally concerned with re-
storing France's pre-war status in Europe, rather than su-

blirnating his efforts in the creation of a European polity.
De Gaulle, on the other hand, believed it r{as of vital im-

portance to France to recover its status, and the privileges
therein, of a Great Power. He felt that only by being ac-

cepted as an egual partner with the Big Three would France

be able to administer effectively to its national security
interests and actively participate in the re-ordering of

post-vrar Europe. Throughout the war he had repeatedly

sought to have France accepted as an equal member of the ma-

jor Allied Powers. His efforts met with continued rebuffs

which forced him to pursue a different means of obtaining

Great Power status for France. One alternate method was

through the advocacy of a limited form of European unity.

4s Dorothy Pickles, gp. cit., p.185.
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In a series of three pubric addresses de Gaurre explained

the political utility of the concept for France.

The first speech was derivered in London's Àrbert Halr on

November 11, 1942. It was there that de Gaulle first made

pubric reference to European unification. After emphasising

the war effort of the Free French forces, his speech

stressed the need for a collective unity "of the free na-

tions of Europe in economic and def ence f ields. " possibJ.y

indulging his audience with some wartime propaganda, he

stated that militarism and aggression were inalienable at-
tributes of the German national character. Logically, there-
fore, since the rest of Europe r{as inhabited by basically
peaceful peopres, de Gaulle's proposed unification of alr
European defence forces would prevent a German state from

unleashing another war.5o The thrust of his speech was that
European unity could provide the mechanism for securing
France from the greatest perceived threat to its security
Germany.

De Gaulle's second speech v¡as delivered in Argiers on

.7u1y 14, 1943. Àrthough he once again argued against com-

placency with regard to Germany, his words vrere more reveal-
ingly directed at asserting French ambitions in post-war Eu-

rope. Perhaps because he $¡as speaking to a largely French

audience, the speech was of a more nationalist tenor than

so H.s. chopra
Abhinov Publ

, De Gaulle and
ications, 1974.,

European Unitv., New DeIhi,
pp.9-10.
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De Gaulle stressed

that France belonged "in the first rank of nations which are

great, and which, for that reason, are under all the greater

obligation to guarantee the liberty of others." He stated

that French forces were still fighting, and that they were

"doing so in the name of France, to attain the goals of

France, in agreement with what France desires." He further

noted that "any system established on other foundations than

these would lead to jeopardy or impotence." The speech was

a statement that despite the defeat in 1940 France was stíI1
a Great Power and that the Big Three would do well to recog-

nise that "fact". This view vras repeated in February of

1945 when de Gaulle warned the Big Three, then at Yalta,

that no post-war system could possibly function without the

agreement of France. s 1

The third speech vras also delivered in Àlgiers on March

18, 1944. In it de GauIIe returned to the subjects he had

raised in the A1bert Hal1 address European unification in

defence and economics. However the emphasis of the speech

was placed on the necessity of forming "an economic grouping

in western Europe of which the Channel, the Rhine and the

Mediterranean would be the arteries."52 It is interesting to

note that there v¡as considerable similarity between de

Gaulle's conception of a united Europe and the later sritish

ql

52

The Economist. , February 3, 1945.

H.S.Chopra, cp. cit., pp.10-11.
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proposal for a WeStern European Security Group. The crucial

difference between the two conceptions is that de GauIle

never accepted the validity of nritish membership in "his"

Europe: aS a member of the Big Three, British membership

would have overshadowed the Great Power role envisaged for

France as the leader of continental Europe.

By late March of 1944, de Gau1le was publicly asserting

that the distincL interests of Europe v¡ere not represented

when the leaders of the Big Three met at their periodic sum-

mits. In order to rectify this unsatisfactory situation,

and thereby achieve Some controL over their own destiny, he

stressed the need for European States to band together with-

in a format that would not entail the measurable loss of any

Sovereignty. De GaulIe was advocating the creation of an

independent political force that would operate between the

Anglo-Àmerican and Soviet Powers. The two foci of this

"third force" were to be the recognition of collective eco-

nomic recovery, and the need for a satisfactory "European"

solution to the German problem. AS the Iargest, most poten-

tially pov¡erf uI continental State, France was Þerceived to

constitute the natural leader for this grouping.

UnIike the supranational motives of the representatives

in the French Àssembly, de Gaulle'S rationale for encourag-

ing any measure of European unity was purely nationalistic.

He had first expressed this view in the Àlgiers speech of

1943. De Gaulle's basic objective was for France to create
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v¡or k to-and lead a system of European States who were to

beyond January of 1945 this policy would have proven

gether within the parameters determined by the national in-
terests of France: the goal was to create a distinct French

sphere of inf1uence.53 Às he wrote in his memoirs, his aim

was

to assure its [France's] security in Western Eu-
rope, by'preventing a new Reich from again menac-
ing it. To collaborate with the I,lest and the East
if necessary contracting on one side or the other
the necessary alliances without ever accepting any
kind of dependence. To lead the states that
touch the Rhine, the Alps, the Pyrenees to group
themselves from the political, economic, strategic
points of vie¡v. To make this organisation one of
the three planetary powers and, if it is one day
necessary, the arbiter between the Soviet and Àn-
glo-Saxon camps. s a

It is like1y that even had de GaulIe remained in povre r

unsuc-

cessful. Althouqh official French documentation for the

s3 It may appear politicatly unrealistic for de Gaulle to
have expected post-war Europe to accept, unquestioning,
the leadership of France. However one of de GauIIe's bi-
ographers has noted that he seems to have perceived
France as primus inter pares in Europe. de Gaulle effec-
tively fused the destiny of Western civilisation with
that of his ovrn country. the logical outlook of this ex-
treme nationalist belief meant that any tirne France real-
ised a national objective, the whole of Europe was per-
ceived to benefit from its success. Às de Gaulle,
revealingly, once stated, "old worId, ever nelr, which
from century to century, received the deep imprint of
France and which is waiting for her to again show the
road." In return for this "spiritual leadership" which
France was destined to bear, de Gaulle seems to have ex-
pected an equal accretion of real- political power and in-
fluence to France. See Ànthony Hartley, Gaullism, Rise
and FaI1 of a Political Movement., New York, Outerbridge
and Dienstfrey , 1971 . , pp.1 5-17.

s4 Charles de Gaulle, War Memoirs, Salvation | 1944-1946.,
p. 1 75.
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period has yet to be released for academic study, many of

the same questions about the viability of a "third force",

raised by the British Foreign Office, were al-so being dis-

cussed in the Consultative Àssembly and the French dailies.

An editorial in Le Monde questioned the potitical viability

of de Gaulle's European bloc Aiven the probable hostile re-

actions of the two Superpowers.s5 In her study of French

politics during this period, Dorothy Pickles has also re-

vealed an extensive debate in the French press as to the

possibility and practicability of a French-1ed independent

European Power.s6 The many post-war political and economic

debilities of France seem to have been quite obvious to in-

terested observers. As Britain had also learned with regard

to its ovrn "third force" potential, France and the other

Stafes of Europe were too weak to support de GauIIe's diplo-

matic grouping. Furthermore, the emphasis on a nationalist

foreign policy met considerable resistance among Socialists

and some members of the MRP in the Consultative ÀssembIy.

Walter Lipgens has noted that, prior to January of 1946, ât

no time vras the Àssembly so in f avour of de Gaulle's f oreign

policy aims that there was not significant reactions against

it.s7 De Gau1le, himself, admitted that the November 1944

foreign policy debate in the Assembly revealed how isolated

he was in the Àssembly when France's role in Europe was be-

Le Monde. , JuIy

Dorothy Pickles

Walter Lipgens,

a1 lo/1tr
J I I I J=J.

nn ¡i I rì 75-83| 
-- =:-g', Y''

on cif -- o-226.vlJ v¿L. I y.L.

Jþ

57
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ing discussed;

I was obliged to discover that my idea of France's
standing and rights vras hardly shared by many peo-
ple who swayed public opinion.ss

If the principle of de Gaulle's foreign policy had been

to see France restored to nominal Great Power status, that

goal was largely realised by January of 1946. The second

half of the four year period, 1946-1948r wâs dominated by a

search for a lasting solution to the German problem in Eu-

rope. Under de Gaulle, French policy had opposed the cre-

ation of a new Reich and, instead, had stated a preference

for the division of the former German territory into severaL

smal1 sovereign States.ss The Socialist-MRP coalition of the

Fourth Republic moderated, to an extent, de Gaulle's posi-

tion. However the conservative MRP did not allow a whole-

sale abandonment of the Gaullist positions on questions of

national security: although largely in favour of a "Europe-

an" approach to the German question, some members of the MRP

felt that the threat that country posed to French security

required that many Gaullist ideas be retained. Subsequently

the Quai d'Orsay sought a solution which would satisfy basic

French concerns about security vis a vis GermâDy, while not

appearing to be as intentionally punitive as de Gaulle's

policy.6o In Àpril of. 1946 French Foreign MinisLer Georges

sB Charles de Gaul1e, War I'femoirs,
p.60.

Salvat i on , 1944-1946.,

s s The Economi st. , October 20 , 1 945.

, t'France and i6o Renata Fritsch-BournazeL ts German Neighb-
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quirements. 6 1

listed France's three specific
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security re-

The first requirement vras for definite guarantees against

a resurgence of an aggressive Germany. I'lany in France held

the conviction that Nazi-Germany's rise could not have oc-

curred but for the extensive political and economic assis-

tance it received from the United States and Great Britain.

The Locarno Pact of 1925 had proven inadequate in addressing

this problem due largely to British reluctance to support

France. It was a strongly-held belief that a reconstructed

post-war system must prevent that outcome from happening

CtWCr I r¡ ¡

Bidault's System Of guarantees consisted of three basic

objectives. First, there was a desire to create a buffer-

zone between any German State and France. Opposed by the

Socialists, as well as the Àmericans and British, de

GauIle's original demand for an independent Rhineland vlas

discarded in November of 1946.62 Instead France returned to

its post-world War One policy of advocating a prolonged mil-

itary occupation of the territory. Second, France demanded

our, 1944-1984" in Âussenpolitik.,
pp.1 49-151.

The Times, ApriI 8, 1946.

À.W. DePorte, De Gaulle's Foreiqn PoIicv, 1944-1946.,
Cambridge, Mê. , Harvard University Press , 1968. , p.1 60.
See also Herbert Tint, French Foreiqn PoIicv Since the
Second-WorId War. , London, Weidenfeld and Nicholson,
1972., pp.28-39.

VoI.35, No.2 , 1984.

ol
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the internationalisation of the Ruhr thereby depriving Ger-

many of a substantial independent war potential. Having

been stripped of the Silesian coal and iron fields, the Ruhr

was the last industrial and resource centre in Germany capa-

b1e of producing the massive amounts of armaments necessary

for an aggressive foreign policy.

In advocating the occupation of the Rhineland and a nev¡

staLus f or the Ruhr France l.ras attempt ing to protect i ts

territoral integrity. In explaining French interests Bidault

remarked that "Germany must be deprived of both her war po-

tential and of her invasion basett.63 That legislative sup-

port for these demands existed in France had been revealed,

despite general Socialist opposition, during the January,

1946, debate on European security in the Constituent Assem-

bly. It seemed to many that the demands were the very mini-

mum of what could be called for in a peace settlement.

Edouard Herriot, the leader of Lhe Radical- Party and former

inter-war premier, rnade just this point i

Let our allies realise that without such a solu-
tion it is useless to speak to us of peace and se-
curity.uo

The third guarantee which Bidault had listed was the de-

mand for the independence of the Saarland and its economic

union with France. Throughout most of this period French

Þó ÀLexander Werth, @,
1956 . , p.294.

The Times, January 16, 1

1940-1955., London, Robert Ha1e,

b4 946.
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coal mines remained inoperative or inefficient and it was

believed that the large coal deposits of the Saar would aid

considerably in France's economic recovery. This demand was

to become increasingly important as both the economic and

domestic political situation in France worsened throughout

1946 and 1947.

The second of the security reguirements was the need for
reliable mititary alliances. French policy, under BidauIt,
envisaged a system of specific anti-German alliances which

would prevent Germany from playing-off one Power against the

other as had happened after World War One. The first step

in the construction of this security system had already been

accomplished in December of 1944 with the signing of the

Treaty of MutuaI Assistance with the Soviet Union. Although

the Franco-Soviet al-liance had been concluded while the v¡ar

was still in progress, it had been designed for a post-war

environment. The explicit purpose of the treaty was to pre-

vent a repeat of the inter-war inertia "by opposing any ini-
tiative liable to enable Germany to attempt aggression once

again. " 6 5

Equally important for the construction of the alliance
system was the necessity of a reliable Àng1o-French military
pact. Às early as September of 1945 de Gau1le had suggested

that between the two countries there was an absolute compat-

6s ÀIexander werth, cp cit. , p.232.
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ibility of interests as far as Germany vras concerned.66 How-

ever differences over the Levant, âs well as the Yalta and

Potsdam accords, rendered such an understanding impractica-

ble at that time. The resignation of de Gaulle in January

of 1946 and the accession of FeIix Gouin suggested that

these differences might more easily be overcome; Gouin's So-

cialist Party v¡as the strongest supporter of an Ànglo-French

military accord in all three post-war legislative assemblies

of France between 1944-1948. Earlier on June 13, 1945, the

Socialists had sponsored a resolution in the Àssembly calI-

ing for de Gaulle to continue his efforts in search of An-

glo-French a11iance.67 In his first speech to the Constitu-

ent Àssembly as Premier, Gouin stated his desire for an

alliance with Great Britain.6s He envisaged it as the second

stage in the creation of a revived Triple Entente. These

views were repeated in March,1946, in a speech he delivered

in Strasbourg.6e elthough the gritish Government responded

favourably on both occasions, efforts at reaching an accord

foundered on the French precondition of Ànglo-French agree-

ment on Germany. Likewise, efforts by Gouin to convince his

coalition cabinet to lift the preconditions failed repeated-

ly owing to the opposition of the MRP and especially Bi-

The Times,

The Economi

September 10, 1945.

st, June 23, 1945.

66

b/

68

o5

The Times,

The Times,

January 30, 1946.

ApriL 2, 1946.
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dau1L.7 o

Gouin and his successors in the newly constituted Fourth

Republic v¡ere, nonetheless, under considerable pressure to

achieve an Ànglo-Frenc'h understanding. Àmong many French

legislators it was believed that cooperation with their
sometime rival Great Britain was essential for peace to be

maintained in Europei an Ànglo-French alliance v¡as the "oth-
er ha1f" of the security system involving France, the Soviet

Union, and Great Britain. Àdditional public pressure came

from General de GaulIe: at Bar-Ie-Duc, de GauIIe urged An-

glo-French reconciliation and the conclusion of a "fundamen-

tal agreement". T r Despite these pressures in addition to

those r.'ithin his ov¡n party, it was only in an effort to

strengthen the position of the centrist-Ied coalition that
Premier Leon BIum was able to overcome the MRP's objections

and offer an alliance without preconditions. The result was

the Treaty of Dunkirk signed in March of 1947.

The political importance attached to the Treaty of Dun-

kirk vras paradoxically demonstrated by the criticism it
faced in France. ÀIthough it y¡as unanimously supported in

the Assembly, there was profound disappointment expressed

over the limited scope of the alliance. Many deputies noted

that, âs Germany vras then occupied territory, the greatest

problem confronting French security policy was not actual

70

71

The Economist,

The Times, July

Àpril 13, 1946.

29, 1946,
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German aggression. Instead, most critics of the treaty
charged that the threat of aggression sometime in the fu-
ture, from an unspecified source, v¡as of greater concern and

unease.72 ÀdditionalIy, the debate over the treaty's ratifi-
cation revealed that France desired more than just a mili-
tary pact: although a military alliance was the publicly-
stated objective, a political compact was the desired aim.

The third requirement that Bidault tisted as essential
for France v¡as collective security. The emphasis placed on

this factor is not surprising given the support the concept

of the League of Nations received from France during the in-
ter-war period. Às in the inter-war period France perceived

a collective security system, based on effective Four Power

cooperation, as its best protection against German revision-
ism. Because of this view France vras an original signatory

to the United Nations Charter, and an active participant in

its early sessions. Collective security t{as also the lynch-

pin upon which the other two security requirements vrere

based; there was little hope that France would be entirely
secure from future German aggression if the Great powers

were not agreed amongst themselves as to how to respond if
such an eventuality occurred.

The international environment changed rapidly after Bi-
dault's promulgation of France's security reguirements.

Tensions among the Four Powers that had existed from the be-

72 The Economist, March 8, 1947.
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ginning of the occupation escalated over the degree to which

the German economy was to be allowed to recover, as well as

the complementary problem of war reparations. The French

Government was also alarmed at the apparent willingness of

the gritish and Americans to allow a rapid German economic

growth which it was felt could pose a threat to French se-

curity $¡ithout any security guarantees being imposed. In

addition, France grelr increasingly concerned when its re-
quests for additional deliveries of coal from the Saar were

refused by the Western Powers. To France, itself in dire ec-

onomic straits, it appeared as though Great Britain and the

United States favoured "a revival of German industry at the

expense of French i ndust ry . tr7 3

In the past when voicing íts concerns at post-war confer-

ences, France had repeatedly found support from the Soviet

Union. Indeed there vras an expectation that the Soviet Gov-

ernment would continue to support French positions at the

Moscow Conference: French agreement to a Soviet role in the

management of. the Ruhr economy and acceptance of Soviet-im-
posed border revisions in Eastern Europe led Bidault to this
assumption. Additionally, the PCF which had in the past act-
ed as a "barometer" for Soviet opinion was wholeheartedly in

accord with the principal thrust of French foreign policy
prior to Moscow. However, ât Moscow the Soviet Union's sup-

port for French aims in Germany abruptly ended. The reasons

7 3 ÀIexander Werth,
cit. , pp.12-25.

qp cit., p.305. See Herbert Tint, 9!
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for this change in Soviet foreign policy appear to be rooted

in several factors. First, the looming demise of "tripar-
tisme" as the foundation of government coalitions probably

served as an effective influence leading to the change in

Soviet policy: without a guaranteed role for the PCF in fu-
ture governments their was Iittle to gain in French domestic

politics by continuing to support French foreign policy ob-

jectives that were not entirely in accord with those of the

Soviet Union. À second, equally pl-ausible, reason might be

that, âs the post-vrar European economic situation approached

its nadir, the Soviet Government simply decided that it was

a propitious time to increase the Communist parties' pres-

sure on Western governments. Importantly, the opinion that
Soviet opposition to French reguests for additional Saar

coal was not based on concern for the recovery of Germany

received widespread credence in France. It was believed

that through their opposition to French demands, the Soviet

Union vras hoping to exacerbate the weak economic condition

of France, and thereby strengthen the appeal of the PCF;

this view seemed to be confirmed by the negative Soviet per-

formance at the first Paris Conference in June, held to dis-
cuss Marshall Àid. The last likely reason for the change in

Soviet policy is linked to the perceived intentions of the

Soviet Union toward occupied-Germany. To many in the West,

Bidault included, the emphasis of Soviet policy on a cen-

trally-administered German State suggested that the Soviet

Union was attempting to design a political apparatus which
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it coutd easily takeover. As a result, Soviet opposition to

France's request for increased allotments of Saar coal can

be understood as an effort to undermine the newly-formed Bi-

zonia (the economic linkage of the British and American oc-

cupation zones) and an attempt to prevent France from enter-

ing into a similar arrangement with the other two Western

Powers by forcing it to pursue an independent Saar policy

dictated by worsening domestic economic conditions.Ta

therefore, by the end of the Moscow Conference it v¡as

clear that France could no longer continue to play the role

of a mediating Power between the East and the West.Ts Àfter

Moscow, Bidault gave pubtic expression to his dissatisfac-

tion;
Its aII over. I ts f inished. Àny agreement vlith
Russia is impossible. There is no longer any al-
liance or any unity among the Greats; no longer
any possiblility of an entente with the Commu-
ni sts. A new era has begun . . .7 6

The threatening Soviet attitude at the first Paris confer-

ence, Soviet sponsorship of the Cominform and their bellig-

erent intransigence at the London Conference only served to

confirm the results of the Moscow meetings. The idea of a

See FRUS, 1947, Volume 2, Council of Foreiqn Ministers,
Germanv and Àustria. , pp.1 39-142, and 207 . See also F.
Roy Wi11is, The French in Germanv, W., Stanford,
Stanford University Press, 1962., pp.33-34., and Jacques
Freymond, The Saar Conflict, 1945-1955., London, Stevens
and Sons, 1960., pp.3-38, 300-303.

Guy de Carmoy, The Foreiqn Polic ies of France,
(1944-1968) . , Chicago, University of Chicago Press,
1967., p.23. Also See Herbert Tint, cp cit., PP.119-121.

7 6 Quoted irr Wa1ter Lipgens, cp cit. , p.497 .
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united Europe acting as an independent GauIlist-like "third

force", which had guided French foreign policy in one form

or another since the Liberation, waS effectively abandoned

by May of 1947 and officially so after the two Paris Confer-

ences of June and JuIy. In September of 1947 Premier Rama-

dier publicly asserted the new position of the French Gov-

ernmenE;

[I ] t is not easy to establish such a nevr and
unique constitution as that of a united Europe,
but I am certain that this is what we must do.77

The acceptance of European unity aS a formal policy airn

forced France to re-assess that conutry'S position in Eu-

rope. The basic understanding of what principles European

civilisation stood for had been voiced during the war by the

non-Communist Resistance groups, and after the Liberation by

the Socialists and the more dedicated Christian-democratic

elements in the MRP. Under de Gaulle's leadership, based aS

it vras on the pursuit of power and status, the French Gov-

ernment was largely unaffected by these concerns. However'

the Moscow and Paris Conferences, Soviet actions in Eastern

Europe, and the decision to align France with the Western

bloc, resulted in a renewed emphasis on the aspects of the

"European" civilisation; importantly, after May 1947, the

United States was strongly in favour of a united European

approach. Bidault summed up France's position in a speech

delivered in the National Assembly in February of 19482

77 Quoted in walter Lipgens, cp cit., p.500.
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Since the Moscow Conference differences have been
accentuated. In this difficult situation result-
ing from this clash of ideologies and of civi.Iisa-
tions...France finds herself at a crossroad. If
this situation should be aggravated she wilI risk
being carried into a nevr ordeal that duty commands
be spared her. The government has done all so that
it can not be reproached for having let pass the
slightest possibility of an agreement. It has only
posed a single condition; respect for people and
their fundamental freedoms. The events have not
responded to these efforts. It is not the time to
be persuaded by illusion or happy complacency. It
is necessary to work, keep brave, and to hope. Our
field of action is Europe. Though a world power,
France is first a European country...The idea of
Europe is not new for France...Europe is a terri-
tory stretching to the Ura1s. It is also a spirit,
an alternative civilisation, Christian and human-
ist.78

It was this sense of urgency and of community which accounts

for the role of necessity which Ramadier stressed in his

statement of September 1947. It v¡as also the sense of being

distinctly "European" that widened the gulf between the East

and the l^7est.

Àligning itself with the West and formally in favour of

European unity meant that French security objectives had to

be adapted. ÀIthough France continued to see an aggressive

Germany as the primary threat to its national security, it

v¡as evident that a v¡ary caution had to be exercised towards

the Soviet Union.Te Às Raymond Àron wrote,

"Speech by the French Minister for Foreign Affairs, M.
Bidault, in the Nat ional ÀssembIy" , '1 3 February 1948, âs
printed in Documents on International Affairs,
1947-1948. , London, Royal Institute of International Af-
fairs, 1952., p.221.

It is difficult, if not impossible, to ascertain whether
or not the French Government continued to believe in the
existence of a German threat. During the negotiations

tö

79
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that the French, who, after all, have
much sense as other peoples, are not

fact that the growth of Soviet power
changed the situation The dan-

Germany may seek an alliance on one
other with a view to fresh adven-

on of foreign policy presented France with

After the Moscow and Paris Conferences,

Bidault realised that France had to be protected from Soviet

expansionism, âs well as secure from a revived German State.

However the new foreign policy direction first practised at

the second Paris Conference meant that Germany had to be in-

tegrated into Western Europe. More importantly, acceptance

of the Marshall PIan meant that the economic potential of

Germany was recognised to be essential for European recov-

eryi in other words, the much-feared German industrial

strength had to be revived. This dilemma r.Ias also one which

the French Government recognised it, alone, was incapable of

resolving; the experience of 1940, and the acceptance of

Marshall aid underscored the Ramadier Government's realisa-

tion of this fact.

leading to the Treaty of Brussels Bidault made known his
desire for an "explicit mention of Germany in some vray
publicly for domestic political reasons. The French pub-
lic would expect that, not only expect it but would at-
tack him, if he left it out." See FRUS, 1948, Vo1ume
Three, Western Europe, p.35.

8o Quoted in J.B.DuroseIle, "German-Franco Relations since
1945", in Review of PoIitics, YoI.14, No.4, October 1952.
pp. 508 .
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The solution which France adopted was the pursuit of spe-

cific American and British security guarantees; collective
security was to be replaced by regional security. In June

of 1947, Bidault and Bevin had discussed the idea of a West-

ern defence pact:81 France wished to capitalise on the Àn-

glo-Saxon bloc's inter-relations which de Gaulle had and

would deride. From then until December of 1947, Bidault re-
peatedly urged Bevin to raise the issue with the Americans.

Bevin v¡as eventually to do this resulting in Marshall's am-

biguous reply that Western Europe might turn to the United

States "for assistance in filling the gap between what was

necessary for their defence and what they vrere able to do

for themselves."I2

Àlthough Bidault apparently wanted to work "hand-in-hand"

with Bevin, the issue of security was far too important to
let lapse. Àccordingly, in early November of 1947, General

Pierre Billotte v¡as sent to China to meet and discuss the

situation in EuroÞe with MarshaII. Marshall is reported to
have stated that the inability of the West Europeans to or-
ganise themselves would Iikely force the United States to
abandon Europe. Billotte suggested instead a Big Three di-
rectorate in the West composed of the United States, France,

and Great Britain: there is no record of Marshall's resoonse

81

82

See Lawrence Kaplan,
ton, University Press

See Grethe Vaerno,
tion" in NATO Review.
See also FRUS, 1948,

The United States and NATO., Lexing-
of Kentuucky, 1984., p.50.

"The AlIiance and European Integra-
Vo1.26, No.2, Àpril 1978. p.24.

Volume Three, Western Europe, p.1.
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to this proposal but, given his later answer to a similar
inquiry f rom Bevin, one suspects BilIotte's idea r.ras re-
ceived favourably. In reporting his discussions with Mar-

shall to French Premier Robert Schumann, Billotte vras in-
structed to open secret negotiations with the United States

which began shortly afterwards.ss

Importantly, French public opinion was also favourably

disposed to the idea of reaching a security agreement vrith

the United States. Whereas after the war there had existed
a marked anti-American feeling in Franc€,84 by 1948 it had

Iargely dissipated. In a February, 1948, public opinion pol1

over 70% of the sample felt that it was the United States

which was helping France the most.ss Àlthough it is unlikely
that the public's changed attitude acted as a factor in

French foreign policy, it can be assumed that these same

polIs did not dissuade the government from continuing on

their newly-adopted course.

As a matter of course, the French Government officially
notified Bevin of the substance of the conversations. Ac-
cording to one unconf irmed French source, it \.¡as only af -
ter this notification that Bevin delivered his "WesE,ern
Union" speech. See Serge and Merry Bromberger, qp. c it. ,
pp. 6 5-66 .

Simon Serfaty, "Arì International Ànomaj-y: The United
States and the Communist Parties of France and Italy,
1945-1947" , p.126.

The other results vrere 7% for the USSR, and 2% for Great
Britain. See Alfred Grosser, Ð cit. , p.73.

83

84
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The French Government's interpretations of Soviet activi-
ties in Europe were equally important influences in the ear-

Iy months of 1948, prior to the signing of the Treaty of

BrusseIs. By January, in response to persistent Soviet

pressure on Norway, France began to urge publicly that the

Norwegian Government resist Moscow's demands for rnititary
bases. However the most striking event during this period

was the Soviet-engineered coup d'etat in Czechoslovakia.

The Communist takeover in Prague fearfully recalted a time a

decade earl-ier when the foreign occupation of Czechoslovakia

presaged the outbreak of European, and later, vrorld war.

The attitude Lhis particular Soviet action generated in of-
ficial French circles is perhaps best reflected in the tele-
gram of March 4 which Ambassador de Jean, in Prague, sent to
Paris: its text is suppposed to have read that "[t]he Red

Àrmy may head for Brest any day."ae This perception that the

Soviet Union was following an expansionist policy seemed to

be confirmed by the Soviet "invitation" to Finland to con-

clude a treaty of mutual assistance.

The form the Treaty of Brussels assumed was not that of

the security pact which France had originally sought: nor

was it the united European federation both the Socialists
and MRP had advocated. The abandonment of Billotte's propo-

sal for a three Power directorate meant that a possible Àt-
lantic alliance with the United States became, insteadr ân

86 Merry and Serge Bromberger, sp. cit. , p.67
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unsatisfactory West European defence arrangement between

dist.inct sovereign States. As was well known in Paris, sim-

ilar arrangements in 1914 and 1939 had failed to deter Ger-

many. In both world wars victory vras gained only after the

entry of the United States. For France, the Treaty of Brus-

sels was viewed as a job half-complete. It is interesting to

note that, in the midst of the negotiations leading to the

treaty, Bidault was continuing to urge Washington to become

involved. On the day the Brussels Conference opened Bidault

wrote MarshaIl that,
the time has come to tighten collaboration in the
political field, and as soon as possible in the
military fietd, between the New World and the Old,
joined as they are by their commitment to the only
worthwhite civili sation. 87

From a perspective dictated by French securiLy policy the

Treatv of Brussels could only ever have been understood as a

"stepping-stone" to eventual Àmerican involvement in a West-

ern European security system.

ét Claude Delmas,
Discussions in

"À Change of
France", p.62

Heart; Concerns Behind the



Chapter VI

BELGIÀN ÀND DUTCH POLICY LEADING TO THE BRUSSELS
TREATY

b. I I NTRODUCTI ON

Àlthough dwarfed in size, economic strength, and military
power, the three Lowland countries - BeIgium, the Nether-

Iands, and Luxemburg were important components of the

Treaty of Brussels. Their accession to the treatv trans-
formed what might have remained a bilateral Anglo-French a1-

liance, that is the Treaty of Dunkirk, into a West European

political pact. Moreover, it can be argued that as a resul-t

of this transformation, the United States was more willing
to commit itself to the maintenance of the status quo post

bellum in Europe. Therefore, the purpose of this chapter is
to examine the bases of Belgian and Dutch policy during the

period 1944-1948, in an effort to reveal those countries'
positions on the issue of West European security. Conseq-

uently, this chapter is divided into three sections: an

analysis of Belgian foreign policy; an analysis of Dutch

foreign policyi and an examination of the joint Benelux re-

sponse to the original Àng1o-French proposals which led to

the Brussels Conference (March 4-17, 1948 ) and ultimately to

the signing of the Treaty of Brussels.
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6.2 BELGIUM

Belgium, as the "cock-pit of Europe", has over the centu-

ries unwillingly played host to many major international
conflicts. À minor actor in wor'Id affairs, one writer fa-
cetiously, if not inaccurately, stated that the most conspi-

cious feature of that country's foreign policy vras its ab-

sence.l From its creation in 1831 Belgium had been a neutral

State; f.irst by means of an international agreement among

the Great Powers in 1839, and after 1936 by a unilateral
declaration of the Belgian Government. That Belgium should

have entered into an international agreement, like the Trea-

!¿ of Brusselsr wâs the result of a major post-war foreign
policy reorientation. This reorientation $¡as rooted in

three factors,

The most important of the three reasons vras undoubtedly

the abandonment of the traditional policy of neutrality. À1-

though Belgium's internationally-guaranteed neutrality was

first violated in 1914 because of the Second Reich's

Schlieffen Plan, it had been restored as a unilateralty de-

clared policy in 1936. The overwhelming German invasion of

1940 and subsequent four-year occupation signalled a violent
end to the political legitimacy, as weII as the apparent ef-
ficacy, of that approach to a national security policy.
Prior to the 1940 invasion, and despite convincing evidence

1 "Belgium and
October 1946,

her Probl-ems",
p.479.

1n The Wor1d Todav. , YoI.2,
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to the contrary, King Leopold III and his ministers had ear-

nestly believed that their country's neutrality would be re-

spected by all of the combatant Powers. The events of 1940

were to prove that belief to have been disastrously unreal-

istic. Às a direct result, neutral-ity was rejected even

while the Government remained in exile prior to Belgium's

liberation in 1944. The period from 1944 to the signing of

the Brussels Pact in 1948 witnessed the completion of this

"about-face" in Belgian foreign policy.

The second major factor was the judgement that, in dis-

carding neutrality, Belgium's security rested in furthering

internat ional cooperat ion. The Belgian Government-in-exile

realistically understood that their country did not have,

nor would it likely ever have, the required military wherew-

ithal to defend itself. In response to this long-term ina-

dequacy, there v¡as a logical demand for a collective securi-

ty system of which Belgium could be a member. Such a system

was seen to be wholly consistent with that country's tradi-

tional policies: it would not be directed at any single

country, and yet would stilI preserve Belgian territorial
'integrity.2 This view !¡as expressed as early as 1942 by

Paul-Henri Spaak, the Belgian Forein Minister;
l{e must reconcile the rebirth of nationalism v¡ith
an internationalism which wiIl be essential. . . I f
we try to cling to oId formulae we shall achieve
nothing worthwhile. The experience of the League

2 Keesins's Contemporary Àrchives., p.7637. See also Paul-
Henri Spaak, The Continuinq Battle, Memoirs of a European,
1936-1966., Boston, LittIe-Brown and Co., 1971.
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of Nations demonstrates this point. Its rule of' unanimity, its deference to national sovereignty,
was one of the principal reasons for its failure.
Tomorrow there will be international, regional,
European, or world organizaLions, it does not mat-
ter which. But they are doomed to failure from
the outset if their participants do not accept
that the body must be superior to its individual
members.3

By late 1945 the structural weaknesses of the United Na-

tions Organisation, and the collective security system it
was originally intended to uphold, led to the prescient con-

cl-usion that it, alone, was unable to fulfil that role. Un-

der the direction of Spaak, Belgium replaced the abandoned

neutrality by a desire for, and a goal of, some form of co-

operative Western European defence organisation. This

change represented the new belief that only through linkages

with the States of Western Europe could Belgian security be

assured. However, Spaak's repeated overtures to both Srit-
ain and France vrere categorically rejected: both of Western

Europe's Great Powers v¡ere stiIl intent upon the framework

of the Big Four.a

International cooperation was believed to be the best way in

which to guarantee Belgium's security, and it vras for this reason

that early support for the concept of the United Nations had been

displayed. Both Premier Paul van Zeeland and Spaak had believed

Quoted in WaÌter Lipgens, À Historv of European Intesra-
tion, Volume One, 1945-1947., Oxford, Clarendon Press,
1982. , pp.259-260 .

, ¡t r -{ r hr âfU¿Ut p.260. See also Sir Llewelyn Woodward, British For-
eiqn PoIicy Durinq the Second World
1962., pp.467-468.

War. , London, HMSO,
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that an internat ionally construct ive, and nat ionally benef ic iaI ,

role could be played by a world-wide collective security organi-

sat ion, provi.ding that it was not totally dominated by the Great

Powers; Great Power dominance was Belgium's main complaint about

the unsuccessful League of Nations. Both men understood that,
unlike BeIgium, the Great Powers had global interests and capa-

bilities, and therefore would naturally have a greater influence

than smaller States in the various organs of the United Nations.

However, their policy v¡as guided by the aspiration that secon-

dary, if influential positions for smaller States - such as Bel-

gium - would alter their pre-vrar incapacity to shape world af-
fairs: in abandoning neutrality they no longer wanted to be

spectators to the foreign administration of their security. Tt

v¡as therefore a great disappointment to the Belgian Government

that the Yalta Agreements of March 1945 accorded a right of veto

to the five permanent members on the proposed Security Council.

The quite evident rifts in the wartime alliance of the Big Three

could only lead interested observers, among whom were Belgian of-
ficials, to question openly the ability of the proposed Security

Council to take responsive actions to maintain international
peace and security in the post-war era. Regardless of these con-

cerns, the Belgian Government ultimately accepted the UN Charter;

at that time it was'held that "some form of an international- or-
ganisation was better than none."5 It was noted that the United

Nations system, with the option of a Great Power veto over col-

" Jonathon E.
Small Power
pp.380-381.

Helmre ich,
Diplomacy.,

Belqium and Europe, À Studv
The Hague, Mouton, 197 6

Ìn
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lective security measures was, nonetheless, a stronger organisa-

tion than the League of Nations which had not counted all of the

Great Powers among its members.6

During his address to the Belgian House of Representatives, in

which he urged ratification of the United Nations Charter, Spaak

had decried the emerging division of Europe. He emphasised that
a Europe composed of two hostile blocs would only benefit Germa-

ny. Neverthel-ess, the political and strategic reality of the day

demanded otherwise, with the result that Belgian security clearly
could not be assured within the existing format of the United Na-

tions. Consistent with his earlier wartime ef forts in Britain,
Spaak's attention was focussed on the idea of regional defence

arrangements as were permitted under Àrticles 51-54 of the United

Nations Charter. In his speech Spaak foreshadowed that for Belgi-
um "regional understandings were both reasonable and desirable."7
Spaak's advocacy of some degree of regional unity in Europe was

entirely consistent with the expressed platforms of two of the

Iargest Belgian political parties; the Socialists, of which Spaak

v¡as a member, and the Catholic-dominated Christian-socialist Par-

ty.

Às a distinct element of Belgian foreign policy, international
cooperation on a regional basis was first evident in the economic

union of that country with the Netherlands and Luxemburg. Known

as the Benelux Pact, it had first been proposed in 1942; although

Keesing's Contemporarv Àrchives. , p.7637 .

i bid.

o
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currency exchange rates were set in October of 1943, and the

overall- draft treaty $ras initialled in September of 1944, the

pact was only officially ratified in October, 1947. It had orig-
inatly been envisaged as an agreement to create a common tariff
for the three Lowland countries, but the actual purpose of the

Benelux Pact, when it emerged in 1944, was to facilitate their

complete economic union. I

To a large extent, the Benelux agreement was seen as an exemp-

lar of how the post-war world could be ordered. In part due to

the cumulative shock of both world vrars, many prominent people

believed that as the principal political actor the nation-state

had failed them, ethically and politically. It Í¡as a belief
which Van Zee1and, but more especially, Spaak shared.s In at-

tempting to find a solution to Europe's common post-war needs

greater European unity vras proposed. It was this conceptualisa-

tion which partly underlay Belgium's participation in the Benelux

Pact. The perceived need to restructure post-war Europe, both

politically and economically, was at the root of the Socialist
Party's response to the Marshall Plan:

Europe at this moment is at the crossroads. The US aid
proposal presents the continent with a decisive choice.
either it will choose the road of co-operation and ig-
nore the claims of national particularism, ot it will
try once again, in defiance of experience and reason,
to reconcile state sovereignties with the Continental
solidarity that is imperatively needed. lo

Jonathon E. Helmreich, op cit., pp.381-382.

Michael Charlton, The Price of Victory., London,
Broadcast ing Corporat ion, '1 983. , p.33

I

I

r0 Quoted in walter Lipgens, 9p. cit., p.504.

sritish
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This view vlas echoed by the Benelux Foreign Ministers who envi-
saged the Marshall Pl-an's demands f or extensive European eco.nomic

cooperation as an effort "þ create economic relationships
lemphasis added] in Europe adapted to present day needs."rl

Belgium's advocacy of international cooperation in the post-
$¡ar era v¡as not due sole1y to altruism: it v¡as firmJ.y grounded in
a realisation that the country's basic political objectives of
physical security and economic vitality were wholly dependent on

a peaceful , stabre, and prosperous Europe. clearly Bergium' s

territorial integrity was not assured if an armed conflict amonq

the Great Powers erupted in Europe. The geo-strategic location
of the country meant that armies heading in either direction,
East or West, would likely invade and utilise Belgian territory.
Ànd although Belgium had escaped the war-wrought devastation of
other countries, there was a strong belief that extensive econom-

ic problems lay in the future. Like Great Britain, Belgium was

basically an exporting nation and therefore concerned to preserve

and protect, if not expand, êxisting markets; for Belgium these
markets Iargely lay in Europe. Belgium, like its Benel_ux parE-

ners' felt that actions such as the Marshall PIan, would ulti-
mateiy fail if efforts were not directed to the creation of a Eu-

ropean solution. r2 To a large extent it v¡as believed that this
solution could be found in a Benelux-type arrangement.l3

t1
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Keesinq' s Contemporarv

"Belgium' s Prosperity:
The World Todav., VoJ-.4

Pierre-Henri Laurent,

Àrchives., p.8659.

some problems of the future", in
, No.6, June 1948., pp.240-247.

"Beneluxer Economic Diplomacy and
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From a political standpoint, the Belgian emphasis on creating

entities embodying principles other than the existence of the

State itself was completely understandable. Às Robert Rothstein

has noted, it is good "political sense" for a smaller Power to

try to lessen the impact of the Great Powers through the adoption

of a system of l-aw and standards.la In this vein, Spaak envisaged

the Benelux Pact, alongside other regional organisations, ês

strengthening an already weakened United Nations system; a United

Nations which theoretically would embody those laws and stan-

dards. Às he stated in the Belgian House of Representatives,

I believe that this agreement between Belgium, Luxem-
burg and the Netherlands, is good for our country and
an example to the world.

The third factor which directly influenced immediate post-war

Belgian foreign policy was the changing domestic political situ-
ation. Às was the case in France, Belgium possessed an active and

even more extreme Communist Party which adhered to positions dic-
tated by the needs of Soviet foreign policy. In addition to their
reasonably successful electoraL performances, the Communist Party

was able to obstruct government policies by either withdrawing

much-needed coalition support or by relying on the orchestration

of public opposition and strikes through the Communist-Ied trade

union movement, r s

the Creation of Little Europe, 1945-1950", in Journal of
European IntegraLion., Vo1.10, No.1 , 1986., pp.27-28.

Robert Rothstein, Àlliances and Small Powers., New York,
Columbia University Press, 1968., pp.1 -64.

In 1947 Yan Àcker, the Belgian Labour Minister, stated
that the strikes were led by the communists, and "allied

14
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Àlongside the threat posed by the Communists and their opposi-

tion to the concept of European unity vras the the nationally-di-
visive question of the monarchy which also served to fragment

further the already politically-divided Belgian peopl-es. The fu-
ture of the monarchy, and of the role of King Leopold III, acted

as the principal stumbling-block to the formation of a broad-

based government coalition which could officially support Europe-

an unity through its foreign policy. The political necessity of

retaining a Communist presence in the governing Belgian coali-
tion, although in minor economic posts, effectively prevented any

Belgian diplomatic initiative aimed at countering the growing So-

viet threat to democratic Europe. r6

In March of 1947, however, the pro-monarchy Christian-Social-
ists decided to postpone addressing the contentious question of

the future of the monarchy. Às a result, a "grand coalition" of

Christian-Socialists and Socialists was formed; the nev¡ coalition
had sufficient parliamentary support to exclude the Communists

from the government. The presence of two Europe-oriented Belgian

political parties in the government meant that European unity r.¡as

no j-onger limited to being a topic for discussioni ít became, in-
stead, a basic policy objective. lT
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The creation of the "grand coalition" coincided with the

breakdown of Four Power cooperation: it had begun to collapse af-
ter the Moscow and first Paris Conferences of March-Àpril and

June respectively. As it became increasingry apparent that Eu-

rope was becoming divided, the coalition hoped that an invitation
to accede to a Western Pact might drain some of the electoral
support enjoyed by their pro-soviet communist Party. Further-
more, it was believed that such a grouping of States would assist
Belgium in the realisation of its objectives for unity in Europe.

These three factors, in varying degrees, manifested themselves

in a series of unsuccessful and unreciprocated overtures made to
Great Britain urging that Power to take the lead in establishing
a regional defence organisation in Western Europe. In 1942, and

again in 1944, Spaak proposed to Anthony e¿en that Western Europe

required the security cooperation of all of its regional ac-

tors.18 on both occasions, Eden, supported by t.he nritish cabinet

declined to take such an initiative. The Churchill Government

was not averse to discussing areas of Ànglo-Betgian political and

economic interest; however Spaak's demand that attention be fo-
cussed on military cooperation forced the Sritish to demur, cit-
ing the possibility of hostile, and injurious, Àmerican and Sovi-
et reactions to such efforts. Likewise, the Bergian efforts in
1945 to convince Britain to extend the Ànglo-Belgian military
guarantees to France, the Netherlands, and Luxemburg, failed.ls

See Sir Llewellyn Woodward, 9p. cit., pp.467-469.

Paul-Henri Spaak, sp cit. , pp.85-86.

18

1q
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It was only natural that Belgium should have turned to Great

Britain as the Power to assume the leadership role in organising

post-vrar Western Europe. The most obvious, and important, reason

was that Britain vras the only undefeated European Power and poss-

essed far more influence with the Superpowers than did any other

European State. However, the Belgian initiatives were also guid-

ed bv other concerns. Great gritain had long been the most

trusted of the international guarantors of Belgian neutrality; of

the five Great Power guarantors of the 1839 Treaty of London,

Britain had been the least likely to want to see Belgium's neu-

tral status compromised. This respect for Belgian sovereignty

had held true in the post-vrar era as well. By comparison, Be1-

gian relations with the most proximate Power France were not

conducted on the same cordial level. Indeed, while Franco-BeIgian

relations were characterised as "norma1", the Belgian Government,

in 1945 and 1946, did publicly accuse the French Government of

atternpting to stir up the pro-French separatist element among the

WaIIoon population. 2o Àdditionally, Britain's steadfastness dur-

ing the Second World War had earned it much respect from the nu-

merous governments-in-exiIe, most of whom resided in London, and

the Belgian officials vrere not immune to the popular support of

British prestige. There e¡as, accordingly, a "strong sense of

solidarity" with Britain which had deepened as the war had pro-

gressed toward victory, and which was to l-ast well into the post-

war period.2 1 As Spaak told Eden in 1944, the British "had not

20
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yet realised how much all the

to them."22 This sentiment was

ing to a Conservative Member of

"after the war Europe wiIl be

torious leadershiÞ. " 23

:86

countries of Western Europe looked

repeated early in 1945 when, writ-
Parliament, he further noted that

glad to unite under Britain's vic-

After 1945, however, Belgium was again relegated to the unsa-

tisfactory role of spectator in the events concerning the securi-

ty of Western Europe. In 1947 Spaak privately requested that the

Treaty of Dunkirk be extended to include Lhe Low Countries, but

as before the gritish chose to reject the offer. Discreet dis-
cussions between Belgium and the United States on the topic of a

Western European defence pact, occurred intermittently, but with-

out any tangible progress. Not possessing the status, nor the

opportunity, to take the diplomatic initiatives necessary, Spaak

and Belgium were forced to wait impatiently until Bevin announced

the new direction Sritish policy was to take in his Western Union

speech of January of 1 948.

6.3 THE NETHERLÀNDS

Like Belgium, the Netherlands did not expect the German on-

slaught when it broke upon them in early May of 1940. Hav-

ing declared their permanent neutrality in 1815, and having

avoided becoming involved in the First Wor1d War, there ex-

isted a solemn belief in the efficacy and rectitude of that

ibid, p.34-35.

ibid, p.35.

22
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policy among the Dutch people and their successive govern-

ments. This view was most succinctly expressed at the sign-
ing of the Treaty of Brussels by Baron van Boetzelar, the

Dutch representative:

The Netherlands regarded neutrality as the guiding
principle of its international policy, believing
that it helped to promote a proper balance among
the Great European powers which, it was convinced,
!¡as a dec isive f actor f or peace in Europe. 2 a

Domestic support for maintaining the policy of neutrarity
was consistent throughout the pre-war period despite mount-

ing evidence that, in time of war, that status wourd not

long be respected. When Àmerican president, Franklin D.

Roosevelt, inquired as to whether the Netherlands fert
threatened by Hitrer's pre-vrar poricies, the Dutch Govern-

ment indicated that it did not.25

During the inter-war years, when neutrality was necessar-

ily dubbed "independence", because of Dutch membership in
the League of Nations, there ï¡as a creeping apprehension in
government circles about that overall policy in what ap-

peared to be a changing world.26 However there was, as

though in response to this emerging concern, an equally de-

termined effort to avoid taking partisan positions in areas

24 Paul van Campen, "Abandoning Neutrality; How and Why the
Netherlands Joined the Àtlantic À11iance", in NÀTO's Ànx-
ious Birth., ed. Nicholas Sherwen, New york, St.MartIn's
Press, 1985. , p.124.

25 J.J.Schokking, "The Netherlands in a Changing Wor1d" in
International Àffairs., VoI.23, No.3, July 1947. p.343.

ibid, p.346.26
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of international dispute for fear of compromising their "in-
dependence". Because of different historical circumstances,

the neutrality of the Netherlands expressed itself in a man-

ner different from that of its Belgian counterpart. Às a

trading nation relations with other States $¡ere largely con-

cerned with mercantile interests and seldom, íf ever, in-
volved questions of "high politics". Throughout the inter-
v¡ar period the Netherlands refused to participate in

international security negotiations, make binding political
pledges, sign the Locarno Pact, oF discuss military affairs
with neighbouring States. Ànd although the Dutch maintained

relatively sizeable armed forces, they v¡ere of little conse-

guence to the overall European balance of power, as it $ras

used exclusively to maintain their geographically-diffuse

colonial empire. Comfortable in, if deluded by, their self-
imposed isolation in the midst of Europe, the Dutch never

believed that the Netherlands would become embroiled in the

conflict that surrounded them;

Love of country, pride in the happy circumstances
resulting from the painstaking efforts of. so many
generations, made it almost sacriligious to con-
template the possibility of such a disaster.2T

The loss of confidence in neutrality which accompanied

the German attack meant that the policy had to be abandoned

in the post-war environment. It was precisely for this rea-

son that the Dutch Government-in-exile agreed to the Benelux

Pact's economic arrangements for the post-liberation period.

27 ibid, p. 343 .
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The drain on the Dutch Treasury as a result of the revolt in

the Dutch East Indies, alongside the then immediate concern

for reconstruction, led the Dutch to conclude the Benelux

Pact. À common tarif f wall encircling the Lowl-ands, and

eventually J-eading to complete economic union, meant that a

trading bloc of nearly twenty million in Europe, not includ-

ing the colonies, was created from which to draw economic

strength.2s with nearly one half of the national wealth de-

stroyed by the German occupation, it is not at aII surpris-
ing that the first concrete measures r.rere taken in the eco-

nomic field. Às one contemporary writer noted;

A considerable part of her agricultural land was
flooded, her productive capacity was paralysed,
her manpower v¡as disorganised with the removal of
labour to Germany, housing conditions were very
bad, and the population was under-nourished.2s

In security affairs Dutch policy underwent essentially a

two-step development. It v¡as recognised that neutrality re-
quired either a general peace or a stable and global balance

of poner. It was obvious in 1945 that neither element vras

present nor tikely would be in the near future. Dutch neu-

trality throughout the Nineteenth Century had also rested on

the proteition which, since the Seventeenth Century, Britain
had afforded the independence of the territories opposite

the Thames estuary. However, it was understood by the Dutch

28 Including the colonies, both Dutch and Belgian, the Ben-
elux group v¡as the third largest trading bloc after the
¡ritish Imperial Preference System, and the Franc Zone.

2s "A Note on the Dutch Economic Situation",
Todav. , YoI.4, No.3, March 1948., p.117.

rn '1'ne wor-Lo
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Government that the relaLive decline in British power, vis a

vis the soviet union, prevented Britain from conLinuing to
pray that rore in Europe. The onry state capabre of effec-
tively barancing the Soviet union was recognised to be the

united states, and active American participation in resorv-
ing the post-war probrems of Europe vras uncertain at this
time. Therefore, in the early post-war period the principal
threats to Dutch security emanated from a precedented fear
of Germany's revivar, and the concern about Soviet poritical
aspirations in Europe; the latter factor grew in importance

throughout 1947 and the breakdown of Big Four co-operation.

In right of these systemic changes, the Netherrands first
soughL security in the nascent united Nations organisation.
The necessity of subordinating the country to an interna-
tional organisation in order to achieve peace and security
had first been accepted by the Dutch Resistance during the

war. In Àpril of 1944 the two rargest resistance groups is-
sued a joint manifesto which statedi

The Netherlands must aim at the closest possible
combination with the other Western European states
and also co-operate Ioya1ly with the other nations
of the world, especially in organising a new
League of Nations. In so doing the Netherlands
must be ready to accept a limitation of their sov-
ereigntyr âs every nation should be asked to do
after this war in the interests of an organization
standing for international justice. so

3o Quoted in Wa1ter Lipgens, g€. cit. , p.264.
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favour of as

broad an approach as that suggested by the Resistance, it
did accept the principl-e of a "new League of Nations" for
the post-v¡ar world. However, the Dutch Government disliked
the structure of the united Natj.ons for exactly the same

reasons as did their Belgian neighbours: that is, the pres-

ence of the "veto" in the security council, and the result-
ing Great Power domination. Àdditionarly, they were unhappy

that the charter made no mention of international morality
and justice; after basing their own policy of neutrality on

such concepts for over a century, their unease was under-

standable. It was a strongly-he1d, and quite logicaÌ, be-

lief that long-term international peace, based on a system

of collective security, depended on a recognised interna-
tional morality. In both areas Dutch diplomacy was, to
their disappointment, unable to secure their incrusion in

the Charter3 r

rn a 1946 pubric statement in the Dutch parliament, the

government categorically rejected neutrarity as its poricy.
substituting the united Nations' objective of corlective se-

curity, they noted that post-war probrems which they were

then experiencing might make regional defence organisations
both useful and necessary.32 If this statement was meanE. as

a message to the other west European governments, including

ibid.31

32 PauI van Campen, "Abandoning
Netherlands Joined the Àt1ant

Neutrality; How and Why the
ic Alliance", p.20.
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the British, it made littre impact. rndeed the press reporLs

made little mention of Dutch support for regional defence,

and instead concentrated on the statement's equally firm re-
jection of European federation.33 However the united Nations

failed to live up to Dutch expectations. It became increas-
ingly apparenL that the Security Council v¡as politically im-

potent because of growing Ànglo-soviet hostility, and sras

therefore unabre to perform its mandated role. The hostire,
anti-western attitude of the soviet union as expressed in
its reaction to the Marshall plan I as well as its intransi-
gence at the 1947 Moscow conference of Foreign Ministers,
revealed to the Dutch that the feared division ot Europe was

nearly comprete. These unexpected changes to the interna-
tional system naturarry impacted on Dutch security policy
and, importantly, on their attitude toward the "German prob-

lemtt.

Like most of Western Europe, the Netherlands' German pol-
icy was faced with a profound dilemma. On one hand, the

Netherlands needed to be made secure from a future invasion
from their Eastern neighbour, and there vras a strong desire
to see strict, and broad-ranging limitations praced on Ger-

many when its sovereignty r,Ias restored by the Great powers.

Às a result, as late as January of 1947 Dutch policy empha-

sised the Gaullist strategy of sprintering Germany into sev-

3 3 See The Times. , December 2,
Guardian., December 4, 1946.

1946, and The Manchester
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eral sovereign States.3a On the other hand, there was a re-
alistic recognition that German economic recovery was inexo-

rably bound-up with that of Western Europe generally, and

the Netherlands specificallv. Trade with Germanv had ac-

counted for over one-fifth of all Dutch trade in the Dre-war

period. I t vras clearly understood the Netherlands v¡as

largely dependent on its economic relationship with Germa-

ny.3s It was realised, therefore, that it was necessary to

re-create Gerrnan economic strength so to aIlow Western Eu-

rope to benefit from its historical, and mutually extensive,

trading inter-rel-ationships. This dilemma was largely
solved by the actions of the Soviet Union: the German fear

receded as the Dutch Government became increasingly con-

vinced that the Soviet Union v¡as aiming to destabilise demo-

cratic institutions in Western Europe by exacerbating eco-

nomic disparities, and by posing the ever-present threat of

several hundred Red Army divisions in Eastern Eurooe.s6

Despite general support for the idea of European unity
and for a complemenLary Dutch foreign policy, two political
factors intervened to prevent the Netherlands from pursuing

that option. The first factor was the rise of traditional
conservative, and hence nationalist, political forces among

the Dutch. The liberation of the country, the abandonment of

Walter Lipgens,

"À Note on the

Frank E. Hugget
gêt, 1971., p.1

cp cit. , p.266.

Dutch Economic Situation",

, The Modern Netherlands. ,
94.

p.119.

New York, Prae-

J3
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neutrality, post-vrar economic austerity, and the escalating

conflict in the Dutch East Indies (later Indonesia) alI con-

tributed to a revival of conservatism,3T This popular out-

look vras reflected from mid-1945 on by the composition of

successive governments; they were coafitions of the Catholic

Peopl-e's Party and the right-wing Labour Party. Às a result
internationalist-oriented foreign policy options were disre-
garded in favour of more nationalist policies such as a

"Gaullist" German policy, the continuing of the war in In-
donesia, and a refusal to ratify the Benelux Pact untit Oc-

tober of 1947; the latter only occurred because of intensi-
fied Àmerican pressure expressed by means of the much-needed

MarshalI PIan' s economic a id. 3 I

The second factor operating throughout this period was a

concern that Europe not be formally divided into two oppos-

ing camps made more rígid by exclusive security and economic

arrangements. As early as 1943, E.N. van Kleffens, the For-

eign Minister of the Dutch Government-in-exiIe, had private-
ly expressed the belief that the post-vrar world would indeed

witness the division of Europe between the Soviet Union and

a Western bloc. Furthermore, he suggested that his country

would be forced to take an active participatory role in Eu-

ropean affairs should that occur. Because of this percep-

tion of what might occur, and the adverse consequences for

Walter Lipgens, op.

ibid, pp.504-506.

37 cit., p.266.
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the Netherlands' security situation which would likely re-

sult, both Van Kleffens and his successer' Baron van Oos-

terhout, consistently urged that Dutch foreign policy not

support political relationships which could serve to exacer-

bate the emerging East-West problem.3e

Nevertheless, by mid to late 1947, the constraints of the

first factor were largely overcome by a realisation that the

division of Europe was taking place regardless of Dutch pol-

icy. Influenced by the twin failures of the Moscow and

first Paris Conferences, and cornpelled by economic necessity

to participate futly in the second Paris Conference, Dutch

policy began to change its principal- thrust. By November of

1947 a Dutch security policy based exclusively on the United

Nations was no longer accepted as a reasonable replacement

for neutrality; neither seemed able to guarantee the securi-

ty of the Netherlands from a growing Soviet-Communist

threat. At that time the Foreign Minister Baron van Oos-

terhout had stated,

that should, contrary to our hoPes
of Germany into Western and Eastern
more or less definite character,
would feel compelled to reconsider
cy in Europe. ao

Às was noted earlier with regard to Bri

to be the London Conference in December

decided the need for a shift in Dutch

, the division
parts assume a
the Government

its whole poli-

tish policy, it was

1947 that ultimately
policy. It was in

40

ibid, p.265.

Paul van Campen, "Abandoning Neutrality; How and Why the
Netherlands Joined the Atlantic Àl1iance", p.122.
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this atmosphere, resigned to the fact of the soviet-dictated
division of Europe, that the Dutch Government received the

welcome Bevin initiative of January 1948.

6.4 BENELUX PoLIcY TN JÀNUARY 1948

The three Benelux countries reacted immediatery to Bevin's
western union speech. on January 23, the Bergian Government

issued a press communique which acknowledged the importance

of the speech delivered only the day before. The communique

arso stated that Belgium had no intention of uniraterally
responding to Bevin's overture; by this spaak meant that, in

accordance with the wishes of both the Netherlands and Lux-

emburg, the Benelux Pact wourd respond with a single voice.
In order to arrive at a common Benelux policy with which to
respond to the Ànglo-French proposaÌs, the three foreign
ministers met in Luxemburg from January 29 to 31.

The text of the final communique of the Luxemburg summit

stressed that that the Bevin plan was regarded, by the Ben-

elux members, as an "important contribution to the achieve-

ment of the union of western Europe."41 However, the commu-

rrique also noted that the ambiguity of Bevin's speech, and

of recent Anglo-French policy in generar, made it essential
that a concerted effort be made to define

the rough outline of a common attitude based on
Western European solidarity and awareness of the
role which the Benelux could play in the movement

4 1 Keesino's Contemporarv Archives , p.9117 .
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for unity.42

In other words, the Benelux countries were issuing a diplo-
matic "demand" that Britain, and France to a lesser extent,

explain the twin concepts of Western Union and "spiritual
federation" in greater and more specific detail. Having

waited nearly eight years after their defeat by Nazi Germany

for a change in British policy in the direction Bevin ap-

peared to be moving, the Benelux countries Ì¡¡ere impatient

for progress to be made. Àlthough Bevin's speech had made

mention of only proposed talks on the feasibility of such a

plan being implemented, the Benelux communigue went much

further.

The leaders of the Benelux countries did not, at that
time, know the specifics of Bevin's idea, and apparently re-
lied entirely on the Western Union speech of January 22.

They therefore responded to the few particulars that that
speech had contained. Their collective resÞonse was a

largely negative one. At Luxemburg the three foreign minis-

ters decided to reject the proposals as they had been framed

by the speech and, instead, put forward four of their oh'n

conditions. These conditions, it was announced, v¡ere con-

sidered to be necessary for Benelux accession to any form of

Western Union. They were:

42 Paul-Henri Spaak, cp cit.,
me1, "Opting for Commitment
independence within Nato",
o. 137 .

p.145. See also Nicolas Hom-
; Luxemburg consolidates its
in ed.- Sherwen¡ oÞ cit.,
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the rejection of the Treaty of Dunkirk bilateral for-
mula as the basis for agreements of Western Union;

the demand that military assistance, in the event of

aggression, be immediate;

the demand that economic cooperation among the signa-

tories be included in any treaty of Western Union,

and;

the need for a system of "regular and periodic con-

sultations."43

The four conditions issued at the conclusion of the Lux-

emburg Summit were largely ignored by Bevin and Bidault in

the memoranda submitted to the three Benel-ux countries on

February 19. Spaak has written that the two draft treaties
were apparently proposed after exclusive Anglo-French con-

sultations, âs they were very much a1ike. Furthermore, it
was noted that the two drafts h'ere almost identical to the

1947 Treaty of Dunkirk which vras a strictly bilateral and

anti-German military alliance. Two arguments were raised by

the British and French Governments to support the limited
nature of the proposed treaties: an anti-German alliance
would not alienate, and might even facilitate agreement

with, the Soviet Union; and a bilateral Dunkirk-sty1e treaty
was preferable for fear that the Àmericans might use a mul-

tilateral alliance "as a pretext for assumins that the se-

43 See Foreiqn Relations of the United States, 1948, Volume
Three, Western EuroÞe. , pp .26-29. Hereafter c ited as
FRUS.

1
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curity of Europe was assured and, consequently, for with-

drawing their troops."44 Despite these valid concerns, the

Benelux countries were unanimous in rejecting the two draft
treaties submitted by Britain and France. This rejection $ras

based on four factors.

First, although support among the Benelux partners is re-
ported to have varied, there was general agreement that any

form of linkage in Western Europe had to comprise more than

a traditional military compact. Àt Luxemburg it v¡as recog-

nised that while military security vras extremely important,

and necessary, the threat posed by the presence of the Red

Àrmy in Eastern Europe vras likely transitory. A political
alliance defined by a culturally-similar membership practic-
ing within the Western democratic tradition would, i t vras

felt, offer the strongest form of bulwark against the west-

ward expansion of Soviet poh'er and influence; subsequent

mititary arrangements could then only serve to buttress

Western Europe. Furthermore, the Treaty of Dunkirk did not

address the very evident economic interdependence of the

five Powers which all had admitted at the second Paris Con-

ference in July of 1947. From a purely political vantage it
is understandable that the Benelux countries preferred the

format of a political alLiance for on-going discussions and

consulatations. within a political a1liance, where member-

ship was decided by adhesion to common principles, the Low-

44 Paul-Henri Spaak, op cit. , p.1 46-147 .
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land countries would carry as great a weight; whereas in a

military alliance they would Iikely always be the weakest

and Ieast-influential members.

Àdditionally, however, the concept of a political alli-
ance vras popui-ar1y supported by the growing post-war inte-
grationist movement, which counted Paul-Henri Spaak among

its members. Within that movement' s terms of reference

there v¡as a desire to emphasise, and to explore, the basic

commonalities of Western Europe. These commonaliLies were

neither limited by, nor to, the existence of a threat from

the Communist East as they would have done within the con-

straints of a military pact. Instead the understandinq of

the Benelux countries I as to the parameters of the proposed

Western Union, included Iong-held cultural traditions, his-
toric economic rerationships, and the basic intersubjectivi-
ty of political discourse. The threat Western Europe faced

vras recognised as not being solely military, but represented

a direct and powerful challenge to the prevailing value sys-

tem upon which all of Europe's democracies rested. Accord-

ing1y, the Benelux countries felt that a series of bilateral
treaties as per the Dunkirk formula would neither pro-

vide an effective vehicle for Western Europe to address

their collective problems, nor confront a recognisably in-
terdependent destiny.

The second factor had its basis in the "collective secur-

ity" orientation of the Benelux countries. Despite their
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deep-rooted reservations about the uritimate efficacy of the

united Nations as a corrective security organisation, there

was a crear preference for any regional security arrangement

to be based on the principles contained within the Ç_he¡lel
of the united Nations. As a result of their deliberations
at Luxemburg, there t¡as some question as to the legal com-

patibility of Bevin's global system of bilaterar arliances
within the collective security system of the united Nationsi
this ï¡as especially the case with regard to Àrticre sz of

the charter which allows only for regional security arrange-

menLs that serve to buttress the overall collective security
system. À collective security system was believed to be

neither viable nor Iega1 if the Dunkirk formura \,¡as adopted.

For the three countries, the ansv¡er which spaak had first
publicry proposed in 1947 during the Benelux pact's ratifi-
cation, lay in a regionar orientation to any proposed glest

European security agency.

The formula they suggested already had been conveniently
provided by the United States. On January 10, 194A, âs parE

of the sporadic Àmerican-Belgian discussions concerning west

European security, the United States had responded to
Spaak's most recent request for direct involvement. ÀI-
though the Àmerican response was not promising, it did at-
tempt to encourage spaak's own efforts at persuading his Eu-

ropean counterparts of their collective need to organise
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thernselves.4s Furthermore, the united states state Depart-
ment forwarded a copy of the recently concluded multilateral
Inter-American Treaty of Reciprocal Assistance (nio Treatv)
which had been signed in september of 1947. The Àmerican

note to spaak, which was labelled "secret", stated that nei-
ther the British nor the French had yet been advised as to
the contents of the treaty.a6

The provision of. a copy of a yet-to-be-released treaty to
the Belgian foreign minister was an important political ges-
ture. rn response to a guery concerning the organisation of
west European defences, it was without question an attempt
to suggest a solution to the concerns which spaak had

raised. At that time it r^¡as the only exampre of a regional_

defence pact within the parameters alrowed by the uN char-
ter. Therefore it is not coincidental that, in rejecting
the Dunkirk formula, and without one of their own to substi-
tute, the BeneLux countries stated their preference for a

pact structured instead atong the rines of the recent Rio
Treatv.

The third reason .was that the Benerux countries were not
as concerned about a possible German threat as they v¡ere

about the intentions of the soviet union which they then had

to confront. Each of the three countries was experiencinq

45

40

See Pierre-Henri Laurentr "Beneluxer Economic
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be traced back, it
h'as believed, to the machinations of the indigenous commu-

nist parties catering as they were to the strategic objec-
tives of the soviet union. The Benelux countries rejected
the anti-German context of the Ànglo-French proposals as be-

ing unrealistic given the political environment within which

they were then operating. Às they stated in their Luxemburg

communique, the international- politicar basis of the Dunkirk
formura "no longer fulry corresponds to Lhe realities to
which the British Foreign Secretary has aIluded."a7

The fourth possible reason for rejecting the Dunkirk for-
muLa is somewhat more hypothetical. rt was apparenr to the
Beneruxr âs it was to the united states, Great Britain, and

France, that no possibre grouping of west European states
wourd be able at that time to act as an effective counEer-

balance to the threat posed by the soviet union. conseq-

uently, it vras understood that only the united states courd
fulf i1 that necessary function. This view had also formed

the basis for both sritish and French foreign policy as was

reiterated in the draft-treaty memoranda of February 1g.

Therefore, for the Benelux countries the essential purpose

of any European form of western union courd only but be tem-
porary; its finar purpose had to be to achieve immediate

American involvement in Western Europe.

47 Nicholas Hommel, "Opting
solidates its independence

for Commitment; Luxemburg con-
within Nato", p.138.
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Àlthough information on the particulars of the Luxemburg

summit are scarce, it is quite likely that the three govern-
ments vrere well informed as to Marsharl's important dinner
conversation with Bevin in December of 1947.48 Àt that time
he remarked,

to the effect that if the Europeans united fortheir defence in the v¡ay they *ele supposed to bedoing under the Recoveiy pla-n [enp] , 
- - th;t rnightturn to the united states for assistance i; fiíl-

ing the gap between what was necessary for theirdefence ?nd what they were able to dó for them-selves. a s

rf they did indeed know of this remark and attached as much

importance to it as Ernest Bevin apparently had, it is
equalry 1ikeIy that the Benel-ux foreign ministers believed
that the Americans would be more impressed with a murtilat-
eral framework. This perception would most certainly have

been reinforced by spaak's own correspondence with Marshall
which had led to washington proposing the Rio Treatv formu-
Ia: importantly the united states vras the leading member of

This supposition is based on a number of historicalfacts Àng1o-Belgian rerations were reasonably cLoseduring this period, especialry in the oEEc, and "itr, re-gard to their ovrn extensive biraterar military coniãcts.Às spaak was a werl-respected statesman on uolrr sides ofthe Àtlantic, it is more than possible that he was in-formed of Marshall's staternent iorrowing the London con-ference in 1947. rt is equalry possible, given his dia-logue with the united states, thal if he diã not leãrn ofthe_secretary of state's comments from the nritish, hecould have learned about them from the Americans. Fur-thermore, âs Laurent has noted, "Bergium was the central_u:s. ally in advocating Àmerican goãrs for Europe." seePierre-Henri Laurent, ñBeneluxer Économic oiprãñãèv .nathe Creation of Little Europe, 1945-1950".

Grethe vaerno, "The Alliance and European rntegration" in
NÀTO Review. yoI.26, No.2, ÀpriI 1979., p.24.

48

4S
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that regional security system. Understood in this 1ight,
any arrangement based on the Rio formula can then be seen as

a politico-security counterpart to the MarshaIl plan. From

such a starting point, the Benelux, Britain, and France,

could more effectively husband their resources and then ap-

proach the United States for the military assistance they

knew their countries would need.



Chapter VI I

CONCLUSION

The purpose of this thesis, as was originally stated in the
Prefacer wâs to examine the Treatv of Brussels (1g48) witrr a

view to determining whether¡ or not, that pact meets the
criteria to be considered a moder of a security regime. The
two types of research theoreticar and empirical - under-
taken to realise this purpose, can only read to one concr_u_
sion; the Treatv of Brussels does not represent a rnoder of a

security regime. rt is not often the case that unfavourable
and unexpected findings comprise the conclusion of academic
research in the social sciences. Most often¡ or so it
seems, "dead-ends" or research fairures occur in the naturar_
or applied sciences: this is due to the forced adhesion of
the variables being examined by those fierds to Nature,s
raws. rn the sociar sciences natural raws do not exist in a

manner which arl0ws analysts to predict, or to exprain, with
any certainty the actions of Man in his numerous social en_
vironments- Therefore, the role of social science theories
is more limited; they are considered usefur_ if they explain
a section of history in such a way as to arrow for the ex_
traction of varuable information which wirr lead one to a

better understanding of that rearity. The research concr_u_
sions of this work have faired to support the author,s orio-

306
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this aloneinal hypothesis but, from an

cannot constitute failure.

Epistemologically, this thesis involved the testing of
the recently-devised theory of the international regime by

apprying it to a strictly delineated segment of modern his-
tory. This effort was undertaken r+ith three general re-
search objectives impl-icit in the original hypothesis. The

first objective was the overalr evaruation of the theory be-
ing employed: the testing of the regime concept is the only
means by which theoreticar conceptuarisations can be evalu-
ated as to their academic merit. The second objective vras

to verify the existence of the particurar historical data
upon which the theoreticar assertions of the regime concept
are founded; in other words, to examine the utility of the
theory by searching for the reguisite historical information
to justify its employment. The third, and last, objective
was to comprehend the general theoretical base of the regime

concept: to understand the purpose behind the theoretical
conceptual-isation so as to know the parameters of the inves-
tigation. From this epistemorogical perspective, ar1 of
these objectives v¡ere realised in this thesis and in that
sense the research was not artogether a faired enterprise.

The segment of history within which the author's hypothe-
sis was tested was the period reading to the Treaty of Brus-
sel-s (1948) and the national security policies of the signa-
tory states therein. By itself, the text of the treatyr âs
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discussed in chapter Three, exhibits all of the basic attri-
butes to be considered a model of a security regirne. How-

ever, subseguent analysis of the signatories' national se-
curity poricies and of their perspectives regarding security
lead to the alternate, and more sound, concrusion. security
regimes can be understood as an internationat institutional
arrangement among a self-conscious grouping of states and

which are based on a common desire for security along clear-
ly defined principres and norms. In effect, a security re-
girne is a mutual-security organisation based on an excrusive
system-wide awareness of, and adherence to, certain societal
norms. By stating that the Brussels pact is not a model of
a security regime this thesis concludes that the political
institution created by the Treaty of Brussels does not meet

the criteria as put forth in this definition.

The emphasis placed by regime anarysis on normative state
interaction reguires that the poritical concept of security
be redefined. Àmong most writers on international security
affairs there tends to be a concentration of effort in exam-

ining structurar factors such as economic wealth or the aug-
mentation of miiitary poï¡er. It is argued that states are
more secure t ot enjoy greater security, from threat if they
possess systemic capabilities in greater abundancei it is,
however, recognised that there exists a security dilemma

which serves to hinder the "mad rush" for a greater accumu-

lation of those capabilities. Nevertheless, this thesis has
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argued that it is the type of threat a state confronts which
dictates the security policy advocated and pursued. The two

types of perceived threat - internal or external or a combi_
nation of both require different and distinct responses by

a state. The concept of security is admittedly an ambiguous
political notion. However, if it is defined as the protec-
tion of arready-acquired varuesr âs is done in chapter Tvro,

a security policy becomes any government poricy undertaken
for that objective; the state, a1one, defines the threat it
perceives. This necessary redefinition of security opens
wide the parameters of what constitutes security and threats
thereto. Externar threats, or those directed at a particu-
lar State's economic and military capabirities, are stirt
considered as important considerations. At the same time,
internar threats, or those directed at a state's constitu-
tional, culturalr or societar structure are also deemed to
be relevant factors for investigation.

The basis of the concept of the security regime is a rec-
ognition among a group of states of a basic interdependence
in the achievement of individuar security. In other words,
a group of stales serf-consciously perceive a common threat
to their already-acquired values, and each member of the
group realises it is individually incapabre of rendering
that threat harmless. Flowing from the definition of secur-
ity adopted in chapter Two it stands to reason that security
regimes may arise in response to both external and internal_
types of threat: the Lockean rnodel of the state of naE,ure
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expricitJ-y providing for the intersubjectivity of social
varues necessary for a colrectively-perceived internal type
of threat. Moreover, security regimes must be capabre of
redressing both levels of threat systemic and specific-ad-
versarial - which are endemic in any system composed of sov-
ereign States so as to permit the creation of an environment
where restraint can be exÞected. À brief review of this
thesis' historical research reveals that, whire many of the
requisite factors risted in chapter Two underlay the five
signatories'policies, the Treaty of Brussers cannot be con-
sidered an accurate model of a security regime.

chapter Four discussed the evolution of British security
policy during the period 1944-194g. This time period essen_
tialry involved a redefinition of gritain's rore in the new

political environment of the post-war world; a redefinition
made more necessary by that country's decline rel_ative to
the poÌ'¡er positions occupied by the two superpowers. chap-
ter Four was written around three general propositions that
can be made regarding sritish policy reading to the Treatv
of Brussels in 1948. The first proposition is that both the
churchill and Àttlee Governments reaÌised that the post-v¡ar
distribution of systemic capabirities was such that Brit-
ain's staLus as an effective internationar actor courd be

maintained only by means of a direct linkage with the coun-
tries of the European continent. Despite this realistic ap-
praisal of Britain's position, both governments were pre-
vented from constructing a western European security croup
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for fear of antagonising both Lhe Soviet Union and the Unit-
ed States; the importance of this factor is demonstrated in

numerous officials'statements as well as in the text of the

Treaty of Dunkirk signed in March of 1947. Sincerely, and

logicaIly, supportive of post-war Great Power cooperation,

British policy reflected that country's appreciation of the

fact that it, alone and opposed by both Superpowers, did not

possess the r+herewithal to undertake to create any semblance

of a united and nritish-Ied Western European grouping of

States.

The second assertion that can be made about British se-

curity policy is that it was extremely responsive to the

collapse of Great Power cooperation. Àlthough the Churchill
Government had been quite suspicious of Soviet motives in
Europe, the AttIee Government was remarkably open-minded and

confident about its ability to "do business" with the Soviet

Union. This optimistic attitude vras due to the Labour par-

ty's opinion that "Left understood Left", a sincere desire

for international cooperation in the post-v¡ar worId, and the

belief that the greatest threat to peace vras the possibility
of a revanchist German State taking advantage of Great power

rivalries. During the period 1945-1948 this tidy perception

of a limited threat, easily prevented, changed; a residual
fear of Germany h'as supplemented and eventually overwhelmed

by a clearly perceived threat emanating from the Soviet Un-

ion. Às Chapter Four demonstrates, British policy became
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increasingly concerned as a resuft of the disruptive actions

initiated by indigenous, pro-Moscovr, West European Communist

parties and especially by the intransigent and hostile atti-

tude assumed by Soviet representatives at the various Con-

ferences of Foreign Ministers: if Britain was not directly

af f ected by the f ormer of the two concerns, it I.Ias certainly

the target of much of the abuse and Soviet propaganda deliv-

ered during those conferences. Àfter the failed Moscow and

first Paris Conferences, the perception of the Soviet Union

as a distinct threat to nritish security, and that of the

West in general, r¡as accepted as a new element in the post-

v¡ar international system. Events such as the futile London

Conference and the Communist coup in Prague, which took

place shortly before the Brussels Conference, only served to

underscore the fact that Great Power cooperation was no

longer a feasible option upon which gritish policy could be

based.

The last general understanding of sritish security policy

during the period under review was an ever-present aim of

formally involving the United States in the maintenance of

the status suo post bellum in Europe; this objective was to

be realised finally by the Àmerican accession to the North

Atlantic Treaty in January of 1949. As a result of this
goa1, British policy throughout the early post-war era was a

deliberate effort to administer to its ov¡n security inter-

ests in such a manner that it would not entail the aliena-

tion or the hostilitv of the United States. Indeed, the
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of British policy h'as to pursue a security
policy that would necessarily "entangle" the United States

in European affairs: such an entanglement would then serve

to offset the fears of the recognisably necessary German re-
vival, and balance the otherwise preponderant Soviet posi-

tion in Europe.

All three aspects of Sritish security policy came togeth-

er in Bevin's proposal for Western Union which he first made

public in his speech of 22 January 1948. First, by advocat-

ing the creation of his ambiguous Western Union, Bevin was

acknowledging that Britain could not stand apart from West-

ern Europe; the long-term nature of the ideological division
of the continent dictated otherwise. Second, the speech

publicly recognised the Soviet threat which was perceived to

be directed at undermining the recovery of Western Europe,

and accepted that the acquisition of the means of combating

that threat e¡as the salient concern then confronting "demo-

cratic" Europe. Lastly, Bevin's Western Union was proposed

as a political device to draw the United States into a long-

term, formal security arrangement with Western Europe: the

States of Western Europe would work together and using the

experience of the Marshall PIan as a precedent, hope that
the United States would contribute sufficient resources to

counter the Soviet threat. Chapter Four concludes by as-

serting that, for Great Britain, the Treaty of Brussels was

an important policy objective but, given the post-war con-
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on that country, the treaty's importance

nature and ent i re.Iy symbol ic .

chapter Five addressed the question of French policy dur-
ing the immediate post-war period, and the reasons behind
France's accession to the Treatv of Brussels in 194g. This
chapter divided the principal determinants explaining French
poricy into two broad categories; domestic considerations
and concern for external security. The domestic political
situation which France's leaders had to confront was one

whereby threats to the continuity of French democracy were

clearly perceived to exist. These threats came from the pcF

on the left, which vras politicarly aligned with the soviet
union, and from de Gaulle's RpF which emerged in April of
1946 and represented the reactionary Right. To the leaders
of the centrist (socialist-MRp) coalitions, the continuous
electorar successes enjoyed by the pcF and its abirity to
mobilise popular support through its control of the rargest
trade union, meant that the possibility of a communist take-
over peaceful 0r otherwise v¡as ever-present. The attempt
by the centrist parties to control the pcF through "tripar-
Lisme" became increasingly untenable because of intra-coari-
tion rivalries, the growing confidence and ministerial de-
mands of the Communist party, as weIl as Washington's
linkage of economic aid to the removal of communist minis-
ters from the French cabineE. The decision of the Ramadier

in May of 1947 to expel the communists from his cabinet led
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to nation-wide strikes and an economic crisis which further
questioned the continuity of democratic institutions in
France. It v¡as largely because of the pcF's strength and the
governments' reructance to address the issue head-on which
led de Gaulle to end his retirement, form the popurist RpF,

and begin lashing-out at the centrist coalitions'policies,
while emphasising the communist threat. Às it happened,
however, the socialist-MRp coalition perceived de Gaulre to
be as great a threat as that posed by the pCF; de Gaulle,s
popularity and early electoral successes suggested the pos-
sibility of a Bonapartist revival in France which the cen-
trists understandably opposed. Faced with what appeared to
be an assault, from both the Right and the Left, directed
against the very existence of French democracy the Ramadier
Government folrowed a policy throughout 1947 that ted to the
Treatv of Brussels. rn signing the treaty, the government
hoped to real-ise their goal of economic recovery and thereby
undermine the popurarity of the pcF's poritical programme,

and at the same time weaken the appeal of de Gaulre's reac-
tionary anti-Communist position.

In the compiementary category of
France's policy evolved in response to
needs and the temperament of the internati
way through the four year period, French

derwent a shift in emphasis dictated l_a

changing internat ionaL posit ion. From

foreign affairs,
its own national

onal system. Mid-

foreign policy un-

rgely by France's

1944 until de
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Gaulle's resignation in January of 1946, French policy had

been concerned primarily with the recovery of that country's
pre-war status as a Great Power. Àfter that rank had been

recovered, approximately by the beginning of 1946, France

turned its attention to the achievement of a "satisfactory"
solution to the German question; satisfactory being defined
largely by French national interests. In its pursuit of

this poricy objective France attempted to play the role of a

mediating Power between the Anglo-saxon bloc and the soviet
union. However, by the time of the Moscow and first paris

conferences of 1947, it had become apparent that the soviet
union was not at arl interested in any form of constructive
engagement along the East-West axis of Europe. Indeed, many

French leaders believed that soviet policy objectives were

predicated on the economic breakdown of the West; this per-

ception seemed to be confirmed by the massive pcF-inspired

strikes called for by Moscow in response to France's accep-

tance of the American Marshall Àid. Chapter Five demon-

strates that, throughout 1947 and into the early months of

1948, French perceptions of the soviet union v¡ere undergoing

a substantial transformation. By March of 1948, this tran-
sition had progressed to such an extent that the soviet un-

ion had effectively replaced Germany as the principal threat
to French security. It was, therefore, in this hostire envi-
ronment that France acceded to the Treatv of Brussels how-

ever, while a united European front was regarded as useful,
French poricy 1ogical1y oemanded the active involvement of

the United States.
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The last historical chapter, chapter seven, focused at-
tention on the emerging security policies of the two Lowr.and

countries of Belgium and the Netherlands. Although rela-
tivery unimportant in the international Balance of power,

their accession to the Treatv of Brussels demonstrates three
points which serve to highlight the regime-aspects of the
treaty. First, both countries abandoned their traditional
postures of neutrarity due to the realisation that the main_
tenance of their security required their active invorvement;
when the efficacy of the united Nations' colrective security
system became questionable, a regional-based approach was

accepted as the logical alternative. second, both staces re_
cognised the political utility of an international order
founded on common principres; such an order wouÌd more read-
iry permit active and constructive participation by lesser
Powers. Third, p€rhaps more than Great Britain or France,
both states seemed to appreciate more wilringry that post-
war Europe could only reemerge i f its countries r.¡orked to_
gether politically and economicallv. Chapter Seven also
demonstrates that domestic poritical factors, such as the
composition of the two countries' governmental coalitions
r'¡ere important influences in the development of their secur_
ity poricies. However, the crucial need for econ.omic recov-
êtry, the division of Europe, and the underrying soviet
threat served to unite the Benelux countries during the ne-
goLiations leading to the Treatv of Brussels.
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chapters Four through seven comprise a substantiar por-
tion of this thesis. The research into the bases of the sig-
natories' security policies is a necessary and vital feature
of any attempt to appry a social science theory to a given

segment of History. while the detailed anarysis of the text
of the Treatv of Brussels, which was undertaken in chapter
Three, suggested that the treaty itserf represented a model

of a security regime, the necessary historicar support for
that position cannot be found in the five powers' poricies.
Based on the conventional appreciation of the concept, as

detailed in chapter Two, it must be concluded that the Trea-

!t of Brussers is not an accurate moder of a security regirne

for two principal reasons.

The first reason is that the signatory states to the
Treatv of Brussels l¡rere not an all-inclusive self -consc ious
grouping. rf the Brussers pact could be considered as a se-
curity regime it must be understood as protecting the signa-
tories from both Lypes of threat externar and internar.
The soviet union and its policies v¡ere perceived to be

threatening not only the sovereignty and territorial integ-
rity of the five powers, but also their basic social and

ethical doctrines. The historical research undertaken

crearly reveal-s the presence of perceptions of both types of
threat underlying the national security poricies of the sig-
natories; these perceptions were reflected in the clauses of
the treaty itself as outtined in chapter Three. However,
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while the five states saw themselves as a bastion of Europe-

an civirisation confronted by a threat from a non-European

Power and its ideology, they never conceived of themsel_ves

as an island.

Àlthough Benerux, and to a lesser extent France, were in
favour of some form of federar union in Europe, their sepa-

rateness from other bearers of European civilisation l¡as

only geographical. The type of threat perceived, that is
anti-democratic and anti-western, meant that a naturar af-
finity was generated with other simirar "European" states
elsewherer'rtaly, south Àfrica, canada, New Zealand, Austra-
1ia, and especially the United States. The "diplomatic
fence" necessary for a systemic conceptualisation of a se-

curity regime was not constructed around only those five
signatories. The perceived threat was Eo a tray of life
whichr ôs noted in Ernest Bevin's western union speech, had

"extended its influence throughout the worrd". 1 The princi-
ples and norms of the Treatv of Brussers as discussed in
chapter Three v¡ere no different from those pursued through-
out the western worLd in the immediate post-war period. rf
there was a "diplomatic fence" the five signatories were

only one section of the field it encircled.

I "speech by Mr.Bevin
1948," printed in
1947-1948. , London,

in the House of Commons, 22 January
Doçumçnts. on InternationÈL Affairs,
oxford university press, i%2.æ'.
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The second reason why the Treatv of Brussel-s does not

represent a moder of a security regime is perhaps the most

obviousi confronted by the perceived soviet threat, the five
Powers knew themselves to be incapable of guaranteeing their
own security. Everyone of the five powers recognised that
even by pooling their resources they did not possess the ec-

onomic or miritary wherewithal to defend the varues sover-

eignty, territorial integrity and cultural identity - they

arr wanted to protect. It was for that reason that each of

the five Powers perceived the Treatv of Brussels as a means

of formally involving the united states in the post-h¡ar Eu-

ropean security system. The willing acceptance of Àmerican

economic aid by means of the Marshall pran $ras western Eu-

rope's admission that it lacked the necessary finances to
undertake post-war reconstruction without substantial assis-
tance. The pursuit of an American military commitment to
the security of western Europe, through the rater North Àt-
lantic Treatv (1949) and NATO, demonstrated the perception

of an inability for successful corrective self-defence.
whire the Treatv of Brussels could, and did, reinforce the

"no-war" community in western Europe, it was recognised to
be wholly incapable of redressing the general systemic, or

even a specific adversarial, threat if either contained the

most powerful putative adversary of western Europe - the so-
viet Union.
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The question that remains for the conclusion is an evalu-

ation of the utility of international regime theory for the

undertaking of analyses in International Relations. By and

large, it can be readily asserted that the concept of the

regime is indeed valuable and may lead to a greater compre-

hension of History and, of course, the present interactions

of States. Hed1ey BuI1's society of States, rêfined as it
has been by Friederich Kratochwil's concept of the "public
interest" complements, and supports regime theory: aIl three

ideas serve in turn to buttress the Lockean model of the

state of nature.

Man is a social animal-, and because of this he is also

necessarily invoLved in normative actions; societies cannot

exist without such involvement. Utilising the Hobbesian ap-

proach to the state of nature as a theoretical model of the

international system means that the idea of an international
society, however geographically defined, is ignored or at

least de-emphasised. The regime concept re-admits the ever-

present normative elements which cornprise a substantial por-

tion of Man's political behaviour; ideological and religious
conflicts, violent or otherwise, bear witness to the veraci-

ty of this statement. Therefore, in conclusion, the utility
of international regime theory lies in its re-introduction
of Man's fundamental humanity into analyses based primarily
on political realism.



Àppendix À

THE TREÀTY OF BRUSSELS (UenCu 17, 1g4g)

Tir Royar Highness the prince Regent of Bergium, the presi-
dent of the French Republic, president of [rte French union,
T"r noy3l Highness the Grand Duchess of Luxemburg, Her Ma-jesty the Queen of the Netherrands and His MajesËv the Kingof GreaL Britain, Northern rrerand and the sritish Dominionã
beyond the Seas, l

Resolved

To reaffirm their faith in fundamentar human rights, in
!Þ" dignity and worth of the human person and in [rr. otheridears proclaimed in the charter of tt¡e united Nations;

To fortify and preserve thg principles of democracy, pêr-sonal freedom and political liberty, the constitutionãr tra-ditions and the rule of law, wrriãrr are their common herit-
age;

. To strengthen, with these aims in view, the economic, so-ciar and cultural ties by which they are already unitedi
To co-operate 1oya11y

create in Western Eurooe
recovery;

To afford assistance
the Charter of the United
tional peace and security
gression;

be held to be necessary in the
of a policy of aggression;

in the pursuance of these aims
same ideals and animated by the

and to co-ordinate their efforts toa firm basis for European economic

to each other, in accordance v¡ith
Nations, in maintaining interna-

and in resisting any policy of ag-

To take such steps as may
event of a renewal by Germany

To associate progressivety
other States inspired by the
like determination;

TI"gtF.of, Brussers: Trea!y of.Economic, sociar and curtur-aI Collaboratr-on and Collective Self -Defence Uetween-ttre
, _Luxemburq, and the Neth-erlands. Brussers, 17 March lg¿8. text taken trom bocu-

r_ts oD International Af f airs , 1947-49. , London, O;l-Td
un i vers i tt-Þress;Trs2 .æs-T

- 5¿¿ -
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Desiring for these purposes to conclude a treaty for col-Iaboration in economic, social and cultural matteis and forcollect ive self -def ence ;

Have appointed as their pl_enipotentiaries:

[Names FoIlow]

Iho, _ having exhibited their full powers found
due form, have agreed as follows:

in good and

Àrt icl_e I

convinced of the close community of their interests andof the necessity of uniting in ordei to promote the economicrecovery of Europe, the High contracting parties wirl so or-ganize and co-ordinate their economið activities as toproduce the best possible results, by the elimination ofconfrict in their economic poricies, lhe co-ordination ofproduction and the deveropment of commercial exchanges.

-.Tlr. Ço operation provided for in the preceding paragraph,which will be effected through the consültative-cäuncll ie-ferred to in Àrticle vrI as well as through other bodies,sharr not involve any duplication af, or piejudice to, thework of other. economic organ ízations in wr,:.ct the High con-tracting Parties are or may be represented but shall on thecontrary assist the work of those organízations.

Àrt icle I I

The High Çontracting parties wirl make every effort in
common, both by direct consurtation and in speciátized agen-cies, to promote the attainment of a higher ãtandard of riv-ing by their _peopres and to develop oñ corresponding rinesthe social and other related servicás of their ãountrles.

- Thg.High contracting parties witl consult with the objectof achieving the earriest possibre application of recommen-dations of immediate_practièa1 intereä!, relating to socialmatters, adopted with their approvar in the speciarized
agenc i es .

They will endeavour to concrude as soon as posssibre con-ventions with each other in the sphere of sociåt securirv-
Àrticle III

The High Çontracting parties wirl make every effort in
common to lead_ their. peopres towards a better uñderstandingof the principles which form the basis of their common civii



lization and to promote
between themselves or bv

cuLtural exchanges
other means.

Article IV
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by conventions

rf any of the High contracting parties shourd be the ob-ject of an armed attack in europe, the other High contract-ing Pa.rties wi11, in accordance with the provisiõns of Àrti-cle 51 of the Charter of the United Nalions, afford theParty so attacked all the miritary and other aid and assis-tance in thei r Þolrer .

Article V

À11 measures taken as a resurt of the preceding Articreshall be immediately reported to the security counclr. Theysharl be terminated as soon as the security ôouncil has tak-en the measures necessary to maintain or restore interna-tional peace and security.
Thg present rreaty doers not prejudice in any Ìvay the ob-ligations of tl,u High contracting Þarties undei tire provi-sions of the charter of the united Nationss. rt shall ñot beinterpreted as- affecting in any vray the authority and re-sponsibility of the security council under the ôharr.r rotake at aly time such action as it deems neceesary in orderto maintain or restore internationar peace and secùricy.

Àrticle VI

The High contracting parties decrare, each as far as heis concerned, that none of the internationar engagements nowin force between him and any other of the nigh õontractingParties or any third state is in conflict wi[rr the provi:sions of the present Treaty.

None of the Hish contracting parties will conclude anyalliance or participate in any coalition directed aqainsiany other of the High Contracting parties.
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Article VI I

For the purpose of consulting together on a1l the ques-
tions dealt with in the present rreaty, the High contracting
Parties will create a Consultative Council, which shall be
so organized as to be able to exercise its functions contin-
ual1y. The council shall meet at such times as it shalr deem
lrf

Àt the reguest of any of the High Contracting parties,
the councir shaIl be immediately convened in order to permit
the High Contracting Parties to consult with regard to any
situation which may constitute a threat to peace, in whaLl
ever area this threat should arise; with regard to the atti-
tude to be adopted and the steps to be taken in case of a
renewal by Germany of an aggressive policy i or with regard
to any situation constituting a danger to economic stabili-
Ey.

Àrt icle VI I I

In pursuance of their determination to settle disputes
only by peaceful means, the High Contracting parties witl
apply to disputes between themselves the following provi-
s10ns:

The High Contracting Parties wi11, while the present
Treaty remains in force, settle alI disputes falling-within
the scope of Àrticle 36, paragraph 2, of the Statute of the
International Court of Justice by referring them to the
Court, subject onJ-y, in the case of each of them, to any
reservation already made by that Party when accepting this
clause for compulsory jurisdiction to the extent that that
Party may maintain the reservation.

In addition, the High Contracting Parties wiIl submit to
conciliation all disputes outside of the scope of Àrticre
36, paragraph 2, of the Statute of the International Court
of Justice.

In the case of a mixed dispute involving both questions
for which conciliation is appropriate and other questions
for which judicial settlement is appropriater âDy party to
the dispute sharl have the right to insist that the judicial
settrement of the legal questions shall precede concilia-
tion.

The preceding provisions of this Àrticle in no vray affect
the application of relevant provisions or agreements pre-
sc r i.bing some other method of pac i f ic settlement .
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Article IX

The High contracting parties hây, by agreement, inviteany other state to accede to the þresent ireaty on condi-tions to be agreed between them and the state so- invited.
Àny state so invited may become a party to the Treaty bydepositing instruments of accession with the Belgian Govern-

menE.

The Belgian Government will
tracting Parties of the deposit
s10n.

inform each of the High Con-
of each instrument of acces-

Àrticle X

The present Treaty sha1l be ratof rat i f icat i on shal-I be depos i tedthe Belgian Government.

It shall errter into force on the date of the deposit ofthe last instrument of rat i f icat ion and shaLl therea-f t.t re-main in force for f ifty years.

After the expiry of the period of fiftythe High Contracting partieã shaII have theto be a party thereto provided that he shal1gÍven one year's notice of denunciation Eo
ernment.

ified and the instruments
as soon as possible with

years, each of
right to cease

have previously
the Belgian Gov-

The Belgian Government sharl inform the Governments ofthe other High cgllracting parties of the deposit of eachinstrument of ratification and of each notice of denuncia-tion.
rn witness thereof, the above-named prenipotentiaries

h3rg signed the present rreaty and have affiied theretotheir seaIs.

Done at BrusseIs, this sevent
English and French, each text be
single copy which shall remain
the Belgian Government and of v¡
be transmitted to each of the ot

eenth day of March 1948, in
ing equally authentic, in a
deposited in the archives of
hich certified copies shaIl
her signatories.

P.H. Spaak.
Gaston Eyskens.

c. Bidault.
J. De Hautecloque.

Joseph Bech.
Robert Als.

For Belgium:

For France:

For Luxemburg:

(r. s.
(r. s.
(r. s.(r.s.
(r,.s.
(r. s.
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For the Netherrands: (L.s. ) w. van Boetzelaer.(L.S.) Van Harinxma Thoe Slooten.
For the united Kigdom of Great Britain and N. Irerand(1,.S.) Ernest Bevin.(r,.S.) George Rende1
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